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CO-CHAIRS’ FOREWORD

The Report of the Commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty could not have been produced in an intellectual vacuum. There is an enormous literature on the subject, in many languages and going back many years, which the Commission had a responsibility to take into account - and every reason to want to. In order to aid our own work, and as a contribution to future scholarship, we asked our research team to prepare an annotated list – necessarily selective, but as wide-ranging as possible – of the best writing on the subject. The Bibliography thus produced, set out in Part II, is an important component of the present volume.

Notwithstanding the wealth of existing literature, the Commission felt the need to generate a good deal of additional research of its own, to fill gaps in that literature, to bring it up to date and to draw together in a more manageable way information and ideas scattered through many primary and secondary sources in many languages. Thus the Research Essays in Part I, which constitute the bulk of this volume. Between them, the nine essays cover, in depth, the full range of issues with which the Commission had to grapple. We were particularly concerned to ensure that we had before us, as an input into our deliberations, a thoroughly balanced analysis of all those issues, with all the major arguments and counter-arguments fully laid out. To the extent that views or conclusions are expressed from time to time in these essays – almost unavoidable in an exercise of this kind – they are, of course, those of the researchers and not the Commission.

The primary authors of these essays in their final published form were Thomas G. Weiss and Don Hubert, of the Commission’s research team, to whom the Commission owes an enormous debt of gratitude. Their writing was based, in turn, on substantial contributions from over fifty other scholars and specialists, whose names are listed in the acknowledgments which follow, who submitted either specially commissioned research papers, or who made specifically requested contributions to the regional and national roundtables further described below.

The Commission’s Report – and in particular its central theme of “The Responsibility to Protect” – goes in a number of ways beyond the discussion in the Research Essays collected here. But those essays were very much the quarry from which the Report was mined. They should also be seen as supplementing, and adding a great deal of detail (for example in its descriptions of past interventions, both before and after 1990) to a Report which was deliberately limited in length to increase its chances of being read. The Commission very much hopes that the Research Essays will in turn prove to be, for policy makers and commentators of the future, a mine of detailed and useful information and analysis.

Access to high quality written research was a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for the Commission to produce its report. Dealing with subject matter of this kind, involving such sensitive and volatile policy issues, and with many different views evident in different parts of the world, it was absolutely crucial for the Commission to hear directly from those actually or potentially affected by interventions, or in a position to undertake them, or with strong and well-considered views on the issues in question. So, as an integral part of our work, we conducted a series of lengthy roundtable discussions in Beijing, Cairo, Geneva, London, Maputo, New Delhi, New York, Ottawa, Paris, St Petersburg, Santiago and Washington. The meetings involved representatives from governments and intergovernmental organizations, from nongovernmental organizations and civil society, and from universities,
research institutes and think-tanks -- in all, over 200 people. These roundtable meetings proved to be a wonderfully rich source of information, ideas and diverse political perspectives, and an excellent real world environment in which the Commission could test its own ideas as they evolved. Summary accounts of each of the roundtable meetings, together with lists of those who participated in them, are also included in Part III of this volume.

As much as we might hope otherwise, nothing is more likely than that the international community will sooner or later again be confronted by events all too reminiscent of the agonies of the last decade in the Great Lakes, the Balkans, Haiti, Somalia, Sierra Leone, East Timor and elsewhere. Reacting to these situations in the ad hoc, and often ineffective or counter-productive, way we have in the past is not good enough for interdependent global neighbours in the twenty-first century. We have to do better.

The material gathered and described in this volume has played an important part in the deliberations of the Commission, and we warmly thank all those involved in writing, collecting or contributing to it. If the Report that has grown out of this material can help bring about a more systematic, balanced and less ideological debate of the main issues by the international community -- and even more if it comes to provide an accepted framework for dealing with these matters, as they arise in the future, in concrete and positive ways -- then our work will have been ground-breaking indeed.

GARETH EVANS
MOHAMED SAHNOUN
Co-Chairs
15 August 2001
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RESEARCHERS' PREFACE

Given the divisive views about the topic of intervention and state sovereignty, a first thought was to produce an edited volume containing essays with representative views from all points of the spectrum. This approach was abandoned after an initial meeting of researchers in London in October 2000. It would have been impossible in a volume of manageable length to reflect so many geographical, philosophical, political, and moral positions on so many different dimensions of the debate. Instead, some 15 specialists were asked to spell out the range of contemporary views, with the understanding that their raw material would be transformed by us. During this transformation, we also drew on the background papers and summary reports prepared for the various roundtables and consultations held by ICISS, which are summarized in Part III of this volume. The names of both types of colleagues figure in the acknowledgements to this volume as contributors, but few of them would recognize their building blocks in the present text. We have written and rewritten texts, moved parts of arguments, and inserted a substantial body of new material.

The task given to us by ICISS was to lay out in straightforward and nonargumentative terms the main issues behind the debate about humanitarian intervention that has taken place over the last decade. Working within these parameters, the three main sections of the research part of this volume are designed to provide readers with a common framework to understand its various dimensions.

Section A lays out the elements in the debate. Three essays discuss the range of meanings associated with the potentially politically charged and emotionally laden terms of state sovereignty and intervention, as well as the related notion of prevention. These essays provide a foundation for reviewing the subsequent historical overview and analysis.

Section B consists of two essays that systematically review the evolution of state practice toward humanitarian intervention since the founding of the United Nations Charter regime. This story, and the legitimate and illegitimate uses of "humanitarian" to justify intervention, are as old as the Westphalian system of international relations. The first essay provides an overview of nonconsensual interventions that had humanitarian objectives or resulted in substantial humanitarian benefits between 1945 and 1990. The real emphasis is, however, on interventions after 1990, which are summarized in the second essay of this section. The post-Cold War era has not changed everything, but it certainly has altered the prospects for intrusions into what had formerly been considered the more protected domain of sovereign states - to manage their domestic human rights policy without outside interference.

Section C builds on the essential elements and past history to explore the moral, legal, operational, and political dimensions of humanitarian intervention. Virtually all analyses of intervention and state sovereignty have examined the issues from the point of view of an intervenor. When is intervention for humanitarian purposes justified? How is it authorized? What is the most effective way to conduct it? And how can sufficient political will be mobilized to mount and maintain an intervention? A further essential perspective running throughout the four essays is how intervention is viewed by, and what effect it has on, populations at risk.

Part II of the volume is an extensive bibliography on the intervention debate. In a field that has burgeoned in the contemporary era, it is impossible to be comprehensive. However, more than 2,200 entries are listed under 12 basic headings, and they provide an impressive
listing of key literature from a variety of perspectives. This part, and in particular the 
electronic version available on CD-ROM or on the web, provides an important resource for 
researchers.

We are grateful for having had the challenging assignment of providing this input into the 
work of this Commission. We are especially indebted to a number of individuals. Through-
out the process, Co-Research Director and rapporteur Stanlake Samkange has proved to be an 
insightful reader and most supportive colleague; this volume bears his fingerprints, even if he 
would take issue with some of our interpretations. Carolin Thielking played a principal role 
in preparation of the bibliography, with supervision from Neil MacFarlane at Oxford 
University. Kevin Ozgurcin and Peter Hoffman, doctoral candidates from the Political Science 
Program at The CUNY Graduate Center, tirelessly furnished us with essential back-up 
research and criticism of arguments and prose; the volume would not have been possible 
without them. Ken Berry, executive assistant to the two Co-Chairs, compiled the summaries 
of the roundtables and national consultations included in Part III on which we drew. Finally, 
we are extremely grateful for the essential support emanating from the Secretariat of the 
Canadian Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade – especially Jill Sinclair, 
Heidi Hulan, and Susan Finch.

The layout and presentation are our responsibility as primary authors. Such views as 
are expressed are not to be taken as those of ICISS; nor are they necessarily those of any 
of the contributors, or of the institutions that sponsored regional roundtables or national 
consultations.

THOMAS G. WEISS 
DON HUBERT
ICISS Research Directorate 
15 August 2001
### LIST OF ACRONYMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AFL</td>
<td>Armed Forces of Liberia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFRC</td>
<td>Armed Forces Revolutionary Council [Sierra Leone]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AI</td>
<td>Amnesty International</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASEAN</td>
<td>Association of Southeast Asian Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIS</td>
<td>Commonwealth of Independent States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DD&amp;R</td>
<td>disarmament, demobilization, and reintegration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPKO</td>
<td>Department of Peacekeeping Operations [UN]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRC</td>
<td>Democratic Republic of the Congo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC</td>
<td>European Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECOMOG</td>
<td>ECOWAS Cease-fire Monitoring Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecowas</td>
<td>Economic Community of West African States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EO</td>
<td>Executive Outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU</td>
<td>European Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEWS</td>
<td>Famine Early Warning System [USAID]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRY</td>
<td>Federal Republic of Yugoslavia [Serbia and Montenegro]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSAU</td>
<td>Food Security Assessment Unit [EU]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIA</td>
<td>Governor's Island Agreement [Haiti]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIEWS</td>
<td>Global Information and Early Warning System on Food and Agriculture [FAO]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICC</td>
<td>International Criminal Court</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICISS</td>
<td>International Commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICJ</td>
<td>International Court of Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICRC</td>
<td>International Committee of the Red Cross</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDPs</td>
<td>internally displaced persons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFOR</td>
<td>Implementation Force [Bosnia]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IHL</td>
<td>international humanitarian law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMF</td>
<td>International Monetary Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERFET</td>
<td>International Force in East Timor [Australian-led multinational force]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOM</td>
<td>International Organization for Migration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KLA</td>
<td>Kosovo Liberation Army</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISAB</td>
<td>Inter-African Force to Monitor the Implementation of the Bangui Agreements [Central African Republic]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNF</td>
<td>Multinational Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOU</td>
<td>Memorandum of Understanding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSF</td>
<td>Médecins sans Frontières [Doctors Without Borders]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAM</td>
<td>Non-Aligned Movement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATO</td>
<td>North Atlantic Treaty Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGO</td>
<td>nongovernmental organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Full Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPFL</td>
<td>National Patriotic Front of Liberia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPRC</td>
<td>National Provisional Revolutionary Council [Sierra Leone]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAS</td>
<td>Organization of American States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAU</td>
<td>Organization of African Unity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODI</td>
<td>Overseas Development Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECD</td>
<td>Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECS</td>
<td>Organisation of Eastern Caribbean States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONUC</td>
<td>UN Operation in the Congo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSCE</td>
<td>Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-5</td>
<td>five permanent members of the UN Security Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLO</td>
<td>Palistine Liberation Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROEs</td>
<td>rules of engagement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPF</td>
<td>Rwanda Patriotic Front</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSLMF</td>
<td>Republic of Sierra Leone Military Forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUF</td>
<td>Revolutionary United Front [Sierra Leone]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SADC</td>
<td>Southern African Development Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIPRI</td>
<td>Stockholm International Peace Research Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFOR</td>
<td>Stabilization Force [NATO] [Bosnia]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRSG</td>
<td>Special Representative of the Secretary-General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ULIMO</td>
<td>United Liberation Movement of Liberia for Democracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN</td>
<td>United Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNAMET</td>
<td>UN Mission in East Timor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNAMIR</td>
<td>UN Assistance Mission in Rwanda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNAMSIL</td>
<td>UN Mission in Sierra Leone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNHCR</td>
<td>UN High Commissioner for Refugees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNITAF</td>
<td>Unified Task Force [Somalia]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNMIH</td>
<td>UN Mission in Haiti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNMIK</td>
<td>UN Interim Administration Mission in Kosovo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNOMIL</td>
<td>UN Observer Mission in Liberia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNOMSIL</td>
<td>UN Observer Mission in Sierra Leone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNOSOM</td>
<td>UN Operation in Somalia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNPROFOR</td>
<td>UN Protection Force [former Yugoslavia]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNTAET</td>
<td>UN Transitional Administration in East Timor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USAID</td>
<td>US Agency for International Development</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The peoples of the world are determined to save succeeding generations from the scourge of war, which has brought untold sorrow to mankind. They have appealed to the United Nations and to reaffirm faith in human dignity and the equal rights of men and women and in the dignity of all human beings and in the equal rights of all members of the human family and to establish conditions of peace and justice and respect for the human rights, as men and nations have always struggled to achieve, free from fear and from want and to promote social progress and better standards of living in larger freedom and to practice tolerance and respect for the equal rights of women and men. And to unite our strength to maintain international peace and security. In this declaration, the peoples of the world, therefore, have resolved that their meeting shall be known as the United Nations.
Sovereignty, intervention, and prevention are three essential elements of the contemporary debate on the use of coercive means to secure humanitarian objectives. Each is covered by a separate essay in Section A, and particular attention is devoted to the relationship between them. Two of them, state sovereignty and intervention, are often assumed to be irreconcilable and contradictory. A fundamental question to be addressed in the pages that follow, then, is the extent and manner in which these two concepts are actually in tension.

Essay 1, Sovereignty, approaches the concept of sovereignty from the perspective of law and politics. By setting out the historical origins of the concept in international law and in state practice, it demonstrates that sovereignty remains a cornerstone of contemporary international relations but that the actual exercise of state sovereignty has always been more constrained and porous than the stark legal definition would imply. The analysis illuminates the changing nature of the concept of sovereignty. Four challenges have appeared to the traditional and static conception of sovereignty: the increased salience of self-determination and the willingness to redraw borders, the ever-widening definition of threats to international peace and security, the recurring collapse of state authority, and the heightened importance attached to popular sovereignty.

Essay 2, Intervention, places the concept of intervention in historical context and examines it in light of both legal definitions and state practice. The norm of noninterference in internal affairs has lost ground. Activities that decades ago would have been conceived as interference are now widely acknowledged, if not accepted, as part of day-to-day politics. Nevertheless, the norm of nonintervention, where intervention is understood as the employment of coercive measures without the consent of the respective state, remains remarkably robust. Three specific dimensions of nonconsensual coercion are examined – military enforcement, sanctions and embargoes, and international criminal prosecution – before concluding with an overview of the contemporary debate on humanitarian intervention.

Essay 3, Prevention, deals with prevention as an integral part of this debate. Successful preventive efforts may obviate the need for coercion or at least reduce the need for robust military interventions and the human and financial costs that they entail. In the wake of a series of crises in the late 1990s – particularly Rwanda, East Timor, Kosovo, Liberia, and Sierra Leone – the United Nations and many member states have concluded that greater priority should be given to prevention. Beyond their instrumental benefits, genuine preventive measures also increase the ultimate legitimacy of intervention when prevention fails. The text reviews the growing field of conflict prevention, identifies the various activities and
initiatives included under the broad rubric of prevention, assesses the various conceptual distinctions along both thematic and temporal lines, and illuminates the challenges that at present appear to result in many words but little action.
1. STATE SOVEREIGNTY

Meaning and Purpose of Sovereignty ........................................ 6
Limits of Sovereignty ................................................................. 7
Emerging Challenges to Sovereignty .......................................... 8

State sovereignty has, for the past several hundred years, been a defining principle of interstate relations and a foundation of world order. The concept lies at the heart of both customary international law and the United Nations (UN) Charter and remains both an essential component of the maintenance of international peace and security and a defence of weak states against the strong. At the same time, the concept has never been as inviolable, either in law or in practice, as a formal legal definition might imply. According to former Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali, "The time of absolute sovereignty ... has passed; its theory was never matched by reality."

Empirically, sovereignty has routinely been violated by the powerful. In today's globalizing world, it is generally recognized that cultural, environmental, and economic influences neither respect borders nor require an entry visa. The concept of state sovereignty is well entrenched in legal and political discourse. At the same time, territorial boundaries have come under stress and have diminished in significance as a result of contemporary international relations. Not only have technology and communications made borders permeable, but the political dimensions of internal disorder and suffering have also often resulted in greater international disorder. Consequently, perspectives on the range and role of state sovereignty have, particularly over the past decade, evolved quickly and substantially.

The purpose of this essay is to set out the scope and significance of state sovereignty as a foundation on which to explore contemporary debates on intervention. Students and scholars are aware of the enormous and contentious literature on this subject. As one scholar has summarized,

"Few subjects in international law and international relations are as sensitive as the notion of sovereignty. Steinberger refers to it in the *Encyclopedia of Public International Law* as "the most glittering and controversial notion in the history, doctrine and practice of international law." On the other hand, Henkin seeks to banish it from out vocabulary and Lauterpacht calls it a "word which has an emotive quality lacking meaningful specific content," while Verzijl notes that any discussion on this subject risks degenerating into a Tower of Babel. More affirmatively, Brownlie sees sovereignty as "the basic constitutional doctrine of the law of nations" and Alan James sees it as "the one and only organising principle in respect of the dry surface of the globe, all that surface now ... being divided among single entities of a sovereign, or constitutionally independent kind." As noted by Falk, "There is little neutral ground when it comes to sovereignty."

Nevertheless, a quick review of the basics is useful for less specialized readers. The analysis begins with a review of the origins of the concept and its role in the evolution of state practice. This is followed by a discussion of the legal meaning of sovereignty and of its
counterpart principle, nonintervention in domestic affairs. Together they comprise the fundamental bedrock of the contemporary international order. The widely acknowledged limits of state sovereignty are then examined, before turning to four contemporary challenges.

**MEANING AND PURPOSE OF SOVEREIGNTY**

State sovereignty denotes the competence, independence, and legal equality of states. The concept is normally used to encompass all matters in which each state is permitted by international law to decide and act without intrusions from other sovereign states. These matters include the choice of political, economic, social, and cultural systems and the formulation of foreign policy. The scope of the freedom of choice of states in these matters is not unlimited; it depends on developments in international law (including agreements made voluntarily) and international relations.

The concept of sovereign rule dates back centuries in the context of regulated relationships and legal traditions among such disparate territorial entities as Egypt, China, and the Holy Roman Empire. However, the present foundations of international law with regard to sovereignty were shaped by agreements concluded by European states as part of the Treaties of Westphalia in 1648. After almost 30 years of war, the supremacy of the sovereign authority of the state was established within a system of independent and equal units, as a way of establishing peace and order in Europe. The core elements of state sovereignty were codified in the 1933 Montevideo Convention on the Rights and Duties of States. They include three main requirements: a permanent population, a defined territory, and a functioning government. An important component of sovereignty has always been an adequate display of the authority of states to act over their territory to the exclusion of other states.

The post-1945 system of international order enshrined in the UN Charter inherited this basic model. Following decolonization, what had been a restrictive and eurocentric (that is, Western) order became global. There were no longer “insiders” and “outsiders” because virtually every person on Earth lived within a sovereign state. At the same time, the multiplication of numbers did not diminish the controversial character of sovereignty.

In accordance with Article 2 (1) of the UN Charter, the world organization is based on the principle of the sovereign equality of all member states. While they are equal in relation to one another, their status of legal equality as a mark of sovereignty is also the basis on which intergovernmental organizations are established and endowed with capacity to act between and within states to the extent permitted by the framework of an organization. In 1949 the International Court of Justice (ICJ) observed that “between independent States, respect for territorial sovereignty is an essential foundation of international relations.” Thirty years later, the ICJ referred to “the fundamental principle of state sovereignty on which the whole of international law rests.”

As a hallmark of statehood, territorial sovereignty underlies the system of international order in relations among states. An act of aggression is unlawful, not only because it undermines international order, but also because states have exercised their sovereignty to outlaw war. In addition, the failure or weakening of state capacity that brings about a political vacuum within states leads to human tragedies and international and regional insecurity. Repressive, aggressive, or collapsed states may result in threats to international peace and security.

The principle of noninterference in affairs that are within the domestic jurisdiction of states is the anchor to state sovereignty within the system of international relations and obligations. Jurisdiction broadly refers to the power, authority, and competence of a state to
govern persons and property within its territory. It is labelled "prescriptive" and "enforce-
ment." Prescriptive jurisdiction relates to the power of a state to make or prescribe law
within and outside its territory, and enforcement jurisdiction is about the power of the state
to implement the law within its territory. Jurisdiction exercised by states is then the
corollary of their sovereignty. Jurisdiction is clearly founded on territorial sovereignty
but extends beyond it. Jurisdiction is *prima facie* exclusive over a state's territory and popu-
lation, and the general duty of nonintervention in domestic affairs protects both the
territorial sovereignty and the domestic jurisdiction of states on an equal basis.

Within the Charter of the UN, there is an explicit prohibition on the world organization
from interfering in the domestic affairs of member states. What may be the Charter's most
frequently cited provision, Article 2 (7), provides that "[n]othing contained in the present
Charter shall authorise the United Nations to intervene in matters that are essentially
within the domestic jurisdiction of any State or shall require the Members to submit such
matters to settlement under the present Charter."

In sum, sovereignty is a key constitutional safeguard of international order. Despite
the pluralization of international relations through the proliferation of nonstate actors –
evidenced by an accelerated rate of economic globalization, democratization, and privatiz-
ation worldwide – the state remains the fundamental guarantor of human rights locally,
as well as the building block for collectively ensuring international order.

The equality in legal status of sovereignty also offers protection for weaker states in the
face of pressure from the more powerful. This sentiment was captured by Algerian President
Boueteflika, who, as President of the Organization for African Unity (OAU), addressed
the UN General Assembly in 1999, immediately after the Secretary-General, and called
sovereignty "our final defense against the rules of an unjust world."

**LIMITS OF SOVEREIGNTY**

There are important and widely accepted limits to state sovereignty and to domestic
jurisdiction in international law. First, the Charter highlights the tension between the sov-
erignty, independence, and equality of individual states, on the one hand, and collective
international obligations for the maintenance of international peace and security, on the
other. According to Chapter VII, sovereignty is not a barrier to action taken by the Security
Council as part of measures in response to "a threat to the peace, a breach of the peace or
an act of aggression." In other words, the sovereignty of states, as recognized in the UN
Charter, yields to the demands of international peace and security. And the status of
sovereign equality only holds effectively for each state when there is stability, peace, and
order among states.

Second, state sovereignty may be limited by customary and treaty obligations in interna-
tional relations and law. States are legally responsible for the performance of their
international obligations, and state sovereignty therefore cannot be an excuse for their non-
performance. Obligations assumed by states by virtue of their membership in the UN
and the corresponding powers of the world organization presuppose a restriction of the
sovereignty of member states to the extent of their obligations under the Charter.

Specifically, Article 1 (2) stipulates that "[a]ll Members, in order to ensure to all of them
the rights and benefits resulting from membership, shall fulfil in good faith the obligations
assumed by them in accordance with the present Charter." Furthermore, under "Purpose
and Principles," this same article obliges member states to achieve international coopera-
tion in solving problems of an economic, social, cultural, or humanitarian character and in
promoting and encouraging respect for human rights and for fundamental freedoms for all,
without distinction as to race, sex, language, or religion. This article further recognizes the UN as a centre for harmonizing the actions of states in the attainment of these common ends. Thus, the Charter elevates the solution of economic, social, cultural, and humanitarian problems, as well as human rights, to the international sphere. By definition, these matters cannot be said to be exclusively domestic, and solutions cannot be located exclusively within the sovereignty of states.

Sovereignty therefore carries with it primary responsibilities for states to protect persons and property and to discharge the functions of government adequately within their territories. The quality and range of responsibilities for governance have brought about significant changes in state sovereignty since 1945. In particular, since the signing of the UN Charter, there has been an expanding network of obligations in the field of human rights. These create a dense set of state obligations to protect persons and property, as well as to regulate political and economic affairs. Sovereignty is incapable, then, of completely shielding internal violations of human rights that contradict international obligations.

Similarly, Article 2 (7) of the Charter is also subject to widely accepted limits. In the first place, this article is concerned chiefly with the limits of the UN as an organization. In the second place, the words "essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of States" refer to those matters that are not regulated by international law. As the ICJ has concluded, "[T]he question whether a certain matter is or is not solely within the domestic jurisdiction of a State is an essentially relative question; it depends on the development of international relations." The ICJ has further concluded that it hardly seems conceivable that terms like "domestic jurisdiction" were intended to have a fixed content, regardless of the subsequent evolution of international law.

Sovereignty has been eroded by contemporary economic, cultural, and environmental factors. Interference in what would previously have been regarded as internal affairs — by other states, the private sector, and nonstate actors — has become routine. However, the preoccupation here is not these routine matters but the potential tension when the norm of state sovereignty and egregious human suffering coexist. As Kofi Annan suggested, in his opening remarks at the 1999 General Assembly, "States bent on criminal behaviour [should] know that frontiers are not the absolute defence."

In this respect, events in the last decade have broken new ground.

EMERGING CHALLENGES TO SOVEREIGNTY

The limits on sovereignty discussed above are widely accepted. They originate in the Charter itself, in authoritative legal interpretations of that document, and in the broader body of international law that has been agreed on by states. In recent decades, and particularly since the end of the Cold War, four more radical challenges to the notion of state sovereignty have emerged: continuing demands for self-determination, a broadened conception of international peace and security, the collapse of state authority, and the increasing importance of popular sovereignty.

In many ways, a central contemporary difficulty arises from the softening of two norms that had been virtually unchallenged during the Cold War, the sanctity of borders and the illegitimacy of secession. For almost half a century, collective self-determination was limited to the initial process of decolonization. Existing borders were sacrosanct, and it was unthinkable that an area of a state would secede, even with the consent of the original state. The OAU's Charter was clear that colonial borders, although it is generally agreed that they
were arbitrarily drawn, still had to be respected, or chaos would ensue. *Uti possidetis, ita possideatis* (as you possess, so may you possess) was accepted as the necessary trade-off for a modicum of international order.

At the end of the Cold War, however, these relatively clear waters became muddied. First, the Soviet Union became a "former superpower." Russia inherited the Soviet Union's legal status, including a permanent seat on the Security Council, but 14 other new states were created. Shortly thereafter, Yugoslavia broke up into 6 independent states. Later in the decade, Eritrea seceded from Ethiopia.

That weakening of the norms relating to borders and secessions is creating new tensions. Contemporary politics in developing countries is deeply conditioned by the legacy of colonialism. As European states ruled so many Asian and African countries without their consent, respect for state sovereignty is the preemptive norm *par excellence* of ex-colonial states. In light of history, it is difficult for representatives of developing countries to take at face value altruistic claims by the West. What may appear as narrow legalism – for instance, that Security Council authorization is a prerequisite for intervention – often appears in the South as a necessary buttress against new forms of imperialism.

The second challenge is the broadening interpretation of threats to international peace and security, the Charter-enshrined licence to override the principle of nonintervention. It arises from the fact that the Charter's collective system of international peace and security was crafted on the experience of the Second World War, some of which is of doubtful contemporary relevance. The focus was principally on the external unlawful use of sovereignty by states in committing acts of aggression. Collective efforts by the UN to deal with internal problems of peace and security, and gross violations of human rights, including genocide, have therefore run against the grain of the claim to sovereign status as set out in the Charter.

State actions approved or authorized after the Cold War's end by the Security Council have routinely broadened the notion of what is considered a threat to international peace and security. This process actually began during the Cold War with the Security Council's coercive decisions in the form of economic sanctions and arms and oil embargoes against apartheid in Southern Rhodesia and South Africa. In both cases, the Security Council described the recourse to Chapter VII action as a response to "threats to international peace and security." However, what clearly motivated state decision making was the human costs resulting from aberrant domestic human rights policies of white-minority regimes. An affront to civilization was packaged as a threat to international peace and security in order to permit action.

The evolution of the definition of a threat to international peace and security accelerated in the 1990s. For instance, while recalling Article 2 (7) of the Charter, the Security Council, in Resolution 688 (1991), nonetheless condemned "the repression of the Iraqi civilian population in many parts of Iraq, including most recently in Kurdish populated areas." The Security Council has repeatedly condemned attacks on civilians, in Bosnia and Herzegovina, in Sierra Leone, and in Kosovo, which constitute grave violations of international law. It has reaffirmed that persons who commit or order the commission of grave breaches of the Geneva Conventions and the Additional Protocols are individually responsible in respect of such breaches. Similarly, the establishment of international tribunals with criminal jurisdiction and the negotiation of the Rome Statute on the International Criminal Court signal that atrocities committed against human beings by their own governments – including war crimes, crimes against humanity, and the perpetration of genocide – may trump claims of sovereignty.
The main interventions of the 1990s were justified, at least in part, on humanitarian grounds, though again the humanitarian dimensions were framed as threats to international peace and security. In most cases, the dire humanitarian situation was explicitly mentioned in the Security Council’s authorization – the most extreme case being Somalia, where “humanitarian” appeared 18 times in Resolution 794 (1992). In a session devoted to Africa in January 2000, the AIDS pandemic was also framed as falling within the Security Council’s mandate. In short, the range of interpretations of international peace and security – the concept that defines the Security Council’s mandate – has been substantially broadened, albeit not without controversy.

The third challenge to traditional interpretations of state sovereignty has arisen because of the incapacity of certain states to effectively exercise authority over their territories and populations. In some cases, sovereignty is a legal fiction not matched by an actual political capacity. They are, in the words of one analyst, “quasi-states.” And as mentioned earlier, the display of actual control over territory is a prominent dimension of sovereign status. Some commentators have even argued that failed states violate the substantive UN membership requirement in Charter Article 4 that they “are able to carry out” their obligations.

This perspective is important in light of the growing awareness that state capacity and authority are essential conditions for the protection of fundamental rights. These conditions do not invoke nostalgia for repressive national-security states, but they recognize that a modicum of state authority and capacity is a prerequisite for the maintenance of domestic and international order and justice.

The absence or disappearance of a functioning government can lead to the same kinds of human catastrophe as the presence of a repressive state or the outbreak of a deadly civil war. Resounding features of these so-called failed states are anarchy, chronic disorder, and civil war waged without regard for the laws of armed conflict. These features, individually or collectively, inhibit or prevent a state from acting with authority over its entire territory. The failure of state sovereignty is most obviously evidenced by the lack of control where territorial sovereignty is effectively contested by force internally. In this situation, insurgents may occupy and control large portions of the territory, inhibiting the state from carrying out its responsibility to protect lives and property and maintain public security.

The political vacuum resulting from these circumstances leads to nonstate actors’ taking matters into their own hands, the massive flight of refugees, and the forced displacement of populations. These issues also create consequences of concern to other states, international organizations, and civil society. In lending support to the intervention by the Economic Community of West African States in Liberia, Zimbabwe went so far as to take the position that “when there is no government in being and there is just chaos in the country,” domestic affairs should be qualified as meaning “affairs within a peaceful environment.”

The grave humanitarian consequences of the failure of state capacity has led the Security Council to override state sovereignty by determining that internal disorder may pose a threat to international peace and security. In one case in particular, Somalia, the complete absence of state capacity prompted the Security Council to authorize a Chapter VII intervention.

The fourth challenge to traditional state sovereignty emerges from the changing balance between states and people as the source of legitimacy and authority. The older version of the rule of law of states is being tempered by the rule of law based on the rights of individuals. And a broader concept of sovereignty, encompassing both the rights and the responsibilities of states, is now being more widely advocated.
One formulation has been proposed by Kofi Annan in his widely cited article in *The Economist* on the "two concepts of sovereignty," which helped launch the intense debate on the legitimacy of intervention on humanitarian grounds. In it he argued that one concept of sovereignty is oriented around states and the other around people:

State sovereignty, in its most basic sense, is being redefined – not least by the forces of globalization and international co-operation. States are now widely understood to be instruments at the service of their peoples, and not vice versa. At the same time individual sovereignty – by which I mean the fundamental freedom of each individual, enshrined in the Charter of the UN and subsequent international treaties – has been enhanced by a renewed and spreading consciousness of individual rights. When we read the Charter today, we are more than ever conscious that its aim is to protect individual human beings, not to protect those who abuse them.

For Annan and others, sovereignty is not becoming less relevant; it remains the ordering principle of international affairs. However, "it is the peoples' sovereignty rather than the sovereign's sovereignty."

Another way of approaching the increasing importance of popular sovereignty is the notion of "sovereignty as responsibility," most explicitly formulated by Francis M. Deng, the Representative of the Secretary-General on Internally Displaced Persons. This doctrine stipulates that when states are unable to provide life-supporting protection and assistance for their citizens, they are expected to request and accept outside offers of aid. Should they refuse or deliberately obstruct access to their displaced or other affected populations and thereby put large numbers at risk, there is an international responsibility to respond. Sovereignty then means accountability to two separate constituencies: internally, to one's own population; and internationally, to the community of responsible states and in the form of compliance with human rights and humanitarian agreements. Proponents of this view argue that sovereignty is not absolute but contingent. When a government massively abuses the fundamental rights of its citizens, its sovereignty is temporarily suspended.

A third variant on this theme revolves around the concept of human security. Security has traditionally been conceived in terms of the relations between states, but for a growing number of states the security of individuals is becoming a foreign policy priority in its own right. According to a group of states participating in the Human Security Network, "[H]uman security means freedom from pervasive threats to people's rights, their safety or even their lives." Though the state remains the principal provider of security, it is seen in instrumental terms – as a means to an end, rather than an end in itself. In the face of repressive or weak states, advocates of human security argue that international actors have a responsibility to come to the aid of populations at risk. Ultimately, "peace and security – national, regional and international – are possible only if they are derived from peoples' security."

These approaches all see the basis for sovereignty shifting from the absolute rights of state leaders to respect for the popular will and internal forms of governance based on international standards of democracy and human rights. Their advocates suggest that on a scale of values the sovereignty of a state does not stand higher than the human rights of its inhabitants.

Some observers charge that humanitarian intervention is simply the latest phase of Eurocentric domination. Human rights are the contemporary Western values being imposed in place of Christianity and the "standard of civilization" in the 19th and early 20th century.
Nevertheless, from many quarters the view is emerging that sovereignty is no longer sacrosanct. Sovereignty as the supreme power of a state has always been limited, originally by divine law, respect for religious practices, and natural law; and subsequently, limitations have resulted from the consent-based system of the law of nations. “The doctrine of national sovereignty in its absolute and unqualified form, which gave rulers protection against attack from without while engaged within in the most brutal assault on their own citizens,” writes Ramesh Thakur, “has gone with the wind.”

NOTES

6 ICJ Reports, 1949, p. 4.
7 ICJ Reports, 1986, para. 263.
10 Emphasis added. This is an interpretation similar to that of the Permanent Court of International Justice in its Advisory Opinion concerning the Tunis and Morocco Nationality Decrees (1923), Series B. no. 4, p. 4.
11 Aegean Sea Case, in ICJ Reports, 1978, p. 32.
13 This resolution was adopted in the framework of “consequences which threaten international peace and security in the region.” It was criticized by the states that abstained (China and India) and voted against (Cuba, Yemen, and Zimbabwe) for being concerned with a domestic issue.
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Intervention means various forms of nonconsensual action that are often thought to directly challenge the principle of state sovereignty. With the exception of the subsequent examination of prevention, the remainder of this volume focuses on various aspects and instances of intervention. What follows is thus not an exhaustive account of the notion, but rather the conceptual foundation for subsequent analyses.

Many commentators would prefer to eliminate the "h" word, the modifier "humanitarian," before "intervention." Civilian humanitarians dislike the association with the use of military force, viewing "humanitarian intervention" as an oxymoron. Former colonies recall the disingenuous application of the term for purposes that were anything except humanitarian. And many observers do not want the high ground automatically occupied by those who claim a humanitarian justification for going to war without a serious scrutiny of the specific merits of the case or prejudging whether a particular intervention is defensible or not. "Of course military intervention may be undertaken for humanitarian motives," cautions UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan, but "let's get right away from using the term 'humanitarian' to describe military operations."14

Such concerns are understandable and may serve some diplomatic or analytical purposes. However, "humanitarian intervention" is used throughout this volume because the term is employed in virtually all academic and policy literature. Semantics aside, truth in packaging requires an accurate short-hand description for military coercion to protect civilians. It made no sense to insert either "so-called" throughout the text or to use scare quotes around the term. Human suffering and the need to provide humanitarian relief to affected populations are prominent in the support of publics and politicians who back the use of military force to support humanitarian objectives — and they almost always employ "humanitarian intervention" in their arguments.

For many audiences, "humanitarian" thus retains great resonance.15 The definition of "humanitarian," as a justification for intervention, is a high threshold of suffering. It refers to the threat or actual occurrence of large scale loss of life (including, of course, genocide), massive forced migrations, and widespread abuses of human rights. Acts that shock the conscience and elicit a basic humanitarian impulse remain politically powerful.

The specific objectives are to explore the meaning and evolution of the concept, the implications of the United Nations (UN) Charter, and nonmilitary forms of intervention and to summarize the various dimensions of the contemporary intervention debate.
MEANING OF INTERVENTION

The actual meaning of the term “intervention” can be derived from the contexts in which it occurs, in addition to the purposes for which it is invoked. Actions do not amount to intervention if they are based on a genuine request from, or with the unqualified consent of, the target state. Consent, if it is to be valid in law, should emanate from the legal government of a sovereign state and be freely given. Forms of interference that fall short of coercion in the internal affairs of a state also do not amount to intervention. In fact, a central purpose of foreign policy is to persuade other states, friend and foe alike, to enact changes in behaviour that are consistent with foreign policy objectives.

Of course, wider definitions of intervention have always existed. In a world of asymmetrical power, economic activities and foreign direct investment are considered by some observers as types of “intervention.” And with interdependence and globalization rising over the last few decades, anxiety levels among many governmental officials have increased because there are substantial new vulnerabilities about which they can do virtually nothing. Heightened state sensitivities to economic and cultural influences across borders have also meant even greater sensitivities to human rights pressures that occur without the assent of governments. Moreover, there are gray areas regarding “consent” — for economic as well as military measures. Some observers note, for instance, that a request for military intervention may involve so much arm-twisting, including economic pressure from Washington-based financial institutions, as to effectively constitute coercion.

Various terms have been coined in thinking about the problem of what amounts to coerced consent, including “coercive inducement.” Intervention may be better framed, in effect, as a matter of factual intrusiveness, rather than merely an absence of consent, to ensure that a so-called request is not actually spurious. As for many definitions, it may be more useful to think of consent as a continuum, rather than as an absolute concept.

Notwithstanding these realities, the actual expression of consent is a critical dividing line in this volume, both legally and conceptually. And given the legacy of colonialism, it is not surprising that it is the benchmark against which developing countries measure international action.

Obviously the use of armed force against another state without its consent constitutes intervention, but so too does the use of such nonmilitary measures as political and economic sanctions, arms embargoes, and international criminal prosecution. Intervention is a concept with a distinct character. This character lies in the use of “forcible” or “non-forcible” measures against a state, without its consent, solely on account of its internal or external behaviour. Although intervention has most frequently been employed for the preservation of the vital interests — legitimately or illegitimately perceived — of intervening states, there is also a long history of intervention justified on the grounds of grave human suffering.

THE CONCEPT OF HUMANITARIAN INTERVENTION

References to humanitarian intervention first began to appear in the international legal literature after 1840. Two interventions in particular were most directly responsible: the intervention in Greece by England, France, and Russia in 1827 to stop Turkish massacres and suppression of populations associated with insurgents; and the intervention by France in Syria in 1860 to protect Maronite Christians. In fact, there were at least five prominent interventions undertaken by European powers against the Ottoman Empire from 1827 to 1908. By the 1920s, the rationale for intervention had broadened to include the protection of nationals abroad.
Intervention was invoked against a state’s abuse of its sovereignty by brutal and cruel treatment of those within its power, both nationals and nonnationals. Such a state was regarded as having made itself liable to action by any state or states that were prepared to intervene. One writer, in 1921, depicted humanitarian intervention as “the reliance upon force for the justifiable purpose of protecting the inhabitants of another state from the treatment which is so arbitrary and persistently abusive as to exceed the limits of that authority within which the sovereign is presumed to act with reason and justice.”

Intervention was surrounded by controversy, however, and many looked, and continue to look, askance at the earliest cases of so-called humanitarian intervention. Critics argued that the humanitarian justifications were usually a pretext for intervention motivated by strategic, economic, or political interests. Furthermore, there can be no doubt that even when objectives were less objectionable, the paternalism of intervening powers – which were self-appointed custodians of morality and human conscience, as well as the guarantors of international order and security – undermined the credibility of the enterprise.

One noted legal authority concluded in 1963 that “no genuine case of humanitarian intervention has occurred with the possible exception of the occupation of Syria in 1860 and 1861.” The scale of the atrocities in that case may well have warranted intervention – more than 11,000 Maronite Christians were killed and 100,000 were made homeless in a single four-week period. But by the time the 12,000 European troops had been deployed, the violence was largely over, and after undertaking some relief activities the troops withdrew.

At the end of the 19th century, many legal commentators held that a doctrine of humanitarian intervention existed in customary international law, though a considerable number of scholars disagreed. Contemporary legal scholars disagree on the significance of these conclusions. Some argue that the doctrine was clearly established in state practice prior to 1945 and that it is the parameters, not the existence, of the doctrine that are open to debate. Others reject this claim, noting the inconsistency of state practice, particularly in the 20th century, and the substantial number of scholars who had earlier rejected the proposition. What is clear is that this notion of intervention evolved substantially before the appearance of an international system with institutions responsible for maintaining international order and protecting human rights.

The first restrictions on recourse to war were developed in the Kellogg-Briand Pact in 1928. Later, the system crystallized into its current form, under the UN Charter. Since 1945, the threat or use of force against the territorial integrity and political independence of states is prohibited by Article 2 (4), with exceptions granted for the collective use of force under Chapter VII and for individual or collective self-defence in the event of an armed attack in Article 51. Although the prohibition seems clear, questions about the legality of humanitarian intervention remained. In 1946, for example, an eminent legal scholar continued to argue that intervention is legally permissible when a state is guilty of cruelties against its nationals in a way that denied their fundamental human rights and shocked the conscience of humankind.

**MILITARY INTERVENTION AND THE UN CHARTER**

The advent of the UN Charter fundamentally affected earlier interpretations of the legality of intervention. Not only did the Charter set out the circumstances under which intervention was permissible, it also changed the terms of debate by employing the term “the threat or use of force” instead of “intervention.”
As "intervention" had been used, historically, as a synonym for the threat or use of force, the question was and remains: Did the Charter's prohibition on the unilateral threat or use of force prohibit intervention altogether, or was intervention subsumed by the system of the collective use of force? Even more controversial: Was there an interpretation of the term "intervention" that would place this concept outside the frame of the Charter's prohibition on the use of force against the territorial integrity and political independence of a state? Does the Charter prohibit the use of force without the authorization of the Security Council, even when exceptional circumstances arise?

As the Charter explicitly permits the use of force in self-defence and enables the Security Council to authorize force to confront threats to international peace and security, a recurring aspect of debate has been the use of force to protect human rights. The 1990s were not the beginnings of the dispute. Various interpretations of the legality of humanitarian intervention were fiercely debated, particularly beginning in the late 1960s.\(^3\)

The ideological competition of the Cold War lent a particular character to interventions during that period. With much of the world aligned with one of the two superpowers, there was considerable pressure from both sides to intervene in both internal and international armed conflicts. The deadlock in the Security Council and the existence of the veto also increased the likelihood that interventions would either not occur at all or be undertaken in the absence of a Council mandate. In fact, interventions during the Cold War were far more likely to be undertaken by a single state (for example, the United States [US] in Vietnam, the Soviet Union in Afghanistan, and South Africa and Cuba in Angola), whether directly or by proxy, than they were to be multilateral.

On two occasions during this period, the International Court of Justice (ICJ) ruled on cases that involved assessing the legality of interventions for which humanitarian purposes had been declared: the United Kingdom in the Corfu Channel and the US in Nicaragua. In both cases, the ICJ adhered to the position that the principle of nonintervention involves the right of every sovereign state to conduct its affairs without outside interference and that international law requires territorial integrity to be respected. The ICJ rejected intervention that impedes a state from conducting those matters that each state is permitted, by the principle of sovereignty, to decide freely – namely, its political, economic, social, and cultural system and the formulation of its foreign policy.

More specifically, in the case of Nicaragua vs. United States, the ICJ reiterated the attributes of humanitarian aid or assistance, that might also be applicable to military intervention for humanitarian purposes. If the provision of humanitarian assistance is to escape condemnation as an intervention in the internal affairs of a state, the ICJ took the view that it must be "limited to the purposes hallowed in practice, namely to prevent and alleviate human suffering, and to protect life and health and to ensure respect for the human being without discrimination to all in need" and that it be "linked as closely as possible under the circumstances to the UN Charter in order to further gain legitimacy." These criteria should be applicable in extreme situations where the need to "prevent and alleviate human suffering, and to protect life and health and to ensure respect for the human being" constitutes a humanitarian crisis threatening international or regional peace and security. The ICJ rejected the notion of the use of force to ensure the protection of human rights: "[W]here human rights are protected by international conventions, that protection takes the form of such arrangements for monitoring or ensuring the respect for human rights as are provided for in the conventions themselves ... In any event ... the use of force could not be the appropriate method to monitor or ensure such respect."\(^4\)
Such a conclusion, however, does not appear to be definitive. The protection of human rights by international conventions presupposes a stable and orderly system of monitoring and ensuring respect for human rights based on those conventions. Cases may arise where the existing arrangements are inappropriate for protecting human rights, owing to the nature and scale of the violations. Furthermore, in extreme situations, where the Security Council is unable to act, political and moral imperatives may leave no choice but "to act outside the law." 17

Further clarification of the meaning of intervention in the context of the Charter can be drawn from UN negotiations over the past decade. The end of the Cold War was seen by many as the rebirth of the UN, and it bore witness to an urge for intervention to sort out problems of civil strife. 18 Throughout the 1990s there was an unpredictable and diverse pattern of interventions by the UN, stretching from Iraq to Bosnia, Somalia to Haiti, Kosovo to East Timor.

Within the General Assembly, the tensions between intervention and state sovereignty initially focused on the delivery of humanitarian assistance. 19 Already in 1988, Resolution 43/131 was a contentious milestone acknowledging that nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) had a role to play in responding to the effects of deadly conflicts. The resolution maintained that humanitarian aid could and should be provided to affected populations in need of access to "essential" supplies. By implication, states were obliged to grant such access. A number of governments, however, objected on the grounds that NGOs might urge states to interfere in what the dissenters considered to be strictly domestic affairs.

Three years later, in the wake of the intervention in northern Iraq, the General Assembly passed Resolution 46/182. Somewhat surprisingly, in light of the actual intervention that had preceded it, this resolution gives weight, first and foremost, to the consent of the state inhabited by severely affected populations. The most relevant section reads, "The sovereignty, territorial integrity and national unity of states must be fully respected in accordance with the Charter of the UN. In this context, humanitarian assistance should be provided with the consent of the affected country and in principle on the basis of an appeal by the affected country." Though the implications of the resolution were wide-ranging, the debate preceding its adoption in the General Assembly focused largely on the issue of military intervention for humanitarian purposes and the accompanying clash with state sovereignty. Already in these debates, the views of developing and developed countries were polarized, and the ensuing negotiated text represented a delicate balance.

The result of this consensus is open to interpretation. Consent may reflect less the wishes of a government than severe international pressure, as was arguably the case with Indonesia over East Timor in 1999. Moreover, the government of a state requesting assistance may be disputed, as was arguably the case with the government-in-exile of Jean-Bertrand Aristide over Haiti in 1994. Behind the consensus is an assumption that the state concerned has a government with effective territorial control, allowing it to offer or refuse consent. Where no such government exists, the requirement for consent, by definition, cannot be met, as was the case in Somalia in 1992. Furthermore, some observers point out that the phrase "in principle" may, in practice, mean that consent may be subordinate to the necessity to provide assistance in the face of an overwhelming human tragedy, or indeed that consent should come from citizens, rather than governments.
NONMILITARY INTERVENTIONS

The bulk of the contemporary policy and academic literature about intervention is concerned with the application of military force to pursue humanitarian objectives. But the present analysis would be incomplete without also introducing nonmilitary intervention, both sanctions and criminal prosecution.

Sanctions

International economic and political sanctions, as well as embargoes of various types, became widespread in the 1990s. They are the main element of “nonmilitary” interventions designed to impose a course of conduct – including a change of policy – on a state, by banning or restricting that state’s economic, military, or political relations. Sanctions are a punitive countermeasure against illegal acts, whether they be criminal (for example, alleged acts of aggression) or civil (for example, alleged breaches of international obligations).

Economic sanctions include trade and commercial restrictions and sometimes embargoes on imports and exports, shipping, flights, investment, or assistance and the seizure of a state’s assets abroad. Political sanctions include embargoes on arms, denial of military assistance and training, restraint on the means and extent of a state’s level of armament, the nonrecognition of illegal acts perpetrated by a state, and the refusal of entry of political leaders into the territories of other states.

An analysis of the use of sanctions under the auspices of the UN Charter in the 1945–1990 and post-Cold War periods indicates three broad trends. First, there was a combination of unilateral and collective sanctions during the Cold War by individual states and by the UN, chiefly in the process of decolonization – specified in Charter Chapters XI–XIII and elsewhere against Portugal (in relation to Angola and Mozambique before 1975), Rhodesia’s Unilateral Declaration of Independence, in 1965, and South Africa’s illegal presence in Namibia, as well as its practice of apartheid between 1975 and 1979. Only in the clearest of cases was it possible for the Security Council to reach decisions on the collective use of sanctions. Consequently, many “nonbinding” resolutions on sanctions were passed by the General Assembly during debates on decolonization.

Second, there is increasing use in the 1990s of unilateral and collective sanctions in the context of diplomatic efforts to coerce state behaviour with respect to maintaining international peace and security under Chapter VII. Compliance with sanctions regimes is often voluntary at the outset in order to generate consensus and only later do they sometimes become mandatory under Chapter VII.

The third discernible element is the use of sanctions as a means of intervening in aid of democracy, not only by the UN but more emphatically by the British Commonwealth, the European Union (EU), the Organization of American States (OAS), and other regional organizations. The Haiti case is central because both the General Assembly and the OAS condemned the 1991 military coup that overthrew the elected government. The Security Council subsequently prohibited specified commercial passenger flights destined for Haiti and denied entry of the Haitian military and others to territories of UN member states. The Security Council also imposed embargoes on the supply of arms and petroleum to the Union for the Total Liberation of Angola, a rebel organization fighting the government of Angola in breach of the Lusaka Peace Agreement and UN-supervised elections. The Economic Community of West African States also launched an “economic blockade” against the junta in Sierra Leone in 1997.
The Commonwealth Ministerial Action Group\textsuperscript{23} intervened on the authority of the Harare Declaration of 1991, by imposing economic and political sanctions on military governments that had thwarted democracy or overthrown democratically elected governments in Nigeria, Pakistan, and Fiji. Commonwealth membership of these states was also suspended. The Commonwealth is unusual among regional arrangements in its capacity and willingness to suspend or expel member states if they act in serious breach of the standards of human rights. But the sanctions imposed on Nigeria were mirrored by the EU, which restricted member states from granting visas to members of the Nigerian military government and security forces, alongside other measures.\textsuperscript{26}

A central difficulty with sanctions is assessing their impact and effectiveness on the objectives for which they are imposed. Research suggests little real impact over what is often a very long time.\textsuperscript{27} Moreover, it is methodologically difficult to disaggregate the impact of sanctions from other measures.\textsuperscript{28} The Security Council establishes a sanctions committee to review each episode of sanctions, but there is rarely sufficient data to enable sound assessments.

Sanctions tend, more often than not, to harm the economic and social well-being of the general population, rather than that of the political leadership against whom the coercive measures are imposed.\textsuperscript{29} “Smart sanctions,” which target elites through such measures as freezing foreign assets and preventing travel, have had, to date, more impact on theorizing than Security Council practice.\textsuperscript{30} Concern about the plight of civilians has meant, in almost every case endorsed by the Security Council, humanitarian exceptions for food and medical supplies to alleviate the plight and suffering of the population. Yet, these exemptions cannot compensate for the massive economic dislocations, and the UN remains ill-equipped to oversee them.\textsuperscript{31}

The dramatic suffering caused by economic sanctions – the plight of innocent civilians deteriorates with little discernable policy change from repressive regimes – suggests that sanctions and embargoes may not be an intervention tool of preference in the future. Former UN Secretary-General Boutros-Ghali captured the troubling tensions between dramatic civilian pain and elusive political gain in his 1995 Supplement to An Agenda for Peace. Sanctions are a “blunt instrument” that inflict suffering on vulnerable groups, complicate the work of humanitarian agencies, cause long-term damage to the productive capacity of target nations, and generate severe effects on neighbouring countries. Although he stopped short of rejecting sanctions, he urged reforms in their implementation.\textsuperscript{32} Paradoxically, the logic of the Charter to use forcible measures only as a last resort may be inappropriate to foster humanitarian objectives. Rather than gradually ratcheting up to more interventionist measures, it is plausible that an earlier resort to military force may be more “humane” than extended and extensive sanctions.\textsuperscript{33}

International Criminal Prosecution

After almost a half-century since the war crimes tribunals in Nuremberg and Tokyo following the Second World War, the 1990s have witnessed the renewed use of international criminal prosecution as a form of nonmilitary intervention. Basic principles for prosecution under international criminal law were set out in the late 1940s – that violations of the laws of war were subject to penal sanctions, that superiors’ orders do not release an individual from responsibility, and that certain acts constitute crimes against humanity. Yet, almost no progress was made over the intervening 45 years. The 1990s have witnessed a series of almost revolutionary changes. Not only are war criminals and human rights abusers occasionally being brought to account, but a series of transformations in international criminal law suggests that this form of intervention may become more routine. The pursuit of indicted criminals is slow
and time-consuming, and hence it is hardly an effective intervention instrument on the edge of the abyss of a humanitarian crisis in the same way that military intervention may be. In fact, a case can be made that international criminal prosecution may better be framed as an effective instrument for prevention through deterrence and eventually as a contribution to post-conflict reconciliation. At the same time, the use of this tool effectively requires moving beyond consent, and the consequences are important for humanitarian action.

The establishment of the ad hoc war crimes tribunals for the former Yugoslavia in 1993 and Rwanda in 1994 were major innovations. Despite initial scepticism and considerable criticism about the pace, both tribunals have convicted senior officials and made progress in setting the record straight. They have also contributed to the development of international criminal jurisprudence. They have clearly established that criminal liability exists for war crimes during internal armed conflicts and that crimes against humanity extend beyond periods of armed conflict, and rape is now legally considered an aspect of genocide.

Considerable erosion has also taken place in the rules relating to the immunity of leaders. Until recently it was commonly accepted that leading officials (including those retired) could not be tried in courts in another country for acts committed in their own country while in office. The capture in 1989 and subsequent conviction by the US of former Panamanian General Manuel Noriega was the first major crack in that particular bastion of international law. More recently, the House of Lords – acting as Britain’s highest court in the third Pinochet case – established a very strong precedent for no longer treating government officials as having absolute protection under the rules of the sovereign immunity of states.

The arrest and trial in Senegal of the former president of Chad, Hissène Habré, suggests that the reach of this type of thinking is expanding to other continents. This followed the new legal ground broken by the Arusha Tribunal, which convicted Jean Kambanda, the former Prime Minister of Rwanda, the first head of government to be convicted of genocide and crimes against humanity. In March 2001, Biljana Plavsic, the former president of the Republika Srpska, voluntarily surrendered herself to the Tribunal in The Hague after being indicted for genocide and complicity in genocide. The indictment of a sitting head of state for war crimes, the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia’s President Slobodan Milosevic, for his direction of efforts in Kosovo is yet another precedent.

Moving from the heads of state, some commentators saw as even more exceptional the conviction in spring of 2001 in Belgium of Rwandan nuns charged with complicity in the 1994 genocide. These developments begin to form a pattern that suggests the emergence of universal jurisdiction for egregious human rights abuses. “The notion that heads of state and senior public officials should have the same standing as outlaws before the bar of justice is quite new,” writes former US Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger, himself accused by some of being a “war criminal” for his role in the Vietnam War. Speaking for many who caution against this general trend, he argues that “[t]he danger lies in pushing the effort to extremes that risk substituting the tyranny of judges for that of governments; historically, the dictatorship of the virtuous has often led to inquisitions and even witch-hunts.”

While still waiting to enter into force, the Rome Statute will undoubtedly lead to the creation of a permanent tribunal, the International Criminal Court (ICC). The court will have jurisdiction over three crimes – genocide, crimes against humanity, and war crimes – and has provided definitions for each. As well as having a deterrent effect, indictments, some argue, may also serve as a disincentive to leaders who would be left with no reason to compromise. This was not the problem that some expected, however, when the indictment of Milosevic was made public during the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) air campaign.
The Rome Statute has also formalized in international law many of the precedents set out by the ad hoc tribunals. One of the more important aspects of the ICC is that it may answer partially the allegation that international justice is always of the victors’ sort. The statute allows for criminal proceedings to be initiated, not only by states and the Security Council, but also by the ICC prosecutor independently.

CONTEMPORARY DEBATE

Intervention has long been one of the most controversial issues for diplomats, lawyers, and academics. In the post-Cold War era, and particularly since the NATO intervention in Kosovo, state practice and scholarly analyses have sharpened the cutting edges of these long-standing controversies. Two senior UN officials have summarized: “To its proponents, it marks the coming of age of the imperative of action in the face of human rights abuses, over the citadels of state sovereignty. To its detractors, it is an oxymoron, a pretext for military intervention often devoid of legal sanction, selectively deployed and achieving only ambiguous ends. As some put it, there can be nothing humanitarian about a bomb.”

In broad brush strokes, two overarching positions have emerged about humanitarian intervention. Among the members of the trans-Atlantic community, there appears to be a general consensus on the legitimacy of humanitarian intervention in extreme circumstances, even in the absence of Security Council authorization. Although some of the five permanent members of the Security Council (P-5) share this view, all agree that matters pertaining to the use of force should be in the hands of the great powers and thus they jealously guard their vetoes. Among developing countries, the predominant view is a deep-seated scepticism toward humanitarian intervention because it seems to be yet another rationalization for unwanted interference. The dichotomy in views is exacerbated to the extent that the Third World has been relegated to the role of norm-takers, while developed countries act as norm-enforcers.

The essence of the contemporary debate stems from two basic questions: Does a right of humanitarian intervention exist? And if so, whose right is it? The broader contours of the debate revolve around the following more specific questions:

- Are self-defence and Security Council-authorized enforcement under Chapter VII the only legitimate exceptions to the UN Charter’s prohibition on the use of force, or is there an independent right of humanitarian intervention based in either natural law or emerging state practice?
- Should the Security Council retain the legitimacy to make decisions on intervention, given that its composition, and the veto held by the P-5, is unrepresentative of the distribution of power and population in today’s world?
- Are there limitations on expanding the meaning of “international peace and security” to include humanitarian crises, or is the Security Council entitled to define the scope of its own mandate?
- Is the most pressing challenge to develop barriers to limit the possible abuse of the right to intervene on humanitarian grounds, or is it to ensure that interventions widely believed necessary to stop mass atrocities are actually undertaken?
- Is sovereignty best conceived mainly as a barrier to unwarranted external interference and the foundation of a stable world order, or does it also imply a responsibility to both domestic populations and an international constituency?
Are the inconsistency and selectivity of international action to stop mass atrocities evidence of its illegitimacy (as a result of hidden agendas and biases from interests and media coverage), or is it the result of choices that must be made when the capacity does not exist to intervene everywhere it is warranted?

Will developing criteria for humanitarian intervention be more likely to stop illegitimate interventions, or simply provide a further rationale for inaction; and if developed, is it desirable that such criteria remain ad hoc, or should they be formalized through negotiations?

Does military intervention inevitably do more harm than good, or are the consequences generally positive, despite the inevitable failings and shortcomings?

Is the priority during an intervention to provide the greatest protection possible to populations at risk, or is it to minimize casualties among the intervening armies, to ensure that fragile domestic support for interventions is maintained?

Does the long-term legitimacy of an intervention require the early withdrawal of forces to demonstrate a lack of ulterior motives, or does legitimacy in some cases require the establishment of protectorates even where these may facilitate secessionism?
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The appeal of conflict prevention – as a policy, strategy, and paradigm – is enhanced by the widespread consensus that intervention is problematic and costly. Successful preventive measures could spare at-risk populations from the scourge of war, displacement, and death; save the international system the cost, risk, and political controversy of peace operations and direct humanitarian intervention; and shield the community of states from the “spill-over” and “spill-in” effects of intrastate wars, including refugee flows, arms trafficking, transnational criminality, and the spread of disease. Preventive strategies are appealing both from the point of view of a liberal humanitarian ethos and that of a Realpolitik, national-security logic. Hence, it is treated as central to the sovereignty versus intervention debate and not as an afterthought. The focus here is on forestalling the human costs from violence and war, or, in the words of the Carnegie Commission, to “prevent extremely deadly conflicts.”

Not surprisingly, conflict prevention as a general principle has been repeatedly endorsed in international fora, national-security documents, and academic analyses. “There is near-universal agreement that prevention is preferable to cure,” notes the United Nations (UN) Secretary-General Kofi Annan, “and that strategies of prevention must address the root causes of conflicts, not simply their violent symptoms.”

Yet, in practice, conflict prevention has remained underdeveloped, undervalued, ephemeral, and largely elusive. A wealth of theoretical and applied research has been generated since the 1950s, and a promising array of international, regional, and nongovernmental mechanisms for conflict prevention, focused particularly on intrastate conflict, were established or expanded in the 1990s. But many seemingly avoidable intrastate conflicts have inspired only token international efforts at prevention. Moreover, when sustained measures have been undertaken, results have been mixed. There are only a few unambiguous examples of successful preventive diplomacy in the post-Cold War era, while the catalogue of failed preventive action and missed opportunities is lengthy.

Part of the problem has been the gap between rhetorical support and tangible commitments. As the 2000 Report of the Panel on United Nations Peace Operations points out, when it comes to improving UN preventive diplomatic and military capacity, there remains a “gap between verbal postures and financial and political support for prevention.”
A fundamental resource constraint is the declining levels of foreign assistance for economic development. Virtually all observers of war and conflict concur that underdevelopment, poverty, and resource scarcity are among the root causes of conflict.

For some observers, calls coming mainly from the affluent West for more robust rules of intervention ring somewhat hollow when set against the weakening commitment to economic development in poor countries. As to priorities, the main concern in policy making and scholarly debates in the West has overwhelmingly appeared to be reaction to humanitarian catastrophes, especially by military intervention, rather than on efforts to ensure that such disasters did not occur in the first place. At the same time, the lack of certainty among developmentalists about what works and what does not gives pause as to the precise link between enhanced economic and social development and a reduction in violent conflict.

Prevention is sometimes invoked as a solution to the sovereignty versus intervention dilemma. According to this logic, if proactive measures could be taken to defuse tensions before they reach the point of armed violence, then the most nettlesome questions relating to the debate about international intervention versus state sovereignty could be finessed. Many measures in the “toolbox” depicted in Table 3.1 are, in actuality, relatively nonintrusive. The “structural” preventive measures to address the root causes of poverty and many armed conflicts, for instance, work best with the full consent and participation of host governments. Targeted development assistance, promotion of private investment, training and capacity building programmes for governments and civil society are relatively uncontroversial.

The same could be said for such direct prevention efforts as offers of mediation or good offices. But other direct tools commonly cited in the literature are far more intrusive: sanctions, war crimes tribunals, human rights monitoring, arms embargoes, aid conditionality, preventive deployment of peacekeeping forces, and threat of force. These arrows in the quiver of conflict prevention unquestionably move into the debate over intervention and state sovereignty. It is one of the reasons why many countries have become leery about the “continuum” of prevention.

**TABLE 3.1**

**STRUCTURAL AND DIRECT PREVENTION OPTIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consensual</th>
<th>Nonconsensual</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Structural “Root Cause” Prevention</strong></td>
<td><strong>Nonconsensual</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poverty alleviation</td>
<td>Diplomatic sanctions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic growth and investment</td>
<td>Economic sanction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democratic development</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training and capacity building</td>
<td>War crimes tribunals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security sector reform</td>
<td>Arms embargoes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Direct Prevention</strong></td>
<td>Threat of military force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good offices and special envoys</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic incentives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediation and arbitration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preventive deployment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
There are numerous criticisms of conflict prevention - that some violent conflicts are simply inevitable, that some actions can produce "compromises that kill,"4 that the entire concept has been "oversold,"5 or that in some instances it stands in the way of "just wars," wherein armed resistance against oppression is justified. But even if one subscribes to these arguments, it still stands to reason that improving conflict prevention at every level - conceptually, operationally, and strategically - is urgent and essential. The following pages assess the "state of the art" of conflict prevention in theory and practice, with special attention to its place in the debate over intervention and state sovereignty.

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

Conflict prevention is by no means new to international diplomacy; the Concert of Europe, the League of Nations, and the UN were all established with the explicit intent to construct collective measures for the prevention and removal of threats to peace. Indeed, Chapter VI of the UN Charter contains a catalogue of many consensual direct prevention devices that are linked to "the pacific settlement of disputes." But prevention has garnered greater attention in the post-Cold War era. Reasons for the ascendance of conflict prevention to the "front burner" of international diplomacy include the improved capacity for cooperative action in the UN Security Council after the end of the Cold War; alarm at the number of dangerous intrastate wars and collapsed states; sobering international experiences with belated intervention into complex political emergencies; revolutionary advances in information technology, which have made it more difficult for leaders to ignore violent crises in distant lands; and growing, organized public pressure on states and international organizations to intervene to prevent or halt genocide, war crimes, and deadly conflicts.

The shift in emphasis toward prevention prominently manifested itself in 1992, when Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali released An Agenda for Peace in response to the Security Council's request for recommendations to improve the UN's capacity for preventive diplomacy, peacekeeping, peace enforcement, and peace building. This document identified preventive diplomacy as "the most desirable and efficient" option for managing conflicts and identified several essential capacities on the part of the international community - confidence-building measures, early-warning and fact-finding capabilities, and rapid preventive deployment capacity.6 Frustration and setbacks with UN peace operations in the years following the release of An Agenda for Peace reinforced the original emphasis on conflict prevention. The declining enthusiasm for UN peace operations in the Supplement published only three years later by the UN made prevention seem even more attractive.7

In recent years, the UN has continually underscored the importance of conflict prevention.8 This increased emphasis has not, however, been matched by an equal commitment by member states to build UN preventive capacities. Between 1992 and 1993, initial measures were undertaken toward internal restructuring to improve its preventive capacities, but UN resources dedicated to preventive diplomacy remain dwarfed by the resources dedicated to efforts after wars and especially to peacekeeping. In 1996, Norway established a Fund for Preventive Action for use by the Secretary-General to support the work of special envoys and special representatives in emerging conflicts. More recently, the UN Executive Committee on Peace and Security created an Inter-agency/Interdepartmental Framework for Coordination in an effort to improve the UN system's ability to predict and prevent conflict, but that effort has "not accumulated knowledge in a structured way and does no strategic planning."9

The UN may not always be the most appropriate instrument. While the world organization remains the centerpiece for discussions of improved international capacity for conflict prevention, prospects for strengthening the role of regional organizations are also being explored. The Organization of African Unity, for instance, established in 1993 a Mechanism
for Conflict Prevention, Management, and Settlement, with support from external donors. The Economic Community of West African States established a Mechanism for Conflict Prevention, Management, Resolution, Peace and Security in 2000. The Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) has developed a number of innovative internal mechanisms and practices designed to prevent conflict in Europe.

Two of the most powerful political actors in the post-Cold War period, the European Union (EU) and the United States (US), have also embraced conflict prevention as a priority. In Washington, the first Bush administration affirmed that “the most desirable and efficient security strategy is to address the root causes of instability and to ease tensions before they result in conflict,” a view that informed the subsequent decision to insert US troops as part of a preventive UN military presence in Macedonia. The Clinton administration placed crisis prevention at the centre of its national-security strategy. The 1994 National Security Strategy of Engagement and Enlargement emphasized preventive diplomacy via support for democracy, development aid, overseas military presence, and diplomatic mediation “in order to help resolve problems, reduce tensions, and defuse conflicts before they become crises.”

Meanwhile, conflict prevention has come to enjoy a central place in discussions about the future of European foreign policy. Indeed, nowhere else is conflict prevention explored with such seriousness of purpose (with the exceptions of Canada and Australia), and nowhere else has it been institutionalized as deeply. The OSCE was founded to foster conflict prevention on the continent. Several European states have trained and earmarked rapid-response peacekeeping forces, and a number have played leading mediating roles in preventive diplomacy. And the EU itself is under great pressure to restructure to better execute preventive diplomacy. In 2001, Sweden used its EU presidency to promote this capacity. Innumerable workshops and conferences, many sponsored by nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), are helping to drive this agenda and explore the technical reforms needed in the European Commission to harness its funds and power toward conflict prevention.

Particularly impressive has been the post-Cold War explosion in the growth, activities, and capacity of international NGOs devoted to various aspects of conflict prevention. Illustrative examples include lobbying, coordinating, and advocacy; public education on conflict prevention; sponsorship of conflict prevention research; analysis of conflict prevention concepts, techniques, tools, and trends; direct engagement in early warning of conflict; local capacity building in conflict prevention; dissemination of information among NGOs; training of development NGO staff in peace building; and direct mediation or provision of good offices in incipient crises. These types of organizations exist in the South (for example, Inter-Africa Group and Nairobi Peace Initiative), as well as in the North (for example, the Carter Center and Communitera St. Egidio).

In addition, a growing number of development NGOs, such as Oxfam, are reshaping their aid programmes in order to more explicitly address peace building and conflict prevention as integral themes of relief and development assistance. This greater sensitivity on the part of some relief and development agencies to conflict prevention is welcome and much-needed. In the recent past, relief agencies tended to adopt a narrower, apolitical view of humanitarian action. Widespread indifference to, and ignorance of, the role that aid resources play in local conflicts has led to cases of relief and development resources actually fueling, rather than defusing, armed conflict. In the context of war and scarcity, aid becomes a
precious resource. The nature and extent of its distribution is, therefore, loaded with political ramifications. The fact that NGOs are now acknowledging the “do no harm” principle in their emergency efforts is a step toward harnessing their considerable resources as a force for prevention.

Collectively, international NGOs are becoming better organized and funded. They have been emboldened by such recent successes as the anti-land mine campaign and the Jubilee 2000 movement to forgive Third World debt. The “soft power” of NGOs in this and other fields is often exaggerated, but it is clear that they are becoming a driving force in the campaign to improve global capacities to prevent deadly conflicts.

Complementing this expansion of governmental and nongovernmental programmes and projects devoted to conflict prevention is the explosion of academic and policy research on the topic since the end of the Cold War. The quality of this body of research is variable. On the one hand, it has helped to provide a more sophisticated set of conceptual tools. On the other hand, this mushrooming research has also created considerable confusion over terminology.

SCOPE OF CONFLICT PREVENTION

One of the first obstacles to strengthening preventive strategies is reaching consensus on the scope and definition of the concept. Some definitions are so expansive as to include virtually all development work and post-conflict peace building; others insist on a very narrow definition. The result is conceptual confusion and muddled strategies. Coming to some consensus about how conflict prevention is defined is an unavoidable point of departure, as the definition establishes the parameters of strategies.

Though there is no universal agreement on the precise causes of deadly conflict, observers do agree that it is useful to differentiate between precipitating versus underlying causes of armed conflict. There is a growing and widespread recognition that armed conflicts cannot be understood without reference to such “root” causes as poverty, political repression, and uneven distribution of resources. Ignoring these underlying factors, critics charge, amounts to addressing the symptoms, rather the causes, of deadly conflict, an accusation that has been frequently leveled at UN peacekeeping and peace enforcement operations.15

Diplomats, activists, and analysts who take seriously the view that deadly conflicts have structural causes are thus drawn toward preventive strategies that address underlying causes of conflict. “Every step taken towards reducing poverty and achieving broad-based economic growth,” argues Kofi Annan, “is a step toward conflict prevention.”16 Preventive strategies must therefore work “to promote human rights, to protect minority rights and to institute political arrangements in which all groups are represented.” Advocates applaud the trend of viewing humanitarian and development work through a “conflict prevention lens” as an example of a more integrated, holistic approach to development and peace building.17 Critics, however, suspect that development agencies are merely pouring old wine into new bottles in order to attract donor funding. They also point out that decades of development assistance and investment have still not shed much light on what kinds of efforts truly lessen the propensity to lethal violence. War is clearly an enemy of development, but the links between development and prevention are still only partially understood.

There is an obvious logic to the argument that root causes should be addressed if deadly conflict is to be prevented and that preventive diplomacy that waits until conflict is imminent stands a much lower chance of success. Yet, it is not universally accepted that broadening the definition of conflict prevention to include development and governance issues is appropriate. An overly elastic definition equates prevention with correction of all social inequities.
Critics argue that this holistic approach effectively amounts to defining prevention out of existence. Taking such a broad approach may divert attention away from the behavioural origins of violent conflict that are ultimately political. Too heavy an emphasis on structural causes of conflict is also empirically inaccurate — social inequities and resource scarcity do not in fact always lead to deadly conflict, and they can in some instances produce healthy nonviolent conflict that catalyzes positive social change. Protests in democratic societies are an obvious example, but even armed struggle for self-determination against a repressive regime may remain within acceptable bounds of violence.

Definitions of conflict prevention can also include post-conflict activities, including assistance and diplomatic efforts. From this perspective, armed conflicts themselves typically feature “windows of opportunity” for effective responses to prevent the conflict from cascading to a new, more destructive, and more intractable level. Conflict prevention would then include efforts to forestall armed hostilities from getting worse, as well as preventing armed violence in the first place. Boutros-Ghali advocated this vision in An Agenda for Peace by defining it as “action to prevent disputes from arising between parties, to prevent existing disputes from escalating into conflicts and to limit the spread of the latter when they occur.” This view was confirmed by the UN Security Council, which “recognizes that early warning, preventive diplomacy, preventive deployment, preventive disarmament, and post-conflict peace-building are interdependent and complementary components of a comprehensive conflict prevention strategy.”

The Carnegie Commission on Preventing Deadly Conflict distinguishes between “structural prevention,” which encompasses “strategies to address the root causes of deadly conflict,” and “operational prevention,” described as “early engagement to help create conditions in which responsible authorities can resolve tensions before they lead to violence.” Likewise, the findings of the Krusenberg Seminar on Preventing Violent Conflict distinguish between “upstream” and “downstream” conflict prevention efforts. In this continuum, or “ladder,” of measures, upstream prevention refers to “long-term structural measures,” while downstream initiatives are “short-term, crisis management actions.”

There appears to be a growing consensus on a broad but not unlimited understanding of strategies — what the G-8 Miyazaki Initiative for Conflict Prevention terms “chronological comprehensiveness.” Such an approach would include both structural prevention and post-conflict peace building. But care should be taken to distinguish among different types of prevention along a temporal scale:

- “structural prevention” (ongoing efforts that target issues of economic development, human rights, arms trafficking, and governance and that help build international regimes or a “culture of prevention”);
- “early prevention” (initiatives generated as soon as early warnings indicate a serious dispute in the context of uneasy stability);
- “late prevention” (crisis diplomacy when serious armed conflicts appear imminent or have begun); and
- “post-conflict peace building” (initiatives designed to prevent a recurrence of armed conflict).

To be effective and comprehensive, a strategy must integrate these different types of prevention and differentiate between the measures appropriate for each stage of a conflict. Of these types, early prevention is likely to be the most useful, yet it is also least developed or employed. Six prerequisites for effective prevention are outlined in the following sections:
conflict analysis, early warning, operational capacity, strategy, institutional capacity, and political will. Each of them constitutes a link in the “chain” of prevention, which is only as strong as the weakest of the links.

CONFLICT ANALYSIS

By definition, preventive action is founded on, and proceeds from, accurate prediction of conflict. To be effective, it is also necessary to address effectively the root causes of an emerging or imminent lethal conflict. If either of these levels of analysis is flawed, then preventive measures will either miss key warning signs (and hence miss opportunities for early action) or will correctly foresee violent conflicts but misread their nature (and hence apply the wrong tools).

One need not be directly involved in the art of political analysis in any of the world’s troubled war zones to appreciate that human predictive capacities are modest. Many of the most dramatic political events over the past decade—from the fall of the Berlin Wall, to the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait, to the Ethiopian–Eritrean War (to mention but a few)—were not foreseen by intelligence agencies, international institutions, scholars, or policy analysts.

A number of distinct problems weaken analytic capacities to predict violent conflict. First is the multiplicity of variables associated with structural causes of conflict and the complexities of their interactions. The Carnegie Commission’s final report provides a typical list:

Many factors and conditions make societies prone to warfare: weak, corrupt, or collapsed states; illegitimate or repressive regimes; acute discrimination against ethnic or other social groups; poorly managed religious, cultural, or ethnic differences; politically active religious communities that promote hostile and divisive messages; political and economic legacies of colonialism or the Cold War; sudden economic or political shifts; widespread illiteracy, disease, and disability; lack of resources such as water and arable land; large stores of weapons and ammunition; and threatening regional relationships. 23

These factors were certainly in play in countries such as Somalia and Liberia, but they are also present in any number of other countries where armed conflict does not appear on the horizon. Predictive models predicated on systemic variables thus tend to see trouble everywhere. 24

Second, there is the perennial problem of securing accurate information on which to base analysis and action. Even in relatively peaceful and open settings, key indicators of “systemic causes” of conflict, such as declining gross national product per capita or unemployment, are often inaccurate or crude. Moreover, access to reliable information worsens in direct relationship to the deterioration of local politics; rising insecurity and polarized politics hamper independent information-gathering and politicize the views of local informants. This is an especially sensitive problem in “imminent conflicts,” where the type of “estimative intelligence” needed tends to shift from early warning modeling to field analysis by country experts in governments, the UN, NGOs, or academia. Close, field-based assessments, which can at their best anticipate “triggering,” or precipitating, causes of conflict, are most difficult to achieve precisely when they are most needed. The existing body of literature thus catalogues underlying factors and permissive conditions, “but it is weak when it comes to identifying the catalytic factors – the triggers or proximate causes – of internal conflicts.” 25
Third, the predictive value of our models of "systemic causes of conflict" progressively diminishes as conflicts move from emerging to imminent. At that point, precipitating causes become paramount, and precipitating causes are much more likely to be driven by capricious decisions and unforeseeable, random events that defy prediction. Moreover, as crises mount, decision makers invariably encounter fiercely competing interpretations of events, both from local actors and from external analysts. The considerable energies being devoted to improving the capacity to predict violent conflict will no doubt yield some fruit. But it is important not to overstate the ability to predict.

That said, genuine advances have been made in understanding some dimensions of contemporary conflict, and analysts are therefore in a better position to diagnose conflicts accurately. Understanding the nature of ethnic conflict and the manner in which ethnic identity can be mobilized by power-seeking elites, for instance, is much more sophisticated and has at least in academic circles laid to rest "primordialist" interpretations of ethnopolitics.26 The Carnegie Commission summarizes:

To label a conflict simply as an ethnic war can lead to misguided policy choices by fostering a wrong impression that ethnic, cultural, or religious differences inevitably result in violent conflict and that differences therefore must be suppressed ... as violence almost invariably results from the deliberately violent response of determined leaders and their groups to a wide range of social, economic, and political conditions that provide the environment for violent conflict, but usually do not independently spawn violence.27

Similar advances have been made in our comprehension of resource-driven conflict, the politics of warlordism, the role of "conflict constituencies" and spoilers, and the role of foreign aid and globalization in internal conflict.28 This more sophisticated understanding of the economic motives and forces behind many intrastate conflicts in turn helps to improve and expand strategies of prevention. They include expanding preventive policies into the realm of global trade. Commerce is coming under the growing scrutiny of broader efforts to prevent and manage conflict. For instance, prevention-based analysis considers how global trade in oil, timber, or conflict diamonds fuels local conflicts.29

This increased capacity to diagnose emerging conflicts, however, seemingly has not yet widely penetrated policy making circles. Decision makers often fall back on more stereotypical (and fatalistic) explanations for "intractable" conflicts. NGO officials – particularly those working on development – also are not immune from embracing crude and inaccurate theories about disputes and identity politics. The gap between scholarly and popular understanding of intrastate conflict (especially conflicts with ethnic dimensions) should be closed. Strengthening this particular link in the chain of prevention is partly a matter of education and dissemination.

Another important way in which diagnoses of conflicts can be improved is through greater involvement of regional actors and neighbouring states with intimate local knowledge. Although emerging conflicts tend to share a number of characteristics, each is also unique in some ways. Regional actors are usually better placed to understand local dynamics, although they also have shortcomings, not least of which is that they are often not disinterested in the outcomes of deadly conflicts.
EARLY WARNING

The capacity to predict and diagnose emerging conflicts should be housed in some type of early-warning system. Good analysis is ultimately wasted if it does not get into the hands of decision makers. And in recent years, considerable emphasis has been placed on the need for a conflict early warning system that can better guarantee that political actors will hear the alarms.

The idea of a global early-warning system for conflict is not at all new. Decades ago, Kenneth Boulding called for a global network of “social data stations” to monitor and warn about emerging conflict conditions. The idea gained strength for humanitarian issues in the 1970s in response to the spread and recurrence of famines and overwhelming refugee flows. International agencies and donors trying to cope with these humanitarian emergencies sought to build early-warning systems in order to more effectively respond to crises and when possible act to avert them. The ensuing success of early-warning systems for food security led to the call in the 1990s to establish comparable early-warning systems for conflict prevention.

Monitoring for conflict prevention is not, in fact, as doable as monitoring food security - crop yields, rainfall, and market prices for foodstuffs are much more amenable to precise measurement, both on the ground and from satellites. But the parallel was compelling enough to stimulate discussions of developing early-warning systems for conflict prevention and response.

To date, early warning of deadly conflict has been essentially ad hoc and unstructured. A wide range of players have been involved, including embassies and intelligence agencies, UN peacekeeping forces, relief and development NGOs, human rights groups, the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), faith groups, academics, and the media. Quality is variable, and coordination among groups has been rudimentary or nonexistent. Moreover, UN specialized agencies and development NGOs have the advantage of a grass-roots presence in countries, but they lack both the expertise and human resources to be consistently accurate and engaged.

UN headquarters is often identified as the logical place to centralize early warning. Efforts have been made for more than two decades to improve the world organization's information-gathering and analytical capacities. However, the difficulties involved in the UN's establishment of the Office for Research and the Collection of Information in the 1980s should be kept in mind. Although billed as a clearinghouse for conflict early warning, it was unceremoniously dismantled in 1992.

One of the particular strengths of the Secretary-General is his special mandate under Article 99 of the UN Charter to “bring to the attention of the Security Council any matter that in his opinion may threaten the maintenance of international peace and security.” The secretariat possesses, in other words, a formidable capacity as a “bully pulpit” to alert the world of impending conflicts, either loudly or discreetly. But efforts to improve the organization's early-warning capacity have so far fallen short. In addition, the value of the oft-discussed Article 99 may be overstated. Security Council inaction seldom takes such a form that the Secretary-General's forcing debate would result in effective action. Furthermore, one should not overestimate the intelligence-gathering and analytical capacities of major powers, particularly in parts of the world where they no longer perceive strategic interests.

The most organized and comprehensive early-warning capacities are currently housed within intelligence bodies of individual governments. The most powerful states – those with the resources and interests to follow events closely around the world – usually (but not
always) possess somewhat better access to key political indicators and intelligence than the UN, NGOs, and other nonstate actors. Efforts to build a better early-warning system by harnessing this preexisting governmental capacity is an idea worth pursuing, but realism is in order about the extent to which states are willing to divulge information that may compromise their own intelligence network. Though one should not overestimate the intelligence capacity of the major powers, even in parts of the world where they no longer perceive major strategic interests.

Dissatisfaction with this situation has prompted the rise of a new type of NGO, one dedicated exclusively to conflict early warning. Organizations such as International Crisis Group and International Alert monitor and report on areas of the world where conflict appears to be emerging, and they are aggressive in alerting governments and the media if they believe preventive action is urgently required. Their work is complemented by the monitoring and reporting capacity of international and national human rights organizations such as Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch. These organizations, which previously devoted most of their energies to reporting on human rights violations against individuals and groups, have made a conscious effort to expand their work to include early warning about conflicts that could result in massive violations of human rights or even genocide. The impressive growth of such human rights centres in the post-Cold War period gives this set of actors an increasingly powerful network for sharing information and lobbying. Still, it is taking time for these organizations to learn how better to coordinate among themselves, mobilize constituents globally, work with the media, and move governments.

All this falls well short of a system of early warning. Some, including Kofi Annan, have concluded that "loose, creative ... global policy networks" are adequate foundations on which to build effective international cooperation, and he praises them for being "non-hierarchical." But even this relatively optimistic assessment of these networks is tempered. "Our involvement with global policy networks," he concludes, "has been extensive but largely unplanned. We need a more focused and systematic approach." 

In sum, a "network" of early warning is not a "system." Networks are patchy and less than comprehensive in coverage, informal in their information-sharing, and variable in the quality of their participants, and typically they have no central clearinghouse. These are potentially fatal shortcomings. The Report of the Panel on United Nations Peace Operations is one of many that reiterates the call for that clearinghouse role to be played by the UN, noting "the need to have more effective collection and assessment at UN headquarters, including an enhanced conflict early-warning system that can detect and recognize the threat or risk of conflict or genocide." This report also makes very detailed proposals for building an early-warning capacity within the UN Secretariat.

A further suggestion is to meld the UN Secretary-General's agenda-setting power with the growing information-gathering and assessment capacity of NGOs. The development of stronger and more routinized coordination of the network of NGOs, UN agencies, and the Secretariat would go some way toward redressing the weakness of the UN's intelligence-gathering and the NGO's difficulty in "making noise" effectively.

Even an improved early-warning system will face a range of bureaucratic and political obstacles. One is the commonly cited problem of "information overload." Policy makers are confronted with so many reports and information that it is difficult for warnings to make themselves adequately "loud" and difficult for decision makers to discern high-quality warnings from flawed analyses. That is, early warning has three components: having the information, transmitting it to policy makers, and making sure that the latter act. The third component is clearly the most formidable. The very crisis-driven nature of decision making
in the UN and in government ministries also works against considered attention to warn-
ings about crises that have yet to occur. Reward systems in governmental and international
agencies are not designed to recognize "nonevents," such as a prevented conflict; indeed,
officials drawn into preventive actions often believe they are "being set up for failure."

In addition, early warning often forces policy makers to make hard choices. Yet, these
same people are inclined to delay making choices for as long as possible because of the
short-term nature of political rewards. In such a case, additional information or warning
may not prompt additional action. Were an effective early-warning system in place inside
the UN Secretariat, political sensitivities about emerging conflicts in members states would
create precisely these kinds of "unpalatable decisions." And as the UN's own hard-hitting
report on the Rwanda debacle demonstrates, this could result in the Secretariat's downplay-
ing reports and ignoring warnings.

Despite all these obstacles, however, the present ad hoc system of early warning has still
managed to provide adequate signals of impending trouble to anyone inclined to watch
closely. For example, governments, members of the UN system, and numerous NGOs rang
alarm bells in late 1993 and early 1994 about the impending bloodbath in Rwanda. While
existing capacities can and should be strengthened, early warning is far from the weakest
link in the chain. Information about deadly conflicts is a necessary but far from sufficient
condition for effective prevention.

OPERATIONAL CAPACITY

No other aspect of the debate has received as much useful attention as the toolbox of
preventive methods. Dozens of studies and reports, informed by decades of diplomatic
experience and empirical observation, have generated lengthy lists of tools appropriate for
various types of situations, produced careful assessments of the strengths and weaknesses of
these tools, and explored the experience of using specific tools in detail. The attention is
due to their obvious importance in the execution of preventive diplomacy.

There is no shortage of tools, and various reports list dozens to hundreds. Furthermore,
much has been learned about their effective use. Analysts stress that these measures have
both strengths and drawbacks, which are in turn affected by the degree to which tools are
properly matched to the type and stage of emerging conflicts. When preventive tools are
used half-heartedly, they can actually precipitate rather than forestall conflict, by embold-
ening the warring factions.

The most successful use of these instruments is as part of a multilateral initiative and
when preventive measures are taken early – before parties to an emerging conflict mobilize
political followings or armed forces. Success is also improved when several different tools
are employed to address different dimensions of a conflict and when they are chosen
to match different levels in the chronology of a conflict, an approach known as a "ladder
of prevention."

One problem is that the successful use of preventive tools requires almost surgical
precision in application and timing, yet many of the decision making bodies that approve
or mandate action wield them as blunt instruments. The poor contemporary track record of
economic sanctions imposed by the US, for instance, is due in part to the fact that Congress
mandates them, giving diplomacy very little flexibility. The EU and the Security Council face
comparable problems on this score in that resolutions are passed for many reasons,
but rarely with the impact on diplomacy in the forefront of concerns. Committee decision-
making processes are simply incompatible with skillful and refined diplomatic use of
preventive measures.
Although a comprehensive review cannot be included here, several of the more prominent preventive measures – whether especially effective, innovative, or controversial – are highlighted below, under the categories of structural and direct tools.

**Structural or "Root Cause" Prevention Tools**

Ample evidence suggests that bad governance – lack of the rule of law, flawed justice systems, corruption, human rights abuses, and poor accountability, transparency, minority rights, and democracy – are important contributing factors to violent conflicts. Consequently, major emphasis over the last decade has been placed on "good governance" as a central goal of development assistance and public investments. Development aid has shifted toward technical assistance for judicial and police reform, municipalities, political decentralization, civil society, and a range of other programmes that fall under the umbrella of good governance. It has gained top billing as a development goal, in part because it is seen as a pillar of conflict prevention. Good governance has become an institutionalized objective in both development assistance and investment programmes and, in that sense, is now less of a tool than an ongoing programme that may bear fruit in the years to come. A related trend has been the growing consensus within development NGOs that relief and development aid cannot be divorced from the political context and that an integral goal of all aid must be to avoid fueling conflict and to enhance local peace building.

Repeated calls have been made in recent years to bring the lending practices of the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) more directly in line with conflict prevention goals. These same institutions also play a central role in post-conflict peace building and reconstruction. Their reputations for heavy-handed pressures on recipient countries have led to less than enthusiastic endorsement by some observers of using their conditionality as part of a meaningful preventive strategy. And critics charge that the policies of the Bretton Woods institutions have actually fueled deadly conflicts. Instead, given the resources of these two institutions, their engagement in coordinated conflict prevention efforts would considerably expand the range of inducements offered to cooperative parties.

Studies of preventive measures consistently stress the need to strengthen indigenous capacities. This ethos of "local solutions to local problems" emphasizes the primary responsibility of both governments and local communities to manage their own conflicts and their enormous advantages in understanding and operating in their own political milieu. International NGOs have been on the front line of efforts to build local capacity.

**Direct Prevention Tools**

There are a number of methods of direct conflict prevention available to actors who are concerned with conflict before it reaches catastrophic proportions. These include the use of special envoys, "naming and shaming," international criminal prosecution, NGO involvement, the use of the media, and, finally, the deployment of UN or other forces.

The use of special envoys and special representatives by the UN Secretary-General in potential conflict zones is an important part of consensual prevention. Envoys can – by merit of their reputations and role as honest brokers – achieve breakthroughs and catalyze domestic and international support for peace at low cost and in a discrete manner. They do not, however, wield much direct influence in terms of "carrots and sticks" and can succeed only as part of a package of other preventive measures. Many observers applaud the increased use of this type of diplomacy, which can also include "friends’" groups,
eminent-persons commissions, and fact-finding missions. The capacity to appoint and send special envoys has been enhanced by Norway's establishment of the Fund for Preventive Action in 1996.

The time-honoured technique of "naming and shaming" is one of the more effective and important tools of conflict prevention. As human rights reporting has become an established, routinized practice, it has become a source of information to be skillfully used to embarrass and pressure governments or political movements to cease violations that endanger the peace. International support for local human rights organizations helps to build up this capacity, which could well be expanded.

International criminal prosecution is in the first instance a form of intervention, but its existence may also have a deterrent effect. One of the most powerful ideas in conflict prevention is the notion that many deadly conflicts are facilitated by a "culture of impunity." If government figures, opposition leaders, merchants, and warlords perceive that they can literally get away with murder, then they are more likely to resort to deadly conflict in pursuit of their political or economic goals. To establish limits to impunity, the UN Secretary-General contends that it is crucial to "reassert the centrality of international humanitarian and human rights law. We must strive to end the culture of impunity - which is why the creation of the International Criminal Court is so important." War crimes tribunals may have an impact far beyond the immediate armed crisis for which they are established. The more that potential perpetrators of crimes against humanity must consider the possibility that they will be held accountable for their actions in a future court of law, so the argument goes, the less likely they will be to commit atrocities against civilians. As discussed earlier, it can also have the opposite effect, by eliminating potentially face-saving ways of withdrawing from a deadly conflict.

NGOs also grew in importance throughout the 1990s, as they injected themselves into conflict prevention, not only as pressure groups and as part of early-warning systems, but also as direct mediators in conflict prevention and management. Track II diplomacy has been studied and explored as an option for building peace. At the civil society and grass-roots levels, they have demonstrated some successes in "citizen-based diplomacy," which has produced considerable interest and enthusiasm for a direct mediating role for NGOs. There is an important distinction, however, between NGOs' working at a civil society level and their playing direct diplomatic roles. NGOs have not, in fact, distinguished themselves in the formal conduct of preventive diplomacy, and it is not clear that they possess the ability and experience for this role. Indeed, there are serious concerns about NGOs, including their lack of experience and accountability. Given the consequences of failure, the current rush by enthusiastic NGOs to assist in conflict prevention may be counterproductive. More recently, interest has been expressed in drawing the for-profit sector into conflict prevention, especially in an early-warning role, on grounds that businesses have strong interests in preventing conflict in their zones of activity.

In the aftermath of the Rwandan genocide, the world is more aware of the potential for local media to incite deadly conflict. Greater use of jamming techniques is under discussion where "hate media" is being used to incite violence. Conversely, mass media also have the capacity to promote communal understanding and peace building. A variety of international engagements with local media - ranging from journalist training, to media monitoring, to the establishment of, or support to, "peace radio" projects - have been attempted with some promise.

Mounting pressure is being placed on governments from NGOs, human rights groups, and peace activists to consider direct coercive measures to monitor, restrict, and in some instances embargo the flow of small arms to zones of emerging or imminent conflict. A
coalition of NGOs organized by Saferworld and International Alert, for instance, lobbied the Swedish and Belgian governments to use their turns on the rotating presidencies of the EU in 2001 to pass an EU code of conduct on arms transfers and to push for a comparable measure in the UN. Because of the success of the International Campaign to Ban Landmines in the 1990s and because most deaths in armed conflicts are caused by small arms, the campaign to place tighter controls on small-arms trafficking may have an impact in the coming decade. Although it cannot stop armed conflict from breaking out, effective embargoes on small-arms trading can serve as a powerful signal to local belligerents.

Where armed conflict or genocide appears imminent and belligerents are unwilling to explore peaceful alternatives to their disputes, preventive deployment of UN forces is an option. The UN Preventive Deployment Force in Macedonia is the clearest example to date, and it garnered credibility for this preventive device. The experience seems to have been strengthened by the precarious situation that developed in Macedonia in 2001, after the UN's departure. While consensual, this preventive measure can also be coercive if the Security Council decides to send buffer or observer forces without the agreement of one or more local authorities. Calls to institutionalize a UN capacity to deploy a "thin blue line" via the establishment of a rapid-reaction force have also been repeated in numerous studies.

STRATEGY

Tools of prevention, however well developed, are of only limited use without a coherent strategy. The recent flood of studies and commissioned reports on preventive action has helped improve this situation somewhat. Yet, there is a great distance to travel before a strong strategic capacity exists. What emerges from these studies is best described as contributions to a strategic framework. One of the most important observations is that there can be no "one size fits all" strategy – each situation requires tailoring.

For observers concerned with the weak link between early warning and actual responses, a critical aspect of a preventive strategy is ensuring that the decibel levels for early warnings are not only loud enough to be heard but also trigger effective action. For NGOs, human rights organizations, and others, this involves a fairly straightforward but essential strategy of pressuring governments and international organizations. Where discrete action is required, pressure can be mounted through normal political channels; where urgent action is required, "making noise" through the media and through holding elected officials accountable for inaction is essential.

Others argue that almost all preventive actions require "mixed strategies," combining elements of coercion and inducements. Preventive strategies that embrace sticks to the virtual exclusion of carrots, or vice versa, have limited persuasive value. In this regard, constituency politics shape strategic frameworks for prevention by highlighting the political and economic interests at stake in emerging conflicts. Negotiations should allow all sides to show their constituencies real gains. Where conflict constituencies or spoilers have vested interests in triggering deadly conflict, external actors should move quickly to support and empower the local leaders embracing nonviolent positions and work to limit the impact of spoilers. One can add to this strategy a tactic of using economic inducements to buy off spoilers who resist preventive diplomacy because they see little benefit in peace. Well-timed and well-conceived economic aid, such as demobilization or job-skills training for armed unemployed youth, has the potential to change spoilers into stakeholders.
The Carnegie Commission's extensive work on the strategic employment of conflict prevention efforts sets a standard. The report argues for two distinct strategies — for imminent crises and for underlying causes. The operational strategy emphasizes early action, when prevention stands a greater likelihood of success. A "lead player" is required to manage multi-actor prevention, to avoid the prospect of "prevention by committee" and all the strategic incoherence that implies. Initiatives are also desirable that not only prevent violence but also take specific, comprehensive, and balanced actions to reduce pressures that trigger violence. In practice, this approach would integrate "quick-impact projects" into diplomatic initiatives. The availability of a pool of flexible development funds for use at very short notice is necessary. This capacity does not presently exist within the UN, and this has long been a major constraint on the ability of mediators to "sweeten the pot" for parties to a dispute and engage in even rudimentary confidence-building measures.\(^5\)

Another approach to preventive strategies emphasizes the importance of timing. Strategies should be informed by an understanding of whether actors in an emerging conflict are ready to negotiate. Thus, a strategy must first determine if an emerging conflict is "ripe for prevention."\(^5\) This position challenges the common idea that when it comes to prevention, earlier is always better.

Despite some progress, there is still much work to be done. Even with a well-honed strategic framework to provide general direction to specific preventive actions, success is ultimately dependent on an appropriate strategy, one which should be case-specific and be designed by individuals and organizations with close knowledge of the conflict. Success also depends on the ability of those crafting it to avoid committee-driven decisions (which are prone to compromises and hence rarely coherent strategically) and bureaucratically driven approaches (relying on standard operating procedures). Studies of failure have demonstrated that a successful preventive strategy requires an ability to "think outside the box" and tailor new approaches to new types of problems.\(^5\)

**INSTITUTIONAL CAPACITY**

Conflict prevention is and will remain a thoroughly multilateral endeavour, with numerous structures and organizations playing different roles at different times. By adopting a broad definition of conflict prevention, there is virtually no limit to the number of organizations and institutions whose activities are relevant to the task at hand. Yet these actors — states, the UN, regional organizations, NGOs, religious groups, the business community, the media, and the scientific and educational communities — are judged collectively as mediocre by the Carnegie Commission.\(^5\)

Effective conflict prevention depends on these disparate organizations' working together strategically. The capacity to conduct preventive diplomacy ultimately relies on the international ability to coordinate multilateral initiatives and identify logical divisions of labour. The mention of "coordination" normally makes eyes glaze over, and this topic remains a perennial concern for numerous UN conferences and reports. The number of coordinating committees and meetings is large, but they do not necessarily improve coordination. It is obvious that states and nonstate organizations often have varying interests and agendas; and in zones of potentially catastrophic conflict where external actors have significant interests (and usually more than a few rivals), coordination of preventive actions can be especially difficult. This provides easy ammunition for indigenous actors to exploit divisions among external players. Combined with the need to coordinate and create divisions of labour across agencies and be flexible in sequencing preventive measures over time, the prospects for strategic coherence are formidable.
In many respects the institutional challenges to effective preventive action parallel those for early warning. Most observers have accepted the reality that the structures of preventive response will be “loose and temporary,” to return to Kofi Annan’s characterization. But where does responsibility for preventive action ultimately rest? For when everyone is responsible for preventive measures, then no one is compelled to act.

**POLITICAL WILL**

The final link in the chain of prevention is political will. The overwhelming majority of studies cite lack of will as the major cause of failed prevention. On this score, the Rwandan genocide casts an especially long shadow. Assessments of this sad display of highly inadequate international backbone all conclude that the world’s inaction was due to a failure of the major states and the UN Secretariat. “There was a persistent lack of political will by member states to act, or to act with enough assertiveness,” concluded the UN’s own independent inquiry into Rwanda.59

One suggestion is for advocacy or political organizations to exert sustained pressure on governments to make prevention a priority. Yet, there is no guarantee that forcing governments to act will yield appropriate outcomes. One of the hard lessons about humanitarian intervention in the 1990s is that public pressure can produce window dressing instead of meaningful action: “When humanitarian policy is driven only by media images and public pressure, there is a strong tendency on the part of administrations to measure success by how effectively they appear to be addressing the problem, rather than by how effectively they actually resolve it. If the stakes are political, not strategic, then the policy choices will also be political, not strategic.”60

Advocacy and political pressure should, therefore, be coupled with other measures if sustained and successful preventive diplomacy is to become the norm. If leaders are persuaded that preventive action is in the national interests of their states, if the public is sceptical that preventive diplomacy is warranted, or if officials perceive that the political risks of preventive action are too great, then early warnings will either go unheeded or will yield risk-averse, half-hearted measures. Such responses may actually make things worse.

Some observers argue that governments should become persuaded that conflict prevention addresses important security interests. The paradigm of prevention as a cornerstone of national interest, not just special interests, should be thoroughly “soaked” into both the leadership and the foreign policy branches of governments and international organizations. If preventing deadly conflicts is framed and ultimately accepted as a vital strategic goal, then preventive responses are more likely to engage sustained attention from governments. This means that arguments for conflict prevention should be articulated in the language of interest as much as moral or humanitarian appeals.61 At the same time, skeptics argue that broadening definitions of vital interests is counterproductive and that humanitarian action should be justified in its own terms.

Advocates go still further, arguing that cultivating a regime of prevention is essential.62 The notion of a “culture of prevention” has taken on a wide range of meanings, but its core premises that certain norms gradually become so pervasive and globalized that there are real costs – to individual careers, to governments, and to would-be transgressors – for violating or dismissing them. And, importantly, these norms permeate governmental agencies and international organizations, so that acting on them becomes almost second nature. Evidence suggests that neither creating nor maintaining a regime is easy. For example, regimes based on such long-standing concerns as human rights and sustainable development still remain relatively weak.
TOWARD EFFECTIVE PREVENTION

Conflict prevention has received far more rhetorical than political, financial, and institutional support. Nonetheless, significant improvements in capacity and the growth of organized public pressure have created a more fertile atmosphere for the growth of a culture of prevention.

Prevention is broadly understood to involve strategies addressing both proximate and underlying causes. The vast majority of preventive measures, particularly those that address root causes, are nonintrusive and actively championed by many poor countries that are potential targets for outside intervention when prevention fails. Some direct prevention measures are merely intrusive, however, while others actually are coercive. Dimensions of conflict prevention are therefore part of a "continuum" of intervention that can conjure up visceral negative reactions. In this respect, genuine preventive efforts are both attractive and repellent. This reality, along with the fact that internationalizing a conflict is not necessarily in the interests of governments or belligerents, explains why prevention is not always uncontested.

The effectiveness of prevention depends on six distinct capacities, which together form the links in a chain, with the results being only as strong as the weakest of these links. At this time, some are stronger than others. The analytic capacity to predict and understand conflicts is not as strong as many believe and needs serious attention. The capacity to provide early warning is weak and ad hoc, but it has been sufficient in many instances to provide adequate notice. The operational capacity to prevent conflict is in place – that is, a well-honed and increasingly sophisticated toolbox of prevention is at the disposal of policymakers. However, the strategic capacity to prevent conflict – to know which tools to use when – remains underdeveloped. Although each conflict requires a distinct strategy, a general strategic framework requires more attention. The capacity to respond is, and will likely remain, multiactored and decentralized. This basic reality places a premium on coordination and the establishment of clear divisions of labour among states, the UN, regional organizations, NGOs, and local actors.

Finally, the political will to act has been a chronic weakness. While a growing network of advocacy groups is trying to place political pressure on states to engage, conflict prevention needs to be understood by governments as being in their strategic, as well as in their political, interests before the concept is fully institutionalized.
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The second group of essays in this part of the volume provides a historical overview of humanitarian intervention – the nonconsensual use of outside military force on humanitarian grounds – since the founding of the United Nations (UN) in 1945. The definition of “humanitarian” refers to the threat or occurrence of large scale loss of life (including, most obviously, genocide), forced migration, and abuses of human rights. The specific cases have been selected where a humanitarian justification was actually employed by the intervening states or where the intervention resulted in clearly beneficial impacts on humanitarian conditions in the target state. Military force applied at the request of a target state is not “intervention”; it is not unwanted interference in state sovereignty, because states have the right to seek outside military assistance. Thus, when genuine consent is present, a request to defend state sovereignty is legitimate and not considered unacceptable interference in domestic politics.

In each case, information is included on the nature of the crisis and the subsequent events on the ground, pertinent developments at the Security Council and in regional bodies, the justifications employed by the intervening forces, and the views of other states. The latter are particularly significant, for the evidence of the legitimacy or illegitimacy in behaviour resides in the claims and counterclaims of states as they debate the propriety of various interventions.

Essay 4, Interventions Before 1990, is an overview of interventions in the post-1945 period, from the birth of the UN Charter regime to the end of the Cold War. Considerable attention is given to the three cases from this period that are widely cited – East Pakistan, Cambodia, and Uganda – but seven others are also examined. Although in retrospect these three cases are often invoked as evidence of the norm of humanitarian intervention, on balance they were carried out by single states that justified them on grounds of self-defence. At the end of this period, most commentators argued that no such norm existed or that it was so contentious that it was necessary to justify intervention on other grounds.

Essay 5, Interventions After the Cold War, focuses on interventions after 1990. The post-Cold War era has not changed everything. There are strong similarities between the challenges posed by the Congo in the early 1960s and in 2001. The armed conflict was internal and civilians constituted the overwhelming majority of casualties. However, the political context of the 1990s certainly has altered the prospects for intrusions into what had formerly been considered the more protected domain of sovereign states – to conduct
domestic policy as they pleased. During this period, the balance in the UN Charter between state sovereignty and human rights has been tipped so that the latter occasionally assumes the same or more importance than the claims of states.

In looking toward the future, these cases illuminate emerging trends in the use of coercive measures to address humanitarian needs. The willingness of outside actors (military and civilian, governmental and intergovernmental and nongovernmental), as well as the resources devoted to aiding and protecting severely affected local populations, have increased dramatically. Not only has the use of the ultimate tool of coercion, military force, increased in the last decade, but other nonconsensual interventions as well. Economic sanctions and arms embargoes, along with international criminal prosecutions, have been commonly employed over the past decade.

In contrast to the cases of humanitarian intervention during the Cold War, the cases examined from the 1990s are remarkable for their legitimacy. The Security Council was seized by each case and made decisions about coercion; the conscious-shocking and truly humanitarian dimensions of each case were more central to international actions; and military responses were more multilateral.

The cases are covered relatively briefly. There is much more to be said about all of them. References have been included to assist future research, but for those seeking further information, the cases in the 1990s and the three main ones from the 1970s are covered in the Bibliography.
4. INTERVENTIONS BEFORE 1990

The purpose here is to survey the episodes of nonconsensual military interventions that were conducted for claimed humanitarian purposes or that resulted in clear humanitarian benefits during the Cold War period, 1945–1989. There is substantial evidence in these cases about why controversy surrounds what constitutes an actual incidence of “humanitarian” intervention. Sometimes this qualifying adjective provides a smoke screen for other foreign policy objectives; sometimes humanitarian motives are present but not primary; and sometimes the adjective is not used at all, but the humanitarian impact is undeniable.

Ten cases of military intervention are discussed: Belgium in the Congo (1960); Belgium and the United States (US) in Stanleyville (1964); the US in the Dominican Republic (1965); India in East Pakistan (1971); France and Belgium in Shaba province (1978); Vietnam in Cambodia (1978); Tanzania in Uganda (1979); France in Central Africa (1979); the US and certain Caribbean countries in Grenada (1983); and the US in Panama (1989).

BELGIUM’S INTERVENTION IN THE CONGO, 1960

The Congo declared independence from Belgium on June 30, 1960. However, because of the immediate breakdown of law and order, national celebration was short-lived. On July 4, troops of the Congolese Army mutinied, and chaos spread throughout the country. Congolese and foreign civilians were murdered, others were beaten, and women were raped. “During the night of July 7–8 alone, more than 1,300 women and children, mostly Belgians, fled in panic across the Congo River to Brazzaville.” On July 10, Belgian battalions left their barracks in the Belgian bases at Kitona and Kamina and took control of a number of Congolese cities to restore order; and more troops were flown in from Belgium.
On July 11, Moise Kapenda Tshombe, the prime minister of mineral-rich Katanga province, declared Katangese independence. Two days later, Congolese President Joseph Kasavubu and Prime Minister Patrice Lumumba sent a joint telegram to UN Secretary-General Dag Hammarskjöld, appealing for United Nations (UN) assistance and accusing Belgium of aggression, fomenting secession in the province of Katanga, and "colonialist machinations." Invoking Charter Article 99, Hammarskjöld requested an urgent meeting of the Security Council, which met later that day.

The Belgian intervention was harshly condemned by Congolese authorities and throughout Africa. Belgium was accused of having instigated the army mutiny and Tshombe's revolt. Belgium's opposition to Congolese independence and the precipitous manner in which it had withdrawn the colonial administration and infrastructure prior to independence had seriously destabilized the fledgling country. Many saw the events that followed as an effort by Belgium to provoke a crisis and create a pretext to reassert control and authority.

Before the Security Council, Belgium argued that it had intervened because of the complete breakdown of law and order and the compelling need to protect life generally, asserting a broad claim to intervene on humanitarian grounds:

> When the "Force Publique" [the Congolese Army] ceased to be an instrument of order in the hands of the new Congolese State, the latter was no longer in a position to ensure the safety of the inhabitants and it was at this point that the Belgian Government decided to intervene, with the sole purpose of ensuring the safety of European and other members of the population and of protecting human lives in general.

Under such circumstances, Belgium claimed that it was under a "sacred duty to take the measures required by morality and by public international law." Later statements emphasized Belgium's right to protect its own nationals, rather than a more general right to intervene for humanitarian purposes. The next day, the Belgian representative stated: "I should like to make our present position clear. We sent troops; they intervened to the extent necessary to fulfil our sacred duty to protect the lives and honour of our nationals."

In the Cold War environment of the 1960s, Belgium's actions were strongly supported by its North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) allies. The most emphatic defender was France, arguing that "in many instances the Belgian troops have alone been able to protect lives and property" and that "their mission of protecting lives and property" was in accordance "with a recognized principle of international law, namely intervention on humanitarian grounds." Britain observed that the Belgian effort was directed at facilitating "the withdrawal of Belgian nationals [and] of other communities threatened with violence" and that the Belgian troops had performed a "humanitarian task" for which Britain was grateful "and for which ... the international community should be grateful." Italy argued that because the Belgian troops had intervened only to protect human life and to restore law and order, the Belgian action should not even be considered an intervention, but rather "a temporary security action." The US simply observed that Belgium had not committed aggression, that matters were too critical to spend time trying to apportion blame, and that what was required was immediate UN assistance.

A number of countries rejected the Western arguments. The Soviet Union and Poland insisted that Belgium's claim to protect human life was simply a pretext; the real reason was to further its own commercial interests. Nevertheless, even the protection of human life could not justify an intervention by one state in the affairs of another. Tunisia
and Ecuador joined in arguing that the Belgian intervention was unjustifiable. African countries were also categorical, arguing that the effort was transparently colonial, rather than humanitarian.

On July 14, the Security Council unanimously passed Resolution 143, sponsored by Tunisia, which called on Belgium "to withdraw its troops," and authorized the Secretary-General to consult with the Congolese government in order to provide it "with such military assistance as may be necessary until ... the national security forces may be able ... to meet fully their tasks." The resolution, which was the legal basis for the subsequent establishment of the UN Operation in the Congo (ONUC, or Opération des Nations-Unies au Congo), was ambiguously drafted in order to avoid either a Soviet or a Western veto, and it was adopted by a vote of 8-0-3. Although many non-NATO states expressed the view that the Belgian military action was unlawful, the resolution did not accuse Belgium of an unlawful act, but the request was "an implied censure." A further purposeful element of ambiguity was that the resolution did not directly link the establishment of a UN force with the withdrawal of Belgian troops, which would have given an implicit endorsement to the Belgian argument that some non-Congolese force was necessary to preserve law and order.

Following the Security Council mandate for ONUC, the mission deployed rapidly. The first troops were in the country the following day, and by July 17 (only three days later) more than 3,500 troops were on the ground. Despite the controversy over the presence of the Belgian troops, their presence did not create any serious difficulties for UN forces, and the Belgians were withdrawn by early September.

BELGIUM AND THE US'S INTERVENTION IN STANLEYVILLE, 1964

The immediate post-independence turmoil and Belgium's subsequent intervention resulted in the deployment of ONUC, a peacekeeping force that remained for four years. Although a number of secessionist struggles had ended by the time of the UN force's departure, civil strife certainly had not. Insurgencies had arisen in a number of provinces, and if anything they were inflamed by the establishment, in July 1964, of what was meant to be a government of national reconciliation, led by one former secessionist leader, Moïse Tshombe. Congolese President Joseph Kasavubu had appointed Tshombe as prime minister in the hopes that a more broadly based government would help quell the unrest. The opposite proved to be the case. The contempt in which Tshombe was held in much of Africa was shown only a few days after he assumed office, when African foreign ministers, meeting in Cairo to prepare for the Second Assembly of Heads of State and Government, declared that Tshombe would not be welcome.

On August 5, 1964, rebel forces seized control of Stanleyville, the northeastern provincial capital and former stronghold of deceased Prime Minister Patrice Lumumba. By this time, rebel forces controlled approximately half of the Congo. The rebel advance had become so rapid that it was thought that the central government might fall in a matter of weeks. A desperate Tshombe decided to hire white mercenaries from South Africa and Rhodesia. The rapid arrival of the mercenaries, supported by US-supplied aircraft, began to turn the tide of the rebel advance. On September 3, one of the rebel leaders sent a message to UN Secretary-General U Thant to the effect that he was holding as hostages 500 "white men, women and children" and would begin to execute them if the Tshombe government continued its use of mercenaries and its air attacks on rebel positions. The gravity of the message was confirmed by a number of radio interceptions in October, when US intelligence sources overheard rebel radio messages concerning the executions.
Belgium and the US decided to mount a rescue attempt if negotiations to free the hostages were unsuccessful. After meeting a rebel intermediary in Nairobi, the two countries formed the opinion that unacceptable conditions had been placed on the release of the hostages, and there was no real alternative to a rescue attempt. On November 21, Prime Minister Tshombe authorized Belgium and the US to mount a rescue operation. Three days later, Belgian paratroopers were transported by US military aircraft into Stanleyville to commence rescue operations. Hours after the rescue attempt began, Brussels and Washington sent letters to the president of the Security Council emphasizing the request from the Congolese government. The intervention was strictly limited to the humanitarian goal of rescuing the hostages, who now numbered about 1,000 civilians from many different countries.

In five days, approximately 2,000 foreign residents were evacuated. The Organization of African Unity's (OAU's) ad hoc Commission on the Congo protested that the action was likely to have made matters worse for both foreign residents and Congolese. Five or six foreign residents had been executed before the intervention, almost 200 were executed afterward, along with thousands of Congolese. While the Belgian and US governments publicly presented the intervention as a considerable success, the opinion of the OAU's ad hoc Commission may have been more accurate. Many more foreigners and Congolese might have lived if the ongoing OAU negotiations had been given more time. In any event, the intervention benefited the Tshombe government in its fight against the rebels.

The intervention occasioned a firestorm of protest in Africa. Many African governments argued in the Security Council that the real objective was to support a neocolonialist government and Western economic and political interests. At the request of 22 African and Asian member states, the Security Council met on December 9 to consider what the requestors called the Belgian and American aggression against the Congo. What followed was one of the most acrimonious debates in the Security Council's history, taking 17 sessions to complete.

Many African states believed that the Tshombe government had no legitimacy and that claims from Belgium and the US were disingenuous. Egypt argued that the Belgian-American intervention represented nothing less than "naked aggression." To invite the former colonial master, even under the trappings of governmental consent and authority, was simply to reintroduce colonialism by the back door. Algeria made the allegation pointedly, claiming that "it is only natural that the main motive of those who helped the prime mover of Katanga's secession or who handed over the leadership of the Leopoldville Government to him should have been to retain a monopoly over the exploitation of enormous wealth." Moreover, the Belgian-US intervention was an affront to the recently established OAU, whose ad hoc Commission on the Congo had been set up to deal with the civil strife and was, they claimed, making serious progress in the negotiations. The affront to the dignity of the OAU was compounded by the seeming spectacle of whites killing blacks to save whites. The Soviet Union and Czechoslovakia essentially reiterated African and Asian claims.

The Belgian and US representatives confessed to having been stunned by what they regarded as the ugly tone of the debate. Paul-Henri Spaak, the Belgian foreign minister, called it "violent" and "insulting." US Permanent Representative Ambassador Adlai Stevenson referred to it as "irrational, irresponsible, insulting and repugnant language." Both countries repeated orally the claims that they each had made in writing on November 24 in letters to the president of the Security Council: the reason for the intervention was the humanitarian one of saving civilians, with the authorization of the lawful government of the Congo. On Belgium's behalf, Spaak argued that "the Stanleyville operation was not a military operation. It was not a matter of helping the Congolese National Army .... It was a question of saving between
1,500 and 2,000 persons whose lives were in danger. It was to save people who were regarded as hostages by the rebel authorities. Stevenson argued that the intervention “was exactly what we said it was when we notified this Council at the very beginning – nothing more and nothing less than a mission to save the lives of innocent people of diverse nationalities.”

Stevenson stated that beyond the primary objective of the US to rescue its own nationals, “we are proud that the mission rescued so many innocent people of eighteen other nationalities.” Britain, France, Norway, Nationalist China, Bolivia, and Brazil accepted the legitimacy of the claims. Côte d’Ivoire, supported by Morocco, remarked that the “question at issue” was in fact the relatively straightforward one of a state’s right to protect its own nationals, a concept that is “recognized in international law.”

The Security Council eventually passed Resolution 199 (1964) unanimously. It appealed for a cease-fire and requested all states to refrain from intervening in the domestic politics of the Congo. Because it requested all states to refrain from intervening in Congolese affairs, the US and Belgium were able to argue that this request implicitly referred, not simply to their military action, but also to alleged Soviet support for the rebel forces.

The legacy of actions in the early 1960s in Central Africa continues to colour the debate about intervention and state sovereignty. Colonial powers misused humanitarian justifications to mask self-interested motives. The end of colonialism did not mean that former colonial powers were readily given the benefit of the doubt by post-colonial countries when “humanitarianism” was invoked.

THE US’S INTERVENTION IN THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC, 1965

On April 24, 1965, a group of army officers revolted against the Dominican Government. Some members of the military expressed a preference for inviting back the exiled leader Juan Bosch, who had been ousted in a coup d’état in September 1963. Others preferred the formation of a junta that would rule until elections could be held. Fighting began between the “loyalists,” who favoured the formation of a junta, and the “constitutionalists,” who preferred the return of the constitutionally elected but deposed president.

The US intervened on April 28, citing the need to protect American and other foreign civilians living in the Dominican Republic. Announcing that he had sent 400 Marines, President Lyndon B. Johnson declared that, “I have ordered the Secretary of Defense to put the necessary American troops ashore in order to give protection to hundreds of Americans who are still in the Dominican Republic and to escort them to safety .... This same assistance will be available to nationals of other countries.” Within the next few days, thousands of additional troops were deployed. While the US was concerned about the safety of its nationals, it is widely accepted that the real reason for intervening was to affect the authority structure in the Dominican Republic. Washington had decided to intervene when it was felt that the constitutionalists might win the struggle and usher in a left-wing regime. One analyst comments: “The military outcome was a foregone conclusion once the Marines landed, for it was clear from the start which side they were supporting .... Despite their official neutrality, the Marines invaded the rebel strongholds and permitted [loyalist] forces safe conduct through the US Security Zone.”

At the request of the Soviet Union, the Security Council held a series of meetings beginning on May 3. Defending its military action, the US argued that its intervention served two goals: “to save the lives of our people and ... of all people.” And, the US representative openly confessed, “to help prevent another communist State in this hemisphere.” Nationalist China enthusiastically supported both goals. Britain and The Netherlands expressed
approval of the US evacuation of their nationals but avoided addressing the legitimacy of Washington’s political objective. They supported the US call for the Dominican intervention to be left in the hands of the Organization of American States (OAS).

In the context of the Cold War rivalry, especially given its seeming manifestation in the streets of Santo Domingo itself, bitter opposition by the Soviet Union and Cuba was unsurprising. Soviet Ambassador Nikolai Fedorenko accused the US of “sanctimonious hypocrisy” because the claim to protect nationals was a pretext to aiding conservative elements in the civil struggle. The claim that Ambassador Stevenson made later in the debate that the “lives of thousands of people from nearly 40 countries hung in the balance” seems exaggerated. Unlike the case in Stanleyville, foreigners were not singled out and victimized, but rather suffered the same fate as the residents of Santo Domingo in coping with civil war. By the time the Security Council began to meet on May 3, President Johnson had appeared on national television to declare that the US would not allow the civil struggle to be won by the constitutionalist side, which he claimed had been “taken over and really seized and placed into the hands of a band of Communist conspirators .... The American nations cannot, must not, and will not permit the establishment of another Communist Government in the Western Hemisphere.”

More revealing than the Soviet and Cuban opposition to the US military action was the opposition to the intervention by France, Uruguay, Jordan, Malaysia, and Côte d’Ivoire. While accepting the possible legitimate rescue of endangered nationals by states under certain circumstances, France argued that the essential purpose of the US intervention “appears to be directed against those who claim to have constitutional legality.” In a careful and detailed legal analysis by Security Council standards, Uruguay trenchantly criticized the intervention as violating both UN Charter and OAS norms.

The first phase of the Security Council debate on the Dominican crisis lasted until May 14, when Resolution 203 was passed unanimously, inviting the Secretary-General to send a fact-finding mission to the Dominican Republic. Meanwhile, various OAS organs had been meeting in Washington since the day after the initial landing – on April 30 – to call on all factions in the Dominican Republic to accept a cease-fire; on May 1, to establish a five-member commission to work for a negotiated solution; and finally, on May 6, to request OAS member states to create an Inter-American Force to take over from US troops. The debate at the OAS demonstrated a sharp division between the five states (Chile, Ecuador, Mexico, Peru, and Uruguay) that opposed the intervention as unjustifiable and contrary to both universal (that is, UN) and regional (that is, OAS) norms of nonintervention and the other 14 states (including the US). Of these 14, some argued that the intervention was necessary and legitimate, while others urged an urgent, peaceful resolution to the crisis. The resolution of May 6 enabled the deployment of an Inter-American Force under the command of a Brazilian general, but half of the US forces remained to constitute the core of the 12,000-strong Inter-American Force.

The intervention further fueled Latin American scepticism about disinterested motives, including humanitarian ones, invoked by the US or other major powers. Earlier experiences with gunboat diplomacy and the Monroe Doctrine asserting US hegemony in the Americas were substantially confirmed by this so-called humanitarian intervention in the Dominican Republic.

INDIA’S INTERVENTION IN EAST PAKISTAN, 1971

The Indian intervention in East Pakistan arose out of a self-determination struggle in East Pakistan that eventually resulted in civil war in March 1971. After the Awami League, a party advocating autonomy for East Pakistan, won the majority of seats in the National
Assembly in the December 1970 elections, Pakistani President Yahya Khan responded by refusing to convene the parliament. His decision provoked widespread demonstrations in East Pakistan, to which the government responded by invoking martial law. This, in turn, prompted Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, the leader of the Awami League, to issue a declaration, on March 23, that the struggle for emancipation would continue. Anticipating trouble, the Khan government had been sending additional troops into East Pakistan, and on March 26 civil war erupted.

The West Pakistani troops displayed a brutality that the Indian parliament then, and many commentators since, labeled "genocide." The army was certainly guilty of widespread pillage, rape, torture, and murder. In all likelihood, hundreds of thousands were slaughtered. The Hindus of East Pakistan, in particular, were especially marked for extermination. In a study of the events published some months later, the International Commission of Jurists summarized the Pakistani Army's behaviour in this way:

The principal features of this ruthless oppression were the indiscriminate killing of civilians, including women and children ...; the attempt to exterminate or drive out of the country a large part of the Hindu population; the arrest, torture, and killing of Awami League activists, students, professional and business men and other potential leaders among the Bengalis; the raping of women, the destruction of villages and towns; and the looting of property. All this was done on a scale which was difficult to comprehend.

By late autumn, 10 million refugees had fled into India. In addition to the tremendous social, economic, and administrative burden on India, the refugees fled to a politically volatile area of India. New Delhi feared the creation of social and political upheaval that could undermine India's own stability.

Relations between India and Pakistan deteriorated rapidly. India began to support the Mukti Bahini, the Bengali liberation movement, by allowing India to be used as a safe haven in the autumn and by providing air cover for guerrilla forces. Border incidents multiplied, with each side accusing the other of repeated violations. On December 3, in a surprising move, Pakistan bombed 10 Indian military airfields, hoping, it seems, to disable the Indian Air Force. India responded with an all-out offensive into East Pakistan the next day, completely cutting off East from West Pakistan. Two days later, India recognized former East Pakistan as the independent state of Bangladesh. Within a few days, Indian forces occupied most parts of the former province, and on December 16 the Pakistani Army surrendered.

Within hours of the Indian entry into East Pakistan, representatives from a number of countries requested an immediate session of the Security Council, which met later that day. India's principal justification was that it was acting in self-defence, having been attacked by Pakistan on December 3. Further, India also claimed that the influx of 10 million refugees amounted to "refugee aggression" and represented such an intolerable burden that it constituted a kind of "constructive" attack. The Soviet Union later pointed out that this number was larger than the populations of 88 out of the then 131 member states of the UN.

In addition to the principal justification of self-defence, India also made reference to the need to provide support to the Bengali victims of the Pakistani Army's onslaught. At the end of his initial statement to the Security Council, the Indian representative said that "we have on this particular occasion absolutely nothing but the purest of motives and the purest of intentions: to rescue the people of East Bengal from what they are suffering." During the debates in both the Security Council and the General Assembly between
December 5 and 21, this statement came closest to justifying India’s intention to intervene as being to protect the people of East Pakistan. At no time did India claim a right of humanitarian intervention, but rather insisted that it had used military force in self-defence. However, in statement after statement, India repeatedly referred to the massive abuses committed by the Pakistani Army and linked the atrocities to the disenchantment of the people of East Pakistan with the central government and to the need for a genuine political settlement in East Pakistan.

International reaction at the UN to the Indian claims was striking. In a debate that involved more than half of the member states, few countries accepted that the circumstances actually justified India’s claimed use of force in self-defence, and not a single country argued that India had a right to intervene militarily in order to rescue the beleaguered people of East Pakistan. Although India had not expressly invoked a right to intervene for humanitarian reasons, the countries participating in the debate were well aware of claims of mass murder, and even of genocide, in East Pakistan. Except for the Soviet-bloc countries, states that participated in either the Security Council or General Assembly debates chose to ignore the well-founded claims concerning egregious human rights violations. Many countries emphasized the importance of the principle of nonintervention, and few even addressed the delicate issue of intervention to improve a desperate humanitarian situation. No country did so in the Security Council. And when the matter was transferred to the General Assembly under the Uniting for Peace resolution, the statements of Iran, Jordan, Sweden, and Mauritania can be read as having condemned the idea that an intervention could be legitimate under such circumstances.

New Delhi endeavoured, to some extent, to portray itself as a hapless bystander to the events in East Pakistan that had used military force only reluctantly and in self-defence. Most states were not prepared to accept the argument. That a weakened Pakistan was in India’s strategic interest was lost on no one, nor was the fact that India’s assistance to the Mukti Bahini over many months had considerably strengthened its fighting capacity against the Pakistani Army. Moreover, the heavy fighting actually made the refugee situation significantly worse. It is also likely that a number of states may have taken the view that India had attacked Pakistan first, which the latter had argued in the Security Council.

Whatever the reasons, no state raised them as grounds for legitimizing the intervention. Moreover, diplomatic support for India’s military action was conspicuously absent. The Security Council was blocked by Soviet vetoes, and consideration of the intervention moved to the General Assembly under the Uniting for Peace procedure. Resolution 2793 (XXVI) was passed on December 7 by a vote of 104–11–10. It called for a cease-fire between India and Pakistan and also for the withdrawal of their armed forces from each other’s territory. Since there were virtually no Pakistani forces in India, the resolution was, effectively, a call for Indian troops to leave East Pakistan. The resolution, and the call for military forces to return to their own territory, was considered a diplomatic defeat for New Delhi. Nonetheless, Indian troops continued their military campaign in East Pakistan until the Pakistani Army surrendered.

FRANCE AND BELGIUM’S INTERVENTION IN SHABA PROVINCE, 1978

After infiltrating into Shaba province, a southern province of Zaire, bordering on Angola and Zambia, a rebel force of a few thousand men attempted to seize the town of Kolwezi on May 11, 1978, as part of an ongoing guerrilla campaign to overthrow the government of President Mobutu Sese Soko. Kolwezi was the heart of Zaire’s copper-mining industry,
which was central to Zaire's foreign exchange earnings, and more than 2,000 Westerners, mostly Belgian and French, lived there. On May 14, the Zairean Government requested assistance in suppressing the rebellion from Belgium, France, the US, China, and Morocco. Two days later, reports that the rebels had murdered some members of the European population began to circulate. Belgium and France decided to mount a rescue operation, and the US agreed to provide the necessary transport.

France had declared that it would mount the rescue operation in close cooperation with Belgium, but French troops actually landed in Kolwezi first, in the early morning of May 19. The French claimed that they had intercepted a radio message from a rebel commander to the effect that Europeans would be killed in the event of a rescue attempt. On learning of the imminent intervention, the rebels murdered about 60 Europeans.

Differences of viewpoints between the French and the Belgians concerning the objective of their intervention soon surfaced. Whereas France declared an intention both to rescue its nationals and to help the Zairean Government restore order, Belgium said its goal was the purely humanitarian one of rescuing its nationals and whomever else among the foreign population who wished to leave.

In a telegram to UN Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim, on May 19, President Mobutu complained about the invasion, which he claimed was supported by Angola. But he would not request a Security Council meeting because he considered the rebellion to be an African affair. As a result, the Security Council did not meet, nor did the OAU. As it happened, the Fifth Franco-African Conference of Heads of State and Government, attended by 20 African countries, was taking place in Paris from May 22 to 23, during the last, more pronouncedly French, phase of the operation. President Eyadema of Togo, speaking for the African states, endorsed the Shaba intervention. Few formal state protests seem to have been made, in contrast to the heated African protests regarding the Stanleyville intervention.

The subsequent debate at a meeting of the OAU in Khartoum demonstrated that African states were divided about the propriety of accepting military help from non-African powers. A number took the view that the essential issue concerning the French–Belgian intervention was not the protection of nationals abroad, but rather a legitimate request from a lawful government.

VIETNAM'S INTERVENTION IN CAMBODIA, 1978

After a lengthy civil war, the Khmer Rouge came to power in Cambodia in April 1975, with the intention of "purifying" Cambodian politics. Commentators estimate that 1 to 2 million people were murdered by the government or died from malnutrition or disease. Amnesty International (AI) estimated that the figure of those calculatedly murdered, as opposed to those who died in other ways, amounted to hundreds of thousands. Minorities were especially subject to victimization, and "more than half of the total 1975 Cham population of 400,000 was killed." Under the weight of such devastating figures, it seems unnecessary to detail the broad and systematic violations of other rights, such as the right to liberty, freedom from slavery and slave-like practices, the right to a fair trial, the right to privacy and family life, and the right to freedom of expression.

Immediately after their assumption of power, the Khmer Rouge began a series of cross-border attacks on Vietnam. During the summer and autumn of 1978, heavy fighting occurred along the border, with both the Cambodian and the Vietnamese governments blaming the other for acts of aggression. Vietnam ultimately invaded Cambodia with more than 100,000 troops, supported by 20,000 soldiers of the newly formed National United
Front for an Independent, Neutral, Peaceful, and Cooperative Cambodia. The Vietnamese troops quickly overran most of Cambodia, and by January 7, 1979, Phnom Penh fell. On January 8, the United Front formed a People’s Revolutionary Council.

Because mass murder in Cambodia had been well documented, by the autumn of 1978, it could be argued that rescuing people from one of the most extraordinary examples of mass murder in the 20th century would be an outstanding example of humanitarian intervention. However, when Vietnam justified its conduct before the Security Council, it did not claim such a right. Rather, Vietnam invoked the right of self-defence because of Khmer Rouge aggression against Vietnam since 1975. What Vietnam termed a “border war” justified its use of force in self-defence. Vietnam argued further that the “inhumane policies” of the Khmer Rouge regime, which had made Cambodia a “living hell,” had caused the people of Cambodia to rebel against the regime and that it was this people’s uprising which “overthrew the Pol Pot–Ieng Sary clique.” There had been, in other words, two wars in Cambodia: “one, the border war started by the Pol Pot–Ieng Sary clique against Viet Nam,” with regard to which Vietnam used force in self-defence; and “the other, the revolution- ary war of the Kampuchean people.” With regard to the second, it was the Cambodian people themselves, Vietnam claimed, who had overthrown the Khmer Rouge regime.

Vietnam therefore did not describe its presence in Cambodia as a use of military force to pursue humanitarian objectives. In fact, Vietnam did not mention its presence in Cambodia at all. In none of the Vietnamese statements to the Security Council did the government acknowledge that Vietnamese forces were actually in Cambodia, let alone a presence of some 100,000 troops. Indeed, the Vietnamese representative referred to the “alleged invasion of the Vietnamese Army.” The disingenuousness of the Vietnamese argument undoubtedly stunned most members of the Security Council. However, neither the Soviet Union nor the other Eastern-bloc countries acknowledged the invasion. Each argued that the Cambodian people themselves had overthrown the Khmer Rouge regime. The presence of Vietnamese troops in Cambodia was never formally acknowledged.

The Western countries participating in the debate rejected Vietnam’s claim to self-defence, and then went on to address the issue of whether a humanitarian claim could have been legitimate. None of the five NATO countries that spoke – France, Norway, Portugal, the United Kingdom, and the US – thought that Vietnam’s intervention could have been justified. Four of them expressly raised the issue of human rights and said emphatically that even massive violations would not have justified military intervention. Given what was known about abuses by the Khmer Rouge, Western responses are worth examining more closely. For instance, Norway said,

The Norwegian Government and public opinion in Norway have expressed strong objections to the serious violations of human rights committed by the Pol Pot Government. However, the domestic policies of that Government cannot – we repeat, cannot – justify the actions of Vietnam over the last days and weeks. The Norwegian Government firmly rejects the threat or use of force against the territorial integrity or political independence of any State.

France agreed:

The notion that because a regime is detestable foreign intervention is justi- fied and forcible overthrow is legitimate is extremely dangerous. That could ultimately jeopardize the very maintenance of international law and order
and make the continued existence of various regimes dependent on the judgement of their neighbours. It is important for the Council to affirm, without any ambiguity, that it cannot condone the occupation of a sovereign country by a foreign Power.95

Portugal also agreed:

Neither do we have any doubt about the appalling record of violation of the most basic and elementary human rights in Kampuchea ... [Nonetheless], there are no nor can there by any socio-political considerations that would justify the invasion of the territory of a sovereign State by the forces of another State ...96

The United Kingdom (UK) also put the matter emphatically: "Whatever is said about human rights in Kampuchea, it cannot excuse Vietnam ... for violating the territorial integrity of Democratic Kampuchea."97 Of the other Western states in the debate, Australia also raised the human rights issue and put the matter every bit as categorically as NATO members: "We cannot accept that the internal policies of any Government, no matter how reprehensible, can justify a military attack upon it by another Government."98

All five of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) participating in the Security Council debate argued that Vietnam's intervention was unjustifiable. Given suspicions about Vietnam's long-standing expansionary behaviour in the region, reactions from these neighbouring countries were united in their rejection of the intervention. Only Singapore directly raised the issue of massive human rights violations:

It has been said by others that the Government of Democratic Kampuchea has treated its people in a barbarous fashion. Whether that accusation is true or false is not the issue before the Council .... No other country has a right to topple the Government of Democratic Kampuchea, however badly that Government may have treated its people.99

Without mentioning the human rights situation in Cambodia explicitly, Indonesia argued that, "[W]e may not like, we may even abhor, the political and social system in a country, but that fact cannot justify an armed intervention with the aim of changing that system."100 Malaysia and the Philippines, not even mentioning the issue of human rights violations directly, argued that intervention was unacceptable for any reason.101

Among other countries participating in the debate, Bolivia and Jamaica referred to the issue of massive human rights violations by the Khmer Rouge but argued that they could not justify Vietnam's intervention.102 Without referring directly to the human rights situation in Cambodia, Nigeria and Yugoslavia both argued that a domestic situation could not be used as a justification for foreign intervention in any form.103 Bangladesh, Kuwait, Sudan, Gabon, and Zambia emphasized the importance of the nonintervention principle.104

The only countries that supported Vietnam's intervention were the Soviet Union and its political allies. Of the remaining 22 states, half directly addressed the issue of whether substantial human rights violations could justify a military intervention and argued emphatically that such violations could not. The debate ended on January 15, when a draft resolution calling for the withdrawal of all foreign (that is, Vietnamese) forces from Cambodia, although supported by 13 members of the Council, was vetoed by the Soviet Union.
Some time later, ASEAN countries requested the inclusion of an agenda item about Cambodia at the next autumn session of the General Assembly. Fifty-two countries presented their views during three full days of debate. Aside from the Socialist bloc and Soviet allies, Vietnam found no support but somewhat shifted the justification for its use of military force. Vietnam continued to claim to the General Assembly that it had acted in self-defence and that the Khmer Rouge regime had been overthrown by the Cambodian people themselves, but now it also admitted that its forces had in fact assisted the Cambodian people in their overthrow of the regime—without, however, at any time acknowledging the massive nature of Vietnamese assistance. Vietnam was, once again, supported by the Soviet Union, other Eastern-bloc countries, a number of Soviet political allies, and Grenada—a total of 17 countries, essentially on the ground that the Khmer Rouge regime had committed aggression against Vietnam.

Particular note should be taken of arguments used by three of Vietnam's supporters, the German Democratic Republic, Laos, and Afghanistan. After detailing Khmer Rouge human rights violations and arguing that such violations had reached genocidal proportions, each state claimed that intervention under such extraordinary circumstances had a legitimate character. For instance, the German Democratic Republic claimed that "the assistance of Vietnam in the struggle for a new Kampuchea was primarily a humanitarian matter. It rescued the Kampuchean people from total destruction." This was one of the few occasions when any state clearly supported the view that the use of military force could be legitimate if it had the humanitarian objective of preventing substantial loss of life of people who were not the intervening state's own nationals.

Approximately 20 states participating in the General Assembly debate directly addressed the issue of whether substantial human rights violations could provide a justification for intervention; and they argued that they could not. In the presidency, Ireland presented the viewpoint of the European Community. The members were aware that "basic human rights" were "grossly violated" by the Khmer Rouge regime, which behaved with "unparalleled brutality." Nonetheless, the violations did not justify Vietnam's intervention, which was "in contravention of fundamental principles of the Charter." Austria, Bhutan, Pakistan, and Zaire agreed, as did the US and Australia, repeating views that they had expressed some months earlier in the Security Council.

On this occasion, the ASEAN states spoke more emphatically about intervention on human rights grounds than they had earlier in the Security Council. In the Council only Singapore had directly addressed human rights, and it had argued that intervention was not permissible, "however badly [the Kampuchean] Government may have treated its people." Singapore was joined in this viewpoint by Indonesia, Malaysia, and the Philippines. Malaysia, for example, argued, "No country has the right to intervene in the affairs of another for whatever reason or on whatever excuse. Admittedly, there is evidence that the Pol Pot government had been committing large scale violations of human rights in Kampuchea." Although Vietnam relied on such claims, according to the delegate, "This is a justification that no self-respecting country could accept. If it were to be accepted, no country could feel secure." If anything, the Philippines put the matter even more emphatically. Having first declared that the Khmer Rouge regime was "genocidal," the Philippine representative went on to argue,

At the same time—and we underscore this point—we cannot accept any pretext that armed intervention is necessary, justified and desired on the basis of whatever is happening within a country or under a regime … . Neither do we agree that a human rights justification, as in the universal
condemnation of Pol Pot and his regime, should be used as a basis to justify political action such as armed intervention and the conquest of a neighbouring State.\textsuperscript{111}

At the conclusion of the debate, on November 14, the General Assembly adopted the ASEAN-inspired Resolution 34/22 by a vote of 91–21–29, calling for the immediate withdrawal of foreign forces from Cambodia and appealing to all states to cease interfering in its internal affairs. Although not mentioned by name, the intention was to censure Vietnam, the only country with forces in Cambodia. The resolution was supported by, in addition to ASEAN, all Western countries, most Latin American countries, and a range of others. It was opposed by Vietnam, the Warsaw Pact countries, and such Soviet political allies as Cuba and Ethiopia.\textsuperscript{112}

**TANZANIA’S INTERVENTION IN UGANDA, 1979**

By the time of his overthrow in April 1979, the government of President Idi Amin was believed to have been responsible for the murder of “at least 100,000 and possibly as many as half a million people.”\textsuperscript{113} His eight-year regime was marked from the very beginning by repression and brutality. In the early period, the victims were primarily soldiers from the Acholi and Langi ethnic groups because they were assumed to be in favour of the reestablishment of the government of Milton Obote, whom Amin had overthrown in the January 1971 coup d’état.\textsuperscript{114} A number of massacres of Acholi and Langi occurred between 1971 and 1973, but in the ensuing years the lack of discipline of the army and other armed agents of the regime was such that by 1977 the violence “had become almost random.”\textsuperscript{115} As AI was later to report, “the absence of restraint on killings of political opponents and criminal suspects led to many other civilians being seized and killed by members of the security forces for criminal motives or simply quite arbitrarily.”\textsuperscript{116}

As the former colonial power, Britain maintained close political and economic relations with Uganda, and this led the British press to publish stories of human rights violations. Britain decided to request the 1977 session of the UN Commission on Human Rights to establish an international enquiry into Ugandan human rights violations, and the Commonwealth Heads of Government, meeting in London later, went to the unprecedented length of condemning Uganda on the grounds that the “massive violation of human rights … were so gross as to warrant the world’s concern and to evoke condemnation by Heads of Government in strong and unequivocal terms.”\textsuperscript{117} The World Council of Churches also condemned the regime in 1977, occasioned by Amin’s murder of an Anglican archbishop, the regime’s harsh treatment of other clergy and its harassment of Christians generally.\textsuperscript{118} The chorus of rising condemnation was supported by a 1978 AI report cataloguing the broad and systematic violation of human rights in Uganda.\textsuperscript{119}

Internal opposition also increased. In April 1978, Amin publicly denounced his own vice president and minister of defence, army chief-of-staff, and chief of police. Then, at the end of September and early in October, Amin was forced to suppress mutinies at a number of army bases. Loyal troops pursued some of the mutineering soldiers across the border into Tanzania. Some days later, Amin announced on Ugandan radio that Uganda was annexing the Kagera region of northwest Tanzania. President Julius Nyerere of Tanzania responded by declaring that Uganda’s purported annexation of Tanzanian territory was “tantamount to an act of war.”\textsuperscript{120}

Tanzania began a counterattack in mid-November.\textsuperscript{121} By early December, it had pushed the Ugandan forces back across the border into Uganda. In a number of public statements, Amin referred to a “Phase Two” of his operation to annex the Kagera region; and in mid-December Ugandan troops invaded Tanzania a second time. That attack was repulsed,
but Ugandan forces once again attacked in January. Nyerere was later to claim that, at this point, a decision was made to pursue the Ugandan forces well into Uganda, back to the army bases at Masaka and Mbarra, and to destroy those bases but that no decision had been made to penetrate further into Uganda.122

The rapid advance of the invading Tanzanian troops and Ugandan rebel forces alarmed Amin to the point where, on February 23, he called on “friendly countries in Africa, the Third World, Arabs, socialist countries and the PLO” for support.123 In an effort to prop up the regime, Libya’s Colonel Muammar Ghaddafi sent Libyan troops to Uganda. In early March, the Nairobi Times reported that approximately 2,500 Libyan troops had arrived in Uganda.124 On March 13, Amin publicly announced that Palestinian forces had also joined the struggle on his side. Amin’s use of foreign troops convinced Nyerere that Tanzania would not enjoy security unless Amin himself was overthrown. Tanzanian forces were ordered to penetrate deeper into Uganda. Kampala, the capital, fell on April 10, and Amin fled into exile, first to Libya and ultimately to Saudi Arabia.

Despite the regime’s egregious violations of human rights and responsibility for the murder of at least tens of thousands of people, at no time did Tanzania advance the claim that its military action was humanitarian. Rather, Nyerere continuously emphasized that there were two wars being fought: “First there are Ugandans fighting to remove the Fascist dictator. Then there are Tanzanians fighting to maintain national security.” By this logic, Tanzania was using force in self-defence125 and Ugandan exiles were fighting in an attempt to overthrow Amin in an exercise of self-determination.

International reaction to Tanzania’s intervention was surprisingly muted. Amin wrote to UN Secretary-General Waldheim to ask for a Security Council meeting, but the request was withdrawn some days later.127 No other member state requested a Security Council meeting. As a result, there was no focused debate at the UN on the validity of the Tanzanian and Ugandan claims and counterclaims concerning the self-defence argument or humanitarian intervention issue.128

The OAU discussed the Tanzanian intervention on three separate occasions – the February and July meetings of the Council of Ministers, and then the July meeting of the Heads of State and Government – but with no condemnation of the Tanzanian action. Four front-line states (Angola, Botswana, Mozambique, and Zambia) argued that Tanzania had legitimately used force in self-defence. Only African states with substantial Muslim populations were prepared to offer some support to Uganda’s interpretation of events.129 Libya, Nigeria, and Sudan did not accept the Tanzanian claim of self-defence and accused the government of aggression.

It is a matter of considerable speculation as to why international reaction to the Tanzanian intervention was so muted. It was, after all, the first occasion in the continent’s post-colonial history when one state invaded a neighbour and then overthrew its government. Further, the Tanzanian intervention in Uganda came only weeks after the Vietnamese intervention in Cambodia, which had occasioned substantial and acrimonious debate, both in the Security Council and later in the General Assembly. There were certainly a number of factors that might help explain the muted response. The contrast between Tanzania’s and Uganda’s presidents was striking. Nyerere enjoyed high prestige in Africa and elsewhere as an honourable politician and statesman. Amin, by way of contrast, was regarded in many circles as a liar, buffoon, and even a madman.130 Tanzania enjoyed an especially high reputation in OAU circles and also at the UN. In addition to matters of reputation and esteem, Nyerere seemed to have given an honest, straightforward, and consistent account of Tanzania’s actions. This stands in stark contrast to Vietnam’s disingenuous account of its own intervention.
Furthermore, many states simply accepted the claim that Tanzania had acted in self-defence. Certainly, Tanzania was not seen as having greater designs on Uganda or in the region, whereas Vietnam’s intervention in Cambodia might have been seen as a hegemonic move on Vietnam’s part or, even worse for some, as part of a greater Soviet design, with Vietnam as a surrogate. This was certainly not the case with Tanzania’s intervention in Uganda. At this particular stage in the Cold War strategic balance, Uganda was beyond the periphery of the East–West rivalry.

Finally, since African countries were silent, other states may have felt disinclined to raise the matter. Whatever the reasons, Tanzania’s intervention met with little protest. States began to establish diplomatic relations with the new Ugandan Government relatively quickly, and it was accredited at the autumn session of the General Assembly, very much in contrast to the situation of the Heng Samrin regime in Cambodia, whose credentials were denied in favour of those of the odious, overthrown Pol Pot regime by a vote of 71–35–34.

FRANCE’S INTERVENTION IN CENTRAL AFRICA, 1979

On the night of September 20, 1979, French troops invaded the Central African Empire and overthrew the government of self-proclaimed Emperor Jean-Bedel Bokassa while he was on a state visit to Libya. The government’s human rights record was abysmal. Political rights as such were barely recognized, there was substantial censorship of the press, and political prisoners were commonly tortured. The murder of dissidents became increasingly commonplace.

The catalyst for the French intervention was the regime’s murder of secondary-school children in January and again in April. In January, Bokassa had issued an imperial decree making it compulsory for secondary-school children to wear a special uniform, manufactured in a factory owned by one of Bokassa’s wives. The children held a public demonstration, and rioting later ensued. The army moved in to quell the disturbances and ultimately opened fire on some of the demonstrators. It is estimated that 150 to 200 school children were killed. Opposition to the government intensified, and in April secondary and university students began a general strike. Bokassa ordered a roundup of dissidents, and the students were brought to Ngaragba prison, where approximately 100 of them were tortured and then murdered over the next few days. It was alleged that Bokassa had personally taken part in the torture and killings. AI released the news of the murders and set up a Commission of Inquiry, composed of judges from five African countries, which reported in mid-August that the murders had in fact occurred and that Bokassa himself had “almost certainly” participated in them.

Bokassa had become an extreme embarrassment to France, which had been the principal support of successive Central African governments since independence in 1960. With the murder of school children, the government’s deteriorating human rights record had assumed grotesque proportions. Sometime in the summer, Paris decided that Bokassa had to be removed. Taking advantage of his absence, the French government engineered a bloodless coup. Eighteen hundred French troops flew in and took over Bangui, the capital, in a matter of hours. At first, France tried to make it appear that the troops were invited by the new government of David Dacko, the former president, whom Bokassa had himself overthrown by coup d’état in 1966. But it soon emerged that the new government had in fact been brought to power by the French intervention.

International reaction was muted. Neither the UN nor the OAU formally debated the intervention, and few states even issued public comments. Burundi issued a statement praising the intervention, while Benin, Chad, and Libya condemned it. Although France’s
intervention occurred literally a few days before the General Assembly's opening, during the
general debate only Libya raised the issue. Twenty-five member states, however, took the
opportunity to comment on Vietnam's intervention in Cambodia.

The Central African Empire was a small and desperately poor country, with France, the
former colonial power, believed to be providing more than half the annual budget.
Moreover, Bokassa had an increasingly embarrassing human rights record and had few
remaining political allies in Africa or elsewhere. The closest political supporter of the
self-proclaimed emperor had been Idi Amin, who had been overthrown himself some
months before.

THE US'S INTERVENTION IN GRENADA, 1983

On October 13, 1983, a coup d'état occurred on the tiny Caribbean island of Grenada,
and Prime Minister Maurice Bishop was put under house arrest, as were some of his cabinet
colleagues two days later. On October 17, a crowd of Grenadians rescued Bishop and then
tried to rescue the detained members of his cabinet. In the ensuing melee, Bishop and three
cabinet ministers were killed, along with more than a dozen others. A 96-hour shoot-on-
sight curfew was imposed. The coup itself, followed afterwards by the murder of the
prime minister and members of his cabinet, sent shock waves throughout the Caribbean.
Meeting in Barbados on October 21 to discuss the implications for regional security,
the prime ministers of the Organization of Eastern Caribbean States (OECS) requested US
assistance.

Four days later, approximately 2,000 US troops and 300 from neighbouring Caribbean
countries landed in Grenada and subdued the forces of the coup leaders, after three days of
surprisingly stiff resistance. On the day of the invasion itself, the OECS countries issued a
press statement setting out their justifications for the military action. It indicated that the
intervention had become necessary for a number of reasons: the fear that there would be
“further loss of life” and a “general deterioration of public order,” that the new ruling
authorities would “further suppress the population of Grenada,” and that the “dispropor-
tionate military strength” of the new ruling authorities “posed a serious threat to the
security of the OECS countries.” In the opinion of these OECS countries, well-founded fears
justified a “pre-emptive defensive strike,” the legality of which was grounded in an invitation
from the Grenadian governor-general and in the provisions of Article 8 of the OECS
Treaty dealing with collective defence.

Two of the justifications for the intervention – the need to prevent further loss of life and
suppression of the rights of Grenadians – represent quintessentially humanitarian claims.
In fact, the rationale of responding to the suppression of the rights of Grenadians went much
further than previous grounds for humanitarian intervention. Elements of this wider human-
itarian rationale were later used by some of the intervening states in their statements to the
Security Council and the General Assembly. For example, Jamaica argued at one stage before
the Council that “we are there to assist the people of Grenada to free themselves from a
military dictatorship and to establish conditions within which it might be possible for the will
of the people to be displayed in free elections.” This humanitarian claim initially seemed to
be endorsed by the US, when its permanent representative, Ambassador Jeane Kirkpatrick,
argued the next day that “the prohibitions against the use of force in the Charter are con-
textual, not absolute. They provide justification for the use of force in pursuit of other values
also inscribed in the Charter, such values as freedom, democracy, peace.” In the subsequent
General Assembly debate, Kirkpatrick returned to the theme, arguing that the use of force was
lawful because it was carried out “in the service of values of the Charter, including the
restoration of the rule of law, self-determination, sovereignty, democracy and respect for the
human rights of the people of Grenada.”¹⁴⁹

This broader humanitarian argument attracted no supporters other than the intervening
states themselves. And Washington later backed away as well. A letter sent by the State
Department’s legal adviser to the American Bar Association stated that, “[W]e did not assert
a broad new doctrine of ‘humanitarian intervention.’ We relied instead on the narrowest,
well-established ground of protection of US nationals.”¹⁵⁰

The narrower version of the humanitarian claim by the OECS countries – intervention to
prevent loss of life – was not accepted by the vast majority of UN member states. There had
been approximately 18 deaths in the week following the coup, most of them after the
attempt by Bishop’s supporters to free the now-deceased prime minister and his cabinet
colleagues. The harsh shoot-on-sight curfew had ensured that Grenada remained quiet, if
tense, since that time. Whatever the claims about the need to guard against further loss of
life, Security Council statements by most of the Caribbean countries made clear that the
essential reason for the intervention was the perceived need to preempt a threat to the
security of the region.¹⁵¹

In addition to supporting the OECS motivations, the US added a more precise one, the
protection of its own nationals. Kirkpatrick said that her country was “deeply concerned” by
the shoot-on-sight curfew, which “constituted a clear and present danger to the security, safety
and well-being of… the Americans,” and that the alarming circumstances of this additional
concern also justified the US in taking military action.¹⁵² Many legal commentators have cast
doubt on the appropriateness of this justification.¹⁵³ While the political situation in post-
coup Grenada was uncertain, there seemed to have been no real danger to US or other
nationals.¹⁵⁴ Like the Grenadians themselves, they were subject to the strict curfew, but
certainly no direct threats were made against them. Subsequent research has shown that
senior policy makers in Washington saw the unsettled political situation as a tactical oppor-
tunity to influence the authority structure in Grenada, rather than as a desperate situation for
US nationals.¹⁵⁵

The US later vetoed a resolution condemning the intervention. Interestingly, it was
supported by two NATO allies, France and the Netherlands. When an almost identical
resolution was voted on in the General Assembly, Washington’s isolation became even more
apparent. The only states voting against Resolution 38/7, which called the intervention “a
flagrant violation of international law” and called for the “immediate withdrawal of foreign
troops,” were the invading countries, plus Israel and El Salvador. The resolution was passed
by a vote of 108–9–27. Nine NATO allies – Denmark, France, Greece, Iceland, Italy, the
Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, and Spain – argued that the intervention was unlawful,
while the other members abstained.

Debate in both the Security Council and the General Assembly did not clarify whether
those condemning the intervention believed that a unilateral use of military force to rescue
endangered nationals abroad (or for the broader, OECS-US-declared purpose of preventing
the further suppression of the rights of Grenadians) was unlawful, or whether the situation
in Grenada was an invalid exercise of such a right.¹⁵⁶ For instance, The Netherlands repre-
sentative stated, “[M]y delegation is of the view that the action taken cannot be considered
compatible with the basic principles of the Charter of the United Nations.”¹⁵⁷ However, the
General Assembly overwhelmingly condemned the Grenada intervention as unlawful. Apart
from the intervening states, none spoke in favour of a right of humanitarian intervention.
THE RESPONSIBILITY TO PROTECT: SUPPLEMENTARY VOLUME

THE US’S INTERVENTION IN PANAMA, 1989

On December 20, 1989, a US invasion force of 24,000 troops intervened in Panama to dislodge the regime of General Manuel Noriega.158 The fighting lasted only a few days, after which Noriega was overthrown and brought to the US to face prosecution on drug-trafficking charges. Independent human rights organizations, such as the Commission for the Defense of Human Rights in Central America, estimate that during the intervention between 1,000 and 4,000 Panamanian civilians were killed and thousands wounded.159

At the request of Nicaragua, the Security Council met on the evening of the invasion to consider Nicaragua's claim that the US action was an unlawful act of aggression.160 In a letter to the Security Council’s president earlier in the day, the US reported that its military action had been taken in self-defence, in response to what it claimed were repeated attacks by Panamanian armed forces on US nationals.161 The last such incidents, on December 16, resulted in the death of a US serviceman, the wounding of another, and the beating of a third. In his opening remarks to the Security Council, US Permanent Representative Thomas Pickering said that "the action is designed to protect American lives as well as to fulfill the obligations of the United States to defend the integrity of the Panama Canal Treaties."162

During the invasion, Washington’s policy makers presented a mix of legal justifications and motives for the military action. Legal commentators since have commingled justifications and motives as though they were one and the same.163 Speaking on national television hours after the invasion had been launched, President George Bush declared that the military action had a number of objectives: to protect US nationals in Panama, to help fulfill obligations under the Panama Canal Treaties, and to combat drug trafficking by ensuring the prosecution of Noriega.164 In addition, he also included helping to restore democracy in Panama. In his statements to the Security Council, Pickering endeavoured to distinguish US legal justifications and objectives. He declared that the US interest in restoring democracy was an important goal but not a legal basis for the military action. The legal adviser to the State Department later declared that it did provide a legal basis:

> The United States does not accept the notion that a State is entitled to use force to overthrow the dictator of another State, however mad or cruel. The substantial respect accorded the doctrine of humanitarian intervention, however, reflects the fact that the advancement of human rights and of democratic self-determination are legitimate objectives of our international system. Panama presented a strong case for humanitarian intervention.165

This claim appears bolder than the variant asserted by some of the intervening states in Grenada. An assertion of a right to use military force to promote democratic and human rights values is clearly a broader and more expansive claim than one to protect human life.

Whatever legal consequences might be said to arise from the difference between US legal justifications and goals, UN member states were in no mood to split hairs. Other than the US itself, of the 19 states that made statements in the Security Council, 14 condemned the intervention as unlawful on the basis of the peremptory character of international norms related to nonintervention and to the nonuse of force. Finland and France regarded the intervention as unjustified because the circumstances did not warrant it.166 Only Canada and the UK spoke in support of the legitimacy of the intervention, but they were imprecise about which elements of the US argument they approved.167 A draft Security Council resolution condemning the invasion as contrary to international law was vetoed by Washington. An almost identical resolution was put to the General Assembly some days later, which
voted 75–20–40 to condemn the invasion as a “flagrant violation of international law.”

With the exceptions of Austria, Finland, Spain, and Sweden – which voted with the majority to censure the US – the rest of the Western world either voted against the resolution or abstained. The Soviet Union and its political allies voted in favour of the resolution, as did almost every Latin American country. All of the African and Asian states either voted with the majority in censuring the US or abstained. OAS disapproval was even more apparent than at the UN. The OAS voted to censure the intervention by a vote of 20–1–5, with only the US voting against the resolution.

AN OVERVIEW OF PRE-1990 INTERVENTIONS

Striking paradoxes arise from an analysis of interventions during the first 45 years of the Charter regime. Humanitarian justifications were most robust in cases where purely humanitarian motives were weakest. The protection of one’s nationals was less “humanitarian,” or more overtly self-interested, than the protection of nationals from another state. In a number of cases, even the protection of nationals was more of a smoke screen than a genuine motivation. During this period, the outright abuse of humanitarian justifications seemed to be a common feature of state practice. A recent study by the Danish Institute of International Affairs concluded that “judging from the experience of more than 150 years of practice, in which humanitarian considerations have been invoked to justify intervention, it is obvious that the doctrine gives room for abuse. This raises the question of the justifiability of the doctrine as applied to real life.”

The cases from this period demonstrate that powerful states have a long history of fabricating and employing tendentious legal arguments to rationalize intervention in weaker states. The argument, therefore, that the promotion of an international regime of humanitarian intervention would give interveners a legal pretext ignores one fact. Strong states which are – for reasons good or bad – determined to intervene in a weak state have no shortage of legal rationalizations for their actions.

If most of the self-proclaimed humanitarian interventions were of dubious legitimacy, several interventions where self-defence was invoked could have just as easily been based on humanitarian grounds. Although the invocation of humanitarian claims in the most egregious of the episodes would have been appropriate – in East Pakistan’s mass murders in 1971, in Idi Amin’s Uganda throughout the 1970s, and in Pol Pot’s Cambodia in the late 1970s – intervening states chose to frame the legitimacy of their respective interventions on the grounds of self-defence. Furthermore, few other states raised the issue in international debates. Certainly the strongest contemporary advocates – NATO members – categorically rejected the existence of a norm of humanitarian intervention. In fact, these countries continued to recognize the Khmer Rouge as the representative of Cambodia at the UN for another decade. Ironically, the modest support that did exist came from unlikely quarters: Afghanistan, Laos, and the German Democratic Republic.

In retrospect, these three cases have become clear examples of the necessity – and even legitimacy – of humanitarian intervention, even though few such arguments were made at the time. There may have been some reluctance to set a precedent that others could also use against weaker states. As one sceptic has summarized, “Although they bowed in the direction of humanitarianism, the interventionist leaders involved in these episodes justified their actions on conventional grounds of self-defence.”

These interventions were motivated by the “internal character of the regimes they acted against. And history has by and large ratified that verdict,” according to UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan. However, “few would now deny that in those cases intervention was a
lesser evil than allowing the massacres to continue." Interestingly, each case also challenges the conventional wisdom that disinterested, multilateral humanitarian interventions necessarily produce greater benefits to populations in distress than ones that are self-interested and undertaken by a state acting alone.

The failure of intervening states and their supporters to make additional use of a humanitarian justification may suggest either that such a norm was not considered to exist or that it was regarded as so contentious that it was necessary to justify the conduct on entirely different grounds. The failure to raise the humanitarian argument directly should not be overstated. There were, after all, very few instances in which it could have been raised with any real possibility of successfully mobilizing support. For many episodes, the threshold requirement of the existence or likelihood of substantial loss of life, however ambiguous a criterion that might be, could not be said to have been reached.

On balance, state practice from 1945 to 1990 reveals little support for a right of humanitarian intervention. This survey of state practice thus adds support to the international legal commentators who argue that military intervention without Security Council approval, even on humanitarian grounds, was prohibited by the UN Charter during the Cold War. Revisionist historians, however, might be tempted to pose a counterfactual: "What would have been the international reaction to these cases had they occurred in the 1990s rather than before?"
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The focus of this essay is on military interventions conducted in the 1990s against the wishes of a government, or without meaningful consent, but with purported humanitarian justifications. Cases where both these criteria are met amount to "humanitarian interventions," which are classically seen as "coercive action by one or more states involving the use of armed force in another state without the consent of its authorities, and with the purpose of preventing widespread suffering or death among the inhabitants."¹

Some commentators argue that the term "intervention" should cover the deployment of both "solicited" and "unsolicited" military force. Here, however, the emphasis is only on the unsolicited type, defined as the absence of effective consent. This absence is clearest when there is explicit opposition from the government (in Iraq, the former Yugoslavia, and Rwanda). Because "the existence of de facto control is generally the most important criterion in dealing with a regime as representing the state,"² consent was controversial and of little practical meaning in several cases (Liberia, Haiti, and Sierra Leone) and irrelevant in one case (Somalia). The case of East Timor is included because consent was ambiguous — it emanated from an illegal occupying power, after significant international pressure that verged on coercion.

The second general criterion is the prominence of a humanitarian justification employed by intervening states. The definition of "humanitarian" refers to the threat or actual occurrence of large scale loss of life (especially genocide), massive forced migration, and widespread abuses of human rights; it does not, however, include the overthrow of a democratically elected government, unless one of the results is large scale loss of life. As motivations are inevitably mixed, the humanitarian rationale need not be exclusive, but it should be explicit. In some of the cases, other justifications predominated — regional-security concerns in Liberia or the nature of the target regime in Haiti — but responding to the needs of populations at risk remained clearly evident.

Using these criteria, eight cases from the 1990s, summarized in Table 5.1, are treated chronologically. The table also distinguishes the nature of their authorization under three
categories: those authorized by the United Nations (UN) Security Council under Chapter VII of the Charter, those authorizations delegated to regional arrangements under Chapter VIII, and those not authorized by the Security Council. Of the military interventions that were undertaken between 1990 and 2000, all were accompanied by sanctions and embargoes. International criminal prosecution has also been employed in several of the more recent cases.

**TABLE 5.1**

**AUTHORIZATIONS FOR MILITARY INTERVENTIONS IN THE 1990s**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liberia</td>
<td>ECOMOG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990–1997</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Iraq</td>
<td>Coalition</td>
<td>Coalition</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991–</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Former Yugoslavia</td>
<td>UNPROFOR, IFOR and SFOR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992–</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somalia</td>
<td>UNOSOM II, UNITAF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992–1993</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rwanda</td>
<td>UNAMIR II, Opération Turquoise</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994–1996</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haiti</td>
<td>UNMH, MNF</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994–1997</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra Leone</td>
<td>UNAMSIL, ECOMOG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997–</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kosovo</td>
<td>KFOR, NATO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999–</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Timor</td>
<td>UNAMET, INTERFET</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999–</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: ECOMOG, ECOWAS Monitoring Group; IFOR, Implementation Force; INTERFET, International Force in East Timor; KFOR, Kosovo Force; MNF, Multinational Force; NATO, North Atlantic Treaty Organization; SFOR, Stabilization Force; UNAMET, UN Mission in East Timor; UNAMIR, UN Assistance Mission in Rwanda; UNAMSIL, UN Mission in Sierra Leone; UNITAF, Unified Task Force; UNAMH, UN Mission in Haiti; UNOSOM, UN Operation in Somalia; UNPROFOR, UN Protection Force.

One or both of the criteria were absent in outside military operations in several countries in the 1990s, and these operations are therefore not included here. Meaningful consent, for example, was expressed and justified the Russian military efforts in Georgia and Tajikistan and the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) in Tajikistan. Furthermore, these efforts were not based on explicitly humanitarian justifications. Similarly, three interventions in Africa had the consent of democratically elected governments, and again humanitarian concerns were not paramount. These were as follows: in 1998, in Guinea-Bissau, the Senegalese, Guinean, and the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) efforts; in 1997, in the Central African Republic, Inter-African Force to Monitor the Implementation of the Bangui Agreements (MISAB); and in 1998, in Lesotho, the South African and Botswanan efforts in accordance with agreements of the Southern African Development Community (SADC). Italy intervened in Albania in 1996 for humanitarian reasons, but with Tirana’s consent.
LIBERIA, 1990–1997

Liberia has a remarkable democratic history; between 1847 and 1980, a series of 20 democratically elected presidents ruled the country. After long-term mass public discontent, William V.S. Tubman was assassinated on April 12, 1980, and his government was overthrown by a coup d'état conducted by junior elements of the Armed Forces of Liberia (AFL), led by Master Sergeant Samuel K. Doe. In 1989, Doe's autocracy was toppled by a popular but excessively destructive insurgency, spearheaded by the National Patriotic Front of Liberia (NPFL), led by Charles M.G. Taylor, who in 1997 was elected the 22nd president of Liberia.

The Liberian Civil War began in 1989, when Taylor and a group of so-called dissidents launched an attack against AFL security personnel in Nimba county (located on the Liberian–Côte d'Ivoire border) and advanced toward the capital city of Monrovia. The NPFL proceeded to crush then president Doe's AFL. By May 1990, the NPFL controlled significantly more territory than Doe, whose presidential authority was limited to the capital, Monrovia.

The ALF suffered enormous losses on the battlefield, which led Doe to appeal for assistance to the UN and the United States (US) government. Finally, on July 14, 1990, he appealed to ECOWAS to introduce a "peace-keeping force into Liberia to forestall increasing terror and tension." However, at the time of the request, Doe's regime had collapsed, was clearly not in de facto control of the country, and lacked both domestic and international legitimacy.

On August 7, 1990, the ECOWAS Standing Mediation Commission – comprised of the Gambia, Ghana, Nigeria, and Togo – met in Banjul and agreed to establish the ECOWAS Cease-fire Monitoring Group (ECOMOG) in Liberia. The objectives were to institute a cease-fire, form an interim government, and hold democratic elections. Concern was also expressed about the wanton destruction of human life and property. ECOMOG's force commander was mandated to "conduct military operations for the purpose of monitoring the cease-fire, restoring law and order to create the necessary conditions for free and fair elections." The ECOMOG intervention in Liberia was controversial. The majority of francophone members of ECOWAS were not enthusiastic – in particular, Côte d'Ivoire and Burkina Faso – and believed that "such a force could only prevent an imminent victory for the NPFL whose cause they had given implicit support." Moreover, in consonance with historical anglophone-francophone divisions in the region, several ECOWAS members were concerned about Nigeria's domination of the initiative. President Ibrahim Babangida also came under fire in Nigeria, as many believed that he was attempting to divert attention from domestic issues and that the intervention required resources that the country could ill-afford.

The legal basis for ECOWAS's intervention in Liberia was dubious. There was obviously no Security Council authorization, and the decision to intervene made no mention of Doe's request. Furthermore, the ECOWAS Treaty of 1975 did not provide for a regional-security mechanism to deal with internal conflicts – nor did the 1978 Protocol on Non-Aggression. The 1981 Protocol on Mutual Assistance on Defence, came closest, indicating in Article 18 that internal armed conflict that is likely to endanger security and peace in the community would be dealt with by the authority of the member states concerned.

On August 24, 1990, approximately 2,000 ECOMOG forces landed in Liberia to forestall the state from descending further into anarchy. The bulk of the troops were from Nigeria; however, other states – including the Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, and Sierra Leone – also
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The NPFL, which by then controlled approximately 90 percent of the country, attacked ECOWAS forces on their arrival. Although ECOWAS was able to push the rebels back into the bush and restore law and order in Monrovia, it was unable to establish authority in the interior.

After securing Monrovia, ECOWAS unsuccessfully resumed its efforts to negotiate a cease-fire and peace agreement between the NPFL, various splinter factions, and Doe's government. Consequently, on August 29, 1990, ECOWAS assisted Liberians to organize a National Conference of All Liberian Political Parties, Patriotic Fronts, Interest Groups and Concerned Citizens in Banjul. The purpose of the conference was to create an interim government, because of the total breakdown of law and order. Both Taylor and Doe boycotted the conference, and the former refused to recognize the new interim government. On September 9, 1990, nearly one week after the conference, members of the Independent National Patriotic Front of Liberia, an NPFL splinter group headed by Prince Yormie Johnson, ambushed and kidnapped Doe from ECOWAS headquarters and later murdered him.

In January 1991, five months after ECOWAS forces landed in Liberia, a Security Council presidential statement "commended" ECOWAS's efforts to promote peace in Liberia and "called upon all parties to the conflict to respect the cease-fire agreement." On October 30, 1991, the parties to the conflict signed an agreement at Yamoussoukro that called for the encampment and disarmament of warring factions and the establishment of transitional institutions to carry out free and fair elections. It took nearly a year before ECOWAS was able to deploy troops in all areas held by the factions.

The disarmament plans fell apart on September 8, 1992, when the NPFL tortured and killed ECOWAS troops. In response, ECOWAS adopted a far more robust approach. At times, it "seemed less like a 'peace-making force' and more like an unintended party to the conflict." On November 19, 1992, the UN Security Council adopted Resolution 788, stating that the "deterioration of the situation in Liberia constitutes a threat to international peace and security, particularly in West Africa as a whole." Resolution 788 called for a complete weapons embargo against Liberia — authorizing ECOWAS to enforce its terms under Chapter VIII of the UN Charter. The ECOWAS enforcement action came to an end with the signing of the Cotonou Accord in July 1993, which ushered in another peacekeeping phase, including contingents from Tanzania and Uganda. On September 22, 1993, the Security Council adopted resolution 866, which called for the creation of the UN Observer Mission in Liberia (UNOMIL), stating that "this would be the first peace-keeping mission undertaken by the United Nations in cooperation with a peace-keeping mission already set up by another organization, in this case ECOWAS." This operation was intended to complement the ECOWAS effort to restore order and disarm rival factions, by ensuring that the process was conducted impartially.

Therefore, "it can be said that Resolutions 788 and 866 placed a retroactive seal on the ECOWAS intervention," especially considering that, between January 22, 1991, and November 27, 1996, a series of Security Council resolutions and presidential statements commended ECOWAS for its efforts. The Secretary-General also created a Special Emergency Fund to assist countries that contributed to this ECOWAS operation.

It took ECOWAS another five years, until August 1995, to broker an agreement that was widely believed to have a chance of success. It was the 13th such accord, though it was also the first to involve all the factions, and it had the support of other local political and civic organizations. On April 6, 1996, hopes for peace were dashed, however, when Monrovia erupted in bloody conflict after the police attempted to arrest Roosevelt Johnson, a former leader of a faction of the United Liberation Movement of Liberia for Democracy (ULIMO).
The human costs were overwhelming. Atrocities were committed against civilians, including children, which also led to the evacuation of virtually all humanitarian personnel from the former safe haven, where shelter had been provided for some 1.2 million internally displaced persons (IDPs). Warlords looted ECOMOG and UN offices and supplies. When ECOMOG troops eventually managed to separate the armed factions and gain a measure of control over the city in June 1996, health workers recovered more than 1,500 bodies from shallow graves.\(^5\)

A subsequent rapprochement between Taylor and the Nigerian ruler, General Sani Abacha, paved the way for all-party peace talks and UN-observed elections in July 1997. Taylor amassed 75 percent of the vote. The UN welcomed the elections, and the Security Council called on all parties to abide by the results and cooperate in the formation of a new government. It also called on the government to protect the "democratic" system and promote human rights and fundamental freedoms under the rule of law.\(^6\) Thereafter, UNOMIL began to withdraw from Liberia, a process completed by September 1997. The new government and ECOWAS agreed that ECOMOG should remain in the country to provide security, particularly during the repatriation of refugees.

Over the course of the conflict 785,000 of Liberia's 2.5 million citizens became refugees (420,000 in Guinea, 320,000 in Côte d'Ivoire, 20,000 in Ghana, 20,000 in Sierra Leone, and 5,000 in Nigeria). And at least 200,000 Liberians were killed between the start of the conflict in 1989 and the signing of the peace accord in August 1995. In total, ECOMOG operations cost Nigeria more than $1 billion, and 500 of its troops lost their lives. At the same time, it set a precedent for humanitarian intervention by an African subregional organization.

**NORTHERN IRAQ 1991-**

On August 2, 1990, an Iraqi force of 120,000 troops invaded, illegally occupied, and annexed Kuwait. The invasion was met with universal disapproval. Just 11 hours later, the Security Council condemned the invasion in Resolution 660 (1990) and demanded Iraq's immediate and unconditional withdrawal. Four days later, the Council adopted Resolution 661 (1990), imposing comprehensive mandatory sanctions on Iraq. These included a ban on all trade, an oil embargo, the suspension of international flights, an arms embargo, a freeze of Iraqi Government financial assets, and a prohibition on financial transactions. On August 25, the Council called on member states to impose a sea blockade in consonance with Resolution 665 (1990). A month later, it decided in Resolution 670 (1990) that member states should block all aviation links with Iraq. Within days, a major humanitarian crisis arose, as some 850,000 third-country nationals and 300,000 Palestinians from Iraq and Kuwait fled, primarily to Jordan.

As sanctions were progressively tightened, the US and other countries began to deploy substantial military forces in the region. By late October 1990, Iraq had occupied Kuwait for more than two months, and a consensus was emerging between the US and the Soviet Union that some form of enforcement action might be authorized by the Security Council. In the course of negotiations, a senior US State Department official was quoted as saying that "[l]egally, our position and the position shared by others is that Article 51 provides a sufficient basis under international law for further action." A Council resolution authorizing some specific military action would, however, "provide a firmer political basis." There was little serious discussion of establishing an independent UN force; rather, the preferred action would put coalition forces under a UN "umbrella."
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On a visit to Moscow in November, US Secretary of State James Baker lobbied for such a resolution, pointing to Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev's 1987 Pravda article on enhancing the UN's role. Gorbachev suggested that the Council pass two resolutions: the first, adopted in late November, would authorize force after a six-week grace period; the second would provide the actual go-ahead. Baker proposed a single resolution, with a grace period before it would become operative. When he met the Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze in Paris on November 18, Washington believed it had the votes for a resolution, but Moscow demurred. Among other concerns, Shevardnadze insisted that the actual word "force" not be used. Baker came up with five different euphemisms, finally settling on the phrase "all necessary means."

On November 29, the Security Council adopted Resolution 678 (1990) by 12 votes to 2 (Cuba and Yemen), with China abstaining. In its operative paragraph, the Security Council "[a]uthorises Member States co-operating with the Government of Kuwait, unless Iraq on or before 15 January 1991 fully implements ... the foregoing resolutions, to use all necessary means to uphold and implement Resolution 660 (1990) and all subsequent relevant resolutions and to restore international peace and security in the area."

As the coalition commenced the air campaign that heralded Operation Desert Storm in January and February 1991, a number of states sought to bring about a last-minute peaceful resolution to the conflict. Under a plan proposed by the Soviet Union, the trade embargo on Iraq would have been lifted once two-thirds of Iraqi troops left Kuwait, with remaining sanctions to be lifted when the withdrawal was complete. The proposal was rejected by the US and the United Kingdom (UK), which asserted that they had the power to maintain sanctions for as long as they chose and to continue the war authorized by the Security Council until it adopted another resolution. As permanent members of the Council, they reserved the right to veto any such compromise.

After a six-week air war that destroyed most of Iraq's military capabilities and much of the country's infrastructure, the ground war commenced on February 24, 1991. Some 500,000 coalition troops and personnel from 28 countries liberated Kuwait and occupied much of southern Iraq in only four days. Coalition forces entered Kuwait City on February 27; a cease-fire commenced at midnight on February 28.

Coalition aircraft had penetrated deep into Iraq, targeting bridges, electric plants, and infrastructure sites for other essential services. In all, they dropped more than 90,000 tons of explosives. The overwhelming superiority in air power contributed to wartime Iraqi military deaths, estimated at between 30,000 and 120,000, while several hundred died on the coalition side. Estimates suggest that 3,000 to 3,500 Iraqi civilians died during the conflict, with many more dying subsequently, owing to a combination of the damaged infrastructure and the harsh sanctions regime. The costs of the operation are usually estimated at $60-70 billion.

One of the more controversial humanitarian aspects of international actions against Iraq results from more than 10 years of economic sanctions. They were designed to remain in effect until two conditions were met: Iraq's stockpiles of weapons of mass destruction were destroyed; and its treatment of minorities improved. Sanctions are still in place, as is the regime. As economic sanctions seemed to target the poor and vulnerable, without having any visible impact on the government and its policies, a new question arose: How much pain is the community of states willing to inflict on civilians in a quest for doubtful political gains?

During the military campaign against Iraq in 1991, US President George Bush publicly expressed his hope that Iraqi citizens would "take matters into their own hands" and remove Saddam Hussein from power. The apparently crushing defeat of the Iraqi Army and
foreign support reignited the desire for independence among Kurds living in northern Iraq. Previous revolts had been brutally suppressed by Saddam Hussein's Ba'ath regime, with measures including the use of chemical weapons. On this occasion, Iraqi troops attacked Kurdish villages, forcing up to 2 million civilians to flee their homes, virtually overnight. By April 5, 1991, Turkey estimated that almost 1 million people were attempting to reach safety by crossing its borders.²⁵

The Security Council expressed concern about the treatment of the Kurds in northern Iraq, along with the Shi'ites and Marsh Arabs in the south, at a meeting on April 3, 1991. Resolution 687 (1991) provided the terms of the cease-fire with Iraq and conditions for lifting sanctions, but conspicuously it failed to mention the plight of Iraq's civilian population. This absence subsequently has led to debate about the legality of measures under Council Resolution 688 (1991), which was agreed on only two days later.

Resolution 688 condemned the repression of the civilian population, demanded that Iraq end it, and insisted that the country allow international humanitarian organizations immediate access to all those in need of assistance in all parts of Iraq. The Council also appealed to all member states and aid organizations "to contribute to these humanitarian relief efforts." The strong language of the resolution was reminiscent of Chapter VII,²² but none of the states voting for the resolution characterized it as such at the time. Washington noted that it planned to use military aircraft to drop food, blankets, clothing, tents, and other relief into northern Iraq. On the same day that the Security Council passed Resolution 688, Bush announced plans to commence aid drops to Kurds in northern Iraq in cooperation with France and the UK, emphasizing that the US would not intervene militarily in the conflict.²³

As the diplomacy continued in New York, dramatic television images captured the plight of an exodus of some 2 million displaced persons exposed to the brutal conditions of winter in the mountains. An estimated 10,000 to 30,000 died of exposure and malnutrition in the squalid camps that sprouted virtually overnight. At least partially as a result of the images, governments reacted; observers began to point to the importance of the "CNN effect" or "BBC effect." Whatever the proximate trigger, President Bush reversed his previous policy and committed US troops to set up encampments in northern Iraq to ensure the safety of Kurdish refugees and coordinate relief supplies.

Turkey was one of the first states to propose the idea of safe havens for the Kurds.²⁴ The rationale behind its support for the creation of these safe havens was Ankara's concern for political stability in the southeast. In particular, the influx of additional Kurds threatened to exacerbate an already unstable political situation related to the separatist movement within Turkey. Secretary of State Baker affirmed the importance of the Kurds being free from threats and persecution but reiterated the US position that it would not "go down the slippery slope of being sucked into a civil war."²⁵

European governments were less reticent in their support for more direct action. France had long advocated a bolder response to the Kurdish crisis, but the first concrete proposal came from the UK. Speaking at the Luxembourg summit meeting of the European Community (EC) on April 8, 1991, UK Prime Minister John Major proposed the creation of UN-protected Kurdish enclaves in northern Iraq. He stated that the proposal was intended to "build on" Resolutions 687 and 688: "We believe the rubric exists within 688 to avoid the need for a separate resolution but clearly we will need to discuss that in New York."²⁶

The initial US response to the proposed safe havens was lukewarm, but it stressed its determination to protect the relief effort. On April 10, it demanded that the Iraqi Government cease all military activity north of the 36th parallel, to enable relief supplies to
be delivered unimpeded and to prevent attacks on Kurdish refugees. The choice of this line excluded the oil-producing area around Kirkuk (a town claimed by Kurdish separatists), apparently in an attempt to avoid encouraging Kurdish secession.27

As it became clear that relief efforts were severely restricted by the geography of the Turkey–Iraq border, Bush stated on April 16 that, "consistent with" Resolution 688, US troops would enter northern Iraq: "Some might argue that this is an intervention into the internal affairs of Iraq. But I think the humanitarian concern, the refugee concern, is so overwhelming that there will be a lot of understanding about this."28

On April 18, twelve military relief flights (9 US, 2 UK, and 1 French) dropped almost 58 tons of relief supplies to refugees on the Turkey-Iraq border. This coincided with the signing of a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between the UN and Iraq, allowing the world organization to administer a civilian “humanitarian presence” throughout Iraq. In less than a week, nearly 6,000 tons of supplies had been dropped to the refugees. Toward the end of April, death rates among refugees had fallen from between 400 and 1,000 to about 60 deaths per day. By April 24, approximately 2,000 US Marines and several hundred British, French, and Dutch troops were stationed in northern Iraq. At the peak of the humanitarian operation, there were more than 20,000 soldiers from 13 states in the theatre.

These early efforts focused on the Turkey–Iraq border, in part as a result of Western and especially US reluctance to cooperate with Iran, even though the Islamic Republic had by then received more Kurdish refugees and spent more on them than any other state.29

By mid-July, most of the 1 million Kurds who had fled to Turkey in March had returned. With the withdrawal of coalition troops used as a bargaining chip, Iraq consented to the presence of the 500-strong lightly armed UN Guard Contingent in Iraq, signing an Annex to the MOU on May 25, 1991.30 The last allied soldiers departed Iraq on July 15, 1991, leaving behind a multinational rapid-deployment force in Turkey, as a warning to Baghdad.

The US and its allies continued to police the no-fly zone and, on August 26, 1992, also declared a second air exclusion zone in southern Iraq, below the 32nd parallel. The US in particular justified its actions by referring to Resolution 688, which did not specifically mention southern Iraq.31 This second zone was subsequently extended to the 33rd parallel in September 1996, a move that prompted France to refuse to patrol the extended area and later to withdraw entirely.

No consistent legal rationale was given for the no-fly zones, and many countries and observers have contested the actual legality of the enforcement effort, which continues as of this writing. Given the likelihood of a Chinese veto, no specific authorization measures were ever proposed in the Council. Later, when the objective was to transfer responsibility for the humanitarian effort to the UN, a Chapter VII resolution was not necessary. The second no-fly zone and subsequent air attacks seemed to have set a precedent, whereby new military measures took place without specific additional Security Council authorization.32

No Security Council member voting in favour of Resolution 688 publicly challenged the view that Operation Provide Comfort was "consistent with" the resolution.33 The G-7's London Economic Summit Political Declaration on Strengthening the International Order expressed broad statements of support. As the months wore into years, however, calls for a reassessment of the policy became more frequent and widespread.

Throughout this period, Washington continued to assert its right to enforce the no-fly zones. Following the January 1993 air strike on Iraqi missile launchers, the UN Secretary-General issued an ambiguous statement that, "I can say that this action was taken and conforms to the resolutions of the Security Council and conforms to the Charter of the United Nations."34 What status should be accorded a pronouncement by the Secretary-
General is unclear, particularly because it was inconsistent with the justifications proposed by the acting states (the UK claimed the incident was an act of self-defence, while France criticized the US for exceeding its mandate). By relying on the terms of the cease-fire resolution (which did not mention the Kurds), the Secretary-General's statement omitted any reference to the plight of Iraqi minorities that presumably provided the raison d'être for the no-fly zones.

Ultimately, the benefits of the safe havens are uncertain; Kurds in northern Iraq live precariously, as they did before the Gulf War. But at least they have returned home and enjoy some degree of protection from the brutish Iraqi regime. The innovation of safe havens remains a lasting legacy of the intervention in northern Iraq, though the significance is diminished because of the outright failure of safe havens elsewhere. In the eyes of many critics, there remains considerable cynicism about the motivations of the major powers. Again, colonial memories quickly come to the surface. Many developing countries question whether Security Council resolutions can be applied to pursue a different agenda than what many states actually had intended – in this case, a US–UK vendetta against the continued presence in power of Saddam Hussein.

THE FORMER YUGOSLAVIA, 1992–

Following the Second World War and under the direction of Marshal Tito, the "People's Federal Republic of Yugoslavia" was formed from Serbia, Montenegro, Croatia, Slovenia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, and Macedonia. After Tito's death and the economic hardships and structural adjustments of the 1980s, strident nationalism tore the republic apart. Between June and October 1991, four of the six republics comprising Yugoslavia declared their independence. Croatia and Slovenia first made unilateral declarations on June 25, 1991, after internal referenda. War broke out almost immediately. In the early months of the fighting, the EC played a leading role; when it was unable to secure a cease-fire by mid-September, Austria, Canada, and Hungary requested a Security Council session, which adopted Resolution 713 (1991). It expressed concern that the "continuation of this situation constitutes a threat to international peace and security" and imposed a blanket arms embargo under Chapter VII of the UN Charter. Only Yugoslavia's consent to the resolution avoided a Chinese veto.

A month later, Bosnia and Herzegovina proclaimed its independence, on October 15. Cease-fires were brokered and broken, and on December 15 the Council adopted Resolution 724 (1991), in which it strengthened the Chapter VII arms embargo and sought to lay the ground for a peacekeeping operation. December also saw the EC agree in principle to recognize the breakaway republics of the former Yugoslavia, with Germany formally recognizing Croatia and Slovenia on December 23 and the rest of the EC following suit on January 15, 1992. Bosnia and Herzegovina conducted a referendum and proclaimed its formal independence on March 3, 1992. On May 22, 1992, Croatia, Slovenia, and Bosnia and Herzegovina were extended UN membership.

The "birth" of the new states was painful. Only in Slovenia, where there were few Serbs, was the violence of a short duration. Within the former Republic of Croatia, there was a significant Serbian minority, which had bitter memories of internal repression by Croat fascists during the Second World War. Croatian Serbs held a referendum and declared the Serb Autonomous Region of Krajina accompanied by an expressed intention to join with Serbia. By the end of the year, some 6,000 to 10,000 civilians were dead, and another 10,000 were wounded. Croats were displaced by Serbs in the Krajina, and Croats displaced Serbs elsewhere. The siege and destruction of the Croatian town of Vukovar shocked the world's conscience and was viewed by many as a harbinger of the lengths to which Belgrade would
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go to establish "a Greater Serbia." It also produced an estimated 100,000 refugees. Months later, it was estimated that 250,000 Serbs and 100,000 Croats had been displaced by the initial round of fighting.

The cease-fire in Slovenia permitted the war in Bosnia to begin in earnest. A remarkable multiethnic fabric (about 45 percent Muslim, 18 percent Croat, and 32 percent Serb) was soon ripped into shreds. The Croats sided with Croatia, the Serbs with the remaining Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (FRY), and the Muslims were on their own. In military terms, they were particularly disadvantaged because most of the equipment (about 85 percent) of the former Yugoslav National Army went to the FRY, and the rest went to Croatia. Aided by its location on the sea, Croatia was able to avoid an arms embargo, procuring arms illegally.

Beginning in mid-1992, images of the pallid faces of emaciated people appeared behind the barbed-wire fences of concentration camps. This unsettled a continent, whose collective conscience recalled similar images of the Holocaust and the haunting slogan, "never again." The practice of ridding a territory of the unwanted members of another ethnic group – by threats of violence, as well as rape and murder – came to be known as "ethnic cleansing." While all sides engaged in atrocities, the Muslim population endured the brunt of such acts. The ethnic breakdown in victims can be somewhat accurately surmised from the ethnic breakdown of the first individuals indicted by the international tribunal in The Hague: about 70 percent Serb, 25 percent Croat, and 5 percent Muslim.

On May 30, the Council imposed, by Resolution 757 (1992), broad sanctions on the FRY (Serbia and Montenegro). The resolution banned all international trade, prohibited air travel, blocked financial transactions, banned sporting and cultural exchanges, and suspended scientific and technical cooperation. In November, this was extended to prohibit transshipment of goods through the FRY, by Resolution 787 (1992). Resolution 820, of April 17, 1993, further tightened the sanctions.

The UN Protection Force (UNPROFOR) for the former Yugoslavia was initially established by the Security Council in February 1992, as a peacekeeping operation with the consent of the FRY and other governments, in Resolution 743 (1992). As the situation deteriorated, its mandate was expanded from monitoring demilitarization in so-called UN protected areas in Croatia to conducting more complex security operations and protecting aid workers and convoys in Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina.

Then, in 1993, the Security Council established "safe areas" around five Bosnian towns and the city of Sarajevo in Resolutions 819 (1993) and 824 (1993). The original proposal to create such havens, made in August 1992 by then president of the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), Cornelio Sommaruga, contained numerous provisions that were ignored in the actual implementation: demilitarization, continued negotiations, and well-defined geographic areas adequately protected with military force. UNPROFOR was given an ambitious but ambiguous mandate to protect them in Resolution 836 (1993):

The Security Council authorizes [UNPROFOR] acting in self-defence, to take the necessary measures, including the use of force, in reply to bombardments against the safe areas by any of the parties or to armed incursion into them or in the event of any deliberate obstruction in or around those areas to the freedom of movement of UNPROFOR or of protected humanitarian convoys.
While UNPROFOR operated on the ground, an apparently general authorization was given to member states to take “all necessary measures, through the use of air power” to support ground forces in and around designated safe areas. Though unclear in the text itself, the decision to initiate the use of air power was to be taken by the Secretary-General, in consultation with the members of the Security Council.\textsuperscript{36}

This served to deter attacks in the short term, but air power was ultimately ineffective because Western states were unwilling to put their vulnerable peacekeepers at risk. Moreover, “dual-key” decision making meant that the Special Representative of the Secretary-General (SRSG) and the force commander had to agree to initiate coercive military responses. When Srebrenica was overrun by the Bosnian Serbs in 1995, it became synonymous with the disparity between Council rhetoric and resolve.\textsuperscript{37}

Another enforcement tack was taken in Resolution 827 of May 25, 1993, which established an international criminal tribunal to prosecute persons responsible for serious violations of international humanitarian law (IHL) committed in the territory of the FRY between January 1, 1991, and “a date to be determined by the Security Council upon the restoration of peace.” The Yugoslav tribunal’s indictments of the two most visible and notorious Bosnian Serb personalities – the politician, Radovan Karadzic, and the military leader, Ratko Mladic – at least served to exclude indicted war criminals from subsequent peace negotiations in Dayton, Ohio, in 1995.\textsuperscript{38} Nonetheless, they have not yet been brought to trial, or even arrested, along with 25 other indicted war criminals hiding or even living openly either in Bosnia or Serbia. However, Bosnian Serb General Radislav Krstic, who was responsible for Europe’s worst massacres since the Second World War, the systematic execution of more than 7,000 unarmed men and boys near Srebrenica, was the first convicted on a charge of genocide in the wars that broke up the former Yugoslavia.

Impartiality was the bedrock for successful peacekeeping operations during the Cold War, but such principles and the accompanying UN culture and command structures were particularly ill-suited when there was no peace to keep. The return of concentration camps and large scale human displacement in Europe provided graphic evidence of the frailty of multiethnic states and the need to apply deadly force to halt violence against civilians. The UN’s mixing of consensual and nonconsensual activities was unworkable. The world organization had no comparative advantage in warfare or even the robust use of military force. The apparent success of North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) air strikes and the Croatian military offensive in August and September 1995 reinforced this view, when they succeeded in coercing the parties to negotiate at Dayton, Ohio, in November 1995. The subsequent Dayton Peace Agreement was implemented and maintained by the Implementation Force (IFOR) and Stabilization Force (SFOR).

IFOR was deployed in Bosnia six days after the signing in Paris of the Dayton Peace Accords, on December 14, 1995. Earlier resolutions on Bosnia had authorized member states to act nationally or “through regional arrangements,” but this was the first delegation \textit{stricto sensu}. Under the Dayton agreement, the parties “invited” the Security Council to adopt the resolution to establish IFOR.\textsuperscript{39} Resolution 1031 (1995) authorized member states “acting through or in co-operation with the organization referred to in Annex 1-A of the Peace Agreement [sc. NATO] … under unified command and control” to take “all necessary measures to effect the implementation of and to ensure compliance with Annex 1-A of the Peace Agreement.” NATO was not explicitly mentioned in the text of the resolution, nor in Resolution 1088 (1996) establishing SFOR as IFOR’s legal successor.

Ultimately, protection for affected populations was problematic, to say the least. As many as 200,000 to 230,000 people died during UNPROFOR’s watch, prior to Dayton. At the same time, there were positive results. Humanitarian succour was provided over the four
years to some 4.3 million victims – more than 850,000 refugees, 1.6 million IDPs, and 1.8 million additional war-affected people. Despite the clear incompatibility between consensual and nonconsensual operations, at least the war aims of the Bosnian Serbs and of the FRY for a “Greater Serbia” were frustrated. The mission also pointed to the difficulty in protecting safe areas without the deployment of significant ground forces and a genuine willingness to use air power.

**SOMALIA, 1992–1993**

The cumulative costs of poverty and a pattern of corrupt rule came together in tragedy shortly after the end of the Cold War in Somalia. In the power vacuum that followed the January 1991 ousting of President Mohammed Siad Barre, this ethnically, linguistically, and religiously homogeneous country imploded into clan-based civil war. Talks held in June and July 1991 led to the Djibouti Accords and the appointment of Ali Mahdi Mohamed as interim president. But the leader of a rival faction, General Mohamed Farah Aideed, rejected the accords. From November 1991 onward, heavy fighting persisted in the capital, Mogadishu.

On December 23, 1991, ICRC President Cornelio Sommaruga wrote to outgoing UN Secretary-General Javier Pérez de Cuéllar, requesting UN action, and followed it up with a visit to newly elected Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali in January. In mid-January, the ICRC publicly reported that hundreds of thousands of refugees from the conflict were on the brink of starvation in camps south of the capital. The office of the UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) reported in late January that 140,000 Somali refugees had reached Kenya, with another 700 arriving each day.

On January 23, 1992, the Security Council imposed Resolution 733, a Chapter VII arms embargo against Somalia. By March, an effective cease-fire had not been implemented. In light of the immediate threat posed by severe food shortages to a large proportion of Somalia’s population, the Secretary-General reported that implementation of a planned relief programme should proceed, with the consequences of obstructing it made clear to the leaders of the two main armed factions. On March 17, 1992, the Security Council unanimously adopted Resolution 746 (1992), which – though not under Chapter VII – stated that the Council was “deeply disturbed by the magnitude of the human suffering caused by the conflict and concerned that the continuation of the situation in Somalia constitutes a threat to international peace and security.” In the discussion on Resolution 746, the Council’s primary concern appears to have been the effect of the war on the provision of humanitarian assistance to the starving population, with only passing reference to the massive flow of refugees.

The situation continued to deteriorate throughout 1992. The first UN Operation in Somalia (UNOSOM I) was deployed with the consent of the two leading factions in April. Because the force was comprised of only 500 soldiers and there existed no governing authority capable of maintaining law and order, the force was unable to implement its basic peacekeeping mandate. The provision of 3,500 UNOSOM security personnel for the protection of humanitarian relief efforts was approved in August, through Resolution 775 (1992), but deployment was slow and the situation worsened by the day. By October 1992, the Secretary-General reported that almost 4.5 million of Somalia’s 6 million population were threatened by severe malnutrition and related diseases. Of those, at least 1.5 million were at immediate mortal risk. An estimated 300,000 had already died in the preceding 11 months.
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On November 29, Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali advised the Council that the only way that relief operations could continue was through resort to enforcement provisions under Chapter VII of the Charter, combined with parallel action to promote national reconciliation and remove the main factors that created the human emergency. This recommendation came four days after an offer from the US to provide 20,000 troops as part of a multinational force authorized by the UN, owing in some part to the unprecedented media exposure given to the humanitarian disaster.

On December 3, 1992, the Council unanimously adopted Resolution 794 (1992). Though recognizing the “unique character” of the situation, it stated that the “magnitude of the human tragedy caused by the conflict in Somalia, further exacerbated by the obstacles being created to the distribution of humanitarian assistance, constitutes a threat to international peace and security.” In response, the Council, “[a]cting under Chapter VII … authorizes the Secretary-General and Member States cooperating to implement the offer [by the United States to organize and lead an operation] to use all necessary means to establish as soon as possible a secure environment for humanitarian relief operations in Somalia.”

Twenty-four hours later, outgoing US President George Bush ordered 28,000 troops into Somalia in Operation Restore Hope (also known as Unified Task Force, or UNITAF) to ensure the safe delivery of international assistance. The primary concern of the Security Council, as expressed in statements before and after the vote, was the delivery of humanitarian aid. In explanation of its vote, Washington stressed the essentially peaceful and limited character of the operation and that the action represented an important step toward a “post-Cold War world order.” China -- which had cast its first affirmative vote for an enforcement resolution -- and the Non-Aligned Movement (NAM) emphasized the unique character of the crisis and the role given to the Secretary-General and the Security Council.

Secretary-General Boutros-Ghali later stated that the Security Council had “established a precedent in the history of the United Nations: it decided for the first time to intervene militarily for strictly humanitarian purposes.”

On May 4, 1993, the US formally handed over to a second UN operation, UNOSOM II. The prior military operation, led by the remaining superpower, had been narrowly conceived. Now the UN’s expanded mandate in Resolution 814 (1993) specified a host of activities categorically rejected by the US, including nation-building, disarming the factions, and arresting leaders such as General Aideed. Twenty-four Pakistani soldiers were killed on June 5 while inspecting weapons dumps in accordance with the expanded mandate. The next day, the Security Council passed Resolution 837 (1993), reaffirming that the Secretary-General was authorized to “take all necessary measures against those responsible for the armed attacks ... to establish the effective authority of UNOSOM II throughout Somalia, including to secure the investigation of their actions and their arrest and detention for prosecution, trial and punishment.”

This was tantamount to a declaration of war against Aideed’s militia. A series of confrontations between a heavily reinforced UNOSOM II and the militia continued through the summer. The most infamous was the “Olympic Hotel battle” on October 3, 1993, when US Rangers and Delta commandos, who remained under US command and control, made an unsuccessful attempt to capture Aideed. Three US Black Hawk helicopters were downed and 18 Americans died, as did one of the Malaysians who came to extract them. At least 500 and as many as 1,000 Somalis -- many of them civilians -- were killed in the firefight. The dead US pilots being dragged through the streets to jeering crowds of onlookers became an enduring image of the risks of humanitarian impulses. Those who saw a “CNN effect” encouraging intervention also saw the impacts of unpalatable images forcing the withdrawal of military forces.
Within days, President Clinton set a pullout date for US troops for the following March. UNOSOM II was more ambitious than the earlier US-led UNITAF effort, but it had fewer warfighting resources. And by March 28, 1995, the complete withdrawal of UN troops had been completed, although few of UNOSOM II's mandated objectives had, in fact, been achieved.

The mission was not without its successes. The impact of the famine was alleviated, as probably only 50,000 to 100,000 of the 1.5 million menaced by starvation actually died. Virtually the entire population of 5 million people received assistance. Half of the 1.5 million people driven from their homes returned a year later. The estimated 400–500,000 who died in the two years preceding the UNITAF intervention at least were not replicated, although there were an estimated 10,000 Somali casualties during the UNITAF and UNOSOM II operations.

But the post-1995 country remained for many the epitome of a failed state, essentially without a functioning central government and a breakaway quasi-independent Somaliland to the north. A former SRSG, Mohamed Sahnoun, argues that Somalia provides ample evidence "of how the failure of the international community to intervene in different phases of a crisis can be detrimental and lead to further deterioration." Moreover, from a humanitarian point of view a paradox emerged: the costs of the military intervention ($1 billion for UNITAF and $1.6 billion for UNOSOM II) dwarfed humanitarian and development efforts by at least 10 to 1.

In macro-political terms, the "Somalia syndrome" became shorthand for the growing reluctance of Western countries to sustain military casualties in distant lands in the pursuit of fundamentally humanitarian objectives. Other "dirty words" entered the international public policy lexicon, including the difficulty of "nation-building," wariness about "mission creep," and the emphasis on a predetermined "exit strategy."

RWANDA AND EASTERN ZAIRE, 1994–1996

Since Rwandan independence, serious tensions existed between the minority Tutsi population (15 percent) – which had constituted the pastoral monarchy that the ruling class favoured during the colonial period – and the majority Hutus. Previous instances of massive ethnic violence began shortly after independence in Rwanda. Some commentators have used the term "genocide" to describe the violence that took place in 1963, 1966, and 1973. As many as 20,000 Tutsi victims were killed in the first case, and thousands in the other two.

The horrors beginning in April 1994, however, completely overshadowed these previous events. On April 6, a surface-to-air missile shot down the plane carrying Rwandan President Juvenal Habyarimana and his Burundian counterpart, Cyprien Ntaryamira. Fighting broke out within hours in Rwanda, and a pre-planned strategy of genocide was put into effect. By the end of the following day militant Hutus, claiming that Habyarimana had been assassinated by Tutsi rebels, retaliated by killing Prime Minister Agathe Uwilingiyimana and seizing control of the government. This provoked rampages against Tutsis and moderate Hutus by security forces and armed gangs loyal to the government. Most notorious among the killers were the *Interhamwe* (those who stand together) and *Impuzamugambi* (the single-minded ones) – predominantly Hutu militias trained by the national army and organized as the youth wings of the major Hutu parties. The Rwandan Patriotic Front (RPF), led by Paul Kagame, recommenced its civil war with the Rwandan government from its bases in nearby Uganda.

At the time of Habyarimana's death, there were 2,500 UN peacekeepers stationed in Rwanda as part of the UN Assistance Mission in Rwanda (UNAMIR), a lightly armed peacekeeping mission designed to monitor the Arusha Accords, which had been signed the
previous August. After 10 Belgian troops assigned to guard the prime minister were killed and mutilated on April 7, Belgium stated its intention to withdraw its 440 troops from UNAMIR. The Secretary-General reported to the Council that UNAMIR's position had become untenable. He outlined alternatives: a massive reinforcement of UNAMIR to coerce the sides into a cease-fire; reduction of the UN's commitment to a small group, headed by the force commander and supported by a staff of about 270, which would attempt to bring about an agreement on a cease-fire; or complete withdrawal.

Resolution 912 (1994) stated that the Council decided to "adjust the mandate of UNAMIR." On April 21, in the middle of the crisis, the Security Council voted to reduce that number to 270. By withdrawing the force as the bloodbath was gathering speed, the UN sent an unmistakable message to the genocidal forces that there was little or no international resolve to stand in their way. Even two weeks after the onset of the killings, Security Council members and UN officials were unwilling to use the term "genocide" and continued to call for a cease-fire among the warring factions.

One dissenting voice in the military wilderness was Major General Romeo Dallaire who, as UNAMIR's force commander, pleaded for 5,000 well-trained soldiers. In his view, they could have slowed the pace of the killings and perhaps turned the tide. He also requested an expansion of rules of engagement to incorporate the protection of civilians. Both requests were denied. Although some dispute whether 5,000 soldiers could have really stopped the genocide, the appalling number of deaths may have been reduced substantially. Illustrative examples were the protection of some 10,000 civilians in Kigali's Amahoro Stadium and others at the King Faisal Hospital, both with only a handful of dedicated UN soldiers.

Although the remaining troops deterred some abuse, they were clearly inadequate to the task. From April to July 1994, Hutu extremists systematically murdered hundreds of thousands (estimates range as high as 800,000) of Tutsis, as well as Hutu moderates. Women and children suffered in the aftermath of the genocide, with an estimated 47,000 children orphaned; 250,000 to 500,000 women raped; and 2,000 to 5,000 children outcast because they were conceived as a result of rape.

Despite hypothetical offers from some 50 potential troop-contributing countries, there was little genuine willingness to intervene. By the third week of April, the Secretary-General put three options before the Council: strengthen UNAMIR by several thousand troops, reduce its strength, or withdraw completely. Of the three, he advocated the plan calling for 5,500 troops to be deployed in Kigali under an expanded UNAMIR mandate to provide security to humanitarian organizations for the distribution of relief supplies and to establish access to sites where displaced persons and refugees were concentrated and ensure their protection.

This plan was resisted by the US, which questioned the UN proposal, arguing for more restructuring of the plan before going into Kigali. Part of the constraint was the early May issuance of Presidential Decision Directive 25, issued by President William J. Clinton, which made US funding and participation less likely. Following on the decisive 1993 public reactions to the debacle in Somalia and the aborted mission to Haiti, this document effectively rang the death knell for the policy announced, with much fanfare, by the incoming Clinton administration, as "assertive multilateralism."

The lassitude was condemned by the Organization of African Unity (OAU) and aid agencies, which accused the Council of applying different standards in Africa than in Europe. Massacres continued, and finally, on April 29, the Secretary-General urged the Council to reconsider its position and take "forceful action to restore law and order."
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Early UN reports systematically understated the scale of the carnage. By late May, Secretary-General Boutros-Ghali estimated that between 250,000 and 500,000 Rwandans, mostly Tutsi, had already been killed. He concluded that "the magnitude of the human calamity that has engulfed Rwanda might be unimaginable but for its having transpired. On the basis of the evidence that has emerged, there can be little doubt that it constitutes genocide."\(^{57}\)

On May 17, the Council adopted Resolution 918 (1994), which imposed an arms embargo and authorized an expansion of UNAMIR. Washington argued that this should take place in two phases, however, with the first comprising only 150 unarmed observers and an 800-strong Ghanaian battalion to secure the Kigali airport. Despite the Secretary-General’s report, governments resisted using the term "genocide," as it would have made their policies of inaction untenable in light of the 1948 convention.\(^{58}\) Resolution 918 avoided the term, referring instead to "the killing of members of an ethnic group with the intention of destroying such a group in whole or in part."\(^{59}\) It was not until June 8 that the Council, in Resolution 925 (1994), noted "with the gravest concern the reports indicating that acts of genocide have occurred in Rwanda." Although this resolution was intended to accelerate the deployment of the expanded UNAMIR, 10 days later the UNAMIR force still consisted only of about 500 troops under the command of Dallaire. The Secretary-General estimated that UNAMIR would be unable to undertake its full mandate for another three months.\(^{60}\)

In a letter to the Secretary-General, dated June 20, 1994, France announced that it was prepared to intervene in Rwanda, "with its main European and African partners," to put an end to the massacres and protect groups threatened with "extinction." France requested Chapter VII authorization "in the spirit of resolution 794" (which had authorized the US-led UNITAF operation in Somalia) for itself and Senegal "to send a force in without delay, so as to maintain a presence pending the arrival of the expanded UNAMIR."\(^{61}\) This offer met widespread suspicion, owing to France’s close ties to the ousted Hutu regime and particularly its role in arming and training the predominantly Hutu government forces.

Despite the serious misgivings expressed by a number of Council members and an outright rejection by the RPF, the Security Council adopted Resolution 929 (1994) on June 22, 1994. The text recognized that the situation "constitutes a unique case which demands an urgent response by the international community" and "that the magnitude of the humanitarian crisis in Rwanda constitutes a threat to peace and security in the region." The Council authorized France to conduct an operation under national command and control to improve security and protect displaced persons, refugees, and civilians at risk. Under Chapter VII, France was authorized to use "all necessary means" to achieve these objectives. Reference to impartiality and humanitarian goals, as well as a two-month time limit, were added to the resolution during brief but intensive consultations.\(^{62}\) Five abstentions to the resolution (Brazil, China, New Zealand, Nigeria, and Pakistan) suggested deep divisions within the Council about authorizing a French intervention.

While expressing its strong opposition, the RPF did not seek a confrontation with French forces, and on July 18 the RPF unilaterally declared a cease-fire, which effectively ended the civil war. The presence of the French seemed to have two results. It slowed the advance of the RPF and thereby permitted the former government forces to escape, and it helped to avert a massive outflow of refugees into Zaire, which many had predicted might rival the earlier flood of almost 1 million to the camps in Goma. In the eyes of critics, the intervention seemed designed primarily to secure French interests in the area, including preserving the remnants of the Hutu leadership that had fomented genocide.\(^{63}\) On July 19, a government of national unity was formed, two weeks ahead of the scheduled French withdrawal from Rwanda.
The UNAMIR II mission never really got off the ground. On August 1, 1994, it still had fewer than 500 soldiers. The RPF had established military control over most of the country, and about 1.5 million (mainly Hutu) Rwandans had sought refuge in Zaire, out of fear of retribution. Of a total population of approximately 7 million, 3 million had been internally displaced, more than 2 million had fled to neighbouring countries, and roughly 800,000 had been killed. The inability of the UN force to protect civilians (including national UN staff) was subsequently described in the understated but scathing conclusions of the independent inquiry as “one of the most painful and debated issues of this period.”

On November 8, 1994, the Security Council adopted Resolution 955 (1994), providing for the establishment of the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda. Modelled after the one for the former Yugoslavia, the Rwandan counterpart was tasked with “prosecuting persons responsible for genocide and other serious violations of international humanitarian law committed in the territory of Rwanda and Rwandan citizens responsible for genocide and other such violations committed in the territory of neighbouring States, between January 1, 1994 and December 31, 1994.”

The tribunal is located in Arusha, Tanzania, and has been plagued by corruption, mismanagement, and delays. More than $500 million has been spent, but only nine persons have been convicted. Nonetheless, of the 63 people who have been indicted, 49 are in custody (including the 9 who have been convicted). Two-thirds of the government ministers in office in April 1994 are in custody. What is more, the tribunal has recorded some historical breakthroughs, including the conviction of a former prime minister; the first conviction for genocide; and the first conviction for which rape was considered an integral component of genocide. At the same time, more than 100,000 Rwandans accused of participating in the genocide are also in custody inside Rwanda, most living under appalling conditions. The Arusha tribunal seems to represent the best hope for dealing with the persons responsible for the genocide and helping to set standards for international accountability, although some argue that local accountability would better facilitate longer term reconciliation.

One outcome of the Rwandan genocide, and the subsequent mass exodus of Rwandans into Zaire, was the destabilization of eastern Zaire. The ongoing conflict involves troops from five neighbouring countries and has been dubbed “Africa’s World War.” The million refugees from Rwanda who gathered in eastern Zaire had by 1996 exacerbated ongoing problems of political and ethnic friction in the African Great Lakes region. Among the refugees were an estimated 100,000 to 150,000 members of the Interhamwe and other Hutu militant groups. Intense fighting in Zaire in November forced all international humanitarian workers to evacuate and caused 600,000 displaced Zairians to flee into Rwanda. Rwanda and Zaire were mutually suspicious about each other’s motives – Rwanda felt threatened by the Interhamwe and Zaire by the new government in Rwanda itself.

On November 7, 1996, the Secretary-General proposed to the Council that a multinational force be dispatched to eastern Zaire. Kinshasa agreed to the deployment of such a force the next day, and on November 9 the Council passed Resolution 1078 (1996). Chapter VII was invoked because the “magnitude of the present humanitarian crisis” constituted a threat to international peace and security. The Council clearly was not aiming to mount a UN operation, but rather appealed to a coalition of the willing. Canada offered to lead a temporary and strictly humanitarian operation, which was duly authorized to use “all necessary means” by Resolution 1080 (1996). But the proposed intervention never materialized. Again, there was no enthusiasm to jump into the fray in the African Great Lakes. Good intentions were in greater supply than operational capacities or political will.
By December 5, the crisis in eastern Zaire appeared to have abated. The voluntary repatriation of many Rwandan refugees and the increased access of humanitarian organizations had partially achieved the proposed mission’s objectives. And with the dispersal of the remaining refugees over large areas of eastern Zaire, the multinational force would have been of little utility at its approved level. In a letter, dated December 13, Canada decided to withdraw its command and forces by December 31.70

HAITI, 1994–1997

Following a successful military ouster of “Baby Doc” Duvalier, a new constitution was approved in 1987, and in 1990 Jean-Bertrand Aristide was elected president of Haiti, with 67 percent of the popular vote during an internationally monitored election. As the first democratically elected government in the poorest country of the Western hemisphere, there was widespread international opprobrium when Aristide was removed from office by a coup d’état on September 30, 1991.

The OAS swiftly condemned the overthrow and recommended the imposition of diplomatic and, later, economic sanctions.71 The Security Council failed to adopt a resolution on the issue, reportedly because China and certain NAM states were concerned about increased Security Council activism.72 The General Assembly, by contrast, strongly condemned in Resolution 46/7 (1991) the “illegal replacement of the constitutional President of Haiti,” affirming that “any entity resulting from that illegal situation” was unacceptable.

The refusal of Haiti’s military dictators to reinstate the Aristide government, combined with the continued persecution of his supporters, eventually led the Security Council to impose a mandatory economic embargo in June 1993. Resolution 841 (1993) was adopted explicitly under Chapter VII and listed a variety of factors that had led the Council to determine “that, in these unique and exceptional circumstances, the continuation of this situation threatens international peace and security in the region.” These circumstances covered “the incidence of humanitarian crises, including mass displacements of population,” and the “climate of fear of persecution and economic dislocation which could increase the number of Haitians seeking refuge in neighbouring Member States.”

Indeed, Haiti had many of the attributes of a country enduring a deadly conflict – in particular, substantial forced displacement, massive human rights abuses, and a devastated economy – without actually having experienced a civil war. An estimated 60,000 to 100,000 refugees fled Haiti by small craft for the shores of Florida and the Dominican Republic between 1991 and 1994. At least as many went into hiding within Haiti.

The Security Council embargo led the Haitian military junta to accept the Governor’s Island Agreement (GIA), which provided for President Aristide to return to power. Sanctions were lifted on August 27, 1993, but the agreement collapsed when violence against Aristide’s supporters resumed in September and October. This corresponded with severe reservations in the US about the merits of sending US soldiers to a volatile country after the death of 18 in Mogadishu. The USS Harlan County arrived in Port-au-Prince harbour on October 11, only to be withdrawn the next day after crowds of protesters staged a rally on the docks.

The Security Council responded by reimposing sanctions in Resolution 873 (1993) and authorizing a naval blockade under Chapters VII and VIII of the Charter in Resolution 875 (1993). But the date set in the GIA for Aristide’s return, October 30, 1993, passed with only a presidential statement warning that sanctions might be strengthened in the future.73
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In February 1994, Aristide reversed his previous position and publicly signalled support for a surgical intervention to overthrow the de facto government and restore him to power.\textsuperscript{74} On July 29, 1994, nearly three years after the coup, the Aristide government-in-exile formally requested “prompt and decisive action.”\textsuperscript{75} Two days later, the Security Council, acting under Chapter VII, passed Resolution 940 (1994), which authorized a multinational force to use all necessary means to facilitate the departure from Haiti of the military leadership, ... the prompt return of the legitimately elected President and the restoration of the legitimate authorities of the Government of Haiti, and to establish and maintain a secure and stable environment that will permit implementation of the Governors Island Agreement.

Six weeks later, President Clinton delivered a televised speech advising Raoul Cédras and the "de facto" leaders that their time was up and indicating that military action was imminent. An invasion was avoided when former US President Jimmy Carter, accompanied by former Senator Sam Nunn and former chair of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Colin Powell, secured an agreement with the Haitian military to return Aristide to power. By the end of September, more than 21,000 US soldiers and another 1,250 soldiers from 28 other nations were peacefully deployed in Haiti under the Multinational Force, or what the Pentagon called Operation Restore Democracy. There were no casualties among the interveners, though a number of Haitians died during violent demonstrations. International reaction to the events was generally positive, with only a few states expressing serious reservations.\textsuperscript{76} Aristide returned to Port-au-Prince on October 15, 1994.

After a brief period, the US-led force began what many deem to have been a model handover from a coalition to a UN mission that followed after the election of René Préval in December 1995 and the peaceful transition in government in February 1996. The gradual handover to the UN Mission in Haiti (UNMIL) was completed by March 1996. Planning for the transition from the US-led enforcement to the UN peacekeeping mission, including the incorporation of UNMIL planning staff, began eight months prior to the actual transition. The presence of a US general as the first UNMIL commander and solid relations between him and the SRSG also facilitated this process. The mandate of the UN mission was not extended in December 1997, because China, citing Taiwan’s links to Haiti, vetoed the resolution.

While the transition was successful, the overall impact of the intervention in the country does not appear to have been long-lasting. The reforms of the police, the penal system, and the judiciary were not extensive or complete enough to ensure stability for Haiti’s future. The shortcomings, however, were with the lack of follow-through on the nation-building side, rather than the military intervention itself.

**SIERRA LEONE, 1997–**

Since the 1960s coups, countercoups, and thuggery were defining features of Sierra Leone’s sociopolitical order.\textsuperscript{77} By 1971, Sierra Leone’s body politic had “been transformed into a de facto one-party government,” with the Siaka Stevens regime using violence and political chicanery to stay in power.\textsuperscript{78} In 1984, Stevens’ chosen successor, Major-General Joseph Saidu Momoh, took over power “in a stage-managed election.”\textsuperscript{79}

As the civil war next door posed a serious security threat to Stevens’ government, he permitted ECOMOG to use Sierra Leone territory to launch air strikes against NPLF strongholds. It has been suggested that former NPFL warlord Charles Taylor thereafter supported
rogue elements inside Sierra Leone, which began a rebel movement in March 1991. The rebels, who referred to themselves as the Revolutionary United Front (RUF), were led by a former army corporal of the Republic of Sierra Leone Military Forces (RSLMF), Foday Sankoh. The RUF remained a constant source of irritation for Momoh until he was ousted from power by a group of junior RSLMF officers led by army Captain Valentine Strasser in April 1992. Strasser and the other coup plotters established the National Provisional Revolutionary Council (NPRC) as the core governing structure for the country.

Under the Strasser regime, the RSLMF was unable to quell the RUF rebellion, which easily overran government forces and seized key diamond-producing areas. By 1992, more than 10,000 people, mostly women and children, had been killed, 300,000 had fled the country, and 400,000 were internally displaced. As the RUF insurrection gained momentum it became infamous for systematically raping women and children and hacking off limbs in order to terrorize and subjugate the local population.

By early 1995, RUF forces had effectively laid siege to the capital city of Freetown. Anarchic conditions soon prevailed. Thousands of civilians were slaughtered, raped, and maimed. As a result, Strasser, who was deposed in January 1996 by his deputy, Brigadier Julius Maada Bio, employed the services of a South African-based private military company, Executive Outcomes (EO). At the peak of operations against the RUF (January to March 1996), the EO force grew to about 250, before resuming a contracted level of human resources below 100 personnel from April 1996 to the termination of the contract at the end of January 1997. EO received an average monthly payment of about $1.7 million for the duration of its 21-month contract.

EO assisted the NPRC to force RUF guerrillas back into the bush and establish the necessary conditions for elections in February and March 1996. EO trained company-sized contingents of the RSLMF and enlisted the support of the Kamajors (traditional hunters with exceptional bushcraft skills). They also provided the leadership, helicopters, and fire support necessary to pursue a successful small-scale war against the RUF. By late 1995, although the rebellion persisted, the siege of Freetown had been lifted and the RUF's headquarters had been destroyed. The Koidu diamond area and the Sierra Rutile area had been liberated and mining operations had been resumed. There were, however, allegations of human rights abuses by EO, and the government reacted to international pressure by terminating the company's contract.

In February and March of 1996, Sierra Leone held presidential and parliamentary elections. The Sierra Leone Peoples Party, led by Ahmed Tijan Kabbah, was elected to power. However, warring between the government and RUF, which contested the elections, continued unabated. On November 30, 1996, the government of Côte d'Ivoire, ECOWAS, the UN, the OAU, and the CIS facilitated peace talks that culminated in the Abidjan Accord, ending the war.

On May 25, 1997, approximately six months after the war, several junior military officers, led by Major Johnny Koromah, and the RUF carried out a successful coup d'état against President Kabbah's democratically elected government, forcing him to flee to Guinea. Though no longer in de facto control of the country, before leaving Kabbah requested that Nigeria and ECOWAS intervene to forestall the conflict and restore constitutional order to the country.

There was universal condemnation of the coup, including a rebuke by the president of the Security Council. The reaction of the OAU, during its Council of Ministers Sixty-Sixth Ordinary Session in Harare in May 1997, strayed far away from its historically strict adherence to the principles of nonintervention in the internal affairs of a country, stating that it
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“strongly and unequivocally condemns, the coup d’état … and calls for the immediate restora-
tion of constitutional order [and] appeals to the leaders of ECOWAS to assist the people of
Sierra Leone to restore constitutional order to the country.” This was one of the first times
that the OAU publicly took a stand in the name of human suffering and democracy against an
illegal coup and seizure of power.

In response to Kabbah’s request of May 26, 1997, Nigeria sent forces to Sierra Leone to
protect Nigerian citizens, prevent further bloodshed, and restore law and order. Nigeria
also based its decision to intervene on Article 58 of the ECOWAS Revised Treaty of 1993,
obliging member states “to work to safeguard and consolidate relations conducive to the
maintenance of peace, stability and security within the region.”

In early August 1997, pursuant to requests by the member states of ECOWAS, General
Sani Abacha, Nigeria’s head of state and ECOWAS chair, issued an “executive directive”
authorizing an economic blockade against Sierra Leone, to be enforced by ECOMOG. On
August 30, 1997, during the Twentieth Summit of ECOWAS, in Abuja, ECOMOS officially
mandated ECOMOG to enforce sanctions and restore law and order to the country. There
were two separate interventions in Sierra Leone: the first under the authority of the Republic
of Nigeria and the second under ECOWAS.

Although there was no Security Council authorization, considerable support was offered
from other quarters. OAU member states justified the intervention on humanitarian and
prodemocratic grounds. UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan affirmed this perspective when
he stated, “Africa can no longer tolerate, and accept as fait accompli, coups against elected
governments, and the illegal seizure of power by military cliques, who sometimes act for
sectional interests, sometimes simply for their own.”

Finally, on October 8, 1997, the Security Council supported these endeavours by adopt-
ing Resolution 1132, which determined that the situation constituted a threat to interna-
tional peace and security. The Council imposed arms and oil embargoes and a freeze on
travel by, and financial assets of, members of the military junta. And the Council expressly
authorized ECOWAS, under Chapter VIII, to cut off the Armed Forces Revolutionary
Council’s (AFRC’s) foreign military supplies.

Similar to Resolution 788 on Liberia, Resolution 1132 served as a post de jure authentica-
tion of ECOMOG. Embargoes had been in force since August 1997, and ECOMOS forces
had engaged in sporadic attacks over the following months. Despite the reference to
Chapter VIII, ECOWAS continued to operate in advance of its Council mandate – Nigerian
ECOMOG forces launched a major military assault in February 1998, an action sub-
sequently welcomed in a presidential statement and later in Resolution 1162 (1998).

On February 5, 1998, “responding to an attack by junta forces on its position at Lungi,
ECOMOG launched a military attack on the junta,” which led to the removal of the junta
from power and expulsion from Freetown on February 12, 1998. By early March 1998,
“ECOMOG [had] established itself successfully across most of the country.” On March 10,
1998, President Kabbah returned to Freetown to resume his position as president of Sierra
Leone. The leaders of Nigeria, Guinea, Mali, and Niger and the vice-president of the Gambia
accompanied him. On April 17, 1998, the Security Council adopted Resolution 1162, which
commended ECOMOG for restoring peace to Sierra Leone.

ECOMOG expanded in an attempt to secure the rest of the country. However, the force
was not able to stamp its authority on the hinterland much beyond Freetown, and rebels
continued to terrorize and brutalize the civilian population. This situation reached a bloody
climax on January 6, 1999, when AFRC and RUF rebels overwhelmed ECOMOG forces and
swept into Freetown, killing thousands of civilians and systematically dismembering and raping tens of thousands of others. The fighting resulted in the deaths of some 5,000 people, including rebel fighters, ECOMOG soldiers, and large numbers of civilians. Up to 150,000 people were displaced in and around Freetown, and buildings and homes were razed before ECOMOG forces eventually managed to expel the rebels and regain control of the city.\textsuperscript{93}

Fighting between government and rebel forces continued, and the Council established, by Resolution 1181 (1998), the UN Observer Mission in Sierra Leone (UNOMSIL) to monitor the security situation, disarmament, and observance of IHL. Subsequently, an ill-fated peace agreement – providing for an immediate cease-fire, power-sharing between the government and the RUF, and national reconciliation – was signed in Lomé on July 7, 1999.

In October 1999, UNOMSIL's mandate was taken over by the UN Mission in Sierra Leone (UNAMSIL), with a more robust mandate to “afford protection to civilians under imminent threat of physical violence.” Security Council Resolution 1270 (1999) provided for a maximum authorized strength of 6,000 military personnel, with an ambitious mandate, including disarmament, demobilization, and reintegration. In early December 1999, the first company of 133 Kenyan soldiers arrived as the advance unit of the first new UNAMSIL battalion, to join some 223 UN military observers already on the ground. Four ECOMOG battalions already in Sierra Leone (composed of troops from Ghana, Guinea, and Nigeria) were “rehatted” as UN blue helmets. Deployment of the remaining units was painfully slow. From the outset, UN peacekeepers were denied freedom of movement, amid frequent cease-fire violations that included ambushes against civilians and UN personnel, the maintenance of illegal roadblocks, and RUF troop movements.\textsuperscript{94}

UNAMSIL was directly challenged in January 2000, when peacekeepers from Kenya and Guinea surrendered assault rifles, several rocket-propelled grenade launchers, four armored personnel carriers, communications equipment, and other military gear in at least three ambushes by the RUF. The failure to respond caused US, UK, and some UN officials to worry that the rebels would be enticed to step up their armed challenges to UN forces as they took over from the departing ECOMOG troops.\textsuperscript{95}

On February 7, 2000, the Security Council unanimously approved the Secretary-General's plans for strengthening UNAMSIL, by raising the maximum authorized strength from 6,000 to 11,000, and it granted the mission an expanded mandate under Chapter VII. Resolution 1289 provided a legal framework for coercive action, but this was not translated into assertive and credible action on the ground.

The force commander, General Vijay Jetley, continued to defend the peacekeepers' soft approach, saying that while the RUF was “not as fully committed to disarmament as it would like people to believe,” patience was necessary. He stressed that UNAMSIL was a “peacekeeping force, not a combat force.”\textsuperscript{96} However, restraint and neutrality did not impress the RUF. Human Rights Watch reported in March 2000 that the RUF was regularly committing atrocities, including rapes, abductions, and looting near locations where UN forces were stationed. Intelligence sources also warned that despite Sankoh's public pledges to disarm, he had told his commanders that there would be no disarmament until the RUF had achieved a victory at the polls.

Sankoh, pardoned in the Lomé agreement, was participating in the transitional government even while keeping his war options open. The UN came under increasing pressure to end the charade by the RUF, which included new camps and deployment to Koidu (the seat of the RUF diamond-mining centre).\textsuperscript{97} A direct challenge to Sankoh resulted in a crisis on May 1, 2000, when drunken rebels demanded that UNAMSIL return 10 RUF fighters who
had turned over their weapons. When the peacekeepers refused, the rebels took 10 Kenyans hostages. On the same day, seven Indian peacekeepers were captured, along with their helicopters. Significantly, these incidents coincided with the final departure of the last of four battalions of Nigerian ECOMOG troops.

Emboldened RUF forces again attacked UNAMSIL positions the next day, and the Kenyan battalion returned fire, which resulted in the death of four of their soldiers. Three more Kenyans were wounded, and about 50 other UNAMSIL personnel were captured. By May 5, the number of UN hostages had increased to 92 and then to more than 500, with the "disappearance" of a second Zambian contingent, which also lost 13 armored personnel carriers, which were used afterwards by the rebels in an assault on Freetown.

On May 7, the UK Ministry of Defence announced that it was sending a battalion of paratroopers and five warships to protect British nationals. News reports suggest that Freetown might have fallen to the RUF without the deployment of more than 1,000 British troops. In fact, the British force kept UNAMSIL from totally disintegrating. According to a UN official, "They stiffened the spines of everyone around by coming in, taking charge and simply stating that the RUF would not be allowed to succeed." By securing the airport, they ensured the safe departure of expatriates, enabled UNAMSIL troops to be redeployed elsewhere in Freetown, and facilitated the arrival of thousands of additional peacekeepers. British forces also provided training to the Sierra Leone armed forces.

At the end of 2000, however, UNAMSIL still lacked direction and continued to languish in Freetown awaiting more troops. Major-General Vijay Jetley left after a disastrous political confrontation with his Nigerian lieutenants, but he was forthright:

Most units under my command other than India, Kenya and Guinea have very little or no equipment with them. They have not been properly briefed in their country about the application of chapter VII in this mission for certain contingencies. It is for this precise reason that the troops do not have the mental aptitude or the will to fight the rebels when the situation so demanded.

Currently, UNAMSIL continues to seek a negotiated settlement that would give the rebels a share of power. Until recently this has resulted in a pervasive unwillingness to deploy troops into rebel-held territory and derision among the inhabitants of Freetown. UNAMSIL is being reinforced up to the authorized level of 11,000 troops, with training provided by the UK. And in July 2001, a tribunal was created and a planning team was sent to Sierra Leone.

Although prospects are now improving, the various missions to Sierra Leone have done little to reduce the civilian suffering or regional instability. Poorly armed and ill-disciplined UN troops were an inadequate response in the face of atrocities in Sierra Leone. At various times, private mercenaries, ECOMOG forces, and British soldiers proved more effective in employing the necessarily robust use of force.

KOSOVO, 1999–

On June 28, 1989, Serbian President Slobodan Milosevic set the stage for the contemporary clash of nationalisms in the Balkans by inflaming Serbian fears of ethnic domination. His jingoistic speech invoked memories of the Serbs' defeat at the hands of the Turks precisely six centuries earlier. That same year, President Milosevic removed Kosovo's autonomy and replaced it with direct rule from Belgrade. Ethnic Albanian politicians in Kosovo
responded by declaring independence in July 1990. They established parallel institutions that Serbia, in control of government in the formerly autonomous province, refused to recognize. Unrest continued through the decade, but international attention was focused elsewhere in the Balkans – Kosovo was not included in the Dayton Peace Accords. Nonetheless, outgoing US President Bush issued a warning to President Milosevic on December 24, 1992, that “[i]n the event of conflict in Kosovo caused by Serbian action, the United States will be prepared to employ military force against the Serbs in Kosovo and in Serbia proper.”

The Kosovo cauldron simmered, until boiling over early in 1998, when dozens of suspected Albanian separatists were killed by Serb police. On March 31, 1998, Security Council Resolution 1160 (1998) condemned the use of excessive force by Serbian police and terrorist action by the Kosovo Liberation Army (KLA), imposed an arms embargo, and expressed support for a solution based on the territorial integrity of the FRY, but with a greater degree of autonomy for the Kosovar Albanians. Fighting continued and US-sponsored peace talks between Milosevic and the unofficial president of Kosovo, Ibrahim Rugova, broke down in May.

On September 23, 1998, Security Council Resolution 1199 (1998) "affirm[ed] that the deterioration of the situation in Kosovo constitutes a threat to peace and security in the region" and, under Chapter VII, demanded a ceasefire and action to improve the humanitarian situation. It further demanded that the FRY take concrete steps to implement the Contact Group demands of June 12, 1998 – including a cessation of action by security forces, the return of refugees and displaced persons, and free and unimpeded access for humanitarian organizations and supplies. The Council also decided that if these measures were not implemented, it would "consider further action and additional measures to maintain or restore peace and stability in the region.”

In the following week, reports of two massacres by Serbian forces of about 30 Kosovar Albanians strengthened NATO resolve. In a press conference on October 8, 1998, US Secretary of State Madeleine Albright said that the time had come to authorize military force if Milosevic failed to comply with existing resolutions. When questioned as to the need for a further Security Council resolution, she replied that “the United Nations has now spoken out on this subject a number of times.” The Times (of London) captured the curious mix of law and politics that underpinned this view:

Diplomatic sources said yesterday that alliance members were approaching consensus on the legal basis for airstrikes. Although several countries, including Greece, Spain, Germany and Italy, had previously favoured seeking authorization from the United Nations Security Council, they now realized that was no longer realistic because of Moscow’s pledge to veto military action.

On October 13, 1998, the North Atlantic Council issued activation orders for a phased air campaign. NATO Secretary-General Javier Solana stated that execution of limited air operations would not begin for at least four days, to permit negotiations, but at the same time continued: “The Allies believe that in the particular circumstances with respect to the present crisis in Kosovo as described in UNSC [UN Security Council] Resolution 1199, there are legitimate grounds for the Alliance to threaten, and if necessary, to use force.”

An agreement signed on October 15, 1998, by the FRY’s Chief of General Staff and General Wesley Clark, NATO’s Supreme Allied Commander in Europe, provided for the establishment of an air verification mission over Kosovo. The next day, an agreement
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signed by the FRY foreign minister and the chair-in-office of the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) provided for a verification mission in Kosovo, including undertakings by the FRY to comply with Security Council Resolutions 1160 (1998) and 1199 (1998).\(^9\) On October 25, Clark and General Klaus Naumann negotiated an agreement with Belgrade concerning the withdrawal of Yugoslav forces and police. According to some analysts, the FRY complied with this call until there was renewed provocation from the KLA.

There were differences of opinion as to what, precisely, was authorized by Resolution 1203 (1998), other than demanding that both the FRY and the Kosovar Albanians comply with previous resolutions.\(^10\) In statements made after they abstained from voting on Resolution 1203 (1998), both Russia and China – which had threatened to veto any resolution authorizing the use of force – made it clear that they did not see the resolution as authorizing military intervention.\(^11\) The US representative, by contrast, said, "The NATO allies, in agreeing on October 13 to the use of force, made it clear that they had the authority, the will and the means to resolve this issue. We retain that authority."\(^12\)

This resolution marked the Council's final substantive involvement in Kosovo until NATO's air operations ceased on June 10, 1999.\(^13\) The issue simmered for some months, until the massacre of 45 civilians in Racak in January 1999 led to a NATO warning that it remained willing to take military action. Negotiations in Rambouillet from February 6 to 23 and in Paris from March 15 to 18 concluded with the FRY's refusing to sign the agreement that required freedom of movement for NATO throughout the whole of the FRY and a referendum on Kosovo's independence in three years. The draft agreement included a clause comparable to the Dayton agreement, in which the parties "invited" NATO to constitute and lead a military force authorized under a Chapter VII Security Council resolution.\(^14\)

On March 24, 1999, NATO commenced air strikes against the FRY. NATO Secretary-General Solana stated that the military alliance acted because all diplomatic avenues had failed.\(^15\) President Clinton emphasized that US interests in preventing a potentially wider war if action were not taken, as well as the humanitarian concerns, led the allies to act.\(^16\) UK Prime Minister Blair stressed the need to protect Kosovar Albanian citizens and argued that the choice was to do something or do nothing.\(^17\)

In an emergency session of the Security Council on March 24, Russia, China, Belarus, and India opposed the action as a violation of the Charter.\(^18\) Of those states that supported the action, few asserted a clear legal basis for it. The US, Canada, and France stressed that the FRY was in violation of legal obligations imposed by Resolutions 1199 and 1203.\(^19\) Only The Netherlands and the UK argued that the action was a legal response to a "humanitarian catastrophe"\(^20\) and was "the minimum judged necessary for that purpose."\(^21\)

Other states expressed concerns about the humanitarian situation and the failure of diplomacy. The Slovenian representative alluded to the studied ambiguity of earlier Council resolutions. "Because of differences of views among permanent members, it was not possible to provide in those resolutions a sufficiently complete framework to allow for the entire range of measures that might be necessary to address the situation in Kosovo with success."\(^22\)

On March 26, 1999, a draft resolution demanding an end to the air strikes was rejected by 12 votes to 3.\(^23\) Russia, China, and Namibia supported it, but 12 others (including 5 NATO members) did not. Few states opposing the draft advanced any legal basis for the action. The UK echoed its justification for the no-fly zones in Iraq, stating that military intervention was justified as an exceptional measure to prevent a humanitarian catastrophe. France and the Netherlands noted that previous resolutions had been adopted under Chapter VII of the Charter, thus implying that the coercive powers of the Council already
had been invoked. For the most part, the resolution was simply seen as an inappropriate response to the situation, and one that might actually benefit Milosevic more than anyone else.\textsuperscript{124} 

In any event, the bombing initially exacerbated humanitarian problems. Ethnic cleansing began with a vengeance in Kosovo. Prior to the bombing, UNHCR estimated that there were 410,000 ethnic Albanians internally displaced as a result of Serb operations, and another 90,000 across the border. Within a matter of days, there were 750,000 refugees in Albania and Macedonia, as well as 250,000 IDPs at the border. UNHCR had prepared contingency plans for 100,000 refugees and was soon overwhelmed.

The 78-day bombing campaign was a textbook example of escalation theory and high-tech, low-risk military warfare. Initial targets were military, but after a month the bombing extended to dual-use targets, including mass media and power grids. The war was also extended to FRY territory, including the bombing of Belgrade. Many observers are of the opinion that the destruction of Serbia’s infrastructure — for instance, 70 percent of bridges and 100 percent of refining capacity — and the threat of ground forces ended the war. The European Union (EU) estimated the cost of reconstruction at some $30 billion; the FRY, at $100 billion.

The FRY brought proceedings against 10 NATO members in the International Court of Justice (ICJ). In the course of hearings on the FRY’s requests for provisional measures, Belgium presented the most elaborate legal justification for the action. In addition to relying on Security Council resolutions, Belgium claimed that a doctrine of humanitarian intervention was compatible with Article 2 (4) of the UN Charter, in addition to making an argument founded on humanitarian necessity.\textsuperscript{125} The US also emphasized the importance of Security Council resolutions, and together with four other delegations (Germany, the Netherlands, Spain, and the UK) made reference to the existence of a “humanitarian catastrophe.”\textsuperscript{126} Four delegations did not offer any clear legal justification (Canada, France, Italy, and Portugal).

Yugoslavia had requested the ICJ to issue an injunction, based in part on provisions of the Genocide Convention, calling for an immediate cessation of bombing. However, the ICJ found that it did not have \textit{prima facie} jurisdiction to issue what it termed “interim measures,” based on those provisions.\textsuperscript{127} The ICJ declined to grant the relief sought, for technical reasons to do with the FRY’s accession to the jurisdiction of the ICJ during the conflict. Decision on the jurisdiction of the ICJ on other dimensions and a possible ruling on the merits of the case have been postponed at the request of Yugoslavia until April 2002.

Immediately following the end of hostilities, NATO deployed a 20,000-strong Kosovo Force to provide security within the war-torn society, which operated within the UN Interim Administration Mission in Kosovo. The security force was designed to complement the division of labour with four other intergovernmental organizations. The UN was charged with interim civil administration and capacity building. The UNHCR was given responsibility for humanitarian affairs. The EU took the lead in rehabilitation, reconstruction, and post-war peace building. And the OSCE pursued more elusive longer-term institution-building.

As Kosovo is a region of the FRY, and it was treated as such by NATO, the massive post-intervention effort constitutes a military “protectorate.” The desire to avoid setting a precedent was evident in subsequent statements by NATO members. US Secretary of State Albright stressed in a press conference after the air campaign that Kosovo was “a unique situation sui generis in the region of the Balkans.”\textsuperscript{128} UK Prime Minister Tony Blair appeared to suggest at one point that such interventions might become more routine, stating that, “The most pressing foreign policy problem we face is to identify the circumstances in which we should...
get actively involved in other people's conflicts.” He subsequently retreated somewhat from this position, however, and emphasized the exceptional nature of the air campaign. This was consistent with one of the more considered UK statements, by Baroness Symons in the House of Lords, made on November 16, 1998, and reaffirmed on May 6, 1999:

There is no general doctrine of humanitarian necessity in international law. Cases have nevertheless arisen (as in northern Iraq in 1991) when, in the light of all the circumstances, a limited use of force was justifiable in support of purposes laid down by the Security Council but without the council’s express authorization when that was the only means to avert an immediate and overwhelming humanitarian catastrophe. Such cases would in the nature of things be exceptional.

The UK Foreign Affairs Committee, as part of its inquiry into the legal merits of the Kosovo intervention, concluded “that NATO’s military action, if of dubious legality in the current state of international law, was justified on moral grounds.” Similarly, the Independent International Commission on Kosovo held that NATO’s military intervention was “illegal but legitimate.”

The Kosovo case has important implications for the employment of international criminal prosecution. In May 1999, the chief prosecutor of the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia indicted Slobodan Milosevic and four senior FRY officials for crimes in Kosovo. In mid-June 2001, the new government in the FRY issued a decree that permitted the extradition of these indicted criminals to The Hague, despite the fact that the constitution did not permit it. Under considerable pressure from international donors, especially the US, the government contended that international covenants outweighed national law. The symbolism of Milosevic’s transfer to The Hague on June 27, 2001, was noteworthy in itself—St Vitus’s Day, the date in 1389 that the Serbs had lost a key battle in Kosovo, the day that he had unleashed the passionate jingoism in 1989, and the day 10 years after the Balkan wars erupted in Slovenia and Croatia.

One of the persistent criticisms, even among supporters of the intervention, was the unwillingness of the NATO coalition to put ground troops into the equation. According to this view, the presence of and the threat to use ground troops would have averted the mass exodus of refugees. It would also have helped make a more credible moral stance, in that humanitarian intervention would have been worth the lives of Westerners as well as Yugoslavs. By remaining at 15,000 feet, there were no NATO casualties, and public support was sustained in the West. But the moral high ground was less firm.

The NATO intervention in Kosovo remains highly controversial. The moral, legal, operational, and political dimensions of humanitarian intervention have never come under such sustained and sometimes vitriolic scrutiny. The establishment of what is, in effect, a UN protectorate is also controversial, particularly given the retaliatory attacks against the remaining Serb minority. Finally, however unwittingly, intervention on behalf of the repressed Kosovo Albanians played into the hands of the insurgents striving for independence. Despite NATO and UN protests that they do not support Kosovo’s drive for independence, that is the most likely outcome.

EAST TIMOR, 1999–

In 1975, Indonesia invaded the former Portuguese colony of East Timor in order to annex it as an integral part of Indonesia. The eastern half of the island of Timor was to become the 27th province. Both the Security Council and the General Assembly called for Indonesia to
withdraw and respect East Timor’s territorial integrity and the inalienable right of its people to self-determination. The Indonesian government ignored such calls, and its occupation resulted in some 200,000 to 300,000 dead and a long-standing insurgency.

The annexation of East Timor was not formally recognized by the vast majority of UN member states; Australia was the main exception. Despite this groundswell of world opinion, East Timor’s independence only became possible following the replacement of Indonesian President Suharto by B.J. Habibie, who offered to hold a plebiscite on the territory’s future. An agreement dated May 5, 1999, between Indonesia and Portugal (as the administering power of a non-self-governing territory), provided for a “popular consultation” on East Timor’s future, to be held on August 8. The agreement left security arrangements in the hands of Indonesia’s military, which had actively suppressed the East Timorese population for the previous quarter century.

On June 11, Security Council Resolution 1246 (1999) established the UN Mission in East Timor (UNAMET) to organize and conduct the electoral consultation. Some 900 UN staff, 270 civilian police, and 4,000 local staff comprised this operation. A month later, with the consultation postponed because of security concerns until the end of August, the Secretary-General reported to the Council that “the situation in East Timor will be rather delicate as the Territory prepares for the implementation of the result of the popular consultation, whichever it may be.” Despite threats of violence, 98 percent of registered East Timorese voted in the referendum, with 78.5 percent opting for independence.

In the wake of the vote for independence, however, widespread violence and looting took place under the direction of the Indonesian military. While the UN Secretary-General was engaged in negotiations about a possible security force, the headquarters of the ICRC was attacked, several local UNAMET personnel were killed, and the UN began to withdraw its civilian staff in the face of a rampage by the military-backed militias.

The humanitarian crisis was severe. For a tiny half of an island whose population was estimated to be only just more than 1 million, two-thirds had fled their homes and were totally dependent on international aid. The World Food Program estimated a 6-month bill of about $135 million for some 750,000 IDPs.

There was some reluctance to intervene, despite the massive international response in Kosovo only months earlier, largely because of the political and economic importance of Indonesia. Nonetheless, Australia instigated discussions, driven by domestic political pressure, concern about a refugee crisis and regional stability, and some measure of contrition for its previous policies on East Timor; and the likely negative impact on UN credibility of remaining inactive loomed large. With many of the same motivations, members of the Security Council authorized, on September 15, an Australian-led multinational force under Chapter VII to restore peace and security to East Timor.

The legal necessity for requiring Indonesia’s consent was doubtful to say the least. But as a practical political matter, an outside military operation was inconceivable without Indonesian consent. No one was prepared to run the risk of serious resistance from Indonesian troops. After substantial arm-twisting—including pressure from international financial institutions and bilateral programmes of military and development assistance—consent came from Jakarta. Resolution 1264 (1999) welcomed a September 12 statement by the Indonesian president that expressed readiness to accept an international force in East Timor.
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On September 20, roughly 2,500 soldiers, with helicopters and armoured personnel carriers, arrived in the smouldering ruins of the capital, Dili. Countries contributing troops included Australia, the UK, Canada, France, New Zealand, the Philippines, Thailand, and the US. At the outset, it was unclear how the Indonesian forces and the militias whom they controlled would respond. Yet, over the next few weeks, skirmishes with these forces were infrequent, and the International Force in East Timor (INTERFET) ultimately supervised the largely peaceful withdrawal of Indonesian soldiers. Control over the territory, however, did not mean that the victims were safe. As many as 200,000 people had been pushed out of the territory – most expelled at gunpoint by militias. They were subsequently forced into militia-controlled camps in West Timor, well beyond the range of the multinational force.

The resolution authorizing the Australian-led INTERFET noted that the multinational force should be replaced "as soon as possible" by a UN peacekeeping force. On October 25, the Council voted in Resolution 1272 (1999) to establish the UN Transitional Administration in East Timor (UNTAET). INTERFET transferred military control of the territory to UNTAET on February 23, 2000, and initiated an ambitious programme of police and civilian administration. Their mandate was to provide security and maintain law and order, establish an effective administration, assist in the development of civil and social services, and ensure the coordination and delivery of humanitarian aid, rehabilitation, and development assistance. This was to be accomplished by a military force of more than 8,000 troops and more than 1,500 civilian specialists, including police.

There are strong parallels between the ultimate outcomes in East Timor and Kosovo. As East Timor is to be an independent state, this post-intervention effect constitutes a "trusteeship." The administration of an area following an intervention – that is, comprehensive state-building with the UN in the role of quasi-government – appears to be a necessary step in some post-intervention cases, regardless of the paternalistic connotations. Despite the unique international legal circumstances of East Timor, the intervention has also had an undeniable demonstration effect elsewhere within the Indonesian archipelago, with other insurgents seemingly empowered to confront Jakarta.

RECENT TRENDS IN INTERVENTION

The concluding overview in the preceding essay about pre-1990 humanitarian interventions contained generalizations about the motives, justifications, and interests emanating from 10 historical cases. The present essay has reviewed the historical details of 9 of the more recent cases; the moral, legal, operational, and political implications will be dissected in detail in Section C of this part of the volume.

It is worth noting at this juncture, however, that all of the military interventions of the 1990s were, according to virtually everyone’s definition, more legitimate than the earlier cases. Rather than remaining on the sidelines, the Security Council was seized by each of them and made decisions authorizing coercion. Unlike the earlier cases, in which the rescue of nationals and self-defence were the prominent justifications, the conscience-shocking and truly "humanitarian" elements of the post-1990 cases were explicitly recognized as important justifications for international action. Instead of single-state military operations, the interventions of the 1990s were also genuinely multilateral.

During this period, the balance between three forms of nonconsensual action shifted. The decade ended as it began, with multinational coalitions undertaking extremely high-intensity military interventions – yet the intervening years were characterized by considerable scepticism as to the utility of military force for humanitarian purposes, particularly as a result of experiences in Somalia and the Balkans.
It was a decade of profound change for two other forms of intervention – sanctions and international criminal prosecutions – as well. The 1990s have been labelled the "sanctions decade" because the Security Council imposed 12 sanctions regimes, several times more than in the previous 40 years combined. As well as being used more frequently, sanctions were also applied more widely, including against nonstate actors in Angola and Cambodia. The frequent resort to sanctions occurred despite the fact that most observers criticized their political inefficacy, and an even larger number of critics lamented their humanitarian consequences. particularly as a result of the painful human suffering in Iraq, the view that sanctions represent a kinder and gentler alternative to deadly force seems unsustainable. Ultimately, the Charter's call to use nonforcible before forcible measures may have a less than optimal humanitarian result. Some advocate moving toward "smart sanctions" designed to target regime leaders while minimizing the impact on the general population, while others call for the application of deadly force sooner rather than later.

International criminal prosecution was another type of intervention that, for the first time since the immediate aftermath of the Second World War, was employed to bring to justice those who had committed crimes against humanity. A number of recent legal decisions suggest considerable erosion of the rules relating to the immunity of states and their leaders. These have long provided that leading officials (including retired ones) of a state cannot be tried in courts in another country for acts committed in their own state and in the exercise of their official duties. Although the Genocide Convention specifically calls for punishing perpetrators "whether they are constitutionally responsible rulers, public officials or private individuals," state practice over decades had overwhelmingly supported the notion of sovereign immunity. This is one reason why states avoided calling the Rwanda genocide a "genocide."

The fight to establish limits to impunity received a boost with the establishment of the international criminal tribunals for the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda in 1993 and 1994, respectively. More recent violence in Burundi, the Congo, and East Timor has led to calls for additional ad hoc tribunals. And the Khmer Rouge's atrocities of the 1970s have long been a topic that has led to a similar call, although legislation to establish a tribunal is stalled in the Cambodian parliament. A more likely third tribunal may be for Sierra Leone, where rebels have committed horrible cruelties against civilians, and a planning delegation was authorized by the Security Council in July 2001, about a year after the decision to establish such a mechanism. While the tribunals for Rwanda and the former Yugoslavia are entirely international, the ones proposed for Cambodia and Sierra Leone would each have an international prosecutor but a mix of local and foreign judges.

Questions related to the legality of armed military intervention for humanitarian purposes are also relevant to nonmilitary intervention. The Security Council has the legal capacity both to authorize intervention and to delegate needed authority to regional bodies. Sanctions and embargoes have been imposed without Council authorization, by regional bodies or unilaterally.

The most substantive departure in the post-Cold War era, however, remains the Security Council's willingness to authorize military actions in response to matters thought previously to be solely within the domestic jurisdiction of states. The decade witnessed serious second
thoughts about humanitarian intervention. Euphoria after the Gulf War and the rescue of the Kurds in 1991 gave way, three brief years later, to the nihilism of the international nonresponse to Rwanda’s genocide. The last year of the millennium conjured up, depending on one’s point of view, optimism or pessimism about humanitarian intervention, because of the visible and costly international efforts in Sierra Leone, Kosovo, and East Timor.

Two major trends in the nature of Security Council authorizations should be highlighted. The first relates to the expansion of what constitutes “threats to international peace and security.” And the second relates to organizational limitations of the UN and the concomitant use of multinational forces and the dependency of the Council on such coalitions of the willing for the application of deadly force.

The most basic transformation in the use of Security Council powers is that civil war and internal strife have been described as threats to international peace and security and may therefore be the basis for Chapter VII enforcement action. This development was virtually inconceivable during the Cold War, when similar conflicts were not considered to constitute such threats. Yet, by 1995, the Appeals Chamber of the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia summarized that it is the “settled practice of the Security Council and the common understanding of the United Nations membership in general” that a purely internal armed conflict may constitute a “threat to the peace.”

Substantial flows of refugees have been deemed by the Security Council to constitute a threat to international peace and security. This has enabled them to justify Chapter VII actions to create safe havens in the Balkans and Rwanda. The Council also determined that “serious” or “systematic, widespread and flagrant” violations of IHL within a country also threaten international peace and security. This undoubtedly represents a considerable stretch for those who are familiar with the convictions of the framers of the UN Charter. But resolutions establishing the international criminal tribunals for Rwanda and the former Yugoslavia did not indicate that violations of IHL were a threat to international peace and security, a position strongly supported by the ICRC and other humanitarian agencies. There has been, therefore, a gradual shift away from strict reliance on the transboundary implications of a humanitarian situation as the determining factor.

Some have argued that the ever-widening definition of international peace and security is artificial and unsustainable and that more explicit grounds for intervention to protect civilians should be developed. For example, the Independent Commission on Global Governance proposed “an appropriate Charter amendment permitting such intervention but restricting it to cases that constitute a violation of the security of people so gross and extreme that it requires an international response on humanitarian grounds.”

If humanitarian and human rights tragedies can be squeezed under the rubric of international peace and security, the restoration of democracy within a country demands even more leeway. In this light, Operation Restore Democracy in Haiti can be seen as a high watermark of Council activism in the 1990s. The unprecedented authorization called for the use of force to remove one regime and install another. It has been argued that this foreshadows the emergence of a more general norm of intervention in support of democracy, a proposition that finds limited support in the amended OAS Charter. ECOWAS’s intervention into Sierra Leone further supports the argument that an international norm of “prodemocratic” intervention is developing. While it can be seen neither as a literal interpretation of Chapter VIII nor as involving a threat to international peace and security, the Council’s post hoc ratification of ECOWAS’s intervention may be best understood as an example of prodemocratic intervention.
Three other cases of pro-democratic intervention are not discussed here because they do not fall under the humanitarian heading defined at the outset. However, the outside military efforts in Guinea-Bissau (by Senegal, Guinea, and ECOWAS), in the Central African Republic (by MISAB), and in Lesotho (by South Africa and Botswana under SADC agreements) suggest that democratic governance is in the forefront of African “interventions.” As one analyst notes, “While in theory, Western nations purport to have the strongest democratic traditions, in practice, this emerging norm is taking firmer root in Africa than in any other region.”

In addition, the expansion of situations that come generally under the rubric of “threats to international peace and security” has had another result, considered by many in a less positive light. A series of ambiguous resolutions and conflicting interpretations have arisen over the extent and duration of the authority conferred by the Security Council. These were most notable in the operations against Iraq throughout the 1990s and in the Kosovo War in 1999. The weakening of formal requirements may have undermined the substantive provisions of the Charter’s collective security system and contributed to facilitating actions in advance of Council authorization, or indeed without it.

This reflects a second trend in the expanding activities of the Security Council in the 1990s. The absence of any real UN operational capacities to meet the growing demands of a responsibility to protect civilians has led to a delegation of authority. The provisions in Article 43 concerning Security Council military enforcement presume the existence of agreements with member states to make forces available to the Council “on its call.” Such agreements have never been concluded, and Chapter VII has never been applied according to the strict terms of Article 42. Yet, the Security Council has repeatedly authorized states to use “all necessary means” (or similar language), and this appears to be accepted as a legitimate application of its Chapter VII powers. The same language appears relevant for the delegation of authority under Chapter VIII.

Security Council military enforcement actions were limited to situations where states had the political will to bear the financial and human costs. For humanitarian interventions, the division of labour resulting from the experience of the 1990s highlights the chasm between peacekeeping and peace enforcement. These enforcement actions make it clear that the military protection functions do not squarely fall under either Chapters VI or Chapter VII. Some argue that these challenges can be accommodated by a slightly more robust form of peacekeeping. But the evidence suggests that demilitarizing refugee camps and creating safe havens that are truly safe require scaling back combat-capable troops willing to employ deadly force, rather than scaling up blue helmets. Distinctions that were fuzzy in the 1992 An Agenda for Peace became clearer in the 1995 Supplement to An Agenda for Peace. They have subsequently become clearer still in the recommendations from the 2000 Panel on UN Peace Operations: the UN should concentrate on peacekeeping and civilian administration – others should undertake robust military deployments.

Yet, the loose connections between UN authorization and member-state enforcement is not without its problems. In particular, the delegation of authority – or “subcontracting” to coalitions of the willing and able or to regional arrangements or agencies – has raised concerns about the use of Security Council authority to give legitimacy to the foreign policy objectives of powerful states.
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The preceding descriptions of the main elements in the debate (sovereignty, intervention, and prevention), along with the brief history of post-1945 interventions, provide the building blocks to explore four overarching analytical areas: rights and responsibilities, legitimacy and authority, conduct and capacity, and domestic and international will. These are the topics for the third section of this part of the volume.

The existing literature devoted to these areas is vast. The main questions examined below – when is intervention justified, how is it authorized, how should it be conducted, and how can sufficient political will be mobilized – have all been extensively analyzed by scholars, policy analysts, and practitioners. The four essays here attempt to summarize the ongoing debate about these questions. The full breadth of contemporary discussion is set out, and the relative degree of support for the various positions is assessed.

These analyses also seek to add an additional perspective – how intervention affects, and is seen by, populations at risk. What are the rights to assistance and protection of affected local populations? Is an intervention legitimate or illegitimate, whether or not it is legal? Has the international response caused more good than harm? Have the views of affected local populations been actively sought and genuinely considered?

This section begins with ethical dimensions of the intervention debate. Essay 6, Rights and Responsibilities, opens with a discussion of the possible impact on world order of competing positions about intervention. Some argue that promoting justice beyond borders undermines international order and increases the likelihood of interstate war, while others maintain that humanitarian interventions can be undertaken under extreme circumstances without endangering international order. The essay then reviews the ethical traditions on the legitimate use of force – principally just war doctrine – and assesses how they apply to moral decision making about humanitarian intervention. The third part of the essay, covering the rights guaranteed to affected populations, suggests that while the range of rights is broad and detailed, there is as yet no right to protection from outside. This essay concludes with a discussion of the value of shifting from an emphasis on rights to responsibilities, which focuses attention on concrete measures that states might take to operationalize a meaningful right to protection for affected populations.

Essay 7, Legitimacy and Authority, focuses on the legal aspects of humanitarian intervention, beginning with the law relating to the UN Charter regime on the use of force. Despite opposing views, the bulk of scholarly and diplomatic opinion argues that only the Security Council can authorize intervention in the post-Cold War world. There follows an overview
of the current status of customary international law. Few legal analysts argue that a customary norm of humanitarian intervention exists. At the same time, even the most conservative commentators do not completely dismiss the notion that this norm may be emerging. The final section explores the links between legality and legitimacy: it probes the declining legitimacy of the Security Council as the UN's supreme decision making body; and it identifies measures that could strengthen the legitimacy of interventions undertaken without Security Council authorization.

Essay 8, Conduct and Capacity, turns from questions of when and where interventions should be authorized to how they should be undertaken. Four conceptually distinct modes of international military operations are identified: peacekeeping, peace enforcement, coercive protection, and warfighting. Specific attention is given to the operational challenges of actually undertaking and sustaining the enforcement of peace and the provision of protection. While compelling peace is a formidable challenge that may not find sufficient international support when decade-long commitments seem untenable, one option may be to further develop the capacity to use military force to provide protection for populations at risk.

The fourth essay examines domestic and international will. Most accounts blame a lack of will for the failure of effective intervention in cases where it was deemed both necessary and legitimate. Yet relatively little analytical effort has been devoted to unpacking the dimensions of will – it is what social scientists call a "black box." If the so-called international community is responsible, too often no one actually is accountable. The question of will, either domestic or international, comes down to choices and decisions made by individuals and institutions. The discussion starts with the domestic dimensions of intervention, focusing on the importance of such factors as geographic proximity, cultural affinities, political culture, perceptions of national interests, and domestic decision making processes. The international components of political will follow, with particular attention given to multilateral leadership and the complex challenges of constructing and maintaining multinational coalitions.
6. RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

A discussion of rights and responsibilities related to humanitarian intervention – global or national, individual, or collective – raises the most basic issues of moral philosophy. Thus, any expectation of a definitive statement about the normative dimensions of applying deadly force is likely to be frustrated. As one contemporary philosopher of war and peace notes, it is naive to think “that there is a solution to every moral problem with which the world can face us.”¹

Yet to avoid a discussion of responsibility for this reason would be irresponsible. The issues of humanitarian action are too urgent and the dilemmas of inaction too acute to wait for a magical moment of global philosophical consensus. We continually make and justify decisions that have inescapable moral implications, and the question of responsibility is intrinsic to this process. Having himself fled from tyranny, the philosopher Isaiah Berlin’s views on this point are a good point of departure. In his last essay, he wrote:

The whole of our common morality, in which we speak of obligation and duty, right and wrong, moral praise and blame – the way in which people are praised or condemned, rewarded or punished, for behaving in a way in which they were not forced to behave, when they could have behaved otherwise – this network of beliefs and practices on which all current morality seems to me to depend, presupposes the notion of responsibility, and responsibility entails the ability to choose between black and white, right and wrong, pleasure and duty; as well as, in a wider sense, between forms of life, forms of government, and the whole constellation of moral values in terms of which most people, however much they may or may not be aware of it, do in fact live.²

Choice and responsibility lie at the heart of human action. We begin with the premise that there are genuine choices about whether, when, and how to act in the face of particular circumstances. The notion of responsibility itself entails fundamental moral reasoning and challenges determinist theories of human behaviour and international relations theory. The behaviour of states is not predetermined by systemic or structural factors, and moral considerations are not merely after-the-fact justifications or simply irrelevant. Taking such a position about the role of responsibility also challenges postmodern views that deny the possibility of engaging in intelligible moral reasoning across cultures and across time.

International responses to humanitarian crises in the 1990s indicate that we do have choices, that they reflect a hierarchy of values, and that even without a universally accepted code of morality we can engage in a dialogue on the morality of intervention. Fundamentally,
an ethical judgement is one that can plausibly take "a universal point of view" and presumes that "the notion of morals implies some sentiment common to all mankind, which recommends the same object to general approbation."3 Even without agreement on the foundations of morality or on the universality of its content, those who make ethical judgements should be able to adopt this minimalist universal point of view.

Evidence of variations across the planet are obvious to anthropologist and casual tourist alike. The issue is not the existence of variations but their ethical implications. For relativism makes a leap from the description of differences to the normative assertion that "right" means "right for a given society" and that therefore "it is wrong for people in one society to condemn, interfere with, etc., the values of another society."4 In this view, what is right for one society or culture may not be right for another; the moral claims of various societies or cultures hold equal validity.

The lengthy debates about the merits and demerits of various forms of relativist thought should not detain us here.5 "If value relativism were to be accepted, in extremis, then no tyrant – Adolf Hitler, Josef Stalin, Idris Amin, Pol Pot – could be criticized by outsiders," as Ramesh Thakur reminds us. "Relativism is often the first refuge of repressive governments."6 There exists a broad international consensus around the kinds of behaviour – prohibitions on genocide, crimes against humanity, and "ethnic cleansing" – that might lead to intervention. There is no society or culture anywhere that outwardly condones murder, let alone mass murder, or wanton violence against civilians. This lowest common denominator – or, perhaps, the highest common dimension of international consensus – prohibits the "arbitrary, unexpected, unnecessary, and unlicensed acts of cruelty and torture performed by military, paramilitary, and police agents in any regime."7 This claim to universality is compelling because its demands are so basic.

Different societies can establish different priorities of values and standards of happiness, but these differences do not render their understandings of an underlying moral code inherently, and forever, incompatible. What matters most, to return to Rwanda in April 1994 or Cambodia two decades earlier, is the development of international responsibility to protect civilians against mass atrocities.

Several other important ethical traditions are worth describing briefly, because they permeate the intervention debate and lead to starkly different conclusions. One debate in this field centres on the source of ethical value, for which there are two broadly competing interpretations: communitarian and cosmopolitan. Communitarians find the source of value in bounded political communities, most often states. From this approach, the right of specific communities to chart their own course on all matters, including the rights afforded individuals, is predominant. Obligations or duties are also limited to fellow citizens within a state. As such, communitarians tend to oppose external intervention in whatever form. In contrast, cosmopolitans identify the source of ethical value in human beings regardless of their geographic location or citizenship. According to this approach, the relevant political community spans the globe, as does the sense of moral obligation. States mainly serve an instrumental function of ensuring the provision of rights to their populations. Where they fail, outside actors have a responsibility to intervene.

Another important distinction among ethical traditions is the standard by which ethical action should be measured. Here, again there are two distinct schools of thought: deontology and consequentialism. Deontology is the notion that morally appropriate behaviour is based on adherence to moral laws or duties; actions are judged against preexisting standards. For deontologists, the good is in the act itself, and intentions matter. This approach underpins most rights-based approaches to ethics, and it highlights the moral imperative to act in defence of human rights in individual cases. Consequentialist theories, in contrast,
suggest that right and wrong are determined not by what was intended but by what actually happens. Utilitarianism – commonly understood as the desire to produce the greatest good for the greatest number – is perhaps the most widely recognized form of consequentialist thought. The good lies not in the act itself but in securing desirable outcomes. Most positions in the debate on humanitarian intervention contain a heavy dose of consequentialist logic – they seek to secure the most desirable long-term outcome. However, the recurring call to “do something,” as well as calls for consistency in interventions irrespective of the consequences, draw more on deontological approaches.

The analysis begins with a review of competing ethical approaches to world order – some favouring the stability associated with the norm of nonintervention, others favouring the pursuit of justice through the promotion of human rights. The second part of the essay reviews the various ethical bases developed to justify the use of force, including the just war tradition and more recent efforts to develop criteria for humanitarian intervention. The third part reverses the usual analytical lens, focusing not on outside interveners, but rather on the populations at risk and the rights afforded to them by international human rights law, international humanitarian law (IHL), and refugee law. The analysis concludes by exploring the implications of taking seriously international commitments to assist and protect those severely affected by deadly conflicts through the prism of “responsibilities.”

ETHICAL POSITIONS ON INTERVENTION

An honest account of the responsibility to protect civilians from the ravages of deadly conflicts should acknowledge competing ethical approaches to world order. For some, overall peace and security are best ensured through unwavering adherence to the principles of state sovereignty and nonintervention. They argue that attempts to promote justice beyond borders undermine interstate order and increase the likelihood of interstate war.

Alternatively, there are those who argue that sustainable peace and security cannot exist in a world where genocidal regimes are allowed to pursue their strategies with impunity. On the basis of humane values and hard-headed Realpolitik, these observers argue that humanitarian interventions can be undertaken in extreme circumstances without fundamentally undermining the existing interstate order. Supporters of intervention in principle, however, are divided on the legitimacy of state power. Some are deeply sceptical about the motivations of great powers that possess the capacity to undertake intervention. Others respond that motivations are secondary, and the real question is whether there are humanitarian benefits, even where motives are mixed.

Each of these approaches seeks to protect individuals from harm, but they make very different assumptions about the nature of world politics and the role of the state. These differing assumptions lead to starkly diverging conclusions about the efficacy of using military force to protect human beings.

Maintenance of Order

The importance of defending the principles of state sovereignty and nonintervention are the mainstay of legal theory and diplomatic practice. But they also form the basis for an ethically based approach to the study of world politics. Strands of this thinking can be found in various writers of the realist tradition, but they are most closely associated with the so-called English School pioneered by Martin Wight and Hedley Bull. This perspective understands international order to rest on what Bull termed an “anarchical society.” The basic idea is that the absence of a world government does not condemn states to coexist in a Hobbesian world, where brute power is the only ordering principle. Instead, states form
a society by recognizing certain common interests, rules, and institutions. In this international society, states agree on the need for order, despite having diverse conceptions of justice. The philosophy is “live and let live.” Restraint and nonactivism are the norms behind what otherwise is a laissez-faire international system. The cardinal norm that furnishes order is the reciprocal recognition of sovereignty and its logical corollary, the rule of nonintervention.

The moral justification for this pluralist ethic of coexistence is that each state upholds multiple conceptions of the good. There is no point in having rules to regulate interstate relations if states are not morally valuable in themselves. Central to the argument is the belief that the rules and norms of international society are valued because they provide for the security of individuals. But what if states threaten rather than protect civilians? What happens when the norm of nonintervention protects a state that commits appalling crimes within its own borders? Can the state be intervened against in the name of protecting human rights?

The answer that they offer is a resounding “no,” if the agent of intervention is a single state or a groups of states that have authorized themselves to act – if, that is, it is a “unilateral” or unauthorized intervention, no matter how many states participate. If, on the other hand, the agent of intervention is the UN, they are prepared to accept the legitimacy of an intervention to the degree that it genuinely expresses the collective will of the society of states. This normative rejection of unilateral action is justified by arguing that humanitarian intervention poses a grave threat to order, given the lack of consensus on questions of justice. The argument is that in the absence of an international consensus on the conditions that should trigger military intervention to protect human rights, states will act on their own moral principles. Such a possibility would thereby weaken an international order built on the principles of sovereignty, nonintervention, and nonuse of force.

They also argue that the normative language of human rights as enshrined in international agreements and instruments does not constitute a strong enough consensus to ground a right or duty of intervention. Reflecting on state practice during the Cold War, Bull argued, in 1984, that this objection underpinned the reluctance of state leaders to raise humanitarian claims to defend the use of force:

> As regards the future of the right of so-called humanitarian intervention … there is no present tendency for states to claim, or for the international community to recognize, any such right. The reluctance evident in the international community even to experiment with the conception of a right of humanitarian intervention reflects not only an unwillingness to jeopardize the rules of sovereignty and non-intervention by conceding such a right to individual states, but also the lack of any agreed doctrine as to what human rights are.

This moral defence of the nonintervention rule is based on what philosophers call consequentialism. The well-being of all individuals is the ethical test, and they argue that it is better served by upholding a legal rule that prohibits humanitarian intervention in the absence of agreement over what principles should govern the operation of such a doctrine. Enabling individual states to decide when intervention is permissible issues a licence to the strong to impose their preferences and moral values on the weak.
This position is underpinned by a profound scepticism about the possibilities of realizing notions of universal justice. Bull writes that "the cosmopolitanist society which is implied and presupposed in our talk of human rights exists only as an ideal, and we court great dangers if we allow ourselves to proceed as if it were a political and social framework already in place." \[1\] Particular states setting themselves up as judges of what constitute universal human rights threaten the ethics of coexistence. In relation to the claim by the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) in the Kosovo War that its use of force was a legitimate action taken on behalf of the community of responsible states, Bull would reply that we should always be suspicious of the particular interests and values lurking behind such universal pretensions.

A similar argument about the risks of intervention undermining the interstate order has been raised by a host of countries. For example, speaking in the Security Council debate on the legality and legitimacy of NATO’s use of force against the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (FRY), the representative for the Russian Federation stated that while his government did not defend the FRY’s violations of IHL, "[a]ttempts to apply a different standard to international law and to disregard its basic norms and principles create a dangerous precedent that could cause acute destabilization and chaos on the regional and global level." \[11\] Similarly, Chinese Foreign Minister Tang Jixuan stated in September 1999 that "[s]uch arguments as ‘human rights taking precedence over sovereignty’ and ‘humanitarian intervention’ seem to be in vogue these days. But respect for sovereignty and non-interference are the basic principles governing international relations and any deviation from them would lead to a gunboat diplomacy that would wreak havoc in the world." \[12\]

While commonly dismissed by critics as rationalizations for narrow national self-interests, those who challenge the norm of unilateral humanitarian intervention are not necessarily indifferent to the plight of war victims. Rather, they fear that even greater human suffering might result from an increased incidence of interstate war as a result of setting aside the norm of nonintervention. As Robert Jackson wrote in the wake of NATO’s bombing of Kosovo:

The debate on humanitarian intervention is not a debate between those who are concerned about human rights and those who are indifferent or callous about human suffering … . States who are in a position to pursue and preserve international justice have a responsibility to do that when-ever and wherever possible. But they have a fundamental responsibility not to sacrifice or even jeopardize other fundamental values in the attempt … the stability of international society, especially the unity of the great powers, is more important, indeed far more important, than minority rights and humanitarian protections. \[13\]

Certainly in situations like Kosovo, in which human rights imperatives and great-power relations clash, proponents of intervention argue that the former should be subordinated to the latter. The logical implication of this position is that there can be no basis for states acting to end human rights emergencies unless this has the assent of at least all the permanent members of the Security Council. But does this mean that states should never advance justice claims if there is any risk of disrupting interstate order? And does it not simply leave the victims of human rights abuses to their fate?
Pursuit of Justice

The diplomatic rhetoric and state practice of many countries represents the humanitarian intervention debate as if the choice were stark—sovereign rights or human rights. This is also the position taken by those who believe that the sovereign state is a fundamental barrier to the realization of human rights. Theorists like Richard Falk and Ken Booth argue that the rules and values of a sovereignty-based world order are morally bankrupt because they have failed to protect individuals and groups from torture, ethnic cleansing, and genocide. States may have signed international agreements to uphold human rights, but they are primarily responsible for gross and systematic violations.

These critics of the maintenance of a state-based international society ask whom this order serves. Is it protecting the victims of torture, ethnic cleansing, and genocide? Or the 40,000 children who die of preventable diseases daily? Or the millions of women subject to domestic violence and degrading treatment? From the perspective of the victims of world politics, the society of states is providing neither order nor justice. In a description that might well have been drafted in the foreign ministry of the most critical antiglobalization persuasion, Booth argues that international society "bears an uncomfortable resemblance to a global protection racket" run by the G-8 to protect its wealth and power. The normative practices of international society leave untouched the structural causes of the economic and social injustice rooted in a deregulated capitalist world system. As protection rackets go, it is by no means the worst imaginable, but it refutes the claim that the society of states can act as an effective guardian of human rights.

How, then, do these so-called "antistatists" deal with the challenge posed by genocide and mass murder? They look to global social movements to undermine the legitimacy of statist elites, and they promote the values of human rights, healthy and balanced economic development, and environmental protection. The global human rights regime grew from an interactive process among individuals, nongovernmental organizations, and states. As early as 1929, the Institut de droit international (Institute for International Law) spelled out minimum rights for every person in every state, declaring that its work was a response "to the conscience of the civilized world which demands the recognition of the rights of individuals, rights that are beyond the reach of the state." Three-quarters of a century later, the UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), Mary Robinson, writes, "Universality is, in fact, the essence of all human rights; all people are entitled to them, all state and civil actors should defend them. The goal is nothing less than human rights for all."

Belief in human rights may proceed on several different foundations, philosophical or religious. One can, but need not, be a foundationalist in ethical terms to believe in the idea of human rights. At their core, human rights are those rights that all individuals have by virtue of their very humanity. For some, this humanity is grounded in deontological theories of natural law, or neo-Kantian variants that emphasize the exercise of reason through the categorical imperative that we treat all humans as ends and not means. Starting from consequentialist moral reasoning, utilitarians also find the idea of human rights quite compatible with their general approach to ethics. Even avowed antifoundationalists argue that their position is compatible with the development of a global human rights culture.

The compelling normative claim that all individuals have inalienable human rights has spread far and wide. In a speech at the UN just after the adoption of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, in December 1948, Eleanor Roosevelt predicted that "a curious grapevine" would spread the ideas contained in the Declaration far and wide.
aspiration has proved prophetic, as the ideas embodied in the Declaration have become the weapons that the powerless have mobilized against the powerful in their quest to secure the most fundamental human rights.

Henry Shue defined basic rights as security from arbitrary violence and the provision of minimum subsistence rights. These rights are basic because they are “essential to the enjoyment of all other rights” and are “everyone’s minimum reasonable demands upon the rest of humanity.” The language of basic rights directs attention to the ongoing, “chronic” violations of human rights that go beyond the emergencies of genocide, mass murder, and ethnic cleansing to encompass the daily suffering of millions facing slow death through poverty and malnutrition. The Human Development Report 2000 argues that “assessments of human development, if combined with the human rights perspective, can indicate the duties of others in the society to enhance human development.” The report sets out the links between human rights and human development in ways that speak to any attempt to define global interests. It reminds us that human rights violations may be “loud,” as in Rwanda, or “silent,” as in the cases of “about 790 million people not adequately nourished, 250 million children used as child labour, 1.2 million women and girls under 18 trafficked for prostitution each year … 1.2 billion people … income poor, about 1 billion adults illiterate, 1 billion without safe water and more than 2.4 billion without basic sanitation.”

In seeking to define global responsibilities, addressing these kinds of deprivations is as central as deploying military force to intervene in the midst of a bloody and lethal conflict. These observers would argue that we have the solemn responsibility, negatively, to avoid depriving others of these rights and, positively, to work to create the conditions in which it is possible for everyone to enjoy them. This means treating all people – and particularly those affected by deadly conflicts, whether they be refugees, internally displaced persons (IDPs), or the chronically malnourished and sick who remain behind in war zones – not merely as recipients of charity but as bearers of the same human rights as citizens of Mexico City, New York, or Moscow. Taking basic rights seriously means taking responsibility for their protection everywhere.

The impact of human rights in sweeping away communist governments in east-central Europe and the former Soviet Union is now obvious. Other momentous changes have also occurred since the end of the Cold War. They include the spread of democratic values to previously authoritarian governments, the growing acceptance of human rights norms by governments that had previously repudiated their legitimacy, and the growing emphasis on strengthening the UN’s machinery for protecting the rights of civilians in armed conflicts. Critics of statist values and structures argue that protecting the victims of world politics depends on focusing on the deeply rooted structural causes of poverty, underdevelopment, and social exclusion that create the breeding ground for violent conflict. They may be right in asserting that one key to achieving a more peaceful world lies in addressing global economic and social inequalities. But the question here is how we should respond when reality fails to match theory. How should human rights be defended in cases where states are guilty of crimes against humanity or when the state has collapsed into interethnic violence?

Only in situations where vital national interests are believed to be at stake will state leaders incur the costs of intervention. Thus, the problem for many advocates of human rights is that killing, even on the scale of genocide, seems insufficient to move governments to risk their soldiers’ lives. If governments do intervene with the claim of humanitarian purposes, antistatists look for the selfish interests lurking behind the action. Richard Falk considers that, in theory, the use of force “can be an emancipatory instrument, at least in certain extreme situations,” but this requires governments “to commit significant numbers of lives and resources over a prolonged period, with the prospect of possibly heavy losses, and even then with no
assurance of success." He argues that the challenge is to persuade and cajole governments into making a stronger moral commitment to humanitarian intervention. Without it, he concludes that "military action in an interventionary mode virtually always produces destructive and counterproductive results."25

Set against this critique of the state as a moral agent of intervention is the view that there are possibilities to civilize the state so that it enforces cosmopolitan values. This school of thought acknowledges that the society of states has failed to protect human rights, but it is more optimistic that state power can be harnessed for moral purposes. R.J. Vincent argued that international society has strengthened its own legitimacy by co-opting the doctrine of universal human rights. The claims of individual rights have forced themselves onto the agenda of international society, and states have accepted a relationship between internal and external legitimacy. However, in arguing that individuals have become legitimate subjects of international law, Vincent admits that their rights could only be truly enforced by states. This is especially evident for humanitarian intervention.

Having identified the protection of basic rights as the litmus test of the moral credentials of international society, Vincent argued that the duty to protect these rights "falls on us all as individuals, but that we may seek to discharge it most effectively through our governments."26 The state remains the bedrock of human rights protection, as well as of international order. This is not to say that transnational social forces are not playing an important role in standard-setting and monitoring. Yet, the post-Cold War period is like preceding eras in at least one way. There is little reason to invest much hope that global civil society can systematically ensure human security. When facing supreme humanitarian emergencies in northern Iraq or southern Sudan, aid agencies have at best a limited capacity to deliver food or medical supplies. In the case of Somalia, armed escorts were vital to the delivery of relief aid, and the chronic insecurity even led the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) and other agencies to hire armed guards, so-called technicals. The limits of NGOs as agents of rescue was recognized by Médecins sans Frontières (MSF, Doctors Without Borders) during the Rwandan genocide. The organization had never before called for military intervention, believing that the use of violence was always escalatory and that states are notoriously self-serving. In making a call for intervention, MSF had lost none of its suspicion of states as agents of humanitarianism, but it felt compelled to do so to end the horrors in Rwanda.

Where then does this leave us? If seeing the state as a civilizing rather than corrupting force is to gain normative ground and policy salience, it is necessary to demonstrate that states are indeed capable of acting as agents of common humanity. Rather than accept the view that all states are legitimate, there is an alternative one - namely, that states should only qualify as legitimate if they meet certain basic standards of common humanity. What if a state's legal and moral right to nonintervention were dependent on ensuring basic rights for its citizens? Human beings live in national communities. The state collectively concentrates, represents, and speaks for their rights and concerns as citizens.

The implication is plain. If by its actions and, indeed, crimes, a state destroys the lives and rights of its citizens, it forfeits temporarily its moral claim to be treated as legitimate. Its sovereignty, as well as its right to nonintervention, is suspended. The Special Representative of the Secretary-General for Internally Displaced Persons, Francis M. Deng, has called this approach "sovereignty as responsibility."27 In brief, the three traditional characteristics of a state in the Westphalian system (territory, authority, and population) have been supplemented by a fourth, respect for human rights.
The state has, first and foremost, the responsibility to protect the rights of its citizens. But in those situations in which it is unwilling or unable to fulfill this responsibility – or is itself the perpetrator of abuse – there is then a residual responsibility for other states to take up the slack. They should protect the citizens of the irresponsible state, particularly when massive loss of life occurs or is imminent. UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan’s speeches at the end of the 1990s can be viewed as reflecting important aspects of the sovereignty-as-responsibility doctrine: “The Charter protects the sovereignty of peoples. It was never meant as a license for governments to trample on human rights and human dignity. Sovereignty implies responsibility, not just power.”

**Justifying Interventions**

The fundamental assumptions underlying this position are not only that intervention can be morally legitimate but also that protecting human rights can be justified on security grounds. The belief that democratic states have a long-term national interest in, as well as moral responsibility to promote, human rights was christened “good international citizenship” by Gareth Evans, as Australia’s foreign minister in the late 1980s. It is this vision that underpins Canada’s human-security agenda, with its conviction that there is a relationship between the provision of basic rights and wider international security. The challenge facing enlightened state leaders is to build an international consensus behind policies that address the underlying cause of human rights deprivations and that defend basic rights wherever and whenever they are threatened. For advocates of good international citizenship, the promotion of justice is the key to lasting order, even if they also “must convince others of their case, their competence, and their motives.”

In the long term, such a conception of ethical statecraft looks to the elimination of armed conflict. Even from an idealistic vantage point, however, a lengthy process of transition would exist. Cases can be expected to arise for which the use of force is believed to be the only means to end gross and systematic violations of basic rights. The use of violence poses an agonizing moral dilemma for the good international citizen. Michael Ignatieff captures it in the following manner: “How can you have a human rights doctrine that puts the right to life at the centre of that doctrine but simultaneously legitimizes violence to right human rights abuses either internally or externally?”

A problem yet to be adequately addressed is how to ensure that intervention, where it occurs, is legitimate. Commentators like Jackson would argue that authorizing intervention should be the sole responsibility of the Security Council. It follows that opposition by one or more of the permanent members is sufficient to stop an intervention. However, this seems to fly in the face of the moral impulses behind the sovereignty-as-responsibility doctrine. Not only does it shield major powers from being subject to intervention, but it also leaves international decision making hostage entirely to the prerogatives of major powers whose own human rights records are suspect. Such an absolutist position would require states to refrain from acting in future cases of genocide, mass murder, war crimes, and ethnic cleansing.

To emphasize the moral consequences of too rigid an attachment to the nonintervention rule without Security Council imprimatur, the UN Secretary-General posed a haunting rhetorical question to the General Assembly in September 1999. Should a coalition of states willing to use force to end the Rwandan genocide have refrained from acting in the absence of express Council authorization? At the same time, he recognized the dangers to order of permitting powerful states to authorize themselves to act as enforcers of global humanitarian values. “To those for whom the Kosovo action heralded a new era when States and groups of States can take military action outside the established mechanisms for enforcing...”
international law," Kofi Annan asked, rhetorically: "Is there not a danger of such interventions undermining the imperfect, yet resilient, security system created after the Second World War, and of setting dangerous precedents for future interventions without a clear criterion to decide who might invoke these precedents, and in what circumstances?"

States are not ready to explicitly sanction an intervention for humanitarian purposes without Security Council authorization. But neither are they always willing to condemn it. There seems to be recognition that the fabric of world order can tolerate the occasional armed intervention justified on humanitarian grounds outside of the UN Charter. There is no enthusiasm for codifying a treaty on humanitarian intervention, because of the worry that this would lead to states' abusing it. Not incidentally, an additional problem for such a development is the fact that a legal right of this nature would generate obligations to act in situations where states might well prefer a policy of inaction.

The moral and legal responsibility falls on intervening states to explain why their action should be treated as a legitimate exception to the cardinal rules of nonintervention and nonuse of force. The plausibility of these justifications and the scale of the humanitarian disaster should be important factors in shaping the international response. At the same time, it would be naive to ignore power considerations in determining how far justice claims advanced by particular states are tolerated, excused, or even legitimated. The challenge facing the UN and states committed to protecting basic human rights is to devise strategies of anticipatory intervention that are legitimated by the society of states and the wider community of actors in the humanitarian arena.

ETHICAL TRADITIONS IN THE USE OF FORCE

Contemporary debates commonly invoke le droit d’ingérence, the so-called right to interfere. First popularized by MSF, and later on by other members of the French doctors' movement in the early 1970s, this doctrine privileges the provision of humanitarian assistance to victims of war, irrespective of the sovereign rights of states. In the first instance, it rejects the necessity of state consent for the provision of assistance by humanitarian agencies, but it has become associated with the legitimacy to intervene with deadly force to protect civilians. Questions of the legitimacy of the use of military force, however, are part of an older debate. Before exploring criteria for decision making about intervention when human catastrophes threaten, it is worth considering these older ethical traditions. Although the focus was largely on conflicts between states, recent commentators have highlighted the direct relevance of these traditions to questions of humanitarian intervention.

One ethical position is to adopt a pacifist stance and reject the application of deadly force in any form, on the basis of profound religious convictions. Conscientious objection to participation in the armed forces is one manifestation. Such groups as the Quakers and the Mennonites in the West and the Jains in the East reject out of hand the proposition that military force could or should be used to pursue humanitarian or any other objectives.

Other profoundly religious minds have struggled with the reality of the need to use force in the face of political oppression. For instance, liberation theology was developed by Catholic clergy in Latin American to justify an armed struggle against the ruling classes as part of a necessary effort to foster self-determination, redistribution of power and wealth, and liberation of the suffering masses.

Although the discussion below focuses on the Western just war tradition, there is ample evidence that similar principles exist within other religious traditions as well. Ephraim Isaac, for instance, draws on theological and anthropological evidence that "humanitarianism" (or a visceral concern for, and benevolence toward, fellow human beings) "is a universal
phenomenon manifested globally and throughout the ages. A number of scholars have pointed to a concept in Islamic theology comparable to just war doctrine, while others have illustrated that Islam was among the first civilizations to establish clear constraints against inhumane acts.

Just War Tradition

The most thoroughly developed tradition of inquiry into the ethics of recourse to the use of lethal force is just war doctrine. Beginning in the early medieval period, it attempted to identify the circumstances under which a resort to the use of force is justified (jus ad bellum), as well as the means by which a war may be legitimately fought (jus in bello). The discussion below focuses on the former; the latter is discussed in more detail in the analysis of military conduct in the subsequent essay about conduct and capacity.

Within the just war tradition there is a broad range of views, with no single list of criteria being universally accepted. Nevertheless, it is possible to identify core elements. Thomas Aquinas set out three: right authority, just cause, and right intentions. Three additional elements subsequently developed: last resort, proportionality, and reasonable hope.

The notion of right authority is firmly rooted in the sovereignty of states. Prior to the general legal prohibition on the use of force in 1945, the just war tradition understood right authority to rest with the sovereign state, though over time the emphasis shifted from a sovereignty granted by a divine source to one of popular consent. The prohibition on the use of force in the UN Charter and the designation of the Security Council as the ultimate arbiter fundamentally transformed the sources of right authority.

The criterion of just cause was most commonly understood to refer to self-defence, though a number of other circumstances were considered: defending allies, reclaiming territory lost in previous wars, and punishing transgressors. In general, then, it was understood to depend on the degree of harm inflicted. A further, though less well-developed, just cause was the defence of the innocent.

Right intentions concern the motives that lie behind the recourse to the use of force. In earlier times, the principal legitimate motivation for the resort to war was the creation of a just peace. The more general point here is that the ethical status of the use of force depends on intentions, and ulterior motives undermine that status. The pursuit of narrowly defined national interests would not meet this minimum threshold. In many respects, however, it is easier to recognize unacceptable motives than acceptable ones.

The use of force should be a last resort, though there is no agreement as to whether the full range of alternatives should have been pursued first, or whether serious analysis of options would suffice to dismiss as unrealistic those short of force. There is certainly an inherent preference for nonviolence, though some writers within the tradition argue that options should be pursued only when they have a strong likelihood of success. Taking this conclusion a step further, others argue that last resort is not a temporal distinction at all, but refers only to the fact that the use of force is the least preferred option. According to this logic, "last" does not mean that it is "ultimate" but that serious reflection and evaluation of other options indicate no likelihood of bringing the desired outcomes.

The final two principles, proportionality and reasonable hope, are related. The first refers to the need for means to be commensurate with the ends, as well as being in line with the magnitude of the initial provocation. The second constitutes an assessment of whether there are good grounds for believing in advance that the desired outcome can be achieved. Together they make the case that a sound basis for intervention cannot be determined independently of measures proposed and anticipated results.
The just war tradition sets out an ethical basis for the use of force in circumstances beyond mere self-defence. Although it is seldom acknowledged, many of the ethical questions that need to be considered before using deadly force to protect civilians can be found within this tradition. Indeed, much of the contemporary debate seems to call for a carefully circumscribed approach to humanitarian intervention that in fact amounts to a modified just war doctrine.

**Moral Criteria for Intervention**

The connections between just war thinking and overarching criteria for humanitarian intervention are clear. A series of attempts to establish criteria have not resulted in an agreed set, but there are common elements. Gareth Evans, during a session on humanitarian intervention organized by the International Peace Academy, succinctly summarized them as gravity, urgency, objectivity, acceptability, practicality, proportionality, and sustainability.41

Early efforts originated in a desire to identify the potential legal grounds on which an intervention could be justified, and this rationale continues to be prominent. Criteria have also been developed to act as a checklist for political leaders to encourage sound decision making, although even some supporters are hesitant in that too stringent criteria could also provide yet another unwanted and unnecessary brake on justified intervention. A further purpose for criteria particularly relevant to the subject matter here is to assess the morality – the ethical dimensions – of humanitarian intervention. Six criteria are worth enumerating.

**Scale of the Crisis** – Criteria for intervention on humanitarian grounds begin with the question of the scale or gravity of a crisis. There is considerable agreement about two circumstances under which intervention might be justified: when the government of a state is the perpetrator of mass atrocities; and when a government is fundamentally unable to maintain law and order (or halt the descent into anarchy).

There is a wider range of views on the necessary threshold in terms of "the scale of the breaches of human rights and international humanitarian law including the number of people affected and the nature of the violations."42 There is near universal agreement that the threshold for military intervention is very high. For all but the most serious of human rights violations, the use of force is morally indefensible. A number of authors suggest that genocide and crimes against humanity – both have agreed legal definitions – warrant intervention. Others argue that there are additional grounds, including mass forced displacement. All of these criteria usually entail the actual, or imminent, large scale loss of life.

**Purposes of Intervention** – Another common element in the debate about criteria relates to the motivations underlying humanitarian intervention. It is often argued that the overarching purpose should be to protect victimized populations. In many formulations, this criterion is extended to mean that the intervention should exclusively be "apolitical" or "disinterested." While this would create a relatively clear prohibition on the seizure of territory or the installation of a puppet regime under the guise of protecting innocent civilians, it also implies an unattainable purity of motives. A counterclaim is that there should be a predominantly humanitarian motive, while accepting that considerations of national interest will inevitably intrude. In fact, if risks and costs of intervention are high and interests are not involved, it is unlikely that states will enter the fray or stay the course. Those who advocate action to protect human rights must inevitably come to grips with the nature of political self-interest to achieve good ends.

Other commentators take a less stringent view of motives. The morality of interventions should be judged in terms of their outcomes. For example, Fernando Tesón argues that, "[t]he true test is whether the intervention has put an end to human rights deprivations."
That is sufficient to meet the requirement of disinterestedness, even if there are other, non-humanitarian reasons behind the intervention.\textsuperscript{43} Nicholas J. Wheeler proposes a sliding scale of international legitimacy, whereby interventions that have significant humanitarian motives are praised, while those that lack any such credentials, but which produce a positive outcome, are excused.\textsuperscript{44}

Suspicion and probing questions seem warranted where intervenors seem to be pursuing their own political or security objectives. Nonhumanitarian intentions could badly taint decisions about how to carry out an intervention and defeat humanitarian goals. A history of inconsistent interventions that primarily pursued political objectives would destroy the credibility of a system that claimed to intervene for humanitarian ends and could end up justifying the abuse of power. However, in assessing the moral and human rights legitimacy of interventions, we are primarily assessing the consequences of the action, not the moral worth of the actor (the intervening force). A one-off intervention not wholly motivated by humanitarian intentions could still be beneficial.\textsuperscript{45} Similarly, a series of consistent interventions by countries that have the best intentions in the world could be morally unjustifiable if, for instance, the intervening forces commit serious human rights violations or are so inept that suffering increases. The point is that a nonhumanitarian intention does not in itself make the intervention contrary to human rights principles.

A further measure to address the underlying motivations for intervention has been the relatively rapid withdrawal of military forces once the humanitarian objectives of an intervention have been secured. A related indicator is that no attempt is made to subvert or change a political regime in a target country. While a common element of earlier attempts to devise criteria, there is a growing recognition that the safety of vulnerable populations cannot necessarily be guaranteed through a short military campaign. Moreover, the evidence from the interventions by Tanzania and Vietnam in the 1970s that overthrew Idi Amin and Pol Pot, respectively, is that effective intervention may require a change of political regime.

In fact, the challenge for contemporary interventions is now more often discussed in terms of avoiding simplistic and myopic “exit strategies.” In light of the increased use of protectorates, or temporary international administrations, oversight, and trusteeship – with overt political agendas and long-term timelines – a more generic interpretation of the purposes of intervention may be appropriate. That is, the meaning of “apolitical” would be that interveners do not gain selfish or short-term political or any other advantage, and the overriding agenda of both short- and long-term activities remains the safety and security of the affected local civilian populations.

\textit{Multilateral Action} – In order to limit abuse and foster more disinterested calculations, many commentators have called for all humanitarian interventions to be multilateral. Echoing the earlier discussion, it is often argued that a Security Council imprimatur is a strict requirement. Others have gone further by arguing interventions should not be undertaken by hegemonic powers, whether global or regional. There is no doubt that multilateral interventions reduce the prospects for abuse, particularly if the range of involved countries is broad. But from an ethical standpoint, it does not follow that interventions by a single state are necessarily illegitimate. If a particular multilateral intervention is ethically sound, it is hard to see why it would not remain so if conducted by a single state. Similarly, hesitations about intervention by hegemonic powers are understandable and may be warranted. But they alone cannot discredit an otherwise justifiable intervention, especially as these are among the few countries with the power to project military force beyond their borders.
Last Resort – Those who develop lists of criteria for assessing the legitimacy of humanitarian intervention invariably include the notion of last resort. Recourse to the use of deadly force is permissible only when the doctrine of necessity has been satisfied – that is, force is the only remaining option. Other measures include fact-finding missions, mediation, statements of concern by intergovernmental bodies, condemnation, criminal prosecution of perpetrators, and measures limiting political, economic, and military relations, including embargoes and offers of peacekeeping.

The meaning of “last resort” can be understood to apply when “nothing short of the application of armed force would be sufficient to stop the human rights violations in question.” Therefore, “except where delay would permit massive, irreparable harm, all measures short of armed force should be exploited before resort to such force.” Few, however, suggest that this notion must be taken literally and interpreted in purely sequential terms. It is certainly not the case that all other available options must actually have been pursued and failed, but rather that other options will have been considered seriously.

There are clear links here with prevention. Armed intervention would be unnecessary in most cases if governments took early action before violations and armed conflicts escalated beyond control. In addition to addressing root causes of violence, the techniques developed by many UN and regional organizations over the last half century underscore the range of options short of military intervention that could be employed.

However, the failure of states to act early and avoid the need for military intervention cannot morally justify refusing to intervene when abuses have escalated to crimes against humanity. Failures in prevention expose the mistakes and weaknesses of the intervenors and should be used to press for early action elsewhere. But it is clearly not a response to the urgent moral question: What should be done when genocide is occurring?

The relationship between last resort and chronology is complicated. Certainly the crisis should be imminent, but is it necessary or even desirable to wait for massive casualties before intervention can be justified? Does the scale of atrocities have to become cataclysmic before international responses become thinkable? The weight of opinion seems to be changing, with a number of commentators noting that the early use of force may often, in fact, hold out greater prospects for success and entail less total suffering.

Proportionality – While questions about the nature and degree of force are normally reserved for discussions of conduct, they are relevant to ethical decision making about the recourse to deadly force as well. The use of force must be appropriate, not excessive. Furthermore, military intervention should only be undertaken when the prospects for success are strong – when the intervention is likely to do more good than harm.

The aim of stopping massive human rights violations might justify armed intervention, but it surely cannot justify any means. The minimum amount of force should be used to achieve a humanitarian objective. Force should be used only to achieve the goal of stopping the atrocities, not pursuing political or strategic objectives.

Impact – In both the short and long term, it is notoriously difficult to predict whether an intervention will do more harm than good. In moral terms, the intervention should do the least possible harm to those being protected, to bystanders such as any civilians who are not taking part in fighting, to the perpetrators, and to the intervening party itself. An intervening force has a duty to abide scrupulously by the rules of IHL. These principles include the prohibitions on direct or indiscriminate attacks on civilians and disproportionate strikes on military targets that unjustifiably harm civilians.
In addition, the application of this precautionary principle would also preclude military action against the major powers. It is difficult to imagine the resolution of any conflict or success in any humanitarian objective if military action were mounted against such powers. Thus, even though many commentators argue that Russian violations of humanitarian law in Chechnya have exceeded those in the former Yugoslavia, on purely utilitarian grounds there has been no serious consideration of intervention. The possible repercussions from a major war, including nuclear weapons, outweigh any conceivable humanitarian concerns. At the same time, if the use of force to halt egregious violations of human rights does not challenge a major power's core values and is considered important to preventing an escalation of violence and large scale loss of life, it is difficult to justify giving the permanent members a veto over such interventions.

Calculations about costs and benefits are often easier ex post facto than prior to the actual use of coercion. Imponderables inevitably intrude and make such calculations problematic. This reality – along with the uncertainties of waging war and subjective judgements about what constitutes acceptable and unacceptable damage – make proportionality and impact among the most subjective of possible criteria.

RIGHTS OF AFFECTED POPULATIONS

In an ICRC-sponsored public opinion poll, 66 percent of respondents in 12 war-torn countries said there should be more international intervention on behalf of threatened civilians, while 17 percent said there should be less, and only 10 percent said there should be no intervention. It may not be surprising that affected populations favour intervention, but such overwhelming support from the victims reminds us that this debate is about the life and death of real people.

Affected local populations have fundamental rights. If their violation might be grounds for intervention, then it is important to understand the nature and breadth of these rights. The underlying concern here is with the victims – threatened and actual – and the body of human rights and humanitarian principles created to protect them. The question then is, what fundamental rights are guaranteed to all human beings? What are the commitments made by states to protect people, especially against gross and systematic abuses? Can victims legitimately expect that if all else fails, states will intervene militarily to protect them against massive violations in their own country?

Rights under International Law

Protection of the right to life and physical integrity is found in three related but distinct bodies of international law: IHL, human rights law, and refugee law. IHL, or the laws of armed conflict, does not prohibit war but limits wanton cruelty in order to spare persons who are not or who are no longer engaged in armed conflict. Growing from an initial concern to provide for prisoners of war, it has grown to encompass broader concerns about methods of war and includes calls to both states and rebel groups to protect civilians, as codified in the four 1949 Geneva Conventions and the two Additional Protocols of 1977.

The human rights concept of crimes against humanity and the concept of war crimes from IHL (as updated by the crimes included in the Statute of the International Criminal Court [ICC]) have certain prohibitions in common. In addition to outlawing arbitrary killing, they prohibit torture, unjustified medical experimentation, slavery, rape, and other sexual violence, such as enforced prostitution, forced pregnancy, and enforced sterilization. Both prohibit the forced displacement of populations, starvation as a deliberate tactic, or trying to destroy a population by preventing access to medicine or by destroying crops and livestock.
The laws of armed conflict contain some fundamental principles, including that civilians and others not taking part in hostilities (for example, wounded or captured soldiers) should never be the object of attack; only military objectives should be attacked. Indiscriminate attacks are prohibited, as are attacks that are disproportionate to any legitimate military objective and that therefore strike against civilians. Weapons that cause unnecessary suffering are prohibited, as is poison and methods of warfare that may cause widespread, long-term, and severe environmental damage. The 1997 landmine treaty prohibits the use, stockpiling, production, and transfer of antipersonnel mines.

Violations of most of these provisions amount to the worst breaches of humanitarian law, called war crimes. Article 8 of the ICC statute includes a long list of attacks on people or property committed in international or civil wars: willful killing, torture, unlawful deportation, taking of hostages, employing poison and asphyxiation, use of poisonous or other gases, sexual violence, intentional use of starvation, indiscriminate attacks on civilians. The laws of armed conflict are complex, and some of these prohibitions technically apply only in international wars that involve more than one state, not in civil wars.49 However, one fundamental guarantee applies to all armed conflicts, whether intranational or international. Article 3, which is common to all the Geneva Conventions, prohibits "violence to life and person, in particular murder of all kinds, mutilation, cruel treatment and torture" of anyone not taking part in the hostilities, whether civilians or wounded or captured soldiers.

International human rights law tries to limit the unrestrained power of the state. Although much ink was spilled in the 1990s about weak states, historically excessive state power has been far more prominent as a source of human rights violations. The first article of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights states, "Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of person." International law does not prohibit killing as such. What it does prohibit in broad terms is arbitrary killing (deprivation of life) and violence against the physical integrity of people.

Underlying all branches of international law is the principle of nondiscrimination between peoples. It is the only human right expressly mentioned in the UN Charter. Article 1 of the Charter includes "promoting and encouraging respect for human rights and for fundamental freedoms, for all without distinction as to race, sex, language or religion" — language that has been ratified by almost every country in the world. Nondiscrimination has perhaps the strongest claim to be a norm binding on all states. Discrimination against ethnic or other groups is often at the heart of violence that demands international coercion. Long-term discrimination in areas such as education or employment can trigger a spiraling cycle of bloodshed.

Genocide and ethnic cleansing are the most egregious expressions of discrimination, and the ones that entail large enough losses of life to constitute for many observers a trigger for humanitarian intervention. While ethnic cleansing is a relatively new concept, emerging most directly from the Balkan crises of the 1990s, the notion of genocide has a clear legal definition. In the wake of the Nazi Holocaust, an international convention was agreed on, specifically designed to prevent and punish perpetrators of genocide.50

Many of the rights described above are echoed in documents that seek to protect particularly vulnerable groups. Children are specifically guaranteed all the most basic rights, and many more, in the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child.51 This is particularly important because it has been ratified by every country in the world except the US and Somalia and is therefore also legally binding as a peremptory norm.
Refugee law, especially the 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees and its 1967 Protocol, obliges countries to give asylum to refugees who cannot return home because they face a well-founded fear of persecution. It prohibits host or asylum countries from returning (refoulement) them to a home country where they face these risks. At their most basic level, these bodies of international law seek to protect the rights to life and physical integrity when people are faced with the arbitrary power of their own state, when civilians are caught in armed conflict, and when refugees flee from war and persecution.

Ironically, people who have fled across borders as refugees are entitled to a better codified international protection than those who have fled from one part of their country to another. The internally displaced cross no international border and do not enjoy the same international protection afforded refugees. It is for this reason that states agreed in 1992 that the UN Secretary-General should appoint a special representative on IDPs and subsequently proposed a set of "Guiding Principles" that apply specifically to those who flee and are displaced within their own country. These norms largely reaffirm that the internally displaced should enjoy the same rights as others. But they also underscore certain key rights found in human rights or humanitarian law, such as the right not to be discriminated against, the right not to be arbitrarily displaced, the right to freedom of movement, and the right to essential food, water, shelter, clothing, and medical care.

People often speak of human tragedies that accompany gross and systematic violations of human rights, especially in wars. Victims die or fall sick because they do not have enough food and lack basic shelter and health care. These deprivations are another way to kill or maim, deliberately or by neglect. They are also another way of describing the unacceptable violations of the human rights to food, shelter, and health.

The rights just described apply to all human beings. They are universal. Notwithstanding any lingering controversy about whether rights such as freedom of expression or assembly should be applied equally in all cultures, there can be no argument that the rights to freedom from arbitrary killing, genocide, and torture apply equally to all people in every situation in every corner of the globe. Although controversial, some observers now argue that the range of "peremptory norms of international law" (jus cogens) includes the prohibition of genocide; systematic racial, religious, and gender discrimination; slavery; crimes against humanity; war crimes; enforced disappearances; murder; torture (including sexual violence); prolonged arbitrary detention; and denial of the right to self-determination.

Rights to Protection?

Individuals and vulnerable groups are at the heart of these international legal provisions. Treaties and other standards create a dense and interlocking set of fundamental rights and freedoms. Many of the UN texts are echoed in treaties adopted by regional bodies in Africa, Asia, the Americas, and Europe. UN and regional standards are benchmarks against which the seriousness of the behaviour of governments and rebel groups should be judged when it comes to possible intervention.

These legal guarantees raise legitimate expectations that protection will be provided against a host of threats from unrestrained political and military power. State authorities carry the primary burden for delivering relief, as for the protection of rights. Yet, humanitarian organizations argue that people have a right to receive assistance; and if this cannot be fulfilled by the state, outsiders have a right of access to fill the gap. The programme of action from the 1993 Vienna World Conference on Human Rights most directly supported this approach by reaffirming in Article 1.29 "the right of victims to be assisted by humanitarian organizations, as set forth in the Geneva Conventions ... and calls for the safe and timely access for such assistance."
Other documents related to armed conflict, IDPs, and the UN's coordination role affirm that humanitarian organizations have a right to offer their services. Moreover, attacks on UN humanitarian workers delivering assistance to those in need are now recognized as international crimes. The documents set up a presumption that a state should accept such offers and facilitate assistance for those suffering from lack of food or medical care. In other words, the offer of help should not be arbitrarily rejected, especially when the authorities are unable or unwilling to provide the necessary assistance. But in the end, access is "subject to consent" of the state concerned, limiting the ultimate value of the supposed "right."

For present and future victims paper rights are meaningless without ways to enforce compliance by recalcitrant states. Human rights and humanitarian law, however, say little about the role of other states in ensuring compliance. When the UN was created in 1945, the Charter prohibition against interference in the domestic affairs of a state certainly meant that other states and international bodies might create standards and promote human rights in the abstract, but there was little consensus about calling violating states to account, with or without their consent.

It is undoubtedly true, however, that human rights are no longer purely a domestic matter. Not only are internal respect for rights and external legitimacy linked, but human rights law and practice have themselves also raised certain expectations on the part of victims and their advocates. The 1993 World Conference on Human Rights laid to rest, although not without debate, the argument that respect for human rights is purely a domestic matter. The simple and straightforward statement in Article 1.4 of the programme of action was "the promotion and protection of human rights is a legitimate concern of the international community."

UN member states themselves started the erosion of the principle of noninterference soon after the Charter was adopted. The 1948 Genocide Convention suggested the possibility of intrusive enforcement by providing that any state party could call on the UN to "take such action under the Charter ... as they consider appropriate for the prevention and suppression" of genocide. It also provided that an international court could try perpetrators. The 1973 Apartheid Convention contained similar provisions and set up a new reporting procedure.

At its first session in 1947, the UN Commission on Human Rights timidly admitted that "it had no power to take any action in regard to any complaints concerning human rights." Yet, over the next half century it developed a range of techniques – including expert fact-finding, public exposure, and condemnation – to hold states accountable. They are often applied inconsistently and weakly, but states under scrutiny nonetheless work hard to avoid bad publicity and condemnation. Governments that keenly reject coercive and intrusive methods used against them often simultaneously support similar methods being turned on another state.

Gradually, methods of enforcement are being developed to catch up with the long disappointed expectations of victims around the world. For example, the creation of the ICC and the landmark United Kingdom court decision that General Augusto Pinochet was not immune from prosecution for human rights crimes have propelled the debate about limits to impunity into a realm that was inconceivable 20 years ago. This form of intervention may become more prominent and effective, in itself and as a deterrent.

Because of the controversial nature of military intervention, it is not surprising that no human rights document explicitly approves it as an enforcement method. Nevertheless, human rights are not a pacifist doctrine. The Universal Declaration warns that, if human rights are not protected by the rule of law, people will "be compelled to have recourse, as a last resort, to rebellion against tyranny and oppression." This recognizes a moral right of
resistance; that violence in self-defence is a legitimate last resort to end massive human rights violations. Some commentators argue that applying deadly force to come to the rescue of others is a logical next step.

Existing treaties and conventions can be interpreted together as evidence that we are moving toward the notion that governments do not just have a negative duty to respect human rights by refraining from committing acts such as arbitrary killings. They also have a positive duty to fulfill the rights, such as taking steps to preserve life, as well as to protect people from having their rights violated by others. But what is the nature, character, and extent of these duties that transcend borders? If, as seems to be the case for an increasing number of state and nonstate observers, sovereignty has been infused with responsibility, what is the positive duty of the community of responsible states when one of its members acts so irresponsible as to inflict egregious suffering on its own population?

FROM RIGHTS TO RESPONSIBILITIES

Most contemporary accounts of rights focus on the entitlements of individuals and consider obligations or duties secondary. An alternative approach is to complement the perspective of an individual’s right to protection with the nature of the responsibilities that others may have to provide that protection. Attention to responsibilities is particularly important for those who conclude that the problem is less “unjustified interventions” than “unjustified refusals to intervene.” Although it may be clear that someone ought to provide protection, are specific states morally bound to do so?

A focus on rights tends to draw attention away from agency and from the duties of specific actors. But, as Vincent pointed out, rights presuppose “the bearer of the correlative duty” against whom the right can be exercised. For rights to be realized, it is necessary to identify not only counterpart obligations but also specific obligation-bearers.

There is a fundamental difference between those rights that demand noninterference (negative rights) and those that demand specific performance (positive rights). Obligations for negative rights are universal. The right not to be tortured, for example, is one that everyone has a duty not to violate. And the violation of that right is an act of commission. Obligations are much less clear for positive rights. For example, making good on the right to food for people starving half-way around the world requires taking positive steps to overcome food shortages there. But who is specifically obligated? A violation – that is, a failure to act – is only an act of omission.

Positive universal rights can only be met “distributively,” where institutions are established that define the specific relationships between right-holder and obligation-bearer. These institutions commonly exist within particular states or communities. The right to protection within a state is ideally ensured by the police and judiciary. In some cases, as with the European Court on Human Rights, these institutions span state borders. At the global level, they are far less common; and where they exist, they are far less robust.

Consequently, genuine and specific counterpart duties do not really exist at the global level for most positive rights. And nothing better illustrates this institutional lacuna than the protection of the rights of individuals caught in the throes of deadly conflicts. For example, there is no international institution currently responsible for providing protection for IDPs. Furthermore, even where institutions exist for war victims, such as UNHCR or ICRC, their legal authority is often questioned or circumscribed. Moreover, they certainly lack the capacity to compel the implementation of international norms. “Naming and shaming” are not the same as enforcing protection. “Seeking consent” is, by definition, a recognition that there is no institutional mechanism to translate the positive duty to protect civilians into a meaningful reality.
The preceding discussion outlines the full range of measures that should be afforded to civilians at risk in deadly conflicts. These are clearly negative rights that all are obligated to respect. But there is as yet no accepted obligation to protect those at risk in other countries. It is, nevertheless, worth considering how such an obligation may emerge. For although the language of "duties," "obligations," and "responsibilities" may not have the same resonance as "rights," it may be a more effective basis to encourage state action. Individuals and states may well "have a duty to help those that have no right to expect it."65 It would also clarify some of the tasks ahead. Those with responsibilities should set out in more specific terms the nature of their obligations: Which are the specific counterpart rights? To whom are they owed? And what institutional mechanisms could make good on them?

By beginning with responsibilities, attention turns to the practical measures that can be pursued by states and people who feel such an obligation. The questions are not just about protecting individuals against whom violence is committed; they also concern those even threatened by violence. This perspective focuses not on what to do with the violator, but on what to do for actual or threatened victims. The corresponding questions focus, not on retribution, but on practical steps to prevent or halt lethal conflicts and protect the basic rights of affected local populations. They raise questions about ethical rather than legal responsibility, both for interveners and for the targeted beneficiaries. They are about the types of actions that we are obligated to take and the ensuing moral responsibility.

With respect to exploring the responsibility to protect civilians, we should be in a position to answer two questions: Who has the responsibility to intervene? And for whom?

Who Is Responsible?

Answers to the question of who holds ethical responsibility are, paradoxically, both clear and obscure. As mentioned several times, in the first instance the responsibility to protect human rights resides in the state. A fundamental problem arises when the first line of defence breaks down. This occurs when a state is unwilling or unable to protect the lives of its citizens or, worse still, is the perpetrator of mass abuse. In such cases, the community of responsible states has the residual responsibility.

Do different states have different degrees of responsibility relative to their power, the authority that they wield, their proximity to an armed conflict, and their interests relative to the situation? Three positions are generally taken. The first is that states with the greatest wealth and military power, those with the greatest clout, have the greatest responsibility (for example, the five permanent members of the Security Council). A second position claims that states are equally responsible but that the execution of that responsibility should be proportionate to their means (for example, regional powers, such as Nigeria in West Africa or South Africa in southern Africa). In a third view, states have different responsibilities that are reinforced by moral decisions. Past actions that may have contributed, wittingly or unwittingly, to the emergence of a humanitarian crisis affect the weight of moral responsibility (for example, Australia on East Timor).

Responsibility lies not only with state institutions, but also with multilateral bodies. For a global approach, it would seem logical to make better use of the UN. Such a call would have to be tempered, however, by a realistic assessment of the capacities at the disposal of the world organization. At present, and many would say for the foreseeable future, UN capacities are in no way equal to the magnitude of likely needs. In the realm of the protection of human rights by global actors or institutions, effectiveness and consistency seem to be distant prospects. The same applies for regional or subregional organizations, though it would appear that they are increasingly assuming primary responsibility for dealing with conflicts within their own geographic area.
Under a cosmopolitan view, it is not just state leaders who possess the responsibility to protect – the net of responsibility is cast much wider, although our capacities and the ways in which we fulfill these duties differ. Indeed, when the club of states has been reluctant to endorse the legitimacy of humanitarian claims, those motivated by a cosmopolitan ethical perspective have acted individually and collectively, either to help change state policies or to defy them. More often they have worked through NGOs, and in the face of considerable opposition, to combat cruelty, inhumanity, and injustice.

The answer to the question of who is responsible is ultimately “everyone.” Vincent argued in his challenging defence of basic rights that “a duty to respect the right to life of others falls on us all as individuals.” Kofi Annan echoed this sentiment in issuing his own clarion call:

So when we recall tragic events such as those of Bosnia or Rwanda and ask: “why did no one intervene?,” the question should not be addressed only to the United Nations, or even to its Member-States. Each of us as an individual has to take his or her share of responsibility. No one can claim ignorance of what happened. All of us should recall how we responded, and ask: What did I do? Could I have done more? Did I let my prejudice, my indifference, or my fear overwhelm my reasoning? Above all, how would I react next time?

Responsible for Whom?

The question of where responsibility is directed is challenging. Are states equally responsible for all others who are denied freedom and oppressed by the absence of the rule of law? Or do states have different responsibilities depending on their prior relations?

Ultimately, the responsibility to protect ought not to be driven by proximity, but rather by the severity of a crisis for victims. In some ways, since the founding of the ICRC in 1864, humanitarians have been steadily pushing out the geographical boundaries for concern from the state, to the region, to the globe.

One way to approach universal obligations is to conclude that they relate not to particular judgements of conscience but to conscientiousness. Ideally, the community of states would share responsibility to protect the rights of all civilians in the territory of all its members, but as a minimum at least its weakest members. One analyst, for example, summarizes that “the power of obligation varies directly with the powerlessness of the one who calls for help.” Which acts are correct may depend on circumstances, but there is an absolute obligation to decide and act. Remaining on the sidelines is not an option. As another observer explains, “Our obligation is relative to the situation, but obligation in the situation is absolute.” Personal and institutional resources are far from unlimited. At the same time, egregious suffering, wherever it is located, morally requires similar responses.

Commentators – both proponents and critics of intervention, alike – often criticize double standards. They argue that intervening states and international organizations should be consistent. At the same time, the Cold War’s “single standard” – to do nothing everywhere – is hardly preferable to acting at least some of the time.

The universality of human rights certainly demands consistency in responding to massive violations. Yet, interventions in countries to stop massive human rights violations are rare and highly selective. Why act in Kosovo but not in Rwanda? Why protect the Kurds in northern Iraq but not in Turkey? Why emphasize a crisis in Somalia and not a three-decade-long emergency in neighbouring Sudan? Why intervene against smaller states but ignore Russian actions in Chechnya?
The human rights of some populations still seem to be worthier of defence than those of others. The foreign policy of states and their decisions about humanitarian intervention are dictated in most cases, not merely by humanitarian objectives, but also by economic, political, territorial, and military self-interests. In brief, humanitarian interventions may be only partially motivated by humanitarian intentions.

The legitimacy of a principle is certainly undermined by the erratic – or, worse, demonstrably selective – application of that principle. For it conveys the impression that “some are more worth protecting than others.” This is a huge problem internationally, but it exists within domestic jurisdictions as well. Strict consistency in law enforcement remains more or less elusive everywhere.

To expect states to intervene in every worthy case and have pure humanitarian motivations is undoubtedly to demand the impossible. The world presents far too rich an array of human rights violations, as attested by voluminous annual reports from such groups as Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch. There is already difficulty enough in mobilizing against documented acts of genocide, and so it seems myopic to pretend that wholesale interventions in cases at lower levels of violation are even remotely plausible. Hard-headed judgements are required about the scale of evil and the scale of international capacities. However, it is feasible to aim to avoid such maximum evils as genocide and ethnic cleansing, except when a major power is responsible and intervention would undoubtedly result in more harm than good.

National and world politics will never be consistent or pure in heart. The ideal should not be the enemy of the good. Yet, what is the price of recognizing this standard reality? Should selective military interventions be condemned as immoral and in violation of the bedrock principle of the universality of human rights? The issues of consistency and capacity to act are important to any definition of interests and responsibilities. A settled principle of ethical reasoning is that “ought implies can.” At the same time as ethical principles should ideally be applied uniformly, it would be foolish to ignore the reality that such an obligation ultimately depends on the operational ability to carry it out. Because of the difficulty in saving all victims all the time, should we not resort to trying to save some of the victims some of the time? In the context of a pragmatic affirmative response to this question, the issue of “hard choices,” and even triage, cannot be avoided. Or, as the Secretary-General wrote in his report to the Millennium Assembly, “The fact that we cannot protect people everywhere is no reason for doing nothing when we can.”

While aspiring to the ideal of consistency as a long-term objective, most commentators would say that the inability to intervene everywhere is not an excuse not to intervene when necessary and possible and where it can make a difference. The inevitable double standards of state practice should not be an excuse for paralysis. We should not abandon the aspiration for coherent responses to international humanitarian crises, but even occasionally doing the right thing well is certainly preferable to doing nothing routinely.
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7. LEGITIMACY AND AUTHORITY

In exploring the nexus between humanitarian intervention and state sovereignty, one of the crucial dimensions – indeed, for some commentators the only valid starting point – is public international law. The key question revolves around authority: Who has the right – and under what circumstances – to authorize the use of deadly force in the pursuit of humanitarian objectives?

This question has been controversial for decades, and the principal positions in the debate are clear. One side argues that there is no exception to the requirement of a Security Council mandate. If approval is not forthcoming for whatever reason, then the intervention should not proceed. Should an intervention occur without such approval, it is illegal. Even the strongest proponents of relatively unfettered humanitarian intervention accept that states planning to intervene should systematically seek Security Council authorization prior to the intervention. However, some then argue that this requirement can be superseded in cases of supreme humanitarian emergency, an exceptional necessity when legal norms clash.

These alternative perspectives, articulated in bold relief around Kosovo within the United Nations (UN) Secretary-General Kofi Annan's statements before, during, and after the Kosovo War, capture the tensions between responding to an unfolding catastrophe and the importance of not bypassing the Security Council. On March 24, 1999, as cruise missiles and high-altitude bombing began, he stated:

I deeply regret that, in spite of all of the efforts made by the international community, the Yugoslav authorities have persisted in their rejection of a political settlement, which would have halted the bloodshed in Kosovo and secured an equitable peace for the population there ... . It is indeed tragic that diplomacy has failed, but there are times when the use of force may be legitimate in the pursuit of peace.

However, the Secretary-General also explicitly regretted the Security Council's inability to act. Russia and China, meanwhile, unconditionally condemned the campaign by the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) as illegal and contrary to the UN Charter.

It might be expected that a detailed review of the main international legal instruments, particularly the UN Charter, would provide clear guidance about the conditions under which humanitarian intervention is legal and illegal. While this supposition is accurate on some points, in many other respects the range of legal interpretations and opinions is very broad.
In the first instance, inconsistencies apparent in the Charter and other key legal instruments prohibit drawing simple conclusions. Perhaps more importantly, law is not static; it evolves on the basis of changing state practice. Changing experiences shape principles and norms, just as principles and norms influence policies, decisions, and operations. As a result, and in addition to codified international law, custom also determines what is legal and illegal. To complicate matters, some observers argue that the intensity and quantity of rapid international interactions combine with activities by intergovernmental bodies to increase dramatically the rate at which customary law is being created.4

The term “unilateral” is avoided for the most part in this volume because of the differences between its use by international lawyers and by most social scientists. Whereas the latter often use the term to signify a decision or action by a single state (in juxtaposition to “bilateral,” by two states, and to “multilateral,” by more than two states), the former employ the term as a synonym for “nonauthorized” and hence of dubious legality no matter how many states have approved.

The analysis that follows does not stop with the current status of public international law. If there are significant gray areas relating to the authorization of humanitarian intervention, then questions of legitimacy become as important as questions of law. Legitimacy is an important dimension even when legality is clear. The Independent International Commission on Kosovo, for example, concluded that “the NATO military intervention was illegal but legitimate.”5 And certain factors – credible evidence of the scale of the human crisis, a genuine internal call for assistance, the conduct of the intervening states and agencies, and longer term outcomes – enhance the broader sense of legitimacy. In extreme cases, outcomes that undermine the legality of an intervention – an isolated veto in the Security Council or a supporting vote in the General Assembly that secures a majority but not two-thirds – may, in fact, strengthen its legitimacy.

This discussion begins with an examination of the legal bases for intervention. It first focuses on the UN Charter legal regime governing coercive intervention, and whether there are any other existing legal grounds for humanitarian intervention. The essay then turns to the question of customary international law and examines the impact of changing state practice, particularly in the 1990s, on Charter prohibitions. Given the degree of legal controversy, it concludes with an exploration of the growing importance of the legitimacy of the institutions that authorize interventions and of the interventions themselves.

INTERVENTION AND THE UN CHARTER

The prohibition on the use of force by states is widely regarded as one of the central building blocks in the foundation of the UN Charter. Scholars classify this norm as *jus cogens*, or a peremptory norm, that cannot be modified by subsequent or inconsistent norms, treaties, or actions. Nevertheless, controversy persists about the intended breadth of this prohibition and whether it has been undermined by UN failures to uphold global security and by the rise of support for human rights and antegenocide initiatives.

States are assured by the domestic jurisdiction limitation of Article 2 (7) that “[n]othing contained in the present Charter shall authorize the UN to intervene in matters which are essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of any state.” On the face of it, this provision accepts a sharp separation of internal and international conflict, restricting UN action to the latter. Reality is quite different, as the earlier discussion of the expanding definition of threats to international peace and security has made clear. Moreover, even within this article itself, there is an exception through the commitment that “this principle shall not prejudice the application of enforcement measures under Chapter VII.” There is also a
provision that exempts individual or collective self-defence (Article 51). Hence, both Security Council authorizations for coercion and legitimate self-defence trump the domestic jurisdiction restriction.

The whole tenor and context of the Charter is an effort, as stated at the outset of the Preamble, to "save succeeding generations from the scourge of war." As such, the UN itself is subject to this regime and is entrusted with the mission of minimizing the role of force in international affairs. This directive is articulated in Articles 2(3) and 33, instructing states to settle their disputes by peaceful means. It is also implicit in the relation between Articles 41 and 42, mandating the Security Council to rely, to the extent possible, on non-military measures in carrying out its responsibilities.

Thus, the limits on UN authority with respect to responding to human catastrophes are essential to understanding contemporary humanitarian action. But so, too, are the concrete provisions that facilitate justified responses. The UN Charter provides the highest source of legal and constitutional authority in relation to claims relating to the use of force. Yet, the authority of the Charter remains obscure in specific instances. It contains inconsistent norms and principles (for example, to promote human rights and respect domestic jurisdiction). It also has dormant provisions, especially in Chapter VII, that give a differing impression if the Charter is read literally or interpreted in light of subsequent events. The nonfunctioning Military Staff Committee is one clear-cut illustration. There is continual evolution and innovation in norms and principles through interpretation and practice. A dramatic example is the evolution of international human rights standards from a vague aspiration to a basis for judging conduct and seeking implementation and protection. As such, the Charter regime blurs the distinction between what is subject to international authority and what falls within domestic jurisdiction.

Finally, the Security Council appears to be at liberty to determine its modes of operation and perhaps even its mandate, irrespective of what the Charter says. For instance, the absence or abstention by permanent members is not treated as preventing a Security Council decision, despite the language of Article 27(3), which requires the "affirmative vote of nine members including the concurring votes of the permanent members." Actions taken by the Security Council regarding the use of force may therefore become precedents, even if they seem inconsistent with the Charter.

In detailing the Charter's approach to the use of force in response to deadly conflicts with catastrophic human consequences, the discussion here begins with the Charter provisions dealing with armed conflict and Security Council responsibilities (Chapters VI, VII, and V). It continues with the relevant role of the General Assembly (Chapter IV) and "other" bases in the Charter, including Chapter VIII.

Security Council

The Security Council's legal capacity to respond to crises that give rise to human catastrophes are set out in Chapters VI and VII of the UN Charter. Although entitled "Peaceful Settlement of Disputes," Chapter VI sets out the decision making framework for UN responses to human catastrophes. There need not be a "dispute" to generate UN competence to respond. Article 34 states that the Security Council may investigate "any dispute, or any situation" that may cause "international friction." There is no doubt that these provisions were designed for international rather than intranational disputes. Nevertheless, the evolutionary practice of the UN has eroded this distinction, empowering the Security Council to regard internal situations that give rise to broader security concerns as legitimate subjects for consideration and response.
During the Dag Hammarskjöld era, an "innovation" in the interpretation of Chapter VI led to the development of UN peacekeeping that presupposed consent by the relevant state and a very limited role for UN personnel. At the outset, they were confined to the use of force only in self-defence, while this was later extended to protection of an operational mission's mandate. This expansion beyond dispute settlement had the significant incidental effect of bringing UN authority to bear on essentially internal situations. Thus, if a particular territorial government gives its consent, the Security Council can authorize a military presence that is designed to avert, mitigate, or overcome an incipient or ongoing human disaster. Traditional UN peacekeeping activities are an original and important contribution to international peace and security, and they have grown substantially in the post-Cold War era.6

Under the terms of Chapter V, the Security Council has primary jurisdiction over international peace and security and is empowered to make decisions binding on UN member states. Article 24 was formulated "to ensure prompt and effective action." The article obliges members of the Council to execute their mandate consistent with the principles and objectives of the UN. Some commentators have argued that Council therefore has not only the right, but also the responsibility, to act in the face of extraordinary humanitarian crises. Although the Charter may be read as allowing the Council to take such action, for most analysts no such obligation exists in Article 24 or elsewhere.

According to Article 27, Security Council decisions about nonprocedural matters, including the use of force, require support from 9 of its 15 members without a veto being cast by any of the five permanent members of the Security Council: China, France, Russia, the United Kingdom (UK), and the United States (US).

The sharp edge of the Council's powers are spelled out in Chapter VII, which provides the contours of the Charter approach to collective security, again designed for international armed conflict. The primary concern in 1945 was to provide member states with an assurance that their territorial integrity and political independence would be protected in the event of "threats to the peace, breaches of the peace or acts of aggression."

The Security Council was therefore empowered in Article 39 to "decide what measures shall be taken ... to maintain or restore international peace and security." Article 41 indicates that nonmilitary measures should be used to the extent possible to address such threats or breaches, as well as acts of aggression. In the event that nonmilitary measures prove largely unresponsive to humanitarian concerns, Article 42 authorizes the Security Council to decide on military measures "as may be necessary ... to maintain or restore international peace and security."

As a result of the Cold War, the Security Council was largely inactive as far as humanitarian aspects were concerned. There was a humanitarian tabula rasa - no resolution mentioned the humanitarian aspects of any conflict from 1945 until the Six Day War of 1967.7 The first mention of the International Committee of the Red Cross8 was not until 1978, and in the 1970s and 1980s. "[t]he Security Council gave humanitarian aspects of armed conflict limited priority ... but the early nineteen-nineties can be seen as a watershed."9 During the first half of the decade, twice as many resolutions were passed as during the first 45 years of UN history. They contained repeated references, in the context of Chapter VII, to humanitarian crises amounting to threats to international peace and security, as well as repeated demands for parties to respect the principles of international humanitarian law (IHL).

Over the past decade, the Security Council has broadened its mandate considerably. In the aftermath of the Gulf War, it authorized protective action for the Kurdish minority in Iraq, and this authority has been interpreted by the US, the UK, and France as justifying the establishment and maintenance of no-fly zones, as well as attacks on Iraqi radar and antiaircraft
sites. During the wars in Bosnia and Herzegovina, the Security Council authorized a robust form of peacekeeping, including safe havens to protect the Muslim civilian population of Bosnia from Serbian ethnic cleansing.

Together with the failure of the UN peacekeeping force in Rwanda to prevent genocide in 1994 and the world organization's abandonment of a nation-building role in Somalia, the Bosnian experience cast a dark shadow over the effectiveness of the Security Council to respond to the most calamitous human tragedies. In these cases, however, the limitations were less about legal competencies and more about political and operational weaknesses. Some commentators have concluded that a narrower view of the Security Council's legal authority would help the UN avoid the embarrassments associated with political and operational overextension.

An important and unresolved question is whether the Security Council can exceed its own authority by violating the constitutional restraints embedded in the Charter, particularly the inhibition on UN intervention contained in Article 2 (7). This issue has only been tangentially considered by the International Court of Justice (ICJ) in the Lockerbie case. The 1998 decision on preliminary objections affirmed that the Security Council is bound by the Charter. At the same time, there is no provision for judicial review of the Council's decisions, and therefore no way that a dispute over Charter interpretation can be resolved. With specific reference to Council-authorized intervention, there appear to be no theoretical limits to the ever-widening interpretation of international peace and security.

**General Assembly**

The General Assembly's role in matters of peace and security is subordinate to the Security Council's. Should the Council be unable or unwilling to authorize action, the matter can be considered by the Assembly. Article 11 provides that the General Assembly may consider and make recommendations (though not decisions) about matters relating to the maintenance of international peace and security. However, under Article 12, it is constrained from making such recommendations (though not specifically from considering the matter) "while the Security Council is exercising in respect of any dispute or situation the functions assigned to it in the present Charter ... unless the Security Council so requests."

Furthermore, the "Uniting for Peace" Resolution of 1950 specifically authorizes the Assembly to make recommendations on enforcement action when the Security Council is unable to take a decision. As a result, the General Assembly is a potential source of authorization when the Security Council is incapable of acting.

Moreover, widespread concerns about the slowness of General Assembly decision making seem unwarranted. Although it is not perpetually "on call," like the Security Council, the "Uniting for Peace" Resolution provided for holding an Emergency Special Session. Convened within 24 hours of a request being made, an Emergency Special Session must also "convene in plenary session only and proceed directly to consider the item proposed for consideration in the request for the holding of the session, without previous reference to the General Committee or to any other Committee."

Such sessions, however, are comparatively rare, having been convened only 10 times in the UN's history. The fact that this procedure has been used only three times to authorize a military operation – the last in the early 1960s, over the crisis in the Congo – reduces its relevance in the eyes of many commentators.

The main hurdle, once the matter has been brought before the Assembly, is the requirement in Article 18 (2) that any resolution relating to the maintenance of international peace and security have a two-thirds majority of UN members present and voting (that is, not
abstaining). If all 189 are present and none abstains, then 126 affirmative votes are required. Given the significant opposition to a variety of past military interventions, the politics that produce deadlock among the Security Council would tend to produce similar vexing results in the General Assembly.

An intervention that took place with the necessary two-thirds backing or more in the General Assembly would almost certainly have a moral and political force sufficient to categorize it as "legal," even without Security Council endorsement. It would certainly be regarded as legitimate. Indeed, a vote in the Assembly that came close to the required majority would probably be sufficient to confer additional legitimacy on an ensuing humanitarian intervention.

Regional Organizations

Another potential source of authorization for interventions is regional organizations. Chapter VIII of the Charter assigns a possible role in the maintenance of international peace and security to "regional arrangements or agencies," though with the caveat that the actions are consistent with the UN's purposes and principles. Article 52 (1) makes regional arrangements or agencies the first place where efforts should be made to "achieve pacific settlement of local disputes ... before referring them to the Security Council."

In terms of enforcement action, the relationship is set forth in clear language in Article 53 (1), which empowers the Security Council to "utilize such regional arrangements or agencies for enforcement action under its authority." The next sentence makes clear that regional organizations lack an independent authority with respect to enforcement undertakings because "no enforcement action shall be taken under regional arrangements or by regional agencies without the authorization of the Security Council." Article 54 imposes an obligation that the "Security Council shall at all times be kept fully informed of activities undertaken or in contemplation under regional arrangements" with respect to "the maintenance of peace and security."

Many international human catastrophes have direct effects on neighbouring countries, including massive refugee flows and use of territory as a base by rebel groups. Thus, states bordering on a war zone usually have strong interests, only partly humanitarian, for dealing swiftly and effectively with a large scale human catastrophe. Moreover, they may be better placed to act than the UN because of their familiarity with the intricacies of the local situation and actors. But regional organizations are only allowed to take action up to and including peacekeeping and are precluded from exercising Chapter VII powers, unless the Security Council has authorized them to do so.

Other Grounds for Intervention

In addition to the powers granted to the Security Council, the General Assembly, and regional organizations, there are other potential legal grounds on which intervention for broadly humanitarian purposes might be based within the overall parameters of the Charter regime. Among the most important is the right of self-defence, the Genocide Convention, IHL, human rights law, and restoring democracies.

The "inherent right of individual or collective self-defence," provided for under Article 51, is one possible justification for the legal use of force with substantial humanitarian implications. This right, however, has been restrictively interpreted by the ICJ as being available only in response to "an armed attack." Nevertheless, some legal scholars, especially in North America and Europe, have for several reasons viewed it in more expansive terms. First, the narrowing of the inherent right was based on the expectation that the UN would establish an effective mechanism for collective security. The obvious failure to realize this goal,
they argue, may effectively place the community of states in a pre-Charter legal setting. Second, in a number of instances, states using force beyond the bounds of Article 51 have not been censured by the Security Council if their acts have been viewed as reasonable exceptions. This has been particularly true of unilateral responses to international terrorism. A number of past interventions undertaken at least in part for humanitarian reasons or with significant humanitarian benefits – East Pakistan, Uganda, and Cambodia – were justified on the grounds of self-defence.

The 1948 Genocide Convention and the four Geneva Conventions of 1949 and their two Additional Protocols of 1977 impose obligations on warring parties. Yet, both are explicit that they do not provide an independent foundation for intervention – responses must be undertaken within the context of the UN Charter. Article 1 of the Genocide Convention contains specific obligations both to prevent and to punish perpetrators of that crime, but Article 8 refers to calling on the competent organs of the UN to take such action under the Charter as they consider appropriate.

Similarly, IHL provides for measures that may be taken in the event of "grave breaches." Article 89 of Additional Protocol I is clear: "In situations of serious violations of the Conventions or of this Protocol, the High Contracting Parties undertake to act, jointly or individually, in cooperation with the UN and in conformity with the UN Charter." The conclusion that these instruments cannot provide independent justification for intervention is further strengthened in light of UN Charter Article 103, which gives primacy to Charter obligations in the event of a conflict with other legal ones.

The Charter clearly advocates respect for, and the advancement of, human rights. But this is done in a language and manner that defers both to the primacy of sovereignty and the prohibition on the use of force. Article 1 (3) indicates that a purpose of the UN is "promoting and encouraging respect for human rights." Article 55 (c) sets forth the conviction that "universal respect for, and observance of, human rights and fundamental freedoms" are essential for the establishment of the sort of stability that could underpin a peaceful world. Perhaps more relevantly, Article 56 asserts that "[a]ll Members pledge themselves to take joint and separate action in co-operation with the Organization." Generally, these provisions have been read as aspirations and not as giving rise to any legal foundation for enforcement action.

Since 1945 the development of human rights law and institutions has made impressive strides, especially since the 1993 Vienna Conference on Human Rights and Development. The Office of UN High Commissioner for Human Rights was established, thereby becoming a focal point within the UN system that has increased both the visibility and the international salience of official (that is, UN), rather than private (that is, led by non-governmental organizations), human rights advocacy. Some scholars have argued that human rights should now be viewed on an equivalent basis of authority when considering the use of force. With such an outlook, the use of force to address severe deprivations of human rights would be legally permissible. Recent UN Secretaries-General have hinted at such sentiments, though this perspective remains controversial.

A further potential rationale for military intervention that could be grouped under the label of "humanitarian" is the restoration of a democratic regime, following its illegitimate removal. The authorization of the use of force in Haiti, at the request of the elected government then in exile, has been cited as evidence of an emerging right of intervention in support of democracy. An overthrow of a democratically elected government could plausibly threaten international peace and security only indirectly, but nonetheless it has resulted in Security Council action. This logic builds on earlier precedents of enforcement against the white-majority regimes of Southern Rhodesia and the Republic of South Africa.
Actions in Sierra Leone – and perhaps in Guinea-Bissau, the Central African Republic, and Lesotho – may provide further evidence of a change in international legal norms pertaining to “prodemocratic” intervention. The Council’s post hoc endorsement of the Economic Community of West African States’s (ECOWAS’s) intervention in Sierra Leone seems to add further weight to the relevance of restoring democratic governments as a new rationale for intervention. The Security Council in this case authorized action under Chapter VII against an “illegitimate” regime, without even taking refuge in assertions of “extraordinary,” “exceptional,” or “unique” circumstances. Indeed, some commentators have gone so far as to argue that coups against elected governments are now, per se, violations of international law and that regional organizations may be licensed to use force to reverse such coups in member states.18

INTERVENTION OUTSIDE THE UN CHARTER

Some commentators and governments argue that a ground invasion or bombing of a target state necessarily violates its territorial rights and political independence, no matter what the provocation. And they reject out of hand the idea that an invader would act in the true interests of local populations.

These arguments are countered by those who take the view that there often is no alternative to intervention – military and nonmilitary – as a means of saving lives when human catastrophe arises. Truly repressive governments represent only the interests of corrupt elites and not of the vast majority of people. The question of state sovereignty is beside the point, because popular sovereignty is so clearly violated by such regimes.

In considering the potential legality of interventions undertaken outside the framework of the UN Charter, there is inevitably some repetition of the preceding analysis. If intervention for humanitarian purposes approved by the Security Council is a sine qua non, many argue that intervention without a mandate from the Security Council is simply illegal. In addition, many of the cases in which states have claimed to exercise a right of humanitarian intervention have involved some form of action by the Council, albeit decisions that fall short of the authorization of force or that occur after an actual military intervention.

The dispute over claims about the changing nature of state practice, including its impact on the current status of the law regarding the use of force, are at the heart of the debate on whether humanitarian intervention may proceed in the absence of explicit Security Council authorization. The interventions of the 1990s have led a number of states and commentators to argue that a basis already exists in customary international law to support such interventions, albeit seriously circumscribed – that is, only where there is a large scale threat to life, and even then only as a last resort. If an obligation to respond to human tragedy exists with the Council’s blessing, it also does without one. Others have suggested that such a right is emerging as a rule of customary law, but it has not yet achieved that status.

As a group, developing countries have explicitly rejected the idea that any broader precedent was being set. By consensus, the final communiqué of the Meeting of Ministers for Foreign Affairs and Heads of Delegation of the 113-member Non-Aligned Movement, held in New York, on September 23, 1999, stated, “We reject the so-called ‘right of humanitarian intervention’ which has no legal basis in the UN Charter or in the general principles of international law.”19 The Group of 77 Summit in Havana, in April 2000, adopted by consensus the Declaration of the South Summit; this time, 133 countries agreed to include the same exact sentence.20
At the same time, the opposition among developing countries is not as solid as these statements might indicate. When the votes were cast on General Assembly Resolution 55/101 (debated during the bombing of Kosovo and calling for respect for the principles of non-intervention), there were 52 opposed. In addition, 33 developing countries either abstained or did not vote at all. There has been considerable support from individual developing countries and their regional associations for specific humanitarian interventions. These countries include not only the 16 African member states of ECOWAS, but also a majority of members of the Organization of African Unity (OAU) who called for intervention in Rwanda.

Thus, there are compelling policy considerations on both sides of the debate. On the one hand, those who argue against the existence of any right of humanitarian intervention without the authorization of the Security Council point to the priority the UN Charter gives to the maintenance of international peace. On the other hand, the Charter and modern human rights law place a high priority on the protection of the individual from widespread killing and the horrors of ethnic cleansing. Inaction by the Security Council, as in Rwanda in 1994, can lead to abuses of an even greater kind and make the Council liable to the charge of tragic ineffectiveness.

Legal Framework

The principal argument against the legality of intervention without a Security Council mandate is that it is said to violate the prohibition on the use of force enshrined in Article 2 (4). Since such a humanitarian intervention falls within neither of the exceptions specified in the Charter, the use or threat of force to pursue humanitarian objectives is said to be contrary to international law.

A second argument follows from the bedrock principle of international order. Since each state is sovereign within its own territory, what it does within that territory, even if it involves a violation of international law, cannot give rise to a right of intervention by other states. At one time, this argument was advanced to oppose any form of interference, even diplomatic representations regarding a state's human rights record. It is seldom heard today in that extreme form. However, it continues to enjoy considerable support as an argument against humanitarian intervention without the express authorization of the Security Council.

In support of these arguments, commentators also point to the fact that neither the Declaration on the Principles of Friendly Relations in General Assembly Resolution 2625 (1970) nor the Definition of Aggression in General Assembly Resolution 3314 (1974) contains any hint of the existence of such a right. On the contrary, the definition condemns all forms of military intervention and thereby appears to preclude the emergence of a concept of humanitarian intervention.

Supporters of an emerging custom have a different interpretation. They argue that Article 2 (4) states only one of the principles on which the UN operates, and it must be contextualized. The Charter is a living instrument that has evolved over the years and will continue to do so. Moreover, the Charter declares, beginning with the Preamble and Article 1, that the world organization's purposes include the promotion of human rights. The development of international human rights law since 1945 – through global agreements such as the Genocide Convention, the 1966 covenants on civil-political and economic-social-cultural rights, and regional instruments in Africa, the Americas, and Europe – has reached the point at which important aspects of the treatment by a state of its own population can no longer be regarded as domestic affairs. In particular, widespread and systematic violations of human rights involving the loss of life (or threatened loss of life) on a large scale are now well established as a matter of international concern.
Proponents of intervention argue that neither the concept of state sovereignty nor the general duty of nonintervention can preclude military intervention in extreme cases. International law in general, and the UN Charter in particular, do not rest exclusively on the principles of nonintervention and respect for sovereignty. The values on which the international legal system rests also include the Preamble's call to respect "the dignity and worth of the human person." While virtually no one suggests that intervention is justified whenever a state violates human rights, it does not follow that international law invariably requires that respect for the sovereignty and integrity of a state should in all cases be given priority over the protection of human rights – especially the most basic, the right to life.

Faced with human rights violations that may entail large scale loss of life, international law cannot – despite concerns that this would result in the violation of the sovereignty of the targeted state – require that all states stand back and allow massacres and massive forced migrations to take place. Supporters of humanitarian intervention argue that the prohibition on the use of force in Article 2 (4) is not an absolute prohibition but one whose limits have to be determined by reference to the actual practice of states and UN organs. For example, self-determination as a concept has evolved over time, particularly in the context of decolonization, legitimizing armed struggle. Similarly, the prohibition on the use of force and the equilibrium between that principle and other fundamental Charter principles is not static and develops with state practice and actions by the UN system.

Some argue, the status of the prohibition on the use of force as a rule of jus cogens preclude the lawfulness of military intervention for humanitarian purposes. The issue is not whether a customary law on humanitarian intervention has overridden Article 2 (4), but rather what is the extent of the rule of jus cogens – that is, how should this prohibition be interpreted in light of state practice and any evolving trends in customary international law. It has even been suggested that it is only the prohibition of the aggressive use of force that enjoys that status. Hence, there may be no prohibition on the use of force that falls short of aggression.

Neither, they argue, can the absence of any mention of "humanitarian intervention" in the Declaration on the Principles of Friendly Relations or the Definition of Aggression be regarded as conclusive. These resolutions are not legally binding; at most, they represent the interpretation of the relevant provisions of the Charter when they were adopted over a quarter of a century ago. They cannot set that interpretation in stone for all time. Furthermore, they did not represent an unequivocal rejection of military intervention for humanitarian objectives when they were adopted.23

In order to assess the relative merits of these positions, the legal claims must be tested against state practice. Specific instances of intervention were examined earlier. While there were several cases in which states asserted a right of humanitarian intervention before 1945, these are of limited relevance today as they occurred against the background of a law regarding the use of force that permitted states a far greater latitude than under the Charter regime. Accordingly, the analysis here confines itself to quickly reviewing practice since 1945 and emphasizes the post-Cold War era, in particular the "hard" case of Kosovo.

**State Practice, 1945–1990**

Most instances in which states referred to humanitarian objectives in justifying the use of force prior to the Cold War's demise actually turned on claims of self-defence or the consent of the government of the state on whose territory the intervention took place. The absence
of any clear reliance on humanitarian intervention during this period does not, however, mean that the practice of this period rejects the existence of such a right, merely that there were no manifestations.

It is worth revisiting three key cases discussed earlier, where the humanitarian rationale was secondary but the humanitarian benefits were substantial. With regard to India’s conflict with Pakistan, New Delhi did not rely on humanitarian intervention as a justification for its resort to force - it claimed to have acted in self-defence. Yet, India referred on several occasions to the plight of the local population (including at least 1 million dead) and of the 10 million refugees on its own territory. Furthermore, its actions went beyond what some would have regarded as proportionate self-defence; and in retrospect, it is now widely accepted that India could have based the intervention on humanitarian grounds.

The Vietnamese intervention in Cambodia in 1978–1979 resulted in the overthrow of the genocidal Pol Pot regime. In the Security Council debate on Cambodia, Vietnam distinguished between its own border conflict with Cambodia and the rebellion against Pol Pot within Cambodia, basing its justification for the invasion on the former. The case was further complicated by two factors: an unconvincing reliance on an invitation said to have been extended to Vietnam by a rival Cambodian government which Vietnam had been responsible for creating; and a sustained period of occupation. Once again, this justification could not have covered the full extent of the action taken by Vietnam, and clear references were made to the horrors perpetrated by the Khmer Rouge.

After being attacked by Uganda in 1979, Tanzania resorted to force, though President Julius Nyerere denied his intention to change the government in Kampala. Nevertheless, the Tanzanian forces went on to do precisely that. While self-defence undoubtedly provided a justification for the initial resort to force, it is difficult to see how it could have justified the full extent of Tanzania’s action. Ultimately this use of force could have been justified in large measure by a right to protect the population of Uganda suffering under the rule of Idi Amin. At the time, and in retrospect, the intervention was widely seen as legitimate, and the humanitarian benefits were praised.

International reaction to these three cases was mixed. There was virtually no support from states for the notion of humanitarian intervention, yet the salutary impact was clear in all three instances. There was general acceptance of Tanzania’s action in Uganda; and the effects of India’s action were swiftly recognized, as Bangladesh was admitted to the UN, the Commonwealth, and other international institutions. Only in Cambodia – where Cold War and Sino-Soviet rivalries were prominent and numerous governments were highly suspicious of Vietnam’s motives and intentions – was there a concerted attempt to deny recognition to the government created as a result of the intervention and to censure Vietnam for the invasion and the occupation.

The fact that India, Vietnam, and Tanzania did not make more of the argument that their actions were justified on humanitarian grounds suggests that this was not perceived as a strong legal argument at the time. But the general acquiescence at the UN in the Tanzanian and Indian cases, as well as a subsequent drop of relief in Sri Lanka by the Indian Air Force, was undoubtedly facilitated by a general acceptance of outcomes with such substantial and beneficial humanitarian effects.

State practice during the period of 1945–1990 is inconclusive. It is insufficient to sustain either a right of humanitarian intervention or an unequivocal rejection of the concept. It is not surprising, therefore, that most studies of the subject during this period are cautious in reaching conclusions.
Contemporary State Practice

Four interventions undertaken in the 1990s provide evidence in support of the argument that a legal custom related to humanitarian intervention without Security Council authorization is at least emerging. The four interventions include ECOWAS’s intervention in Liberia in 1990 and in Sierra Leone in 1997, the establishment and enforcement of no-fly zones in northern Iraq in 1991, and NATO’s operation in Kosovo and the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (FRY) in 1999. These interventions occurred in three geographic areas – Africa, the Middle East, and Europe – and together included military contingents from several continents.

In August 1990, ECOWAS’s Cease-fire Monitoring Group (ECOMOG) intervened in Liberia to impose a ceasefire, restore democracy, and stop the senseless killing of innocent civilians.27 Again in May 1997, Nigeria intervened in Sierra Leone to restore law and order, reverse the coup d’état, and protect human rights. In August 1997, ECOWAS mandated ECOMOG to enforce an economic embargo against the country and restore law and order there. Although presidents Doe and Kabbah both publicly requested external intervention, the unstable state of affairs inside each country raises questions as to whether such requests indicated genuine consent. At the time of the requests, neither Doe nor Kabbah was a de facto ruler of the state. Without local consent or a Security Council authorization, both military actions can be seen as involving the assertion of a right of humanitarian intervention.

International reaction to both interventions was generally supportive. The president of the Security Council issued statements supporting both interventions, and acting under Chapter VII of the UN Charter adopted several resolutions that deemed the situation in both countries a threat to international peace and security.28 Resolutions 788 (1992) and 866 (1993) imposed a weapons embargo against rebel factions in Liberia and established the UN Observer Mission in Liberia, which was co-deployed side by side with ECOMOG forces. Resolution 1132 (1997) imposed an arms and petroleum embargo and travel restriction against the junta and the Revolutionary United Front in Sierra Leone. Resolutions 788 and 1132 sanctioned ECOWAS to enforce their terms. Security Council action in these cases effectively provided a retroactive de jure seal of approval on the interventions.

In April 1991, the UK, the US, France, and the Netherlands intervened in northern Iraq to create "safe havens" to enable the large numbers of refugees and displaced persons to return home in safety. While the Security Council had earlier condemned Iraqi repression of the civilian population as a threat to international peace and security, the actual authorization was not adopted under Chapter VII and did not specifically authorize the application of military force. The action taken by the intervening states was described by them as "being in support of Resolution 688," but it was not authorized specifically by that resolution. Nor could it be regarded as bound up with the self-defence of Kuwait. If it was lawful, therefore, the intervention had to be based on humanitarian justifications. That argument was not, however, fully articulated until the following year.

In 1992, a “no-fly zone” was imposed in southern Iraq by London and Washington to protect the civilian population. The UK defended these actions as the exercise of an exceptional right to intervene on humanitarian grounds. Speaking in 1992, after the imposition of the “no-fly zone” in southern Iraq, British Foreign Secretary Douglas Hurd said, "Not every action that a British government or an American government or a French government takes has to be underwritten by a specific provision in a UN resolution provided we comply with international law. International law recognizes extreme humanitarian need." He continued, "We are on strong legal as well as humanitarian ground in setting up this 'no-fly
With the exception of Iraq, very few states challenged the assertion of the need for military intervention in this case or challenged the underlying claim that a right of intervention existed for such extreme humanitarian cases.

There is no need to repeat the details of this well-documented case, but it is necessary to note that for proponents of a right to humanitarian intervention in emerging customary international law, the Iraqi case is similar to the Liberian one. They are important because states that intervened militarily implied a "humanitarian" justification for intervention. One involves a group of developing countries and the other major Western powers. The reaction of the rest of the community of states was general acquiescence. Protests at the time against the interventions on the grounds that they were unlawful were rare.

Of the interventions of the 1990s, Kosovo posed in the starkest terms the question of legitimacy and authority in the context of evolving state practice and customary international law. The action in Kosovo was justified in humanitarian terms. It was clearly not self-defence, nor was it authorized by the Security Council.

As the Kosovo situation deteriorated in the late 1990s, the Security Council indicated its competence to authorize forcible action in a series of resolutions; but it failed to do so, because of the presumed political opposition of China and Russia. NATO governments bypassed the Security Council, although Resolution 1244 (1999) in effect ratified the outcome of the NATO campaign, and the UN then took over a lead role in a peace building process, leaving military functions in the hands of NATO's Kosovo Force.

The legal justifications for NATO's intervention were not always expressly articulated, but they necessarily rested on some assertion of a right of humanitarian intervention or at least humanitarian "necessity." Although the Security Council did not authorize the bombing, three Chapter VII resolutions were adopted prior to the intervention (numbers 1160, 1199, and 1203). Legally binding on all states, including the FRY, these resolutions determined that the situation in Kosovo was a threat to international peace and security. They also established that the crisis in Kosovo involved serious violations of fundamental rights and an impending human catastrophe well before the NATO action began. But as critics correctly point out, they did not explicitly authorize the use of force.

Of the Western governments involved, the UK took the most consistent and overtly humanitarian position that the NATO action was justified because international law recognizes a right to take military action in a case of overwhelming humanitarian necessity. In October 1998, the Foreign and Commonwealth Office circulated a note among NATO member states arguing that, "Security Council authorization to use force for humanitarian purposes is now widely accepted (Bosnia and Somalia provide firm legal precedents). A UNSCR [UN Security Council resolution] would give a clear legal base for NATO action, as well as being politically desirable." It continued, "but force can also be justified on the grounds of overwhelming humanitarian necessity without a UNSCR."

When the military action actually started, the UK Permanent Representative to the UN told the Security Council that "[t]he action being taken is legal. It is justified as an exceptional measure to prevent an overwhelming humanitarian catastrophe." He continued, "Every means short of force has been tried to avert this situation. In these circumstances, and as an exceptional measure on grounds of overwhelming humanitarian necessity, military intervention is legally justifiable. The force now proposed is directed exclusively to averting a humanitarian catastrophe, and is the minimum judged necessary for that purpose."
A number of other NATO member states also invoked a right of humanitarian intervention. This is perhaps clearest in Belgium’s submissions to the ICJ in the provisional-measures phase of the Case Concerning Legality of Use of Force brought by the FRY against 10 NATO member states in 1998.

Some states – most notably Russia and China – were sharply critical of the legality of NATO’s actions. And there were numerous other loud rejections of the right to humanitarian intervention without Security Council authorization. For example, the representative of India remarked that by ignoring the view of Russia, China, and India, NATO was acting contrary to the wishes of the “representatives of half of humanity.”

Proponents of an emerging custom, however, point to the firm rejection of a Russian proposal submitted to the Security Council on March 26, 1999. The draft resolution that would have condemned the NATO action as a breach of international law was defeated by 12 votes from a wide variety of countries (Argentina, Bahrain, Brazil, Canada, France, Gabon, the Gambia, Malaysia, the Netherlands, Slovenia, the UK, and the US) to 3 (China, Russia, and Namibia).

Since the end of the Cold War, state practice has shifted on issues of intervention and state sovereignty. The Western states’ reaction to both Iraq and Kosovo suggests a preoccupation with the humanitarian justification for intervention by ad hoc coalitions and regional organizations. African states, which as former colonies have historically been among the most vociferous defenders of absolute state sovereignty, have more recently been at the forefront of challenging traditional prohibitions on the use of force in internal conflicts. The African examples also suggest a growing consensus that state sovereignty is no longer inviolable when there is mass human suffering and democratic or legitimate governments are toppled.

Regional Organizations

In the mid-1940s, regional organizations were unquestionably subordinated to the authority of the UN Security Council. At the turn of the century, it is less certain whether the text of the Charter remains definitive on the issue of regional authority. Specifically, there are questions as to whether regional enforcement action under all circumstances continues to fall under the subordinate status of the Security Council covered by Article 53 (1).

Some argue that prevention of genocide, crimes against humanity, “ethnic cleansing,” and severe patterns of human rights violations have now generated legal authority to engage in intervention independently of the UN system. Having been neither acknowledged nor repudiated by the UN, such a legal right must be regarded as falling into a contested domain. Security Council practice provides a qualified endorsement for these claims of regional authority, especially in the setting of sub-Saharan Africa, but to some extent elsewhere, if the intervention claim is carried out in a context of a human tragedy resulting from a deadly conflict or in relation to a collapsed internal political order. The form of this endorsement, together with the absence of censure for uses of force that would appear to have contravened Charter constraints, has been a retrospective validation, either directly or indirectly, of initiatives of ECOWAS, NATO, and the Organization of American States.

One threshold question is whether regional alliances are subject to the Chapter VIII framework governing “Regional Arrangements.” The issue relates particularly to the controversy regarding NATO’s authority to act without an explicit mandate from the UN Security Council. Since its establishment on April 4, 1949, NATO has contended systematically that
it is an organization dedicated to “collective self-defence” and thus not a regional arrangement in the sense intended by the Charter. In fact, Article 5 of the treaty explicitly distances NATO from Chapter VIII of the Charter because the Western Alliance is an entity exclusively concerned with bolstering “the right of individual and collective self-defence.”

Those who argue that humanitarian intervention cannot be an application of self-defence would also question whether NATO could expand its scope of activity to encompass a broader range of claims without running afoul of Article 53’s constraint on unauthorized regional enforcement. Article 1 of the NATO treaty commits the parties themselves to refrain from the use of force “in any manner inconsistent with the purposes of the UN.” By virtue of the 1997 Madrid Declaration and other formal pronouncements of the 1990s, NATO attempted to adapt its mission to the conditions of post-Cold War Europe, stating that “[w]e are moving towards the realization of our vision of a just and lasting order of peace for Europe as a whole, based on human rights, freedom and democracy.”

The constitutional issue posed is whether NATO’s redefinition of its mission departs so much from its earlier identity as an organization devoted to Article 51 self-defence that in effect it has become a Chapter VIII regional organization dependent on Security Council authorization whenever it purports to use force to support a claim that is other than collective self-defence. Although the former Yugoslavia is “out of area” and beyond the scope of self-defence, its borders are contiguous with those of NATO countries. Hence, the argument of self-defence is considered plausible by some observers.

In contrast to NATO, where action has been based on a reinterpretation of the existing legal framework, African regional organizations have actually begun to codify a norm of humanitarian intervention. In October 1998, in the wake of its experiences in Liberia and Sierra Leone, the ECOWAS heads of government in Abuja adopted and ratified the Framework for the Mechanism for Conflict Prevention, Management, Resolution, Peace and Security.

The framework empowers ECOWAS to deploy peacekeeping forces into internal conflict situations that threaten to trigger a humanitarian disaster, pose a serious threat to peace and security in the subregion, and erupt following the overthrow of a democratically elected government. In December 1999, they also adopted a protocol to the framework that recognizes it as binding on all issues related to conflict prevention, management, and resolution.

The principal goal of the Southern African Development Community (SADC) Organ for Politics, Defence, and Security is to protect the people of Southern Africa and safeguard the development of the region against instability arising from the breakdown of law and order, intrastate conflict, and external aggression. It explicitly seeks to encourage the observance of universal human rights, as enumerated in the charters of the OAU and UN. To complement the aims of the Organ, in June 1995 SADC adopted a Protocol on Peace, Security and Conflict Resolution, which empowers it to establish peacekeeping forces in certain internal conflict situations. These include large scale violence between sections of the population of a state or between the state and (or) its armed or paramilitary forces and sections of the population, a threat to the legitimate authority of the government (such as a military coup by armed or paramilitary forces), a condition of civil war or insurgency, and any crisis that could threaten the peace and security of other member states.
There are, thus, now two regional organizations that have developed an explicit legal basis for the imposition of the use of force in internal conflicts for humanitarian ends and to restore democratic regimes that have been overthrown. ECOWAS and SADC structures and guiding criteria for intervention are nearly identical. However, from a legal perspective, SADC’s security mechanism differs from ECOWAS’s in one key respect: in an internal crisis, SADC may only respond to an invitation by a member country. ECOWAS, on the other hand, dispenses with even this limitation. Some would argue that this amounts to the codification of a doctrine of humanitarian intervention; others would suggest that it represents an expanded understanding of the right to self-defence, coupled with members of a regional organization granting “anticipatory” consent.

Regional organizations are becoming more assertive in authorizing their own interventions without prior approval from the Security Council. There is also growing opinion that to be regarded as “legitimate,” such interventions need only be preceded by a credible account of an incipient or actual humanitarian catastrophe, demonstrate that reasonable efforts to reach a diplomatic or peaceful resolution have failed, and carry out the operation in accordance with IHL. Such a conception of legitimacy suggests that a literal reading of Chapter VIII of the Charter is no longer an accurate reflection of contemporary international law.

LEGALITY AND LEGITIMACY

If a right to intervene on humanitarian grounds exists in customary international law (or if it is an emerging norm), it seems limited to cases where three conditions apply: there is widespread loss of life or such loss of life appears imminent; the existence of such a situation has been objectively determined (for example, by a resolution of the Security Council); and the Security Council has not explicitly rejected such an intervention.

There can be little doubt that a “gray sector” exists in international law, neither approving nor disapproving of a use of deadly force to protect people from severe forms of abuse. Russia, China, and many developing countries argue for what might be called a “green-light” interpretation: countries may proceed with military enforcement only if the Security Council has specifically authorized it. The West and some developing countries seem to be arguing for a “red light”: countries may proceed unless the Security Council specifically votes to halt military enforcement. The legal status of humanitarian intervention under customary international law and independently of the UN Charter remains contested. A juridical stalemate exists.

Legality and legitimacy are linked but not synonymous. In the blurred area where international custom is evolving or unclear, the notion of legitimacy takes on greater significance. This is presently the case for actions taken both within and outside the framework of the UN Charter.

For many countries, the problem of democratic legitimacy within the Charter regime permeates all aspects of the humanitarian intervention debate. From their perspective, the ever-widening scope of Security Council action is nothing more than an abuse of the constitutional provisions of the UN. These, as well as other sceptics of humanitarian intervention, usually argue that the Security Council represents the distribution of power in 1945, rather than in today’s world. It totally excludes from permanent membership major powers from Africa, Latin America, and the Middle East, and it also fails to acknowledge others in Asia and Europe, whose size and influence are comparable to those of other permanent members. Thus, the legitimacy of bona fide decisions is questionable on representational grounds alone.
They point out that the only previous Charter revision took place in 1965 to better reflect rapid decolonization and the vast increase in newly independent countries in the composition of the Security Council. In addition to the need to increase the numbers in the Council again, critics also point out that the veto is a historical relic, shielding human rights violators and guaranteeing impunity for the pursuit of narrow self-interests by the major powers.

At the same time, many developing countries are unwilling to accept as legitimate any intervention not explicitly authorized by the Security Council. The logic is straightforward, if somewhat paradoxical. There is no better or more appropriate body. Council decisions are authoritative because they result from an international political process that, even if flawed, is at least regulated.

In the debate over Kosovo, China and Russia were also reacting to concerns that the US and its close allies were converting the Security Council into an instrument of their foreign policies. The veto power was seen as a vital protection from other powerful states and as a means to neutralize Western geopolitical machinations. States that insist on maintaining the right to the veto are in a poor position to claim the need to act outside of the Charter framework when paralysis results from another permanent member’s veto. The evasion of veto power in the case of Kosovo was interpreted as proof of efforts to undermine this legitimate sphere of UN authority. Suggestions have since surfaced that the permanent members should consider a pledge not to veto any intervention for humanitarian purposes when their own vital interests are not directly threatened. It seems aberrant that a veto could override the claims of the rest of humanity.

Avoiding the Security Council poses one set of problems, but assertive leadership by the major powers poses others. Hence, in relation to the Gulf War and with respect to the imposition and retention of sanctions against Libya and Iraq, many developing countries have criticized efforts by Western states, and especially by the US, to widen the scope of acceptable multilateral authority and legitimacy. In effect, such critics have argued that the Charter conception of UN authority has been subjected to “geopolitical hijacking” and that such practice has imperiled the legitimate sovereign rights of many countries.

Legitimacy is also an increasingly important notion for those who accept that in certain circumstances humanitarian interventions should be undertaken even in the absence of clear Security Council authorization. Within segments of global civil society and for a significant number of governments, there exists a “legal” basis for intervention provided the facts of abuse are authenticated. If a human catastrophe related to a deadly conflict occurs, there is need to act whether or not the Security Council is seized by a crisis. Much of the debate in the West focuses on the difficulties of securing the necessary authority to undertake interventions and on operational shortcomings within the international system.

In the absence of a Council authorization to use force, observers have identified additional factors that could affect the perceived legitimacy of an intervention in response to situations that shock the conscience. Two possibilities were discussed earlier, namely, the Council’s authorizing Chapter VII action, though not the use of force; and a two-thirds majority in the General Assembly. Other ideas have emerged that might be helpful in enhancing legitimacy, if not the legality, of an enforcement action. For instance, a strong majority on a Council vote, even with a veto, could suggest broad approval for enforcement action. In fact, even securing a solid majority in the Council or the General Assembly would indicate a certain degree of legitimacy. To return to the earlier image, these kinds of approval might provide an “amber light.” Moreover, a truly cosmopolitan coalition of troop contributors could also provide substantial evidence of a widespread commitment among countries that are sufficiently persuaded by the justness of their cause to commit soldiers and risk international criticism.
Two other suggestions for enhancing legitimacy relate to independent judgements about the feasibility of humanitarian intervention claims, with or without Security Council approval. Some commentators have suggested that the ICJ review all cases of intervention as a way of checking abuse. Most observers are doubtful about the utility of such a procedure because of the protracted time necessary for deliberations and because compulsory jurisdiction is lacking for most countries for this type of issue. A second suggestion is that independent verification could be helpful in determining legitimacy. The possibility for fact-finding missions exists within the Geneva Conventions; and while this provision entered into force in the early 1990s, it has not yet been used. Alternatives include fact-finding authorized by the Security Council or the UN Secretary-General, or the establishment of an independent expert panel composed of eminent persons.

In the face of legal ambiguity, lists of possible thresholds and criteria assume increasing importance. The establishment of a set of criteria has been offered as one way to mitigate the potential for abuse. While not legally binding, they could nevertheless provide a benchmark against which the legitimacy of an intervention could be measured. As mentioned above, such lists of principles commonly reflect the essence of just war doctrine.

Developing criteria for humanitarian intervention is by no means a new idea. An extended effort in the early 1970s by the International Law Association was abandoned because of the dim prospects for securing consensus. Yet, as discussed earlier in the volume, there remains remarkable consistency among the proposed criteria. The obvious difficulties in securing consensus aside, many commentators still oppose the codification of such criteria. They favour a more ad hoc and common-law approach because criteria could do more to inhibit than foster intervention when it is warranted; the "checklist" could provide a rationale for political leaders not wanting to assume any risk.

Two final factors that have a profound effect on the legitimacy of an intervention are the manner in which it is conducted and the effectiveness and sustainability of protection. Even those who argue that a Security Council decision is a prerequisite for justified humanitarian intervention accept that such an authorization could be undermined by the actual conduct of an operation. In such circumstances, a legal intervention could become illegitimate.

The paramount consideration is the ultimate efficacy of humanitarian intervention. Does it work, or does it actually give rise to worse problems than it solves? One line of argument discounts the propriety of military intervention on humanitarian grounds because it is likely to lead to further loss of life. The range of negative consequences extends from facilitating flight by forced migrants to sustaining war economies and making post-conflict peace building a distant dream. The result has been a serious questioning of the use of military force to secure humanitarian objectives.

Others argue that the measure of success is simply lives saved, in both the short and the longer term. While military intervention is inevitably a blunt instrument, they claim that the safety of the population in Kosovo is more secure today than if Milosevic had remained in control of the territory. They would also argue that almost any intervention force would have had a positive impact for the Tutsi population in Rwanda.

While counterfactual arguments are notoriously unreliable, many argue that it is unfair to not at least ask the question and attempt a calculation for a proverbial bottom line. Despite mistakes and shortcomings, were populations at risk better off than they would have been in the absence of intervention?
NOTES
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The following analysis explores the operational challenges of military intervention in humanitarian crises. The record of the 1990s indicates few clear principles about the use of deadly force and provides only limited evidence of the ability of the military to provide physical protection to civilians in deadly conflicts or to compel warring factions to stop fighting. Modifying peacekeeping, however radically, appears to many specialists as a highly inadequate response that would be incapable of providing protection to targeted populations in extreme circumstances. A clear operational concept is required for legitimate, multinational intervention to end large scale loss of life and gross abuses of human rights by both governments and armed oppositions. Such a shift in orientation, however, has significant implications for the tasks of intervening forces, and it would require a form of intervention that has hitherto been rejected in the evolving military intervention doctrine.1

Some may question the narrow focus on the military component of multilateral and United Nations (UN) missions. It has become popular for analysts to argue that the military is but one element of an intervention or peace support operation, and then quickly to examine debates about refining the humanitarian and developmental components. Yet, despite the general consensus that the military's principal value-added is in providing a secure environment, the military – or, perhaps more accurately, their political masters – have tended to be unwilling to employ deadly force to protect civilians. According to an Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) report, the growing involvement of military forces in humanitarian operations has created the "strange situation of the military engaging in all the tasks but that task for which they are most directly trained."2

The lack of attention to the peculiar operational dimensions of humanitarian intervention is also apparent in the analytical literature. Adam Roberts, in one of the few sustained dedicated studies on the subject, argues that "there has been remarkably little serious thinking about military protection" for civilians and aid workers and that the "failure to develop serious policies regarding the security of humanitarian action, and of the affected peoples and areas, has been the principal cause of the setbacks of humanitarian action in the 1990s."3

There have been efforts by national militaries to develop doctrine and procedures related to this area; and where possible, citations to the existing literature are included. But based on an examination of dozens of the most widely cited documents, it appears that assessments of these dimensions remain inadequate.

The aim of this essay, then, is to identify the operational challenges in applying deadly military force for humanitarian ends. Unlike the review of intervention earlier in the volume, the cases referred to here are not limited to nonconsensual military operations. Whether they
were mandated under Chapter VI or Chapter VII of the UN Charter, all suffered at one stage or another from an absence or withdrawal of consent by belligerents and can thus provide useful insights for future efforts to operationalize the responsibility to protect vulnerable civilian populations.

USE OF FORCE IN HUMANITARIAN CRISIS

At the beginning of the 1990s, international interventions were characterized by extremes in the use of force. There were either high-intensity enforcement operations (for example, the Gulf War) or traditional UN peacekeeping, reliant on the consent of belligerents (quintessentially on the Golan Heights or in the Sinai). As peace missions were deployed within states in internal conflicts, a range of tasks between these two extremes reflected a "second generation" of international military deployments. These middle level tasks characterize the bulk of military activity in what became known in British and North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) doctrine as "peace support operations" and in the United States (US) doctrine as "peace operations."

During the past decade, the UN was called on to oversee the implementation of a number of detailed peace agreements, which required its field missions to engage in a wide variety of nonmilitary functions. The tasks of intervening agents typically included the full range of measures stored in UN Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali’s conflict resolution “toolbox” and outlined in the much-discussed An Agenda for Peace. These tasks went far beyond observing, monitoring, and reporting on cease-fire agreements or acting as an interpositional force, the traditional bill of fare of peacekeeping operations. Actual mission mandates during the 1990s covered such ambitious projects as running transitional civil administrations, disarming and demobilizing warring factions, transforming regular and irregular forces into a unified army, reorganizing and retraining the police, reestablishing or reforming the judiciary, facilitating the delivery of humanitarian assistance, and helping to organize national elections.

Where civilians were at grave risk, the Security Council has also given increased attention to measures designed explicitly for their protection - most notably through resolutions mandating the creation of "security zones," "safe havens," or "protected areas." By the end of the decade, explicit reference to the protection of civilians emerged in Security Council resolutions. Through its unanimous adoption of Resolution 1296 on April 19, 2000, the Security Council placed the protection of civilians in armed conflict at the heart of the UN’s future agenda. The Security Council had thus reached the point where it was prepared to invoke Chapter VII in authorizing UN military forces to protect civilians at risk in deadly conflicts.

Four conceptually distinct objectives for which military forces might be deployed in response to humanitarian crises are set out in Figure 8.1. They are to monitor compliance, compel compliance, provide protection, and defeat opponents.

The two ends of the spectrum are relatively well understood. On the left is traditional peacekeeping, based on the principles of consent, neutrality, and the nonuse of force, except in self-defence. This form of military deployment is designed to create and maintain conditions in which political negotiations can proceed - in effect, to monitor compliance with an agreement that belligerents have committed themselves to implement. It involves patrolling buffer zones between hostile parties, monitoring cease-fires, and helping to defuse local conflicts. Examples of traditional peacekeeping include unarmed military observers in Western Sahara and armed infantry-based forces in Cyprus. On the right of the spectrum lies the equally well-understood concept of warfighting. Here the objective is to defeat a clearly defined adversary, and it is undertaken by fully combat-capable troops. NATO’s air campaign in Kosovo falls under this category, as does the defeat of genocidal regimes in Cambodia and Uganda.
Activities falling between these two extremes have, over the course of the 1990s, become the most common form of international military operations. Here it is useful to distinguish between two related but distinct sets of objectives: compelling compliance and providing protection. The first of these, commonly referred to as “peace enforcement,” revolves around the search for comprehensive political settlements leading to sustainable peace. It involves traditional peacekeeping tasks, such as monitoring cease-fires, but it also involves complex tasks for which ultimate success requires a willingness and a capacity to use force. These include the “cantonment and demobilization of soldiers; the destruction of weapons; the formation and training of new armed forces; [and] monitoring existing police forces and forming new ones.” Examples of this form of military operation include the Implementation Force (IFOR) and the Stabilization Force (SFOR) organized by NATO in Bosnia, the US-led Multinational Force (MNF) in Haiti, and the UN Mission in Sierra Leone (UNAMSIL). A variant on this approach is the use of force to compel parties to the negotiating table. Examples here include the NATO air strikes preceding the signing of the Dayton agreement on Bosnia, and the early phase of intervention in Liberia, where the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) deployed the ECOWAS Cease-fire Monitoring Group (ECOMOG), which fought Charles Taylor’s rebels to secure a cease-fire and a secure environment to establish an interim government.

The other form of enforcement action consists of providing protection for civilians backed by the threat or use of military force. While “coercive protection” can take a variety of forms, the most common are the maintenance of humanitarian corridors, the protection of aid convoys, and the creation of safe havens or protected areas. Prominent examples include the no-fly zone in northern Iraq and the safe areas of Bosnia. A particularly important dimension of this kind of operation is the force posture of intervening troops. The previous three forms
of military operations all have military forces oriented in relation to other military forces. Peacekeeping involves the monitoring of military cease-fires or the interposition of forces between armed parties to a conflict; compelling compliance involves the potential use of force against conflicting parties or spoilers; and warfighting involves combat against designated opponents. In contrast to these approaches, the provision of protection requires the interposition of forces between potential attackers (armies, militias, and gangs) and civilians. This is a contemporary task that is central to the challenging responsibility to protect civilians.

Compelling compliance and providing protection are often employed in the same mission. Where the political will exists to use military force to pressure the parties toward peace, there is usually also the will to use force to provide some degree of protection for civilians. In other cases, where compelling compliance is deemed unwise or too costly—for instance, the removal of Saddam Hussein from Baghdad to ensure the safety of the Kurds in the north—coercive protection measures may be employed on their own.

The conceptual distinctions in Figure 8.1 rarely match the complexities on the ground. As the considerable areas within the overlapping circles imply, many missions operate near the margins of these categories, often moving back and forth from one to the other. This makes the fundamental distinctions between the categories of the use of force and an impartial force posture all the more important. The principal distinction between peacekeeping and enforcement operations is the use of deadly force beyond self-defence. In contrast with the past, peacekeepers are now commonly armed and in many cases are deployed with some degree of combat equipment. But their rules of engagement (ROEs) invariably require that they be shot at before they can shoot back. In the case of enforcement action, ROEs explicitly allow for the use of force to lay the groundwork for a political settlement or to provide protection. The Australian-led International Force in East Timor (INTERFET) was authorized to do the former; the patrolling of the no-fly zone in northern Iraq clearly involved the latter.

Another fundamental distinction revolves around the complex notion of impartiality. Although sometimes thought to imply treating all sides alike, there is a growing appreciation that impartiality differs from neutrality. Impartiality is the even-handed application of mission mandates and international law. Hence, if a mission begins with the consent of the parties and then this is lost, outside military forces can employ violence against backsliding parties without the loss of impartiality. The report from the Panel on UN Peace Operations endorsed this approach when it argued that, "[I]mpartiality is not the same as neutrality or equal treatment of all parties in all cases for all time, which can amount to a policy of appeasement. In some cases, local parties consist not of moral equals but of obvious aggressors and victims, and peacekeepers may not only be operationally justified in using force but morally compelled to do so."8

When intervening forces determine that one of the factions is principally to blame, impartiality is inapplicable and the mission enters the realm of warfighting. This is clearly the case when the objective is to dislodge a genocidal regime. Other examples include NATO’s bombing of Kosovo and the period during the second UN Operation in Somalia (UNOSOM II) when the US forces attempted to forcibly capture General Mohammed Farah Aideed. Important though the distinction between the partial and impartial use of force is to intervening forces, they share some of the same operational challenges. Belligerents invariably interpret the enforcement of mandates against them as practical actions in support of their opponents. Perception by warring parties may be quite distinct from the intentions of outside military forces, but these perceptions are frequently what counts on the ground.
As is evidenced by the robust interventions of the 1990s, the first half of the decade was characterized by the shift from peacekeeping to enforcement, and the latter half by the growing realization that there were circumstances under which even the impartial use of force was inadequate. A senior UN official, commenting on the publication of the Secretary-General's report on Srebrenica, admitted that the UN's failure was "in part rooted in a philosophy of neutrality and non-violence wholly unsuited to the conflict in Bosnia." He suggested that the report "breaks new ground by effectively damning the diplomatic nicety of trying to remain neutral and above the fray in civil conflict."9

A further conceptual point, before turning to explore the specific operational challenges of enforcement actions, involves the varying degree of consent across these various modes of operation. Although widely regarded as the fundamental difference between peacekeeping and peace enforcement, consent is rarely absolute and often evaporates. There are both quantitative and qualitative dimensions to the nature of consent.10 Agreements may be reached on issues of fundamental importance to central actors, or on more peripheral matters. Once reached, however, agreements are notoriously vulnerable to a variety of interpretations.

Ultimately, consent is something that is given and thus may also be withdrawn when it seems advantageous to do so. This is not a new phenomenon, as the Egyptian withdrawal of consent for the presence of the first UN Emergency Force and the outbreak of war in 1967 illustrates. Much is made about consent in the 1990s, but once again history is important. However, the record of international military operations during the 1990s proves this point dramatically. Hence, it is unwise to count on the continuation of consent, particularly in collapsed states with no functional government structures and few factional leaders who respect any concept of the rule of law.11 In reference to future operations, Kofi Annan commented while he was still head of the Department of Peacekeeping Operations (DPKO) that "the old dictum of 'consent of the parties' will be neither right [nor] wrong; it will be, quite simply, irrelevant."12

Having reviewed the various modes of military operations, the specific demands of effective enforcement action will now be discussed. In 2000, the Panel on UN Peace Operations reviewed the operational challenges facing UN missions. For the most part, however, that panel did not focus on the more robust use of military force. Their report confirmed that "the United Nations does not wage war. Where enforcement action is required, it has consistently been entrusted to coalitions of willing states."13 At the same time, UN blue helmets are currently attempting to implement mandates with considerable enforcement dimensions in Sierra Leone and East Timor.

Dag Hammarskjöld once commented that, "Peacekeeping is not a job for soldiers, but only a soldier can do it." Enforcement action, whether to compel compliance or to provide protection, is a job for soldiers. This essay discusses enforcement objectives and strategies, the military dimensions of enforcement action, and the specific challenges of undertaking coercive protection and concludes with the tasks required to sustain both peace and protection.

OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGIES

Virtually every report on traditional peacekeeping or military enforcement operations contains a straightforward recommendation to have clear and credible objectives with matching mandates and resources. This is easier to recommend than to follow. A central problem is that multilateral decision making bodies generally require consensus to succeed. Vagueness and incrementalism, rather than specificity and decisiveness, are inevitable outcomes of multilateral deliberations during which the limits and boundaries of intervention have become significantly obscured in order to secure agreement on deploying forces at all.
With regard to peace making initiatives, the UN Secretary-General has warned that "the failure of the major external actors to maintain a common political approach to an erupting or ongoing crisis is one of the principal impediments to progress towards a solution." Decisions to intervene are usually based more on emergency impulses than strategic analyses of how to transform the target arena. Many interventions were triggered throughout the 1990s by an imperative to "do something." And this lack of strategic vision is usually disastrous. This was certainly the case with the UN Protection Force (UNPROFOR) in the former Yugoslavia because a large scale military force configured for peacekeeping was sent into an environment where all too often there was no peace to keep. This lack of direction, despite the proliferation of resolutions, reflected the reality of political compromises and divisions among members of the Council.

However well or ill-defined the end-state of intervention, political vision should encompass what it will take to get there - conceptually as well as operationally. Without such calculations from the outset, there is little chance of mustering sufficient "political will" to see the intervention through to a successful conclusion. All too often, this vision has been limited to a commitment to verify, monitor, and report on circumstances in a mission area. Comprehensive and multidimensional peace processes militate against a stricter focus on the art of the possible during cease-fire and peace negotiations. Considerable issues of prestige are at stake in an intervention, which translates into reluctance among potential contributors to support a coalition that is tasked with a challenging mandate, especially where vital interests are not threatened.

**Peacekeeping and Enforcement**

Although enforcement is a task for combat troops and not peacekeepers, the requirement for enforcement action often arises where peacekeepers have already been deployed. The need to be adaptable, have contingency plans and options, and be able to scale-up or scale-down, depending on challenges, should be obvious. Although this is standard for national military operations, it is not automatic within the UN. Financial allocations for UN operations (usually for only six months) suggest the tentative nature of national commitments to international operations. And countries that have approved the use of their soldiers as blue helmets cannot be assumed in advance to endorse the change of helmet colour to the olive green of warfighters.

Furthermore, the actual pattern of deployment of forces for peacekeeping may be counterproductive for enforcement operations. For instance, peacekeeping’s success often relies on being highly visible in local communities and being exposed in ways that would be inappropriate if deadly force is employed and intervening soldiers become targets. Hence, the deployment of the Dutch contingent around Srebrenica was patterned on successful interposition and observation missions elsewhere, but it was inappropriate to ensure the safety of the inhabitants or to prevent Dutch soldiers from being chained to bridges. Similarly, painting armoured personnel carriers white with black lettering may be appropriate for peacekeeping missions but obviously increases vulnerability.

One key problem with past UN operations has been the desire of governments, and the Secretariat, to get by on the cheap. Often, the UN Secretary-General has been asked not only to report on a given armed conflict, but also to formulate a concept of operations and to consult with potential troop contributors before the Security Council has agreed to a resolution authorizing the deployment of an intervention force. It is hard enough to get member states to commit troops and resources in the first place, and so best – rather than worst – case scenarios are usually the preferred planning device. In many cases, events on the ground quickly demonstrate the flaws in these assumptions, which are further exacerbated by media
reporting and declining resolve among intervening states. According to the Panel on UN Peace Operations, this has led the Secretariat to tailor the proposed concept of operations and force level to fit within the perceived threshold of political will that the Council can muster.17

Realistic assessments of requirements – including a capacity to respond – consistently get lost in the political process. The ongoing debate about sending soldiers even to protect monitors in the Democratic Republic of the Congo is a case in point. "Wishful thinking" would be a generous characterization of the prospects of 5,000 lightly armed UN troops in a country that spans much of the lower part of the continent and has forces from six neighbouring countries mixed with the national army and numerous armed guerrilla movements. A genuine peace enforcement effort might require tens of thousands of troops. Because peacekeeping undoubtedly may prove to be inadequate or because a situation may deteriorate despite the presence of blue helmets, "the Secretariat must not apply best-case planning assumptions to situations where the local actors have historically exhibited worst-case behaviour."18

Deploying troops based on best case scenarios is not simply foolhardy or dangerous, it may even be counterproductive. In the Balkans and elsewhere, spoilers have exploited disunity among troop-contributing countries to neutralize the international presence or cause its withdrawal. At times, the weakness of the UN missions and the failure to establish authority and to provide a secure environment have led to the deployment of parallel enforcement missions in the middle of a process, such as the Unified Task Force's (UNITAF's) arrival amid UNOSOM I in Somalia, NATO's insertion of a rapid-reaction and bombing capacity amid UNPROFOR in the former Yugoslavia, and more recently the British Army in UNAMSIL in Sierra Leone.

Exit and Entry Strategies

It has been widely advocated that intervention mandates should be converted into comprehensive campaign plans, supported by appropriate structures and the means for their implementation. Most UN peace enforcement operations are complex affairs, with a wide range of actors, including civilian administrators, international civilian police, humanitarian and development personnel, and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs). Comprehensive planning and coordination would require inputs from all the key implementing actors during the planning phase to enhance not only the overall concept of operations but also the commitment to effective implementation of those involved in the process. In reality, however, components of interventions of the 1990s have been planned in isolation. For example, during 1993–1994, mandates for conflict resolution in the Balkans were repeatedly negotiated and renegotiated within the Security Council, without a carefully developed resourcing plan. What The Economist ridiculed as "the confetti of resolutions" accurately summarized the discrepancy.19

Once an intervention is under way, there has been a tendency to adjust the vision (in terms of both scope and depth) through dialogue with a variety of international and local constituents. Some interpret this as a perfectly reasonable recognition of the "multifunctionality" of interventions and the self-evident need for post-conflict peace building. Detractors, however, are more likely to refer to the phenomenon as incrementalism and "mission creep."20

There are several dimensions to mission creep. Many military operations begin with fairly simple and straightforward mandates, including "benign" humanitarian ones, only to have them expanded to the pursuit of military, political, and developmental objectives as operational
circumstances change or as new peace agreements and deals are struck. Mandates are inevitably adjusted in reaction to new demands during the course of an intervention. While the initial mandate may reflect a preoccupation with humanitarian actions, political and security concerns often predominate on the ground.

Furthermore, the more limited the initial vision in relation to the real problems at hand, the more likely that mission creep will take place. Somalia is a clear example where the initial response to insecurity and famine bore no relationship to longer term requirements. The follow-on UN operation (that is, UNOSOM II) included ambitious security and nation-building tasks but without commensurate means, military or otherwise, to realize them.

In traditional warfighting, military decision makers are expected to plan for the development of virtually any contingency; in international enforcement operations, they and their political masters complain or express surprise that circumstances change. Yet, mission creep has been the rule, not the exception, in the international military operations of the 1990s.

Clarity of purpose is both a prerequisite for mission success and an essential aid in judging where and when to intervene. It is also incompatible with the insistence by intervening countries and agencies to have an "exit strategy" implicitly linked to a fixed end-date. Human catastrophes, let alone war-to-peace transitions, involve long time horizons; and the desired end-states are redefined continually through active local debates, developments on the ground, and international political developments. The results are almost always different from those envisaged at the outset. This uncertainty is what drives many intervening countries and their militaries to define an exit strategy in terms of a target that is easiest to identify, namely an arbitrary date. This amounts to an exit "timetable," rather than a "strategy."

What is crucially important is having a clearly defined entry strategy that specifies the desired results, so that, once they are realized, the exit is a byproduct of success and not merely the elapse of a fixed time period. This requires detailed planning prior to military engagement, as well as the flexibility to adapt to changing circumstances in the operational theatre and internationally.

Ideally, the process of making a decision to intervene, the formulation of the mandate for the intervening agent (or combination of agents), and the allocation of structures and means for implementation should be related. For enforcement efforts, this procedure has rarely characterized the interactions between the Security Council, the Secretariat, and troop-contributing countries. It has somewhat more often characterized interactions within coalitions of the willing. However, here, too, harmonization involves welding considerably more complex interpretations of the facts on the ground and domestic interests than within a single government.

Robust Capacity and Rules of Engagement

The common wisdom that has emerged from the past decade is that an effective intervention force should be credible and perceived as such. The credibility of operations, in turn, has depended on the belligerents' assessment of a force's capability to accomplish the mission. Yet, Security Council resolutions have been strong on condemnation but weak in terms of instructions for intervening forces to deal with noncompliance by belligerents. The timorous approach of contingents deployed in the first crucial months of an intervention, more often than not, has damaged the credibility and future of UN operations and those undertaken by regional organizations. Examples range from Liberia and Somalia to Bosnia and Herzegovina.
UN-commanded operations have frequently been limited by national conceptions of command and control at the operational and tactical levels. And most coalitions of the willing have been unwilling to unleash fully their warfighting capacities. Where contributions to international peace and security have required troop-contributors to pay a heavy price, multilateralism has given way to the more salient domestic political interests that usually dictate caution and risk-aversion.

Modalities for the proactive use of force have been determined more by military expediency than any sense of responsibility to protect humanitarian interests. In Bosnia, for example, those advocating military intervention typically used feasibility – meaning air strikes without casualties – as their prime argument, not moral or legal obligations. They rarely admitted the considerable risks associated with effective intervention on the ground. The real question, ultimately, was whether the West was willing to risk the lives of its soldiers in order to stop war crimes, crimes against humanity, human rights abuse, and forced migration.

Shortcomings in strategy and objectives are even more apparent when it comes to coercive protection. Consider, for example, the creation of the safe areas in Bosnia in April 1992. The idea, first introduced by the president of the International Committee of the Red Cross in the summer of 1991, was to protect threatened communities in their place of residence in order to prevent armed attacks, forced population movements, harassment, and arbitrary arrests, and killings. The UN Secretary-General estimated that some 35,000 troops would be required for the protection of safe areas in Bosnia, but states approved one-fifth of that number, with results that are now infamous. Far better, according to many commentators, to do nothing at all than to promise "protection" that lures victims to their death.

The Security Council has now reached the point that it is prepared explicitly to authorize UN military forces to protect civilians at risk in deadly conflicts. The first such resolution was adopted in February 2000 with reference to Sierra Leone, when the Council voted unanimously to approve the Secretary-General’s plans for strengthening UNAMSIL. The resolution not only raised the maximum authorized strength from 6,000 to 11,000 in Sierra Leone, it also authorized the mission "to take the necessary action ... to afford protection to civilians under imminent threat of physical violence." Similarly, in the midst of a shaky cease-fire and highly volatile security environment in the Democratic Republic of the Congo, the Council mandated to "take the necessary action, in the areas of its deployment and as it deems within its capabilities, to protect ... civilians under imminent threat of physical violence."

While these authorizations indicate that intervening forces have the right to use force to protect civilians, it is also clear that they are under no obligation to do so. And although broadening mandates and developing more robust ROEs have been welcomed in many quarters, some have argued that asking more of troops already undersupplied for their existing tasks is a recipe for disaster. Indeed, the Panel on UN Peace Operations, while supporting the objective of protecting civilians, sounded a clear note of caution:

[T]he Panel is concerned about the credibility and achievability of a blanket mandate in this area. There are hundreds of thousands of civilians in current United Nations mission areas who are exposed to potential risk of violence, and United Nations forces currently deployed could not protect more than a small fraction of them even if directed to do so... If an operation is given a mandate to protect civilians, therefore, it also must be given the specific resources needed to carry out that mandate.
This is wise counsel, for the record of implementation reveals that force and contingent commanders have often felt duty bound mainly to protect their own forces – at the expense of broader mission mandates and to the detriment of the safety of civilians. ROEs are critical to protecting populations at risk. They are the directions guiding the application of the use of force by soldiers in the theatre of operations. The use of only minimal force in self-defence that characterizes traditional peacekeeping is clearly inappropriate for enforcers. Arresting common criminals and indicted war criminals, halting abuse, and deterring would-be killers and thugs require far more robust ROEs. The security of soldiers, aid workers, and the target population would improve if strong signals were sent to errant leaders and their supporters that mistreatment of local populations or foreign personnel would be met with deadly force. More precise ROEs for a multilateral intervention would help diminish the requirement for individual countries to issue individual clarifications for every item or exception – a serious impediment to effective joint operations.

THE MILITARY AND ENFORCEMENT ACTION

As obvious as it sounds, well-trained and well-equipped troops are even more necessary for enforcement actions than for traditional peacekeeping. Sending poorly trained Bangladeshi troops to UNPROFOR, with inappropriate or no gear, was obviously misguided. At the same time, even the better-equipped Dutch were inappropriately deployed and supported when Srebrenica was overrun.

When Major General Romeo Dallaire requested 5,000 soldiers to help halt the genocide in Rwanda, he was not calling for seven different battalions from Bangladesh, The Netherlands, and five other countries. Setting aside for a moment the debate about the exact numbers that would have been required to make a difference, what he sought was a well-trained and well-equipped brigade. This raises the question of whether the military requirements for certain enforcement tasks would not be more readily available and reliable with a large military deployment by essentially a single state, rather than a multinational coalition. Although the approach would be potentially more open to abuse, there are cases that undoubtedly support this position, including India in East Pakistan, Tanzania in Uganda, and Vietnam in Cambodia during the 1970s; and the US in Haiti, the French in Rwanda, and the United Kingdom (UK) in Sierra Leone during the 1990s.

At the very least, it means that a multinational unit of this size should have had the kind of discipline, interoperability of first-rate equipment, and communications and transport capabilities that are now only available in NATO. Given the reductions in Western militaries since the end of the Cold War in most countries, the entire range of blue-to green-helmeted capacities necessary in April 1994 are not widely available now. Furthermore, the reluctance to sustain fatalities in humanitarian interventions complicated matters. Domestic spending priorities, the general expansion of peace operations, and the debacle in Somalia led to paralysis in the face of Rwanda’s bloodshed in 1994.

The contributions of UN peacekeepers from the South have increased markedly as numbers from traditional Western troop-contributing countries have fallen. Although it is a politically sensitive subject, it is generally accepted that the effectiveness of troops from developing countries will need to be markedly improved if they are to play a prominent role in successful enforcement missions. Progress on this front is being made. There are also a number of initiatives to improve capacity, including the US effort to equip and train the African Crisis Response Initiative, the French Reinforcement of Capabilities of African Missions of Peacekeeping, and the British Military Advisory and Training Teams.
The challenges in this regard are clear; the question is whether the future will look any different from the past. The Report of the Panel on United Nations Peace Operations is worth citing at length:

> [T]he Secretary-General finds himself in an untenable position. He is given a Security Council resolution specifying troop levels on paper, but without knowing whether he will be given the troops to put on the ground. The troops that eventually arrive in theatre may still be underequipped: Some countries have provided soldiers without rifles, or with rifles but no helmets, or with helmets but no flak jackets, or with no organic transport capability (trucks or troops carriers). Troops may be untrained in peacekeeping operations, and in any case the various contingents in an operation are unlikely to have trained or worked together before. Some units may have no personnel who can speak the mission language. Even if language is not a problem, they may lack common operating procedures and have differing interpretations of key elements of command and control and of the mission's rules of engagement, and may have differing expectations about mission requirements for the use of force. This must stop.27

Not only do troops need to be well trained and well equipped, they also need to be in place quickly. The need for rapid deployment was central to the debate within the UN in the middle of the 1990s. Canada took a lead in discussions, arguing that the "critical lesson of the Rwandan experience is that modest but timely measures can make the difference between a situation which is stable or contained and one which spirals out of control."28 Other like-minded governments joined the chorus – Denmark, The Netherlands, and Sweden also issued reports about the necessity for the UN to be in a position to have a speedy capacity to execute interventions.

Little concrete headway has been made since. A Rapidly Deployable Mission Headquarters was established at UN headquarters, but at the same time DPKO was stripped of gratis military personnel from Western countries as a result of a disagreement with developing countries over the geographical balance of military staff in New York. In the end, some would argue that DPKO is less capable now than it was some years ago.

At the same time, the standard by which rapid deployment is measured has itself deteriorated. The earliest UN operations deployed far more rapidly than contemporary ones. In the Congo, there was a mutiny against Belgian officers on July 5, 1960; and five days later, Belgium intervened to protect its nationals. The Security Council met on July 14, and the first contingents of UN troops arrived the next day; 3,500 UN troops were on the ground by July 17. Similarly for the Suez crisis, offers of assistance had been received before a General Assembly Special Session had actually mandated the peacekeeping force; the first troops were on the ground in 8 days, having been delayed somewhat by Egyptian concerns about the nature and composition of the force. Within 3 weeks, more than 2,500 UN troops were in place; and in 10 weeks, the force had reached its full strength of 6,000 troops drawn from 10 countries.29

In contrast, an assessment by the Carnegie Commission on Preventing Deadly Conflict claimed a two-week “window of opportunity” existed in mid-April, during which time a preventive deployment could have been successful in halting Rwanda’s genocide.30 However, the most detailed estimate, to date, about the time necessary for even a US unilateral effort in Rwanda was more than a month.31
Conduct of Forces

A subject that has received relatively little attention is military conduct during humanitarian interventions. There is widespread agreement that intervening forces are subject to the rules of international humanitarian law (IHL), requiring that the use of force be discriminate and proportionate, that some types of weapons not be used, and that prisoners be treated properly.

An illustration of this principle in operation is the inquiry by the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia into the conduct of NATO operations in 1999. The prosecutor decided that there was no basis on which to bring charges against anyone connected with that operation. But the fact that the inquiry took place at all illustrates a concern about the legality of conduct by intervening forces. In fact, there is growing acceptance that the conduct of forces may have a decisive impact on the perceived legitimacy of an enforcement action. As a result, some commentators have suggested that intervening armies and agencies may be subject to even more stringent standards than IHL, though there does not seem to be support for this view in state practice.

Until recently, there was some question as to whether IHL was applicable to UN forces. Given that UN soldiers were confined to the role of traditional peacekeepers, this ambiguity was hard for many to understand. The issue was clarified, however, in a memorandum from the UN Secretary-General on August 12, 1999, explicitly extending the provisions of IHL to all UN personnel engaged in "enforcement actions, or in peacekeeping operations when the use of force is permitted in self-defence." Whether the intervening forces have the legal status of "combatants" or not, it is now clear that these laws apply.

Where these norms are violated, however, there is still the challenge of enforcement. While the ad hoc tribunals – and, in the future, the International Criminal Court (ICC) – may be called on to assess the legality of military conduct, there is no common disciplinary procedure for troops that violate international norms. To date, it has been left to contributing nations to prosecute their own soldiers. While this can be done in good faith, it should be noted that if disciplinary action is not carried through, it can discredit an intervening force in the eyes of a local population and undermine civilian attempts to establish the rule of law.

Military–Civilian Interactions

During the Cold War, there was a fair understanding of a simple division of labour whereby the UN mounted peace operations and observer missions, while regional organizations concentrated on political and diplomatic measures. The UN Transitional Authority in Cambodia, in conjunction with efforts by the Association of Southeast Asian Nations, is one example; as are a variety of UN operations in Central America, with efforts by the Contadora Group and other subregional diplomatic efforts. International enforcement simply was not an option, but this changed in the 1990s. A proliferation of devastating internal conflicts led to involvement by a number of diverse actors (governmental, intergovernmental, and non-governmental) in attempts to resolve or ameliorate deadly conflicts at all levels.

The 1990s also marked a significant departure in humanitarian action. Warfighters and civilian humanitarians were working side by side to bring succour and protection to populations at risk. The coming together of the more hierarchical and disciplined military and the more horizontal humanitarian cultures was not without its problems. The mantra resulting from recent complex emergencies is for improved collaboration and perhaps integration among the "intervention trio" of the military, political–diplomatic elements, and humanitarian agencies.
Military decision making is based on clear and unequivocal communications and chains of command. Even for peacekeeping forces, the chain of command has been problematic, with the force commander rarely being totally in control of the behaviour of national contingents. Especially when dangerous conditions prevail, the commanders of national battalions contact their capitals before responding to so-called orders from the UN commander in the field or the Secretary-General in New York.

The requirement for clear command and control is unquestionably more important for enforcement than peacekeeping. Unity of purpose is essential when insecurity is high. Perhaps the clearest successful cases in this regard were the US leadership of coalitions of the willing in the Gulf War, Somalia, and Haiti or NATO’s spearheading security efforts in post-Dayton Bosnia and Herzegovina and Kosovo. Politically the most disastrous illustration of problems resulting from a muddled chain of command occurred during the UNOSOM II operation, when the US contingent (which actually remained under American command and control) was ambushed in Mogadishu. The equivalent for air power was the dual-key operation in Bosnia, where the force commander needed the approval of the UN Special Representative Yasushi Akashi, which seldom came, in order to launch aerial attacks.

Ultimately, coordination is a topic that is a perpetual concern but about which little is actually done. Everyone is for coordination, but no one wishes to be coordinated. “Coordination” has become a hollow catchphrase to respond to fragmentation of international action in an operational area. At best, it has amounted to periodic meetings that focus on an exchange of information between international actors during the course of a mission. One official has described it as never “by command” but sometimes “by consensus” and usually “by default.” It seldom translates into integrated decision making on a regular basis, nor into genuine unity of effort. Coordination implies independent authorities’ attempting to cooperate with each other. Despite much soul-searching, coordination has thus far amounted to little more than weak self-policing. When it works, most field-based personnel argue that coordination is based more on personalities than on standard operating procedures and structures.

The challenges here, however, may be less coordination and more a basic incompatibility of objectives. When enforcement begins, there are humanitarian consequences and tough choices about short- and long-term trade-offs. Humanitarian agencies are sensitive to the fact that political leaders have sometimes justified a failure to use deadly force in terms of the need to keep aid flowing. These agencies have been careful to reject this rationale by arguing that they do not wish to provide excuses for failure to end the causes of suffering. Moreover, even in the most insecure and unstable of circumstances, dedicated civilian humanitarians stay as long as possible. That the staff of the International Committee of the Red Cross remained in Kigali as Belgian soldiers departed or that numerous NGOs remained in Sarajevo despite snipers and rocket attacks indicates the level of commitment by many civilian humanitarian agencies to providing assistance and protection to affected local populations.

Yet, in seeking to apply deadly force, militaries may make it impossible for humanitarians to remain. Less humanitarian succour in the short run may be required in order to improve security and, ultimately, humanitarian action in the longer run. For instance, Bosnia demonstrated that “lift and strike” – eliminating the arms embargo on the Muslims and using NATO airpower against the Serbs – would have been incompatible with continued humanitarian operations. The same would have been true had it actually been possible to disarm the massive refugee camps controlled by génocidaires in eastern Zaire. Outside humanitarians would have been forced to abandon the camps while the mopping-up occurred.
Moreover, civilian humanitarians (like journalists) can become pawns and hostages. This line of reasoning has been used, for instance, to explain NATO’s reluctance to round up prominent war criminals in post-Dayton Bosnia and Herzegovina.

Politics and the Media

Compelling compliance with peace agreements and providing protection for civilians are relatively new tasks for the military in modern war zones. They therefore require calling into question typical procedures that have evolved in response to more traditional warfighting situations. According to the then Chair of NATO’s Military Committee, General Klaus Naumann,

[T]wo military sacred cows are on the slaughtering block. It will be virtually impossible to rely on secrecy and surprise or to make maximum use of the full and devastating power of modern weapons, traditionally key military assets. Moreover, democratic societies that are sensitive to human rights and the rule of law will no longer tolerate the pervasive use of overwhelming military power. Coalition operations will necessarily be characterised by gradualism and possibly delays in striking sensitive targets. These are lasting military disadvantages of coalition operations that are only partly compensated by the stronger political impact of such operations in comparison with those of a single country.\textsuperscript{37}

Enforcement actions conducted by coalitions of the willing have to take into account the politics of member states and the impact of the media. While politics always intrudes on military efforts, coalition intervention in Kosovo demonstrated that the pace and intensity of military operations may be further affected by the lowest common political denominator among member states. As cohesion within an intervening coalition is key, Greek and Italian reluctance played a role in constraining Washington and London in ways that would have been unthinkable for warfighting driven by truly vital interests. Furthermore, coalition warfare entails other restrictions on military conduct and political decision making that results from differing national legislation. In addition to the impact on the ground, the domestic conditions in 19 member states further reduced the preparedness of countries to conduct casualty-prone operations involving ground forces.

Political concerns are also important in that the use of military force may be as much about sending political messages as about securing military objectives. Many commentators point to NATO’s bombing in 1995 as helping to move Belgrade closer to Dayton’s negotiating table. Similarly, the 78-day campaign in the Kosovo War was designed not simply to destroy military targets but also to secure the political agreement negotiated at Rambouillet.

Modern communications and media coverage also influence enforcement in that there is a new capacity for the public to monitor the effectiveness of military operations and the impact of military action on civilians. Enforcement is likely to receive widespread public support if deadly force is applied in a way that can be, at least, tolerated by the majority of the populations in the countries of a coalition. The fallout from media coverage of civilian suffering as a result of sanctions in Iraq or of air strikes in Serbia is a new element in circumscribing military as well as political strategies.

Beyond contributing unevenly as a stimulus to intervene in a particular emergency (issues of where and when), television also has an impact on the question of how to intervene. The media are much better at focusing on the consequences of political decisions than on the rationale behind them. They are relatively incoherent when attempting to explain the
political or diplomatic context in which humanitarian disasters, war crimes, crimes against humanity, or famine takes shape. Television has a tendency to focus on guns and bombs, rather than the operational plans and orders, and on the mutilated corpses, rather than the strategic goals of the "ethnic cleansers." In doing so, the media obscure the strategic context in which human suffering occurs.38

Television is thus something of a double-edged sword with regard to the protection of civilians in armed conflict. The media do not like to depict misery without also showing that someone is doing something about it. The presence of outside aid workers in zones of deadly conflict mitigates the horror, by suggesting that help is at hand, and affords the illusion that major powers are doing something. In this way, television coverage can also become an alternative to more serious political and military engagement, and it thus contributes to the illusion of effective engagement by Western governments. Traditional humanitarian aid sometimes precludes (and is often intended to preclude) any sort of intervention.

COERCIVE PROTECTION

Civilians now constitute the majority of war casualties, an atrocious and alarming trend that has moved the UN Secretary-General to call for the creation of a "culture of protection" in dealing with situations of armed conflict.39 In his March 2001 report on the protection of civilians in armed conflict, he emphasized that protection is a complex and multilayered process, involving a diversity of entities and approaches, including the delivery of humanitarian assistance, monitoring and reporting of violations of IHL and human rights law, institution-building, governance and development programmes, and ultimately the deployment of troops. Accepting the importance of all facets of the protection challenges,40 this section nonetheless focuses on the potential role of intervening military forces.

The humanitarian missions of the 1990s are commonly seen as having been somewhat successful in the provision of material assistance to populations in need but inadequate in responding to their security needs. In far too many cases, those who received assistance ended up the "well-fed dead."41 The words on a sign held by a Kurdish child fleeing the wrath of the Iraqi regime make the point eloquently: "We don't need food. We need safety."42

This critique is equally applicable to military operations in humanitarian crises. Anecdotal reports suggest that soldiers may have done more to provide protection than commonly believed. In many instances, they have pushed and even exceeded the limits of their ROEs rather than standing by and watching civilians being massacred. To cite only one example, some UNPROFOR troops were known to move into the line of fire when civilians were under attack, thereby enabling them to return fire supposedly within the bounds of self-defence. That said, the failures to provide adequate military protection to populations at risk in the 1990s are staggering.

The "safe havens" established in northern Iraq following the Gulf War represented one of the earliest efforts to implement coercive protection. The initial flight of the Kurdish population was a response to brutal suppression by Iraqi aircraft and helicopter gunships. The return of Kurdish refugees from the mountain camps along the border with Turkey depended on addressing these threats to their physical safety. In April 1991, Operation Provide Comfort created a security zone in northern Iraq. It was enforced through a no-fly zone banning Iraqi fixed-wing and helicopter flights north of the 36th latitude. Another no-fly zone was subsequently established in southern Iraq, below the 32nd parallel (and this was later expanded to the 33rd), to protect the Shi'ite population. Both no-fly zones remain in effect. While they continue to provide a modicum of protection for those living within them, they depend on deployment of US and British aircraft more than a decade after the outbreak of the crisis.
It was during the UN mission in Bosnia, however, that a much broader range of protective measures was attempted. In addition to a no-fly zone, UNPROFOR also used military force to protect aid convoys, create humanitarian corridors allowing civilians to flee areas of fighting, and establish so-called safe areas.

The air bridge established for Sarajevo allowed the population to receive essential supplies, despite the Serbian blockade – though it was repeatedly cut off by Serb fire. Convoys were escorted by UNPROFOR troops, but they could never impose access and were frequently stopped by Serb roadblocks. By deterring direct attacks, however, UNPROFOR did increase the physical safety of the convoys. 43

Srebrenica became the first area declared “safe” in April 1993, and one month later Bihać, Goradža, Tuzla, Sarajevo, and Žepa were also included. Later resolutions authorized member states (implicitly NATO) to take all necessary measures to protect these areas. In particular, Resolution 836 (1993) included the use of air power to support UN forces on the ground. But the resolution eschewed the use of the terms “protect” or “defend,” and linked the use of force instead to UNPROFOR’s “acting in self-defence.” 44

UNPROFOR’s overall record in protecting civilians was, at best, mixed. Although humanitarian aid reached hundreds of thousands of exposed people (more than 4 million received assistance), the creation of the security zones ultimately had perverse effects. The safe areas were almost all enclaves in Serb territory and were easy targets for aggression. At the same time, Muslim forces frequently used them to launch attacks on Serb forces, knowing that NATO could be provoked and might intervene against the Serbs in the event of return fire. Although Sarajevo was never overrun, the other safe areas fell to Serb forces. In the case of Srebrenica, at least 7,000 unarmed men and boys were murdered.

No other mission in the 1990s placed as much emphasis on protection as UNPROFOR, but several other cases are worth considering. In Liberia, following the execution of President Doe in September 1990, and with thousands of civilians trapped in Monrovia and hundreds dying daily, ECOMOG was mandated to clear the capital of rebels and make it safe. This task was accomplished by the end of December 1990, except for occasional infiltrations by the National Patriotic Front of Liberia.

Relative safety then prevailed in Monrovia until April 1996, when a bloody conflict erupted after police attempted to arrest Roosevelt Johnson, a former leader of a faction of the United Liberation Movement of Liberia for Democracy. The carnage involved civilians and children, and the widespread violence forced the evacuation of virtually all the humanitarian relief workers from the safe haven where protection had been provided for up to 1 million people. When ECOMOG troops eventually managed to separate the armed factions and gain a measure of control over the city in June 1996, health workers recovered more than 1,500 bodies from shallow graves. 45

The prospects for coercive prevention have also been extensively debated in the context of the Rwandan genocide, especially the request by the force commander for an additional 5,000 troops only days into the genocide. With an ethnically mixed population and a bloodbath occurring in varying degrees of intensity throughout the country, there were no pre-existing “safe areas” to defend. Stopping the genocide therefore would have required halting mass displacements – many victims were identified as they passed through road-blocks. It would also have required protecting specific sites – churches, schools, stadiums – where threatened populations congregated. There is widespread acceptance that a brigade would have been able to slow or perhaps stop the genocide. 46 Although counterfactuals are hard to assess, even an assessment highly sceptical of Dallaire’s claims concluded that the deployment of troops on a realistic schedule could have saved as many as 125,000 Tutsi lives. 47
These examples from the 1990s suggest that there are a series of discrete measures to provide protection for targeted populations. Whether they actually provide much protection at all is a major point of controversy. One set of protective measures relates to the protection of humanitarian action and includes the defence of aid convoys and the maintenance of humanitarian corridors. It would also include the use of security forces to protect the storage and distribution of aid as with the controversial use of "technicals" in Somalia. A second set of measures relates to the physical protection of populations in discrete locations. Here it may be useful to distinguish between larger safe zones, where people remain in their homes and communities, and safe havens, where people from the surrounding area seeking protection congregate. A related challenge is the protection of refugees in camps controlled by militants, as in eastern Zaire or West Timor. Finally, there is the more complex task of providing protection in the midst of genocidal violence as in Rwanda or Sierra Leone.

Even if characterized by sufficient military force to ensure safety of civilians, the coercive protection option, by itself, does not provide a long-term political solution for those being protected. In the absence of such a solution, the commitment by outside forces to protection would need to be indefinite. This is particularly true of safe areas, which, by their very nature, represent a limited commitment in circumstances in which the intervening force lacks either the capacity or the will to alter the political situation (that is, the one giving rise to the fears of repression in the first place). That limitation is often reflected in the administration of, and the protection afforded to, such a safe area, which is why safe areas have often been so vulnerable. It is also why many advocates for the displaced have argued that flight from a country of persecution is preferable to border safe areas.

Toward a Doctrine of Protection

National policy guidelines for participation in peace support operations continue to stress the need for a "comprehensive and lasting solution" as a precondition for involvement, but a more modest assessment of the attainable goals of military intervention to sustain humanitarian objectives is beginning to emerge. It revolves around the idea that military support can be used to create "humanitarian space"—including, but not limited to, security zones and safe corridors.

Doctrinal thinkers within the military have yet to create a systematic framework for intervention for the protection of civilian populations. The NATO manual on peace support operations includes a section entitled "The Protection of Humanitarian Operations and Human Rights" and another entitled "The Establishment and Supervision of Protected or Safe Areas." The NATO doctrine states that,

Should the situation be such that humanitarian operations require widespread protection and human rights abuses are endemic, then a PE [peace enforcement] profile will be more appropriate than a peacekeeping profile. The foremost task for the military force may be to restore the peace and create a stable and secure environment in which aid can run freely and human rights abuses are curtailed. Specific protection tasks may include Non-combatant Evacuation Operations... but will more normally apply to the protection of convoys, depots, equipment and those workers responsible for their operation.

This encapsulates the full spectrum of possible military tasks in support of humanitarian goals, from guarding and escorting to the stabilization of a whole area of operations. Yet, the manual does not actually address how these tasks are to be accomplished. Similarly, for establishing and supervising protected or safe areas, the NATO manual observes that,
Unless those within the safe area are disarmed, it may be used as a base from which to sally out and conduct raids. Clear guidance should be given, therefore, as to what is demanded of any force that is tasked with establishing and supervising a protected or safe area. The first stage in any PSO [peace-support operation] designed to protect or make an area safe is to demilitarize that area and this in itself may require enforcement actions.

Others have also considered matters of protection in the revision of military doctrine. The British Army is involved in a continuous reappraisal of their peace support operations doctrine, based on their experience in low-level operations in support of the civilian power. Other European nations, such as Sweden, have also captured their recent military experiences in similar national doctrines. However, their doctrines still tend to be based on multifunctional peacekeeping, with its emphasis on multiple actors and the need for end-states defined as “sustainable peace.”

While far more “robust” than any guidelines that have emanated from the UN Secretariat, accepting as it does a notion of enforcement, the doctrine still hinges on consent. Some analysts have suggested that the issue of consent be resolved on a situation-specific basis. For example, if the military threat posed by noncooperating belligerents is limited to small-scale resistance, banditry, and looting and the principal parties to a conflict remain committed to an agreement, an intervention force may be empowered to confront such a marginal threat directly. Even against more effective forces, enforcement action does not necessarily increase the risk to intervening troops. There is evidence, for example, that the more robust stance taken by British and Danish UNPROFOR troops gained them increased respect from the warring factions.

Similarly, if threats to civilians come principally from private militias and isolated thugs, a more robust response by intervening forces to protect civilians may not encounter serious counterattacks. For instance, even in the horror of Rwanda’s genocide, with virtually no military presence on the ground, a few UN peacekeepers managed to protect some 10,000 civilians in Kigali’s Amahoro Stadium and King Faisal Hospital.

If consent is no longer a definitive and distinguishing feature of multilateral engagement in deadly conflicts, then current approaches are in need of urgent revision. Some analysts have suggested that the concept of legitimacy should replace consent as the foundation for intervention, arguing that it provides a more feasible doctrinal basis for interventions where the conditions for either supervising a peace agreement or compelling the parties to peace cannot be met.

Another new point of departure for conceptualizing multilateral military interventions could be described as a “law-based” approach, rather than one based on the elusive notion of peace. There is clearly a difference between a temporary peace that may be achieved through coercion and a more durable peace that involves aspects of legitimacy, political participation, social integration, and economic development. However, it is difficult, if not impossible, to begin the long path to the higher, more dynamic aspects of peace before the lower aspects of law and order are met. In addition, it may be politically more feasible for outside military forces and their political masters to commit themselves to providing a breathing space, rather than the peace that can ultimately only be ensured by local actors.

In some respects, the provision of protection can be likened to the enforcement of international legal instruments such as the Geneva Conventions. Military organizations worldwide remain extremely reluctant to engage in anything akin to policing functions, and
crime remains an overlooked issue in military doctrinal thinking. Nevertheless, the singular strand that would pull together various mission components dealing with protection, human rights, and security issues is a conception of intervention to enforce international law writ large.

This seemingly obvious but profound general principle was identified by the Joint Evaluation of Emergency Assistance to Rwanda: "[R]espect for international law and norms will tend to diminish conflict, whereas violations will tend to stoke it." The report continues, "[T]he behaviour of state and presumptive state actors was in this respect less than adequate, and mostly counter-productive." The evaluation identified the following shortcomings: international law and associated principles designed to uphold international order were repeatedly violated, including the sanctity of national borders and arms embargoes; international refugee law was not observed; the legal right and moral obligation to intervene to stop genocide were not acted on; human rights law was repeatedly and severely transgressed with impunity; and donors continued to give economic aid and even military assistance to a government linked to systematic violations of human rights.

Olara Otunnu, the Special Representative of the Secretary-General (SRSG) for Children and Armed Conflict, has summarized the case for the logic of intervention to enforce international law in the following way:

Over the past 50 years, the countries of the world have developed an impressive body of international human rights and humanitarian instruments .... The impact of these instruments remains woefully thin on the ground, however. Words on paper cannot save children and women in peril. The Special Representative believes that the time has come for the international community to redirect its energies from the juridical task of the elaboration of norms to the political project of ensuring their application and respect on the ground.

If military intervention for humanitarian objectives is viewed as an exercise in enforcing international law, then the principles and practices for the conduct of military operations become clearer and logically more consistent. Reduced to its simplest terms, the law to be enforced during an intervention is defined by the mandate, but it would necessarily also include general tenets of IHL and human rights law. According to this line of argument, military intervention to enforce international law is a precursor to broader peace building.

The implications of a macro-strategic shift from peace enforcement to international law enforcement would no doubt provoke a vigorous debate among military practitioners and doctrinal thinkers, as well as humanitarian and human rights agencies. But by accepting, at the political level, the concept of intervention as the enforcement of international law, the military's desire for clear overarching strategic rationale could be satisfied.

SUSTAINING PEACE AND PROTECTION

"Post-conflict peace building" has entered the working vocabulary of practitioners and analysts alike. Beginning with the call in *An Agenda for Peace*, many bilateral and multilateral agencies, including the Washington-based financial institutions that formerly had avoided war zones, have moved closer to the coal face of active hostilities. The motivation is two-fold. First, there is a mammoth need to rebuild war-torn societies. And second, there is a preventive perspective. Successful humanitarian intervention may halt killing and
provide temporary security. But in order to forestall a return to the status quo ante, it is necessary to provide enough breathing space for a local society to begin mending wounds and for the state to begin functioning again.

This is not the place to review the litany of challenges of post-conflict peace building. A section in the bibliography in Part II is devoted to the various dimensions of this complex subject. But two topics that are closely linked, both temporally and substantively, to compelling peace and to providing protection merit attention here. They provide distinct operational challenges for military forces engaged in international enforcement actions. The first involves the transition from coalitions of the willing during an enforcement phase to a less insecure phase in which the UN and other multilateral agencies may assume a range of responsibilities, including aspects of physical security. The second is the related topic of a comprehensive, if temporary, international takeover of responsibility for government functions.

Post-Enforcement Transitions

One of the conclusive trends from the 1990s is the UN's devolution of authority for enforcement. During a humanitarian intervention, the UN usually takes a back seat in operations even if the Security Council is involved in authorizing and monitoring the effort. However, it is necessary to move toward post-conflict operations in which the world organization and other intergovernmental bodies have a more substantial role. States providing outside military forces are anxious to reduce their presence. Moreover, it is desirable to mobilize as many intergovernmental and nongovernmental resources as possible for what hopefully is the beginning of a post-conflict phase.

There have been four general types of transitions following the non-UN enforcement actions of the 1990s. All have substantial humanitarian dimensions that should be kept in mind in attempting to think about how best to sustain peace and protection.

The first is illustrated by the continuing effort by Washington and London to enforce the no-fly zone in northern Iraq – that is, there has been no transition. After the initial deployment of the UN Guards Contingent in Iraq, there has been no UN security presence on the ground. However, UN and NGO humanitarian and development agencies maintain modest activities.

The second type of transition involves an awkward and largely problematic transition to a UN operation. The end of the US-led United Task Force (UNITAF) led to the hasty handover to UNOSOM II, and this Chapter VII UN operation itself left the country without a functioning government in 1995. In Rwanda, after two months, the French Opération Turquoise handed over the international military portfolio to a renewed UN Assistance Mission in Rwanda, which itself was asked to leave by the government, a year later; but, in this case, the government was in a position to guarantee services and security. In Liberia, the transition from ECOMOG enforcement to the unarmed UN Observer Mission in Liberia was without incident, but it also left a fledgling new government without security on the ground.

A third type of transition represents a preferable scenario – the relatively smooth transition to a comprehensive UN mission. In Haiti, there was a relatively rapid if somewhat turbulent handover from the US's MNE, after six months, to a Chapter VI UN Mission in Haiti, which successfully helped oversee elections and the installation of a new government, as well as continued efforts to reform the security sector. The Australian-led enforcement effort through INTERFET smoothly handed over security and administrative responsibilities after four months to the UN Transitional Administration in East Timor. Similarly, although
with less security as a result, in Sierra Leone there was a side-by-side presence of ECOMOG with UNAMSIL, with the remaining ECOMOG soldiers becoming part of UNAMSIL. Security deteriorated after the transition until bilateral assistance was provided by the UK, and subsequently, the UN’s troop strength was doubled.

Finally, a fourth pattern occurred in the Balkans, in which coalition forces remained while the UN returned. With IFOR and SFOR in Bosnia, as well the Kosovo Force in Kosovo, NATO soldiers remained behind in great numbers to provide security while the UN and other intergovernmental organizations began administering the two areas.

Four analytically distinct kinds of protection tasks emerge from these post-enforcement experiences that are worth highlighting here. The first is the physical protection of minorities. This operational challenge is particularly important when civilians return to territories where another ethnic group is in the majority and there are antagonisms between or among them.

The relatively low number of refugees and internally displaced persons who have returned is telling in the Balkans. In Bosnia, the UN High Commissioner for Refugees reported that it faced enormous difficulties in trying to implement what has turned out to be one of the most contentious provisions of the Dayton Peace Agreement: the return of refugees and displaced people to their homes in Bosnia and Herzegovina... . Regrettably, the return of many other people was blocked by the leaders of Bosnia’s divided communities, some of whom openly pursued in peace the same policy of ethnic separation which they had previously pursued during the war.58

The defence of the Serbian minority in post-war Kosovo is another striking recent example. In a June 2001 report to the Security Council, the UN Secretary-General reported that ethnic and political violence posed "a tangible threat to the fulfillment of the UNMIK [UN Interim Administration Mission in Kosovo] mandate." The increase in tensions in both predominantly Serb cities like Mitrovica and mixed ones like Pristina "have resulted in both loss of life and a severe limitation on freedom of movement, particularly for the Kosovo Serb community... . Largely as a result of the security situation, the number of returns remains minimal, and indeed in some areas more Kosovo Serbs are leaving Kosovo than returning."59

The second major protection task is security sector reform. The focus of such tasks has been to assist local authorities in their own process of security sector transformation. Bilateral and multilateral donors alike have sought to influence the direction of change, establish good practices, and transfer knowledge and insights to the new authorities. The importance as well as the difficulty of such efforts to recruit and train local police and reform the penal and judiciary systems has been evident in places as diverse as Haiti, Rwanda, and Bosnia. The problems are especially difficult in situations where trained personnel have been killed or fled in large numbers to avoid violence. Such reform is essential both to ensure public safety and to gain the confidence of the local population. As one first-hand observer has summarized, "Without accountable criminal investigative procedures, trained judges and lawyers, and prisons that adhere to fundamental human rights standards, police reform would be redundant."60

In this respect, an interim challenge concerns the use of civilian police. In fact, civilian police now number second only to soldiers in UN operations. In light of the post-war conflicts and need for impartiality, the Panel on UN Peace Operations notes that "[d]emand for
civilian police operations dealing with intra-State conflict is likely to remain high on any list of requirements for helping a war-torn society restore conditions for social, economic and political stability.\(^{61}\) The difficulty of recruiting international police is a central and crucial bottleneck, particularly in light of the need to reform and restructure local police forces in addition to advising, training, and monitoring new recruits.

Until recently, these efforts at security sector reform have been predicated on the ongoing consent of belligerents. In the case of Angola, for example, the third UN Angola Verification Mission was established by Resolution 976 (1995), which indicated that compliance by the parties was optional, or at least not compulsory. From the start, even this demand was patently ignored by the Union for the Total Independence of Angola, while no direct reference was made to the safety of local civilians.

The third main task concerns disarmament, demobilization, and reintegration (DD&R) of former warring factions. Reintegration is key to longer term peace building, and ultimately the resumption of the path to economic and social development. However, the focus here is on the shorter term, namely, on the security and protection of civilians. At the same time, an early, generous, vocal, and genuine commitment to reintegration and development can also have a beneficial short-term impact on the success of DD&R.

As reflected in Security Council resolutions and mission mandates, one key to stabilization has always been the demobilization of former combatants. Another aspect of the same challenge is to reconstitute, or create, a new national armed forces, which integrates, if possible, elements of the former armed forces with formerly competing factions or militias. The unstated purpose of stabilization measures has been to wrest power and the means of violence from local militias and warlords and recenteralize it. In other words, the success of the whole intervention process has hinged on the degree to which warring factions can be effectively disarmed.\(^{62}\) However, disarmament has been one of the most difficult tasks to implement. It has been extremely hard to collect all weapons, even at the end of an armed struggle, when the remaining conditions of insecurity create high incentives for the maintenance and acquisition of light weapons and small arms by the community at large. Physical security and economic needs have fuelled a trade in small arms long after withdrawals of intervention forces.

All disarmament commitments in peace processes have tended, at least at the outset, to be based on consent, regardless of whether external forces are deployed under a Chapter VI or VII mandate. However, the idea of voluntary disarmament is soon challenged by issues such as the security and economic livelihood of combatants thinking about turning in their weapons, along with the normally deficient number of peace support forces who are supposed to collect the arms. Faced with noncompliance with the disarmament provisions of the mandate, intervention forces have exhibited two basic reactions. The first is acquiescence in the face of local recalcitrance, combined with a shift in the mandate that allows the peace process to proceed regardless. The second approach has been to apply limited coercion to reluctant parties, while attempting to preserve the consensual nature of the intervention at the strategic level.

Cambodia and Angola provide classic examples of the acquiescent approach, while Somalia and, to an extent, Bosnia are examples of attempted coercion. Regional and UN operations in West Africa are characterized by a perplexing mixture of coercion and acquiescence, while the approach to disarmament and security challenges in Rwanda defies logic. None of these examples, however, provides positive conclusions about the ability of intervening military forces to improve the protection of civilians at risk by reducing arms available to local soldiers, militias, and gangs. In fact, the cases of Somalia and Srebrenica suggest that if this is not possible, it may be better not to pursue disarmament at all.\(^{63}\) Intervention forces
with a disarmament mandate have not been provided with the doctrinal, political, and military discretion to pursue an effective coercive strategy.

The fourth security task during the transition relates to the pursuit of war criminals. The details of the ongoing criminal proceedings for Rwanda and the former Yugoslavia were analyzed earlier. What is worth mentioning here is the possible new demand on military and police forces. Both during and immediately following enforcement actions, they may be required to locate and round up indicted war criminals without the consent of local political authorities. NATO commanders and politicians have been hesitant to pursue and arrest such criminals in the Balkans because of the possible hostility and violent reactions of local populations. Hence, some indicted criminals remain in hiding or are even allowed to live openly. According to the International Crisis Group, in many Republika Srpska municipalities,

individuals alleged to have committed violations of international humanitarian law during the 1992-1995 war - mass murder, ethnic cleansing, and mass rape - remain in positions of power. They continue to work in the police force, hold public office, exercise power through the legal and illegal economy, or influence politics from behind the scenes. In eastern Republika Srpska in particular, many of these “small fish,” who served in the local Serb wartime administrations and military units that carried out the policies of ethnic cleansing, remain a frightening force, often actively working to prevent refugee return and moves towards ethnic reconciliation.

This operational challenge posed by the pursuit of war criminals is likely to grow with the establishment of additional country tribunals and burgeoning activities of the ICC.

Protectorates and Nation-Building

During the mid-1990s, a proposal to address the longer term peace building challenges frequently made by academics - particularly in the context of failed states - was the reactivation of the UN Trusteeship Council. The idea was largely dismissed out of hand by donor and target countries alike. Because of the inherent paternalism and the daunting challenges of nation-building, the resurrection of trusteeship seemed as obvious as it was impossible.

Yet, by the end of the decade, following interventions in Kosovo and East Timor, similar approaches were not merely under discussion but were actually implemented. In both cases, the previous governmental authorities (the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and Indonesia) withdrew their security forces. Their sovereign authority over the territories in question was suspended, but before functions of new local governments were in place. The UN was therefore tasked, not only with constructing or reconstructing law and order, but also with a whole range of issues from day-to-day policing tasks to the long-term establishment of the criminal-justice triad of police, judiciaries, and penal systems, as well as the development of new legal codes. As one analyst has noted, “All of this points toward an international change comparable to decolonization, but operating in reverse gear, a counter-reformation of international trusteeship.”

Although elements of assistance to civilian authorities had been present in UN efforts in Namibia and Cambodia, the extensiveness and likely duration of the world organization’s activities in Kosovo and East Timor are such that they are qualitatively different. Somewhat paradoxically, it was the Somalia experience that led to a realization that international responses to complex emergencies require substantially more than the use of force. The sources of deadly conflict are political, and a political capacity in the field is required to
address them. In retrospect, there was hardly a better case for UN trusteeship than Somalia, because the state ceased to exist in anything but name. In contrast, bombing campaigns in the Balkans were eventually replaced by troops, civilian police, and administrators, as part of a massive effort to help mend societies and allow civil society and government authority to begin anew.

Historical analogies are always problematic, but analysts are naturally drawn to thinking about the Allied occupation of Germany and Japan immediately following the Second World War. The scale of destruction and displacement there would resemble that resulting from many internal armed conflicts of the 1990s. There were factors that facilitated progress in Germany and Japan that are missing from contemporary war zones — for instance, unconditional surrender gave more leeway; highly literate populations facilitated a rapid turnaround; and the Allied commitment to reestablish friendly state structures was serious and based on hard Realpolitik calculations. Nonetheless, today’s thriving democracies and economies in Germany and Japan suggest the possibilities for, and payoff from, externally sponsored but temporary nation-building under appropriate circumstances. In addition to clear goals, cooperation among the allies, and substantial investments, according to one commentator the success can also be explained by “persistence in the face of inner doubts, resistance to external criticism, and acceptance of the glacial pace inherent to the process.”

Engagement in such a comprehensive peace building agenda is predicated on the assumption that military enforcement action has previously created a sufficiently secure macro-security environment for such projects to succeed. But the advent of multifunctional missions meant there were special command and control and harmonization problems, as separate elements functioned more independently than holistically to address the myriad problems. Therefore, a political capacity was required, not only to address the political sources of conflict on the ground, but also to unify the international efforts in the field — what has been labelled “peace maintenance.”

Coordination between these political entities and the military forces preparing to depart is particularly important. Informed by the experiences of Haiti and other complex crises, the US developed Presidential Decision Directive 56 on Managing Complex Contingency Operations. It was first used in Eastern Slovenia and Kosovo. The UK established a Joint Defence Centre to promote joint civil–military doctrine. NATO updated its peace operations doctrine along similar lines. And the Organization of African Unity has expressed interest in developing a comparable doctrine.

Perhaps the most unusual aspect of transitional administration has been experiments to overcome serious previous shortcomings in interventions — namely links to local communities. In both Kosovo and East Timor, post-intervention efforts represent more of a longer term international commitment to helping the target areas and affected local populations to get back on their collective feet, a substantially new way to approach the responsibility to protect affected populations after an intervention. Criticized by some as “neocolonialist,” nonetheless the necessary tasks of helping to mend war-torn societies have clearly emerged as an international, as well as local, priority.

The legitimate participation of local communities throughout a significant international transitional period is an old problem that seems to be emerging as a new international puzzle to solve. By the end of the 1990s, outside efforts to address human catastrophes began to include international missions to assume temporarily exclusive responsibility and
administer an area directly in a governorship capacity. Or such transitional missions may assume responsibilities of a transitional process but not conduct all the tasks of governance directly. To date, there have been four categories of help:

- **Governorship** – The transitional authority assumes full responsibilities of government, as was done in Eastern Slovenia, Mostar, Brčko, Kosovo, and East Timor. This may occur after a collapse of state structures, either as the result of violent conflict or a natural disaster, or with the disappearance of structures imposed by a colonial or occupying power that has withdrawn.

- **Control** – A transitional authority may have been authorized under a mandate to exercise the powers of “direct control,” as in Cambodia.

- **Partnership** – The local authority may be powerful and have adequate resources because it is a colonial power repatriating, another kind of occupation force withdrawing, or a totalitarian regime submitting itself to a democratizing process. In this case, the transitional authority behaves more as a partner of the local authority, as the UN did in Namibia.

- **Assistance** – The local administration may not be in complete disarray, and the transitional authority provides some overall coherence and an international standard for the development of governance structures.

Within such efforts, the international team’s leadership – at national, regional, and district levels – is essential to the successful accomplishment of a mandate. The transitional administrator is the chief executive officer of an international mission and may be referred to as an SRSG (Somalia, Cambodia, and Haiti); High Representative (Bosnia); supervisor (Brčko); administrator (Mostar); or transitional administrator (Eastern Slovenia, Kosovo, and East Timor). In some essentially military cases, a force commander may also be the chief executive officer (UNITAF in Somalia, INTERFET in East Timor). In the structure of political authority and civil administration, one of the most important positions next to the national leader is the regional-level administrator. This individual may be referred to as a regional administrator (initially in Kosovo), provincial director (Cambodia), zone director (Somalia), district administrator (East Timor), or, in military areas, the sector commander (Bosnia). The next level is the district one, which is the base of the structure of political authority and civil administration, and here the transitional administrator is the district administrator, who is the frontline of administration and the one on whom the maintenance of law and order and the pacific settlement of disputes rests. Perhaps the most critical task requiring an alliance between the district office, international NGOs, and the local community is the use of force, either in a policing capacity to quell disorder, violence, or criminality or in a military capacity to ensure the delivery of food or respond to a challenge for a warring faction.

Past experience demonstrates that if the internal-security challenge is not handled early, “old” habits and structures will prevail and undermine other efforts to enhance post-conflict peace building. The immediate aftermath of any civil war spawns organized crime, revenge attacks, arms proliferation, looting, and theft. UN civilian police officers deployed alongside peacekeepers to assist in the resuscitation of national law enforcement agencies have not been equipped to address law enforcement in a “not crime—not war” environment. The military has remained the only feasible instrument, although this reality often has been obscured by the simplistic notion of peace as the antithesis of war.

Since 1999, the UN has experienced serious problems with law enforcement in Kosovo and East Timor, as a result of the absence of an “applicable law.” The 2000 report from the Panel on UN Peace Operations thus recommended that, where such a situation arises, a
model "UN interim criminal code" could fill the vacuum until there is an applicable law to be enforced by peacekeepers. The UN Secretary-General subsequently indicated that he has appointed a team of legal experts "to conduct a needs assessment of the areas in which it would be feasible and useful to draft a simple, common set of interim procedures," rather than a comprehensive criminal code.\(^{20}\)

In order to provide an institutional framework for civilian personnel in Kosovo, the Special Representative, acting in terms of Resolution 1244, passes "laws" in the form of regulations to govern the province. These ad hoc regulations are intended to deal with specific situations ranging from policing, the appointment of judges, the arrest and detention of criminal offenders, taxes and custom duties, fiscal and monetary policies, among others. However, this arrangement, as well as the notion of an interim criminal code or interim policing procedures is delinked from the military deployment. At the same time, the UN Secretary-General has recognized that "[i]nternationally recognized standards of protection will be effectively upheld only when they are given the force of law, and when violations are regularly and reliably sanctioned."\(^{71}\)

Limiting the adverse economic impact following interventions is also an emerging priority. Where situations of conflict have been severe enough to merit multinational humanitarian interventions, traditional economic practices and subsistence patterns will undoubtedly have been disrupted. In addition to understanding how those traditional patterns are reflected in the organization of disputing groups, peace operations should be conducted with a self-conscious sense of how their presence distorts local practices and values.

Peace operations introduce goods - like food supplies - that would be otherwise unavailable to local populations, and they inject foreign exchange that can distort the fragile local economy. In such a context, it is important to be sensitive to the effects of such infusions. Care should be taken that the relative abundance of goods and money in a peace operation does not get turned to socially destructive ends. Profiteering, exploitation, and illegal activities are all likely to accompany such distortions. Under "normal" circumstances business activities and patterns of reciprocity within the local society may be quite different from what members of peace operations are used to in their own countries and cultures. Hence, distinguishing between damaging distortions and appropriate activities presents a challenge. Understanding as fully as possible local business and economic practices is necessary in order not to reproduce situations of dependency and partisanship. There is a growing academic literature on these problems.\(^{72}\)

**Peace or Protection?**

Providing enough security and space for societies to mend themselves after a humanitarian intervention may be so overwhelming as to frighten even the most committed internationalists. The military costs alone of maintaining the no-fly zone in northern Iraq approach $500 million annually, and those of the 30,000-plus soldiers in Bosnia and 50,000 or so linked to Kosovo are estimated to be some $4 billion annually. The political will to maintain such security efforts - both financial and military - are, to say the least, a potent challenge for politicians and humanitarians alike. Sustaining accompanying efforts to administer a protectorate in Kosovo or a similar trusteeship in East Timor for as long as a generation adds to the burden of mobilizing will and resources to protect civilians following interventions elsewhere. "Donor fatigue" or "compassion weariness" are disputed by some, but the fact that they have such currency suggests at least some basis among publics and parliaments.
Humanitarians argued throughout the 1990s that humanitarian action is no substitute for politics, but how sustainable are such comprehensive transition efforts to maintain peace and protection? Undoubtedly other future cases will require protectorates, but will governments accept responsibility for enforcement efforts to compel compliance with a peace agreement? As there will undoubtedly be cases where the answer is "no," it is all the more important that coercive protection measures be considered. Even when vital interests are not engaged and comprehensive deployments are not possible, there may still be a chance that someone will act and make a difference to the lives of affected populations.

Providing protection entails a lower threshold of military resources and political commitment than compelling compliance with an imposed peace, but coercive protection can make a difference. This is not to underestimate the difficulties – the preceding analyses have demonstrated numerous operational problems for coercive protection. However, the modified "do something" approach can save lives and provide the chance that a functioning sovereign state reemerges as the provider of protection.

Here it may be useful to reconsider the case of Rwanda, the case that has framed assessments of humanitarian intervention. There was no robust intervention, and there certainly has been no substantial international protectorate. Nevertheless, a modicum of security and state services has returned, despite the tragic events of 1994. Would it not be possible to imagine the same outcome, but with slightly more robust and timely international responses in that fateful year that might have slowed the momentum of the genocide, prevented the flight of millions, and saved a few hundred thousand lives?
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There is a substantial difference, however, between the two cases. In the case of East Timor, a final status is envisaged (full independence). In the case of Kosovo, no such final status has been agreed on; and, in principle, the suspension of Yugoslav sovereignty over the province spelled out in UN Document S/1999/1244 is a temporary measure until a settlement has been found.


Although the international debate on humanitarian intervention has focused largely on questions of authority and capacity, the dearth of effective international responses has in most cases resulted from a lack of will. In neither Rwanda nor Srebrenica did a lack of authority or capacity stand in the way of action. In both cases, Chapter VII mandates existed. When Srebrenica was being overrun, military aircraft from the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) were in the air waiting only for the political order to strike. In Rwanda, there is now broad agreement that the necessary military forces could have been deployed to slow down or even halt the génocidaires, equipped with only light arms or even machetes.

The problem, as has been repeated in a litany of speeches and analyses, is a lack of will. But such a designation often does little more than obfuscate the central questions of motivation, decision making, and implementation among a range of disparate governments and intergovernmental bodies. Accepting that there will be circumstances in which interventions will be deemed both legal and legitimate, the objective here is to explore the challenges of mobilizing national governments and generating effective intergovernmental cooperation to act in the face of human catastrophes.

For prevention or intervention alike, the challenges of moving from words to deeds have much in common. Two points raised earlier are worth reiterating. First, for the notion of responsibility to be meaningful, it should ultimately reside in specific places and institutions, and with specific people. If everyone is responsible then no one is actually responsible. Second, mobilizing support for a specific instance of humanitarian intervention is first and foremost a challenge of leadership because there will always be a compelling rationale for inaction.

There is nothing unusual about the unwillingness of politicians and government officials to participate in high-risk interventions far from their borders in the absence of vital interests or of pressures from domestic constituencies. Caution is perhaps easiest to understand in two sets of countries: those with reason to worry about the possibility of future interventions on their own soil; and those in possession of military, economic, and political assets that are most in demand from international bodies for implementing intervention mandates. For the leaders of the second set of countries, votes in intergovernmental fora to authorize such interventions may well entail their constituents’ bearing significant human, financial, and material costs.

Neither international nor domestic decision making processes operate independently. Domestic factors are often more influential, but domestic decision making is affected by international developments and deliberations. Domestic forces, like national interests and
identities, are not immutable. They are subject to being redefined, and international crises and ensuing debates often directly influence the power profile and perspectives of domestic political actors. Mobilizing domestic political forces should be an integral part of international strategies. Too often, multilateral planning and decision making considers domestic constituencies as afterthoughts rather than as essential prerequisites.

The analysis below, therefore, examines motivation, decision making, and implementation in both domestic and international arenas. It begins by discussing a neglected subject – the mobilization of domestic support for humanitarian interventions. Leadership remains critical to mobilizing adequate national will to undertake potentially costly and risky military operations. However, certain contextual factors – such as geography, political culture, and understandings of national interest – define the parameters and the constraints within which national leaders operate; they are discussed in the second section.

Getting national governments to provide support for intervention is an important first step in moving from rhetorical commitments to international action, which forms the basis for the third section. The accompanying crucial step in operationalizing a responsibility to protect civilians in deadly conflicts is ensuring sufficient multilateral leadership to mobilize intergovernmental machinery and to construct broad-based and sustainable “coalitions of the willing.” This step, ignored or underemphasized in analyses of the last decade, forms the substance of the fourth and concluding section.

DOMESTIC POLITICS AND INTERVENTION

States remain the ultimate units of decision making about military interventions for humanitarian objectives within the United Nations (UN) and elsewhere. Accordingly, foreign-policy decision making processes – and not the workings of multilateral organizations or the provisions of international law – define and influence the limits circumscribing potential humanitarian interventions. Security Council resolutions, in that sense, should be seen as the tip of the decision making iceberg – the result of a chain of political outcomes, beginning with the governing structures and political dynamics of individual member states. For most countries, and certainly for the great powers, fundamental decisions are made by heads of state, ministers, and parliaments, not by diplomats in New York.

States do not possess a monopoly of the means of persuasion or coercion, but they do control the lion’s share. They include political, financial, and legal carrots and sticks for bringing uncooperative state and nonstate actors into line – including intergovernmental institutions. International agencies rely on their member states for human, material, and financial resources, as well as for the political backing required for humanitarian interventions. International institutions are relatively strong and effective when their members value what they do, and these institutions have sufficiently broad common interests to permit decisive multilateral action. When their members are divided, ambivalent, or apathetic, little gets accomplished.

Whatever the circumstances, a key question concerns will: Does there exist, or can there be assembled, enough political support within key countries, not only to authorize and undertake a particular intervention to pursue humanitarian objectives, but also to sustain it in the face of possible setbacks along the way? Consider, for example, the impact of the slaughter of Belgian peacekeepers in Kigali; the bodies of the United States (US) Rangers dragged through the dusty streets of Mogadishu; and UN peacekeepers chained to bridges in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Most evident in cases of military intervention in which soldiers may be put in harm’s way, the same line of questioning is apt for efforts to invoke and implement such nonforcible intervention as economic sanctions, arms and oil embargoes, and international criminal prosecution.
The dynamics of domestic political forces are not the same from country to country. In many cases there have been, and will be, domestic pressures for, as well as against, intervention. Rarely is there a single, universally accepted, understanding of the nature and content of the national interest. Indeed, it is commonplace for groups that are for and against intervention to coexist. Ultimately, decisions reflect how attitudes are framed and communicated, how leaders choose to address competing domestic influences, how perceptions of the political dynamics within other countries are taken into account in shaping policy choices, and how international and local groups seek to influence this nexus of factors. Thus, the next section is devoted to the question of how leaders affect and even manipulate them on behalf of robust military intervention for humanitarian objectives.

MOTIVATION

The end of the Cold War and the success of the Security Council-authorized collective security operation in Kuwait initially made the early 1990s look like the dawn of a new era — "renaissance" of the world organization was a frequent metaphor. In publicly justifying their decisions to participate in international efforts to enforce human rights norms, leaders customarily cited UN decisions and their national obligations under the Charter to carry out mandates. Council decisions, especially those taken under Chapter VII, were widely credited with adding both legal authority and political legitimacy to national action.

Activism within the Council’s chambers, however, did not necessarily translate into effective action on the ground or into greater public credibility for the world organization. The number, variety, and size of UN peace operations reached historic heights in 1993. Yet, the relative successes of many of those early missions were overshadowed by failures in Bosnia, a wholesale retreat in Somalia, and the abandonment of defenceless civilians in Rwanda. In the US, these setbacks seemed only to confirm congressional scepticism, while feeble American leadership reinforced the caution already visible in many other capitals. As the 2000 Report of the Panel on United Nations Peace Operations underlined, many member states have become more prone to say "no" rather than "yes" to requests from the Secretary-General to provide forces for UN peacekeeping operations. It is a tendency that is even more pronounced for missions of open-ended duration that involve significant risks and uncertainties.

Given the magnitude of present operations in the Balkans (about 80,000 troops), as well as shrinking military budgets in the post-Cold War era, there are real constraints on most Western militaries. By way of historical comparison, UN peacekeeping may have peaked in 1993 at 78,000 troops. But today, if both NATO and UN missions are included, the number of soldiers in international peace operations has soared by about 40 percent, to 110,000. States are not running away from foreign military commitments, but they are being compelled to make choices about how to use limited and strained military capabilities to meet a variety of international demands.

If interventions regarded as legal and legitimate fail to occur because domestic will is in short supply, then a key challenge is altering the nature of debate in those countries whose participation and support are essential. How this shift might occur can be considered by examining two sets of questions. First, what have been the key determinants of national policies toward intervention, how have they varied from country to country, and how different are national decision making processes and structures? Second, what might be done to encourage a convergence of transnational and humanitarian impulses with national interests and decision making processes? Ultimately, why particular countries act where and when they do is subject to several factors. Among the variables that help explain a willingness to participate in multilateral humanitarian interventions are geographic proximity, domestic political culture, and understandings of national interests.
Geographic Proximity and Cultural Affinity

States traditionally have found numerous reasons to intervene and justify intervention – some international, some domestic, and oftentimes a mix of both – with or without the UN’s blessing. In general, geographic proximity – a feature that may have acute security, economic, political, and domestic dimensions – has played a crucial role. What happens nearby is more likely to endanger nationals, raise significant security concerns, and result in refugees, economic disruptions, and unwanted political spillovers. It is also likely to attract more comprehensive media coverage than events farther away. Such a crisis does not get lost as easily in the agenda of a regional organization as it does at the UN in New York.

Relatively few states, moreover, have the capacity to project military power far from home. Thus, options to intervene normally are more easily considered and implemented either in a neighbouring country or as part of a supporting role in an international coalition – whether led by the UN, a regional body, or a major power. Robust interventions are most frequently led by a regional power: Australia in East Timor, Nigeria in Liberia and Sierra Leone, South Africa in Lesotho, Russia in the former Soviet Union, and states of Western Europe in Bosnia and Herzegovina and Kosovo.

Only the great powers have the capacity to mount operations well beyond their borders. The US has frequently intervened within its own hemisphere (for example, Dominican Republic, Grenada, Panama, and Haiti), but it has also been indispensable in interventions elsewhere (Iraq, Somalia, and the Balkans). Long-distance military efforts have also been undertaken by others – the United Kingdom (UK), France, and Belgium – particularly in cases where there have been colonial ties.

Likewise, cultural affinity may play a role. During the Bosnian conflict, Iran regularly shipped arms to the Bosnians in contravention of the arms embargo. The justification was largely based on a shared Muslim heritage. It is thought that Secretary-General Boutros-Ghali’s labeling significant efforts by the West in the Balkans as a “white man’s war” had an impact in highlighting Somalia’s relatively ignored position in 1992. The difficulty of applying such generalizations is evident from the fact that eventually, in both Bosnia and Kosovo, the Judeo-Christian West applied substantial military might in favour of largely Muslim populations and against states composed essentially of peoples with Catholic and Orthodox Christian backgrounds. The indictment and pursuit of war criminals also went against stereotypical cultural affinities in that the tribunal in The Hague had relatively few Muslims in the docket.

Political Culture

Whether a state is likely to join an international coalition engaged in humanitarian intervention often appears to be related to its political culture, which is shaped by history and by public and elite views about their country’s place in the contemporary world. Latin American countries are, for historical reasons, generally cautious about either backing or joining in any effort identified as an “intervention,” though this hesitation seems to be easing in some parts of the region. Sanctions and military intervention in Haiti were unanimously backed by the Organization of American States (OAS). Argentina, for example, has become a prominent UN peacekeeping contributor and has provided forces to the NATO-led missions in Bosnia and Herzegovina and Kosovo.

Japan, for a combination of historical, constitutional, and cultural reasons, remains cautious about sending its self-defence forces overseas, even under the blue UN flag. Germany, on the other hand, has shed some of its domestic legal restraints and political
inhibitions, as demonstrated by its participation in Kosovo within the NATO framework. Thus, political cultures have evolved, especially over the past decade, to permit modest participation in international peacekeeping and even humanitarian interventions.

Other traditionally strong troop-contributing countries may have become somewhat more hesitant over that same period. Belgium, the Netherlands, and Canada faced some difficult national soul-searching following traumatic incidents involving their armed forces in UN operations during the 1990s.3 At the outset of the 1994 genocide in Rwanda, Hutu militia men slaughtered 10 Belgian peacekeepers, spurring the withdrawal of the remaining Belgian troops and opening the door to the killing frenzy that followed. The inability of Dutch peacekeepers to do anything to prevent the massacre at Srebrenica in 1995 triggered a deeply painful national debate about the responsibilities and obligations of peacekeepers. Canada’s proud peacekeeping tradition was tarnished when a national inquiry publicized an incident in which its soldiers tortured a Somali prisoner.

Another pertinent element of political culture is how to ensure democratic accountability when military forces are used in internationally approved enforcement operations. For international missions other than the traditional monitoring, observation, and peacekeeping, there is a tendency for democratic countries to involve parliaments in decision making. Although the Security Council provides both international and domestic legitimacy, it does not ensure democratic accountability within countries. Although analyses have focused on the role of the US Congress in such decision making, a recent research project suggests that eight other democracies – Canada, France, Germany, India, Japan, Norway, the Russian Federation, and the UK – are not dissimilar.4 Ensuring that military forces operate in accord with law and norms remains a national responsibility. Moreover, it is not impossible that in some future instance, a parliament could take a negative decision after a government makes a decision to participate in a Security Council-approved operation.

National Interests

It is not surprising that where significant interests are not engaged, countries are hesitant to commit troops. Often, only countries with significant interests find sufficient motivation to consider joining an intervention force. This was not necessarily the case for traditional peacekeeping (that is, the permanent members of the Security Council almost never sent troops). It is certainly true for Chapter VII operations, and even more so for robust intervention involving greater firepower and greater risk. Recent examples that demonstrate this point include the British in Sierra Leone, the French in Rwanda and the Central African Republic, the Italians in Somalia and Albania, the North Americans in Haiti, Western Europeans throughout the former Yugoslavia, and the Russians in Georgia, Tajikistan, and Kosovo. This reality raises problems for those who often argue for only disinterested intervention. But the reality of the 1990s has been that humanitarian motives alone rarely suffice to sustain an intervention. Mixed motives are the norm, and many observers deem national interests as a necessary if insufficient condition for a successful humanitarian intervention.

Other kinds of interests also have an important impact on the willingness of countries to participate. For many countries, there is an interest in maintaining solidarity within regional groupings and military alliances. Whether the Rio Group, the OAS, NATO, or the Non-Aligned Movement, the views of “like-minded” countries can tip the balance in domestic decision-making processes. For other countries, international expectations and images remain influential. In the case of France and the UK, for instance, the benefits of displaying leadership on global issues seem to exert a significant pull toward activism in the Security Council, where their status as great powers with a claim on a veto is seen by some as questionable.
Moreover, differences in power are reflected in the multilateral flavour of a country's definition of national interests. Middle powers, for example, have modest leverage in foreign policy, resulting from a rule-bound multilateral system, but they have more than they would in one based purely on power. From this perspective, the traditional support for UN undertakings by Nordic countries, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand are logical and, in fact, self-interested. What many see as Washington's indifference or even hostility to multilateralism is also a reflection of power. The obsession with a definition of national interests that is circumscribed by a defence of the continental US and stable economic relations with allies is really only possible for such a dominant military and economic state.

The foreign policy strategies, priorities, and capacities of individual countries are key determinants in decisions by individual governments to participate in robust military missions. Humanitarian intervention is not an endeavour in which one size fits all. National political cultures matter, and the rationale for an intervention may need to be tailored to specific countries at particular historical junctures. Viewed in this optic, the unraveling of states and the need for outside intervention in such areas as the Balkans and Central Africa could take on a different perspective in Washington or Beijing, if the assumption is made that it is in no one's interest to have vacuums in state authority. Attitudes vary about sources of legitimacy, the use of force or economic coercion, sovereignty, and international law and organization, not to mention the implications of existing asymmetries in national power and wealth.

National interests are often thought of as fixed or given; they are viewed as simply a product of geographic, political, and military circumstances. In fact, national interests are based on particular perceptions and strategic calculations. Consequently, they are often subject to change, sometimes radical change.

The dynamic elements in the content of "national interest" offer the possibility of building a forward-looking message, one that aims to build a foundation of support for future efforts, not just for the crisis of the day. Those who determine the politics of humanitarian responses are the leaders of states and state-like authorities. They act on the basis of calculations of political interests. These are anything except fixed and unchanging, as the 1990s amply demonstrated. Shaping calculations of interest requires conscious engagement in political processes, because the construction and redefinition of interest are products of learning that should take place after each humanitarian crisis.

GOVERNMENTAL DECISION MAKING

The previous section examined several generic factors that condition the likely willingness of countries to participate in international military operations. The task now is to explore in more detail two related dimensions of national decision making processes that affect specific undertakings for particular countries. First, there are a range of additional actors that influence government decisions, some intentionally (for example, diaspora and nongovernmental organizations [NGOs]) and others inadvertently (the media). Second, particular forms and structures of government affect the relative influence of these other actors. They are also important in their own right, as they determine the relative ease with which troops can be committed.

Occasionally a distant event is so horrific and generates sufficient NGO and media attention as to elicit a broad public reaction, even calling for concerted and urgent action. If so, the event becomes a factor in domestic politics. It is sometimes suggested, for instance, that such empathetic humanitarian responses, spurred by the so-called CNN or BBC effect, could help explain the earlier Bush administration's decisions to intervene militarily in northern
Iraq in April 1991 and in Somalia in December 1992. Whatever its impact in these cases, the media evidently could not elicit action to counter the subsequent genocide in Rwanda, partly as a result of its inaccurate depiction of the challenges involved in halting what it characterized as an intractable intertribal conflict.

In this context, state decisions about engagement often juxtapose potentially contradictory impulses from the domestic political arena. Although one can overestimate the media's impact, there is no question that real time transmission of images of suffering has on occasion created domestic pressure to act. The effects are most likely to be significant when governments are slow to react and indecisive with regard to a humanitarian crisis (that is, where the strategic imperative is weak). By focusing on human suffering, media attention tends to divert publics and policy makers from hard diplomatic and military decisions. Interviews with officials suggest that such pressure can be almost irresistible. In particular, time pressures sometimes push policy makers to become involved before serious analysis and planning occur. This was evident, for example, in the aborted Canadian-led multinational force initiative in eastern Zaire in 1996. Policy planners were told of the decision to deploy before any serious assessment had taken place of the problem and Canada's capacity to deal with it.

Sometimes, pressure from particular domestic interest groups may help to persuade an ambivalent government to act despite substantial misgivings. The urgings of the US Congressional Black Caucus, TransAfrica (led by Randall Robinson), and many citizens in politically pivotal Florida, for example, may have finally convinced the Clinton administration to intervene in Haiti in September 1994. Similarly, it seems pressure from the Tamil population in southern India encouraged action in the Jaffna Peninsula in 1987. In other cases, however, the impact of such pressure offsets the lobbying of another group. Within the US and Canada, for example, members of the Albanian diaspora tend to push in one policy direction for Kosovo, while the Serbian one pushes in the opposite.

NGOs are significant advocates for cross-border humanitarian action, including in some cases military intervention. It is difficult to draw causal arrows, but most politicians and analysts acknowledge the importance of such voices for changes in government policy. A clear example was the call of a number of NGOs, but particularly Médecins sans Frontières, for military intervention into eastern Zaire in the aftermath of the Rwandan genocide. Another striking example of such influence was the case cited earlier in which International Committee of the Red Cross President Cornelio Sommaruga began lobbying in December 1991 and January 1992 with the outgoing and incoming Secretaries-General to move robust action in Somalia onto the international radar screen. Later in 1992, the Washington-based consortium of US NGOs, Inter-Action, organized a lobbying session with President Bush to urge military intervention in the Horn of Africa.

NGOs are relatively dynamic and flexible, and they are able to bring an incipient crisis to the attention of the public, media, and officialdom. Yet, they do have their limitations as advocates for humanitarian intervention. Government representatives, especially from developing countries, often question the status of NGOs with which they disagree, asking just whom and what they represent. Consequently, the drive to widen NGO participation in the UN has stalled, or at least slowed down, in recent years.

Furthermore, NGOs often lack policy making experience and are frequently divided over which precise policy course is optimal. They may also be skittish about the cynical world of politics or about the employment of military and economic coercion, steps that could alleviate or exacerbate humanitarian suffering but that smack of great-power dominance of weaker countries. Western NGOs, for instance, were as divided about whether and how to
use military force in Kosovo as they had been in Somalia. These points of difference or ambivalence give policy makers considerable freedom of action, as NGOs generally are more successful at getting an issue moved up the ladder of priorities than at compelling a specific course of action once the problem is being addressed.\(^8\)

Influence varies with the nature and structure of a particular society and a particular elected government. And, as mentioned at the outset, little in-depth research has been undertaken for most countries on the dynamics of influence regarding humanitarian intervention. The prime targets for pressure from civil society may vary from country to country. Nongovernmental actors are accorded greater latitude in the West than in China, Russia, and most developing countries.\(^9\)

In addition to the importance of political culture discussed above, traditions, patterns, and structures of governance also affect the prospects for the commitment of troops. It has been argued that in traditional troop-contributing countries for UN peacekeeping operations, national cultures may be understood as permissive, rather than causal. As such, pressure to commit troops comes from the long-established organizational culture in foreign-ministry bureaucracies.\(^10\) This pattern, however, might not hold in cases of Chapter VII enforcement missions or other high-risk operations with the possibility of substantial casualties.

Many of the key factors in national decision making are country specific. In France, the office of the president is reputed to hold considerable sway over a number of aspects of foreign policy, including the pursuit of French interests in its former African colonies.\(^11\) In the UK, there would appear to be a recurrent clash between two traditions: automatic support for multilateral initiatives and Parliament’s taste for vibrant debate. The result seems to be a relatively consistent set of policy outcomes, without Paris’s centralized decision making process. Given the public caution and constitutional constraints that still hold in Japan and that have only recently been eased in Germany, it is inconceivable that either country would contemplate a significant role in a humanitarian intervention without serious parliamentary deliberations and public debate. In the US, the executive and legislative branches often hold quite different and sometimes contradictory views.\(^12\) Few questions bring out the interbranch and interparty divisions, and even splits, within the major parties more vividly than those involving the deployment of US military forces. Washington’s diplomats have limited flexibility and are necessarily cautious about playing the kind of leadership role and taking the sorts of initiatives that would otherwise be expected from a dominant power.

In some cases, changes in government can affect, and often decrease, support for military interventions. Although it has yet to be borne out in practice, the incoming Bush administration was explicit in its desire to reduce US military commitments in the Balkans. In some cases the effects of such changes are counterintuitive. When Nigeria was a military dictatorship, it was more easily able to support military interventions in Liberia and Sierra Leone than after it returned to democratic rule. With the election of Olusegun Obasanjo, the cost of maintaining olive-green-helmeted troops in Sierra Leone became unsustainable.

Useful indicators of whether a state will participate in a particular humanitarian intervention seem to be proximity, political culture, and national interest. These conclusions help to define the proverbial bottom-line, or primary policy challenge: What can be done so that countries are more likely to participate in humanitarian interventions that are widely considered to be legitimate and justified?
Obstacles relating to proximity and capacity cannot be overcome very quickly. In some countries – such as China, Japan, and much of Latin America – the political culture against intervention is so deeply engrained that it would take more than a generation to change it. In other countries, however, leanings in one direction or the other may evolve more quickly or from case to case. The most potentially malleable factor would appear to be how national interest and identity are defined or redefined.

FROM DOMESTIC SUPPORT TO INTERNATIONAL ACTION

Unpacking the notion of political will demonstrates the significance, often overlooked, of domestic politics and national interests. But agreement in capitals is usually only one of the necessary components for effective multilateral intervention. Domestic will alone is inadequate to ensure protection for individuals from the ethnic cleansing in Croatia, widespread killings in Cambodia, dismemberments in Sierra Leone, or massive starvation in Sudan.

What happens during intergovernmental deliberations, and the statements and proposals of the UN Secretary-General and his organization, matter in capitals. For all but a few of the most powerful or recalcitrant countries, multilateral diplomacy has an impact on domestic decision making and thus on the potential support for international initiatives. Furthermore, cooperation between and among states and other international actors is a necessary part of the chain linking political decisions to the actual deployment of military forces.

International will, then, is more than just the sum of attitudes and policies of individual countries. It also consists of leadership and coordination to convert material political commitments into effective international action on the ground. While broader political support and legitimacy are always helpful, they are vital where the interests of Western powers or regional hegemonic powers are not immediately threatened. Two international dimensions are crucial: multilateral leadership and coalition building.

Multilateral Leadership

Though it is easy to overstate the importance of intergovernmental institutions in deciding when, where, and how to intervene, these bodies do play a critical role in facilitating the transition from domestic decision making to international action. An obvious starting point when looking for multilateral leadership is the UN Secretary-General and senior officials in the Secretariat. Although provisions in the Charter such as Article 99 are often discussed, it is the Secretary-General's international profile with governments and the media, as well as his routine activities and interactions with the Security Council, that give him a unique opportunity to mobilize international support. Furthermore, the Secretariat, particularly through reports and recommendations to the Security Council, shapes deliberations and may help determine the range of options considered.

Take, for example, the importance of leadership from the Secretary-General. Where it exists, the impact can be considerable. Dag Hammarskjöld’s working with Canadian Foreign Minister Lester B. Pearson helped invent peacekeeping in the Suez Crisis of 1956. On the basis of Charter Article 99, he also forced the Security Council to consider the violence in the Congo in 1960. Similarly, Javier Pérez de Cuéllar's diligence helped bring an end to El Salvador's civil war in 1991-1992. These and other illustrations demonstrate that members of the international civil service are actors with some independent scope, and probably more than is commonly assumed.
By the same token, the failure to respond to the genocide in Rwanda in 1994 illustrates the importance of leadership within the UN and the effective functioning of the Secretariat. As the Independent Inquiry on Rwanda reiterates, blame for the failure to respond to the genocide in Rwanda is widespread. Yet, the report goes on to specifically highlight the shortcomings of the Secretary-General and the Secretariat:

The Independent Inquiry finds that the response of the United Nations before and during the 1994 genocide in Rwanda failed in a number of fundamental respects. The responsibility for the failings of the United Nations to prevent and stop the genocide in Rwanda lies with a number of different actors, in particular the Secretary-General, the Secretariat, the Security Council, UNAMIR [UN Assistance Mission in Rwanda] and the broader membership of the United Nations.  

Criticisms of the UN’s chief executive officer and his senior team included their “mistaken analysis which underpinned the recommendations to the Council, and for recommending that the mission be composed of fewer troops than the field mission had considered necessary”; their improper handling of the telegram of January 11, 1994, from the Force Commander reporting on the advanced state of planning for a premeditated slaughter of the Tutsi population; the Department of Peacekeeping Operations, unwillingness to argue forcefully for a more robust mandate and an increase in troop strength in the aftermath of the Belgian withdrawal; and their persistence in viewing the situation as a civil war, including their unwillingness until the end of April to use the term “genocide.”

In contrast to the events in the spring of 1994, the Secretary-General and senior officials have in recent years been willing to take on controversial issues that surround humanitarian intervention. An obvious example is the hard-hitting self-analyses in investigations into Rwanda, Srebrenica, and UN peace operations. In fact, in response to the Rwanda report, Annan publicly stated that “[o]n behalf of the United Nations, I acknowledge this failure and express my deep remorse.” He went on to say that,

Both Reports – my own on Srebrenica, and that of the independent Inquiry on Rwanda – reflect a profound determination to present the truth about these calamities. Of all my aims as Secretary-General, there is none to which I feel more deeply committed than that of enabling the United Nations never again to fail in protecting a civilian population from genocide or mass slaughter.  

The call by the Secretary-General at the General Assembly’s opening session in September 1999 further illustrates the significance of multilateral leadership in terms of ideas and norms. The debate on humanitarian intervention that has ensued, and indeed the launch of the International Commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty, would have been unlikely without Annan’s prompting.

Leadership within the Security Council can also make the difference between impotent rhetoric and effective responses. One example is the invigoration of the Angola Sanctions Committee largely through the efforts of Robert Fowler, Canadian Permanent Representative to the UN. A sanctions committee on Angola was established by Resolution 864 (1994) on September 15, 1994, to supervise the imposition of an oil and arms embargo on the rebel group the Union for the Total Independence of Angola. These sanctions were subsequently extended on July 1, 1998, to include an embargo on unofficial diamonds. Despite their
imposition, however, it was clear that "UNITA [Union for the Total Independence of Angola] was still able to procure what it needed for its war machine, and sell its diamonds. UNITA officials still traveled with little restriction, and UNITA continued to be active in international capitals through 'unofficial' offices and representatives."  

In January 1999, Fowler launched a series of new initiatives designed to improve their effectiveness. And that summer, following his extensive series of visits to Africa and Europe, the Security Council debated 19 concrete recommendations on what could be done to enhance the effectiveness of the sanctions regime. According to a report by the Angola Peace Monitor, Fowler personally "injected new energy into the embargoes, through early recommendations about how they might be made to work better and by investigative visits to Southern Africa as well as the diamond dealing and arms trading capitals of Europe." The launch of a series of expert panels ensured follow-up within the Security Council, while the overall initiative created a precedent for exploring the economic foundations of ongoing conflicts and paved the way for similar reports on Sierra Leone and the Congo. The initiative also gave impetus to a subsequent international effort to control "conflict diamonds."

A similar example, though ultimately less successful, was the effort of Nigeria's Permanent Representative to the UN, Ibrahim Gambari, during the Rwanda crisis. Following the outbreak of genocide in early April 1994, he consistently and vocally advocated a strengthening of the mandate of the UN Assistance Mission in Rwanda (UNAMIR) in Rwanda and an increase in troop numbers. In mid-April, he presented a draft resolution to the Security Council on behalf of the nonaligned caucus, and one week later met with the Secretary-General in an effort to counter moves in the Security Council to withdraw UNAMIR completely. During the following month, as president of the Council, he argued that international credibility was at risk. And he recommended that the Council ask the Secretary-General to prepare the contingency plans for a robust intervention.

The need for multilateral leadership is clearly not limited to the various organs of the UN. Effective action also requires the active engagement of regional and subregional bodies, other multilateral organizations, and even individuals. For example, during the early part of the decade in the Balkans, the prospects for peace and the safety of civilians rested in the hands of various entities and leaders, including the Special Representative of the Secretary-General Yasushi Akashi, the peace envoys Cyrus Vance and David Owen, and the members of the "Contact Group." Later, it was the G-8 political directors who first set out the principles for ending the war over Kosovo, and G-8 foreign ministers in Bonn and Cologne who negotiated the Security Council resolution that ended the war.

Coalition Building

A subset of the larger question of multilateral leadership that deserves special attention is the construction and maintenance of multinational coalitions. At the start of the 1990s, particularly with the publication of Boutros Boutros-Ghali's An Agenda for Peace, the UN initially seemed on the brink of playing an important and direct role in the mobilization and deployment of military forces. Yet, in light of the experiences in Bosnia, Somalia, and Rwanda, the emphasis on peace enforcement was greatly reduced in the 1995 Supplement to An Agenda for Peace. This trend was further confirmed when the Report of the Panel on United Nations Peace Operations (in 2000) concluded that the "consent of the local parties, impartiality and the use of force only in self-defence should remain the bedrock principles of peacekeeping." In cases of military intervention, therefore, the UN's role will seemingly be limited to authorizing the use of deadly force. The actual mobilization and deployment
of such power will normally be conducted by coalitions of the willing, even if blue helmets occasionally have important responsibilities for some aspects of peace enforcement (for example, at present in Sierra Leone and East Timor).

During the 1990s most interventions were undertaken by like-minded coalitions. A broad but potentially fragile coalition was brought together by the US in response to the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait. South Africa mobilized support from the Southern African Development Community to intervene in Lesotho. Nigeria led the coalition within the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) in both Liberia and Sierra Leone, while Francophone members took the lead in Guinea-Bissau. And an ad hoc grouping of states intervened in the Central African Republic. In each case common problems and challenges were faced: mobilizing troops, securing resources, agreeing on legal and administrative arrangements, and maintaining internal solidarity. Yet, despite the importance of coalition building to the politics of the 1990s, there has been relatively little in-depth research on how coalitions develop and how they function under duress. Other than memoirs and anecdotes, there is little to guide prospective coalition builders.

One case that has been examined in some detail was the aborted mission to Zaire in late 1996. In response to the refugee crisis in eastern Zaire, Security Council Resolution 1080 of November 15, 1996, authorized a Multinational Force (MNF), under Canadian command, to ensure the effective provision of aid to refugees and local populations and the voluntary and orderly repatriation of the refugees. The coalition was first created by calls from the Canadian prime minister to his counterparts. It was subsequently managed by a steering group bringing troop-contributing countries, humanitarian agencies, and major financial supporters into the decision making process. Ultimately, Canada was the only country to actually commit troops to the mission, and changing circumstances on the ground led to the mission's being cancelled by the end of the year.

In the spring of the following year, the Canadian government began a consultative process seeking ways to improve the capacity of the international community to prepare and manage military interventions in humanitarian crises. One outcome was a lessons-learned paper that focused on the challenges of managing an ad hoc multinational coalition. The study concluded that the improvisation required to develop a coalition wasted valuable time and energy and that generic procedures and decision making models should be formalized. It also suggested that the inclusive and consensus-based decision making model based on a large steering group was unwieldy and ultimately impractical. Although the interests of potential troop-contributing countries should be respected, overarching political direction should be decided by a much smaller group focused exclusively on meeting the primary objectives of a mission.

A further conclusion of this analysis was that so-called middle powers are well suited to lead an MNF, because they are more politically acceptable in the developing world, but that their modest political and military status simultaneously limits their ability to mount and direct such military interventions effectively. For an operation aslogistically complex as the one in Zaire, the commitment of US ground troops was a prerequisite for most potential troop contributors. This reality led the authors to propose that like-minded countries should consider pooling resources and coordinating the procurement of logistical capacity to reduce dependence on any one state.

The Zaire mission faced more formidable coalition building challenges than others in the 1990s. The great powers were either unwilling to lead or were, as in the case of France, unacceptable to others. And the coalition lacked preexisting structures and procedures of a
regional organization or a military alliance. These challenges were also faced by Australia in leading the multinational force to East Timor, but geographic proximity made the operation more feasible.

Many commentators point to the obvious shortcomings when major or former colonial powers are involved, which is one reason why the permanent members of the Security Council were shunned for traditional UN peacekeeping operations. At the same time, operational challenges are greatly reduced when the great powers are engaged. The US, and in many cases Britain and France, have the military capacity to undertake military interventions single-handedly, or at least play a prominent leadership role. In these cases, the coalition building challenge is largely political: maintaining solidarity among members during the course of the intervention, with occasional financial burden-sharing. Prominent examples where the great powers were fully engaged include the US-led coalition in the Gulf War and NATO in Kosovo.

In the case of the Gulf War, the coalition was created through intense diplomatic lobbying by the US, with strong support from the UK. This lobbying included an 11-day, nine-country trip by US Secretary of State James Baker in September 1990 to build support. The coalition of 28 countries was constructed from the outset to meet three overarching objectives: to demonstrate solid support in the Arab world (for example, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, and Syria), to ensure access to adjacent territory for staging military operations (for example, Turkey and Saudi Arabia), and to spread the financial burden among wealthier countries (for example, Japan, Germany, and Saudi Arabia). Israel was excluded from the outset, as its participation was incompatible with strong support from Arab countries. And intense pressure was exerted during the Scud missile strikes to avoid retaliatory measures by Israel that might have split the coalition.

In Kosovo, the coalition was limited to NATO members. Hence, the mechanisms for decision making and operational modes were well established, and in fact predetermined. The real challenge was securing and maintaining commitments among political leaders in NATO countries. Once again, Washington and London played leading roles in the process, seeking to ensure military commitments, political support, and financial resources. The challenges were greatest in southern Europe – ironically, those countries that had the most to lose from the potential spillover from the conflict. In addition, country-specific factors made the process more difficult. Greece was concerned about the implications that the Kosovo precedent might have for a future conflict in Cyprus and the risk of exacerbating ethnic tensions in neighbouring Macedonia. In Italy, strong economic relations with Yugoslavia and the strength of the Communist Party in the Italian parliamentary coalition contributed to the government's hesitations. There were even difficulties with one of the central members of the alliance, Germany, in terms of the constitutional prohibition on waging war and the strength of the traditionally pacifist Green Party in the ruling coalition. Finally, there was concern among all NATO leaders that mounting civilian casualties, and the extension of the air campaign to Belgrade, might undermine the Western public's support.

Given the disproportionate contributions among members, even where interventions are undertaken by alliances and regional organizations, they remain coalitions of the willing and able. For instance, the contributions among NATO countries to the war in Kosovo were very uneven, with US warplanes flying 85 percent of the sorties. Imbalances were perhaps even more evident in the case of the intervention in Liberia. ECOWAS authorized the intervention in July 1990, but at the outset only 5 of the 16 member countries – the Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, Nigeria, and Sierra Leone – committed troops. Nigeria dominated the operation, contributing the bulk of the troops over time and as much as 90 percent at times.
A Standing Mediation Committee – including the Gambia, Ghana, Mali, Nigeria, and Togo – was established to manage the decision making process. It was subsequently supported in 1991 by the Committee of Five (Côte d’Ivoire, Ghana, Guinea, Liberia, Nigeria), the Gambia, Guinée-Bissau, Senegal, and Togo.

The first Force Commander was a Ghanaian, and overall control rested with the Chair of ECOWAS, a position that revolved annually. In fact, the maintenance of the coalition over more than six years was based on effective Nigerian diplomacy. From the outset, two ECOWAS members – Burkina Faso and Côte d’Ivoire – strongly opposed the intervention. In fact, because of belligerents propelling the conflict in neighbouring Liberia, they had actively worked to keep Liberia off the Security Council’s agenda. Yet, by 1992, both had come to accept the need for a political settlement and were included in ECOWAS’s expanded Committee of Nine. And although the coalition was heavily anglophone at the outset, Nigeria consistently pressed for greater francophone involvement. In 1991, both Senegal and Gabon agreed to provide troops; and the following year, Senegal was also included in the Committee of Nine. Efforts were also made to broaden the coalition beyond West Africa. Troops from Tanzania and Uganda joined in late 1993, though earlier commitments from Zimbabwe and Egypt never materialized.

Responsibility to Act

In retrospect, failure to respond to humanitarian crises is usually explained by inadequacies in the so-called international community. More often than not, the lack of political will is deemed the determining factor and is once again bemoaned. Yet, such conclusions explain little. If the “international community” is responsible, then no one really is. In the end, the question of political will, whether domestic or international, comes down to choices and decisions by individuals. To take just one case, the responsibility for not having responded to the April 1994 genocide in the African Great Lakes lies with particular governments and ultimately individual leaders who could have made a difference but chose not to.

The 1990s were a revolutionary decade for humanitarian action. At one time or another, crises on four different continents dominated the international agenda. The Security Council authorized more than a dozen Chapter VII operations in response to conscience-shocking human catastrophes; regional organizations were seized with these issues and responded; militaries and humanitarian agencies adopted new policies and practices.

For all the despair, it was also a decade in which the lives of literally hundreds of thousands were saved. Collective efforts assisted and protected human beings caught in the throes of deadly conflicts.

Political and institutional leaders now accept a moral responsibility for civilians whose lives are threatened, wherever they may be located. The obstacles to making good on this responsibility do not appear insurmountable. The Security Council is no longer fundamentally split. In the face of a veto, there are other multilateral measures, especially through regional organizations, that can provide legitimacy. After a decade of experiments, the operational challenges are apparent. A litany of reports have set out the changes necessary, and it is now a question of implementation.

In this new environment, the onus is truly on leadership. Responsibilities are allocated in the centres of power – whether in the capitals of major powers, the headquarters of international organizations, or wider stakeholder institutions. At the same time, military contingents, humanitarian agencies, and individuals are accountable in the field for
DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL WILL

decisions - those made and those avoided. Macro-level decisions are operationalized through a myriad of micro-level decisions and the actions that follow. When it comes to mobilizing the will to act, people matter.

Perversely, while the protection of civilians at risk has gained public attention in recent years, confidence in the ability of international law and the UN to deal with them has ebbed. The leadership challenge is to mobilize domestic and international support as a matter of basic human decency and hard-headed realism. At the beginning of the 21st century, there appear to be a growing number of parliamentarians and pundits, scholars and practitioners, citizens and humanitarians of all stripes who believe it possible and necessary to make good on the obligation to ensure protection for civilians threatened by war's worst horrors - ethnic cleansing, slaughter, and genocide.

NOTES

4 This research is being conducted by the American Society of International Law. See Charlotte Ku and Harold K. Jacobson, "Using Military Forces under International Auspices and Democratic Accountability," International Relations of the Asia-Pacific 1, no. 1 (2001), pp. 21-50.
7 For a somewhat jaded account of Canadian decision making in this instance, see David Pugliese, "Nobel Fever," Saturday Night (May 1997), pp. 52-62 and 112.


19 Report of the Panel on United Nations Peace Operations, p. 9. The report also expresses some hesitation about "extending additional protection to civilians in armed conflicts," owing to the dim prospects that sufficient resources would be provided. See p. 11.


22 Gabon and Senegal subsequently provided military forces as well. ECOWAS members include Benin, Burkina Faso, Cape Verde, Côte d'Ivoire, the Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Liberia, Mali, Mauritania, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal, Sierra Leone, and Togo.
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This extensive bibliography is designed to illustrate the range of material published on all aspects of humanitarian intervention and to provide a foundation for future research and policy development. The references are divided into 12 categories and roughly follow the structure of the main body of this supplementary volume. A short selection of key references – 10 to 12 – is listed, along with abstracts, at the beginning of each section.

The selection of titles for the bibliography is informed by several principles. An overarching objective was to include as wide a range of differing views as possible. In an attempt to be comprehensive, references were chosen not only through personal familiarity, but also on the basis of wide consultations with scholars and practitioners worldwide. The final section covers a selection of country cases. More than 20 specific interventions are covered in the historical overview, in the second part of the Research component of this volume. The cases from the post-1990 period were included, as were the three most important from the previous era – East Pakistan, Cambodia, and Uganda.

Given the overwhelmingly trans-Atlantic nature of the debate on humanitarian intervention, priority was given to seeking out non-Western views wherever possible. While examples appear throughout the bibliography, there is also a dedicated section on national and regional perspectives. A special effort was also made to cover not only the academic literature but also materials produced by governments, international organizations, and NGOs, including in some cases official documents. Many, though not all, of the citations in this volume also appear in the bibliography.

Difficult choices were required. Many of the selections could easily have been placed into more than one of the 12 subsections of the bibliography. It was difficult, for example, to separate neatly legal from ethical literatures. However, references were never duplicated. Where they would fit into different subsections, they were listed in the general category of humanitarian intervention or assigned to the category that seemed most directly relevant.

For edited collections and special issues of journals, the volume in question generally is cited, rather than each of the specific parts. However, where an article or a chapter in such a volume was deemed to be of particular significance, it figures separately in the appropriate section.

While this list of references will undoubtedly be useful, a fully key-worded and searchable electronic version is also available on CD-ROM and at the following website: http://www.iciss-ciise.gc.ca/
The bibliography is broken down into the following 12 categories:

1. Humanitarian Intervention
2. Sovereignty and Intervention
3. Conflict Prevention
4. Ethical Aspects
5. Legal Aspects
6. Interest and Will
7. National and Regional Perspectives
8. Nonmilitary Interventions
9. Operational Aspects of Military Interventions
10. Military Intervention and Humanitarian Action
11. Post-Conflict Challenges
12. Country Cases
1. HUMANITARIAN INTERVENTION


Annan, Kofi A. *The Question of Intervention: Statements by the Secretary-General*. New York: United Nations Department of Public Information, 1999. Influential statements by the Secretary-General, including “Two Concepts of Sovereignty.” Affirms the legitimacy of interventions in a world of sovereign states by placing the protection of human rights at the centre of the UN’s work.


References


2. SOVEREIGNTY AND INTERVENTION


Collection of essays arguing that the components of state sovereignty – recognition, territory, population, and authority – are socially constructed and vary in different historical circumstances.


Early review of the legal and political dimensions of humanitarian intervention, arguing that the balance between sovereignty and human rights is shifting toward the latter.


A set of essays arguing that sovereignty cannot be seen only as protection against outside interference. Suggests that sovereignty also implies that states are accountable to both domestic and external constituencies.


Argues that the legitimacy of states rests upon respect for human rights and the effective participation of all segments of populations in economic and political decision making.


Classic study exploring sovereignty defined as the idea that there is a final and absolute political authority in a political community and that no final and absolute authority exists above the state.


Investigates the international normative framework that upholds sovereign statehood in the Third World, which in some cases is more judicial than empirical.


Historical inquiry into the theory and practice of state sovereignty, arguing that the principle of nonintervention is routinely ignored.


Reviews doctrines of nonintervention held by individual states and points to the importance of the principle of nonintervention as the basis for order in the society of states.


Explores the implications of emerging political communities and the resulting structural transformations to the principle of sovereignty.
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3. CONFLICT PREVENTION


Jentleson, Bruce W., ed. Opportunities Missed, Opportunities Seized: Preventive Diplomacy in the Post-Cold War World. Lanham: Rowman and Littlefield, 2000. Assesses the feasibility of preventive diplomacy by concentrating on 10 major post-Cold War cases that all challenged the preventive diplomacy capacity of the international community.


References
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4. ETHICAL ASPECTS

Treatment of normative problems in international relations. Proposes a principle of state autonomy based on the justice of a state’s domestic institutions.

Argues that ethics and politics are mutually constitutive and suggests the continued primacy of national sovereignty.

Explores the application of the just war tradition and its main concepts to the current debate on humanitarian intervention, suggesting that these concepts, while seldom acknowledged, continue to provide the foundations for the ethical debate on the use of force.

Exposition of Islamic discourse on humanitarian intervention, elaborating the ambiguous status of the nation-state in Islamic thought.

Argues in favour of restraint on intervention, but accepts the need for exceptions to the norm of nonintervention based on ethical obligations.

Classic text exploring the nature and character of ethical obligations in world politics.

Commissioned by the International Committee of the Red Cross, this wide-ranging collection of essays explores both operational and ethical challenges.

Contributors discuss various traditions of ethical thought on the topic of ethics and the use of force, including natural law, political realism, Judaism, Islam, Christian pacifism, and feminism.

Argues that moral-philosophical analysis underpins international law and that significant violations of human rights justify, and even require, military intervention.

Classic treatment of the legitimate use of force. Scepticism about military intervention in earlier editions qualified in light of the humanitarian crises of the 1990s.
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5. LEGAL ASPECTS

Review of historical precedents and contemporary developments. Defends the emergence of a right of humanitarian intervention and argues that it is not incompatible with state sovereignty.

Influential statement arguing for the right to provide assistance to alleviate suffering caused by human-made disasters, without the consent of the state.

Classic statement of the strict limitations on the use of force imposed by international law.

Study of the legality of humanitarian intervention, examining the genealogy of the doctrine and arguing that as a legal concept it is incoherent. Appendix of relevant legal material.

Critical view of the right of humanitarian intervention, arguing that it has uncertain legal foundations.

States that the UN Charter’s prohibition on the use of force remains weak as a result of the practical goals that nations are pursuing in defence of their national interest.

Widely cited statements addressing the legal status of the doctrine of humanitarian intervention at the beginning of the 1970s.

Discusses the practice of states before and after the adoption of the UN Charter, including chapters on unilateral and regional organizations’ interventions.
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Baginjan, K.A. "Printsip nevmeshatel'sta i ustav OON." *Sovetskoe gosudarstvo i pravo* Vol. 6 (1957): 62–70.


Corfu Channel Case (Merits) (April 9, 1949): http://www.icj-cij.org/icjwww/idecisions/isummaries/lcsumary490409.htm


6. INTEREST AND WILL

Argues that traditional norms of impartiality, consent, and neutrality are difficult, or even impossible, to maintain in practice.

Argues that the changing international normative context fundamentally shapes the interests of international actors.

Examination of media stimulation of public concern over human tragedy and its influence on government officials’ decisions.

Account of moral solidarity, the extent of Western commitments, and the dilemmas of contemporary humanitarian interventionism, including treatments of the media and the International Committee of the Red Cross.

Argues that humanitarian action is profoundly affected by states’ perceived interests, which define the scope and the character of international engagement.

Classic realist exposition regarding the state as a rational and unitary actor pursuing self-interest conceived as “the pursuit of power.”

Draws attention to the bureaucratic, security, political, and operational dimensions of complex emergencies. Asserts the need to redefine national interest to include complex humanitarian emergencies, even in the absence of geostrategic interests.

Argues that for democracies it is not possible to distinguish between a morality- and an interest-based foreign policy.

Examines ethical imperatives for action and demonstrates that prevailing conceptions of national interest often preclude effective responses.
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7. NATIONAL AND REGIONAL PERSPECTIVES

Major statement of the UK Government on the topic of humanitarian intervention.


Examines the attempts by the French Government of 1988–1993 to promote a new norm of international law, establishing a "right to interfere."

Analysis of US military interventions largely from the post-Cold War period. Documentary appendix.

Traces the evolution of US ambivalent attitudes and policies toward the League of Nations and the UN.

Collection of essays including perspectives of states skeptical or critical of humanitarian interventions. Chapters devoted to Russia, China, Asia, and Africa.

Analyses of the various aspects of the Kosovo War and its normative, operational and structural consequences for world politics. Includes numerous country perspectives.

Examines international humanitarian law in light of the Kosovo War. Points to the inconsistencies in the actions of Western countries and the need for a new consensus on external armed intervention.

Describes how the principle of nonintervention has undergone a process of progressive relaxation in Latin America.
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8. NONMILITARY INTERVENTIONS


Systematic and comparative account of the politics of international war crimes tribunals from St. Helena, Leipzig, and Constantinople to Nuremberg and The Hague. Asks what makes governments support international war crimes tribunals and what makes them abandon them.


Argues that international criminal tribunals are vital to upholding justice and the rule of law but that state sovereignty remains a major obstacle to the effective enforcement of international criminal justice.


Explores the effectiveness of the 12 cases of UN Security sanctions imposed during the 1990s and offers a broad range of future policy recommendations.


Discusses the efficacy of various kinds of sanctions as a tool of influence. Concludes that the South African experience demonstrates that international sanctions can play a constructive role in domestic political change.


Examines the resort to coercive diplomacy as a "middle ground" between peace enforcement and traditional peacekeeping.


Summaries of important cases and analyses of the contexts and rationales for sanctions. Argues that the UN offers the most comprehensive and legitimate framework for sanctions.


Concise encyclopedia for the lay reader, covering the main elements of the humanitarian debate of the 1990s.


Study of 170 cases of economic sanctions imposed since the Second World War, 50 of which were launched in the 1990s.


Collective work by a group of authors closely associated with the making of the Rome Statute, covering the substantive and procedural issues raised during the preparatory stages, as well as at the UN Conference in Rome.
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9. OPERATIONAL ASPECTS OF MILITARY INTERVENTIONS


Argues that the distinction between peacekeeping and peace enforcement should be maintained. Analyzes options for strengthening the capacity of UN peacekeeping.


Case studies examining international military operations by the UN in the 1990s. Particular attention is given to US support and influence.


Suggests that the rapid introduction of robust combat forces could have made a significant difference in Rwanda in April 1994.


Focuses on the political and constitutional challenges and experiences faced by states in the wake of their first participation in peacekeeping operations. Attention is also given to NATO and the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe as actual and potential new peacekeepers.


Analyzes what peacekeeping had become by the time the Cold War ended, classifies the various types of peacekeeping operations, and discusses the trend from peacekeeping to peace enforcement.


Essays by practitioners about the challenges of multifunctional peace operations, including military forces, civilian police, and political and humanitarian actors.


Early account of the move to interventionism in the 1990s. Concludes that there has been no structural change in the nature of international relations to allow humanitarian interventions.


Addresses the police functions in peace operations and draws attention to the importance of rebuilding feasible law enforcement capabilities for their success.


Military analysis of recent US interventions. Stresses that interventions require substantial efforts and involve considerable risks.


Study of multidimensional peace operations and their political, historical, and legal basis, with special reference to Cambodia. Sees the UN as an administrator, mediator, and guarantor of political settlements.
UN report on improving military operations. Argues that the UN should continue to focus
on peacekeeping as traditionally understood, avoiding operations that require the robust use
of force.

Thakur, Ramesh and Carlyle A. Thayer, eds. A Crisis of Expectations: UN Peacekeeping in the 1990s.
Provides case studies of the major UN peacekeeping operations and analyzes conceptual
questions stemming from changes in UN peacekeeping.

52–64.
Account of multidimensional peacekeeping, arguing that success depends on a clear distinction
between peacekeeping and peace enforcement.
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Annan, Kofi A. "We the Peoples": The Role of the United Nations in the Twenty-First Century: Report of the


Arias, Inociencio F. "Humanitarian Intervention: Could the Security Council Kill the United

Barnes, Rudolph C. Military Legitimacy: Might and Right in the New Millennium. London: Frank Cass,
1996.


Berkowitz, Bruce D. "Rules of Engagement for UN Peacekeeping Forces in Bosnia." Orbis Vol. 38
No. 3 (1994): 635–646.


Biernann, Wolfgang, ed. UN Peacekeeping in Trouble: Lessons Learned from the Former Yugoslavia.


Chayes, Abram and Antonia Handler Chayes. Planning for Intervention: International Cooperation in

Cohen, Ben and George Stamboulis, eds. With No Peace to Keep ... United Nations Peacekeeping and the


10. MILITARY INTERVENTIONS AND HUMANITARIAN ACTION


References


11. POST-CONFLICT CHALLENGES


African scholars analyze the roots of African conflicts and investigate successful transitions from conflict to peace and good governance in a number of cases, including northern Mali, Nigeria, Somaliland, and Liberia.


Extracts lessons for future peace building efforts from the recent experiences of Cambodia, El Salvador, Mozambique, and Nicaragua and focuses on the implications of these lessons for development cooperation agencies.


Traces the evolution of the political, military, legal, and judicial components for legitimate and effective peace maintenance and longer term institutional developments by international authority.


Examines critical issues relating to the interface between development, relief and peacekeeping with particular reference to Africa and poses the question of how sustainable development fits within the post-conflict part of UN peace missions.


Essays on international assistance in the political, social, cultural, and economic rehabilitation of war-torn societies, examining the nature of these interventions, their problems, and their achievements.


Presents an integrated framework for peace building, in which structure, process, resources, training, and evaluation are coordinated in an attempt to transform conflicts and effect reconciliation.


Examines the performance of the UN and donor agencies in providing rehabilitation assistance to Afghanistan, Cambodia, Mozambique, and Somalia and argues that rehabilitation is essential for sustainability.


Analyzes ways of reconstituting structure, authority, law, and political order in collapsed states by looking at Africa's experience.
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12. COUNTRY CASES

East Pakistan


Cambodia


**Uganda**


**Liberia**


**Iraq and the Kurds**


**Bosnia**


**Somalia**


Rwanda


Haiti


Sierra Leone


Kosovo


East Timor
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The background component of this volume consists of three parts. The first part of the background provides a brief description of the terms of reference and various activities of the International Commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty (ICISS) itself, as well as how it was organized and functioned. The second part of the background contains short biographical information about the 12 Commissioners. The third features a list of participants and summary reports for each regional roundtable and national consultation that was organized on behalf of the ICISS.
1. ABOUT THE COMMISSION

Mandate

At the United Nations (UN) Millennium Assembly in September 2000, Canadian Prime Minister Jean Chrétien announced that an independent International Commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty (ICISS) would be established as a response to Secretary-General Kofi Annan’s challenge to the international community to endeavour to build a new international consensus on how to respond in the face of massive violations of human rights and humanitarian law.

Launching ICISS on September 14, 2000, then Foreign Minister Lloyd Axworthy said that the mandate of ICISS would be to promote a comprehensive debate on the issues and to foster global political consensus on how to move from polemics, and often paralysis, toward action within the international system, particularly through the UN. Much as the Brundtland Commission on Environment and Development in the 1980s took the apparently irreconcilable issues of development and environmental protection and, through the process of an intense intellectual and political debate, emerged with the notion of “sustainable development,” it was hoped that ICISS would be able to find new ways of reconciling the seemingly irreconcilable notions of intervention and state sovereignty.

It was proposed that ICISS complete its work within a year, enabling the Canadian Government to take the opportunity of the 56th session of the UN General Assembly to inform the international community of ICISS’s findings and recommendations for action.

Commissioners

The Canadian Government invited to head ICISS the Honourable Gareth Evans, AO QC, President of the International Crisis Group and former Australian Foreign Minister, and His Excellency Mohamed Sahnoun of Algeria, Special Advisor to the UN Secretary-General and formerly his Special Representative (SRSG) for Somalia and the Great Lakes Region of Africa. In consultation with the Co-Chairs, 10 other distinguished Commissioners were appointed, spanning between them an enormously diverse range of regional backgrounds, views and perspectives, and experiences and eminently able to address the complex array of legal, moral, political, and operational issues ICISS had to confront. A full list of the members of ICISS, with biographical summaries, is contained in the second part of the background component of this volume.

Advisory Board

Canada’s Minister of Foreign Affairs, the Honourable John Manley, appointed an international Advisory Board of serving and former foreign ministers and other eminent individuals to act as a political reference point for the ICISS. The Advisory Board was designed to help Commissioners ground their report in current political realities and assist in building the political momentum and public engagement required to follow up on its recommendations.

Members of the Advisory Board are the Honourable Lloyd Axworthy (Chair), Director and CEO of the Liu Centre for the Study of Global Issues at the University of British Columbia and former Canadian Minister of Foreign Affairs; Her Excellency María Soledad Alvear Valenzuela, Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Chile; Dr. Hanan Ashrawi, former Cabinet Minister of the Palestinian National Authority; Right Honourable Robin Cook,
President of the Council and Leader of the House of Commons, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, and former British Foreign Secretary; Mr. Jonathan F. Fanton, President of the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation; Professor Bronislaw Geremek, Chair of the European Law Committee of the Sejm of the Republic of Poland; Her Excellency Rosario Green Macias, former Secretary of Foreign Relations, United Mexican States; Dr. Vartan Gregorian, President of the Carnegie Corporation of New York; Dr. Ivan Head, Founding Director of the Liu Centre for the Study of Global Issues, University of British Columbia; Honorable Patrick Leahy, United States (US) Senator; His Excellency Amre Moussa, Secretary-General of the League of Arab States and former Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Arab Republic of Egypt; His Excellency George Papandreou, Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Hellenic Republic; His Excellency Dr. Surin Pitsuwan, former Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Kingdom of Thailand; Dr. Mamphela Ramphele, Managing Director of The World Bank Group and former Vice-Chancellor of the University of Cape Town; and His Excellency Adalberto Rodriguez Giavarini, Minister of Foreign Relations, International Trade and Worship of the Argentine Republic.

The Advisory Board met with Commissioners in London on June 22, 2001, with the following members participating in what proved to be a highly lively and productive debate: former Canadian Foreign Minister, Lloyd Axworthy; Secretary-General of the Arab League, Amre Moussa; former British Foreign Secretary, Robin Cook; former Mexican Foreign Minister, Rosario Green; former Chilean Foreign Minister Juan Gabriel Valdés (also representing the current Chilean Foreign Minister); representatives of the foreign ministers of Argentina and Greece; President of the MacArthur Foundation, Jonathan Fanton; and Founding Director of the Liu Centre at the University of British Columbia, Ivan Head.

Commission Meetings

Five full meetings of ICISS were held: in Ottawa on November 5–6, 2000; Maputo, March 11–12, 2001; New Delhi, June 11–12, 2001; Wakefield, Canada, August 5–9, 2001; and Brussels, September 30, 2001. There was also an informal Commission meeting in Geneva on February 1, 2001, involving a number of Commissioners in person and others by conference call, and multiple further meetings of small groups of Commissioners in the roundtables and consultations described below.

At their first meeting, Commissioners considered a series of central questions, identified the key issues and decided on a general approach. An early draft outline of the report was then developed and circulated. This outline was considered at the Geneva meeting in early February and expanded further at the Maputo meeting in March. A fuller draft was then produced in May, circulated to Commissioners for consideration and initial comment and considered in more detail at the New Delhi meeting in June. Significant changes to the substance and structure of the report were agreed on at that meeting. On this basis, a further draft was produced and circulated in early July, with Commissioners making specific written comments.

The final stage of the process involved the Co-Chairs themselves – meeting in Brussels over several days in July – producing a further full-length draft, with substantial written input from a number of other Commissioners. The Co-Chairs’ draft, distributed to Commissioners a week in advance of the final Commission meeting in Wakefield, was then considered in exhaustive detail over four days. The final terms of the report were agreed on unanimously. A further meeting of the Commission was held in Brussels at the end of September to consider the implications for the report of the horrifying terrorist attacks on New York and Washington DC earlier that month: this resulted in a number of adjustments to the final text as published.
Consultation

In order to stimulate debate and ensure that ICISS heard the broadest possible range of views during the course of its mandate, 11 regional roundtables and national consultations were held around the world between January and July 2001. In date order, they were held in Ottawa on January 15, Geneva on January 31, London on February 3, Maputo on March 10, Washington DC, on May 2, Santiago on May 4, Cairo on May 21, Paris on May 23, New Delhi on June 10, Beijing on June 14, and St Petersburg on July 16. Summaries of the issues discussed in these meetings, and lists of those participating in them, may be found in what follows.

At least one, and usually both, of the Co-Chairs attended each of these consultations, for the most part with some other Commissioners as well. A variety of national and regional officials, and representatives of civil society, nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), academic institutions and think-tanks were invited to each of the meetings. A paper setting out the main issues from ICISS’s perspective was circulated to participants in advance of the meetings to stimulate discussion, and specific participants were invited in advance to prepare papers and make special presentations on various aspects of the issues. These papers formed an additional and extremely useful source of research material on which ICISS could draw. A further participant at each roundtable was selected to produce a summary report of the proceedings and outcomes of each of the roundtables. These various contributions are more fully acknowledged elsewhere in this volume.

Regular briefings were also given to interested governments in capitals, as well as to diplomatic missions in Ottawa and Geneva and most recently in New York on June 26–27, where the Commission met with representatives from a number of Permanent Missions as well as with Secretary-General Annan and key members of the UN Secretariat. Consultations were also held in Geneva on January 31 with the heads or senior representatives of major international organizations and UN agencies (UN Office Geneva, UN High Commissioner for Refugees, Commission on Human Rights, World Health Organization, International Organization for Migration [IOM], International Committee of the Red Cross and International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies, and Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs).

Research

An extensive programme of research was organized in support of ICISS’s work. Aiming to build upon and complement the many efforts previously undertaken on these issues, Commissioners drew upon the record of debate and discussion generated at the UN and in regional and other forums; the vast body of already published scholarly and policy research on this topic; including a number of important independent and nationally sponsored studies; and a series of papers and studies specially commissioned for the ICISS.

To supplement and consolidate the intellectual dimension of ICISS’s work, an international research team was created. This was led jointly by Thomas G. Weiss of the United States, Presidential Professor at The CUNY Graduate Center, where he is also director of the Ralph Bunche Institute for International Studies, and Stanlake J.T.M. Samkange, of Zimbabwe, a lawyer and former speechwriter to UN Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali. Tom Weiss, with research consultant Don Hubert of Canada, assumed primary responsibility for producing the research papers contained in this supplementary volume, while Stanlake Samkange’s primary role was as rapporteur, assisting ICISS in the drafting of its report.
Other members of the research team played important roles. Kevin Ozgercin and Peter Hoffman of the Research Directorate, located at The CUNY Graduate Center, provided essential research and support in the writing of this volume. Carolin Thielking at Oxford University, with supervision from Professor S. Neil MacFarlane, had a principal role in the preparation of the bibliography contained in this volume.

It is hoped that the research material prepared for ICISS and contained in this supplementary volume, together with the report itself, will constitute an enduring legacy for scholars, specialists and policy makers in the field. This volume, as well as the report, have accordingly been produced and made available in CD-ROM form, with the Bibliography cross-referenced with key-words to enhance its utility as a research tool. These and other documents also appear on the special ICISS website – www.iciss-ciise.gc.ca – which will be maintained for at least the next five years.

Administrative Support

The workplan of ICISS was administered by a small Secretariat, provided as part of the Canadian Government support for ICISS. Housed within the Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade in Ottawa, the Secretariat undertook necessary fund-raising, organized the roundtable consultations and Commissioners' meetings, managed the publication and distribution of ICISS's report and background research, and spearheaded diplomatic efforts to engage governments and build political support for the debate. The Secretariat was led by Jill Sinclair, Executive Director, and Heidi Hulan, Deputy Director, and comprised Susan Finch, Manager of the Outreach Strategy; Tony Advokaat, Policy Advisor; Joseph Moffatt, Policy Advisor; Tudor Hera, Policy Analyst; Harriet Roos, Manager of Communications; and Carole Dupuis-Tetu, Administrative Assistant. Former Australian diplomat Ken Berry acted as Executive Assistant to the Co-Chairs, and staff at Canadian Embassies round the world and the International Development Research Centre in Ottawa provided additional support to the Secretariat.

Funding

ICISS was funded by the Canadian Government, together with major international foundations, including the Carnegie Corporation of New York, the William and Flora Hewlett Foundation, the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation, the Rockefeller Foundation, and the Simons Foundation. ICISS is also indebted to the governments of Switzerland and the United Kingdom for their generous financial and in-kind support to the work of ICISS.
2. ABOUT THE COMMISSIONERS

Gareth Evans (Australia), Co-Chair, has been President and Chief Executive of the Brussels-based International Crisis Group since January 2000. He was an Australian Senator and Member of Parliament from 1978 to 1999 and a Cabinet Minister for 13 years (1983–1996). As Foreign Minister (1988–1996), he played prominent roles in developing the UN peace plan for Cambodia, concluding the Chemical Weapons Convention, founding the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation forum and initiating the Canberra Commission on the Elimination of Nuclear Weapons. He is a Queen’s Counsel (1983) and Officer of the Order of Australia (2001). His many publications include Cooperating for Peace (1993) and the article “Cooperative Security and Intrastate Conflict” (Foreign Policy, 1994), for which he won the 1995 Grawemeyer Prize for Ideas Improving World Order.

Mohamed Sahnoun (Algeria), Co-Chair, is a Special Advisor to the UN Secretary-General and has previously served as Special Envoy of the Secretary-General on the Ethiopian–Eritrean conflict (1999); Joint UN–Organization of African Unity (OAU) Special Representative for the Great Lakes Region of Africa (1997); and SRSG for Somalia (March–October 1992). He was also a member of the World Commission on Environment and Development (the Brundtland Commission). A senior Algerian diplomat, he served as Ambassador to Germany, France, the US, and Morocco and as Permanent Representative to the UN in New York. He also served as Deputy Secretary-General of both the OAU and the Arab League.

Gisèle Côté-Harper (Canada) is a barrister and Professor of Law at Laval University, Quebec. She has been a member of, among numerous other bodies, the UN Human Rights Committee, the Inter-American Institute of Human Rights, and the Quebec Human Rights Commission. She was Chair of the Board of the International Centre for Human Rights and Democratic Development (Montreal) (1990–1996) and a member of the official Canadian delegation to the Fourth World Conference on Women, Beijing (1995). She was awarded the Lester B. Pearson Peace Medal in 1995 and in 1997 became an Officer of the Order of Canada, as well as receiving the Quebec Bar Medal. Among her published works is Traité de droit pénal canadien (4th ed., 1998).

Lee Hamilton (US) is Director of the Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars, Washington, DC, and Director of the Center on Congress at Indiana University. A member of the US Congress from 1965 to 1999, his distinguished record includes the chairships of the Committee on International Relations, the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence, and the Joint Economic Committee. He has served on a number of commissions dealing with international issues, including the Task Force on Strengthening Palestinian Public Institutions, the Task Force on the Future of International Financial Architecture, and the Council of Foreign Relations Independent Task Force on US–Cuban Relations in the 21st Century, as well as numerous other panels, committees, and boards.

Michael Ignatieff (Canada) is currently Director of the Carr Center for Human Rights Policy at the Kennedy School of Government, Harvard University. He is also a Senior Fellow of the 21st Century Trust and served as a member of the Independent International Commission on Kosovo. Since 1984 he has worked as a freelance writer, broadcaster, historian, moral philosopher, and cultural analyst. He has written extensively on ethnic conflict
and most recently on the various conflicts in the Balkans, including Virtual War: Kosovo and Beyond. He has also authored numerous other works, including a biography of the liberal philosopher Isaiah Berlin. The Russian Album, a family memoir, won Canada’s Governor General’s Literary Award and the Heinemann Prize of Britain’s Royal Society of Literature in 1988. His second novel, Scar Tissue, was short-listed for the Booker Prize in 1993.


Klaus Naumann (Germany) served as Chair of the North Atlantic Military Committee of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) (1996–1999) and played a central role in managing the Kosovo crisis and in developing NATO’s new integrated military command structure. He joined the German Bundeswehr in 1958. As a Colonel, he served on the staff of the German Military Representative to the NATO Military Committee in Brussels in 1981–1982. He was promoted to Brigadier General in 1986, followed by a two-star assignment as Assistant Chief of Staff of the Federal Armed Forces. He was promoted to Four Star General in 1991 and appointed, at the same time, Chief of Staff, a position he held until becoming Chair of the NATO Military Committee. After retirement, he served as a member of the Panel on UN Peace Operations.

Cyril Ramaphosa (South Africa) is currently Executive Chair of Rebona, a major South African service and facilities management company. He was elected Secretary-General of the African National Congress in June 1991, but he left politics for business in 1996. He played a major role in building the biggest and most powerful trade union in South Africa, the National Union of Mineworkers, from 1982 onwards. A lawyer by training, his university years were interrupted by periods in jail for political activities. He played a crucial role in negotiations with the former South African regime to bring about a peaceful end to apartheid and steer the country toward its first democratic elections in April 1994, after which he was elected Chair of the new Constitutional Assembly. He received the Olaf Palme prize in October 1987 and was invited to participate in the Northern Ireland peace process in May 2000.

Fidel V. Ramos (Philippines) served as President of the Republic of the Philippines from 1992 to 1998 and has since 1999 been Chair of the Ramos Peace and Development Foundation, which deals with Asia-Pacific security, sustainable development, democratic governance, and economic diplomacy. Prior to becoming President, he had a long and distinguished military and police career, including service in both the Korean and Vietnam wars. He became Deputy Chief of Staff of the armed forces of the Philippines in 1981 and Chief of Staff in 1986 and subsequently served as Secretary of National Defence from 1988 to 1991. He played a central role in peace negotiations with Muslim rebels in the southern Philippines and wrote Break Not the Peace, a book about that peace process.
Cornelio Sommaruga (Switzerland) is currently President of the Caux Foundation for Moral Re-Armament, as well as President of the Geneva International Centre for Humanitarian Demining. He is, in addition, a member of the Board of the Open Society Institute, Budapest, and served as a member of the Panel on UN Peace Operations. Prior to that, he was President of the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) (1987–1999). From 1984 to 1986, he served as Switzerland’s State Secretary for External Economic Affairs. From 1960, he had had a long and distinguished career as a Swiss diplomat, including a period from 1973 as Deputy Secretary-General of the European Free Trade Association in Geneva. In 1977–1978, he served as President of the UN Economic Commission for Europe.

Eduardo Stein Barillas (Guatemala) is currently working with United Nations Development Programme in Panama and served as Head of the Organization of American States (OAS) Observer Mission to Peru’s May 2000 general elections. He was Guatemalan Foreign Minister (1996–2000), a position in which he played a key role in overseeing the Guatemalan peace negotiations, particularly in marshalling international support. He lectured in universities in Guatemala and Panama from 1971 to 1980 and 1985 to 1987; and from 1982 to 1993, he was based in Panama and worked on various regional development projects within the Latin American Economic System and the Contadora Group. This involved cooperation with various Latin American countries, the European Community, and the Nordic countries. From December 1993 to 1995, he was Resident Representative in Panama of the Organization for Migration (IOM).

Ramesh Thakur (India) has been Vice-Rector of the United Nations University, Tokyo, since 1998, in charge of the university’s Peace and Governance Program. Educated in India and Canada, he was a lecturer, then Professor of International Relations at the University of Otago (New Zealand) from 1980 to 1995. He was then appointed Professor and Head of the Peace Research Centre at the Australian National University in Canberra, where he was involved in the Non-Proliferation Treaty Review and Extension Conference, drafting of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty and the International Campaign to Ban Landmines. He was also a consultant to the Canberra Commission on the Elimination of Nuclear Weapons. He is the author of numerous books and articles, including Past Imperfect, Future Uncertain: The United Nations at Fifty, and in 2000 he co-edited Kosovo and the Challenge of Humanitarian Intervention.
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3. REGIONAL ROUNDTABLES AND NATIONAL CONSULTATIONS

An integral part of the deliberations by the ICISS consisted of 11 regional roundtables and national consultations. The summaries of those deliberations along with participants who were invited by ICISS and attended the sessions are listed below.
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Terminology

There was broad support, particularly from the NGO community, for dissociating the term "humanitarian" from the concept of military intervention. It was noted that a change in terminology could also help to move the debate away from how it had traditionally been developed, though one participant argued that basing it on protection has a neocolonial ring to it. On the other hand, one member of the NGO community argued that the term "humanitarian" has a specific technical and legal meaning in the context of the intervention debate. The term "humanitarian intervention" refers to a very limited military emergency-response mechanism carried out according to humanitarian principles, such as universality, independence, impartiality, and humanity. Hence, there is value in retaining that term and distinguishing it from other types of collective military action.

National Interest

The question was raised of how there could be serious nonselective intervention when it is the five permanent members of the Security Council (P-5) who determine whether there would be an intervention and who would participate. One participant argued that the major powers would support dictatorships abusive of their civilian population when it suits their interest. It was also noted that the Bush Administration would not favour intervention unless it is clearly in the national interest of the US.

National interest, rather than sovereignty, was identified as the most serious constraint on intervention, playing a key role in whether and where an intervention takes place. Thus, the real debate is not about the right of the international community to intervene and the target state’s right of sovereignty, but about humanitarian imperatives and national interest. The need to reconceive the concept of national interest was emphasized. It is about economics and security, but it is also about reputation. There is a benefit in its own right in being, and being seen to be, a good international citizen. This may be a rationale that the Bush administration could understand.

It was suggested that we should assume that national interest is always present and that we should thus seek to harness it, instead of trying to distance it from the issue of intervention. This would mean focusing on states with an interest in the target state and working with
those states for effective intervention. On this argument, intervention should be undertaken by the states of the region, which would more likely than not be in the South, with an interest in the target state. In this way, the responsibility for the intervention would move to the states with something at stake. The current investment of the Northern states in intervention could be used instead to monitor and follow up on the missions.

**Threshold Principles – Triggering Events and Measurement**

Many of the participants suggested that the development of threshold principles – which, when met, would trigger international intervention – is important, particularly in making interventions more credible and helping to reassure states that the intervention is indeed legitimate and not abusive. However, it was also noted that some level of international consensus on threshold criteria for military intervention already exists and that the real challenge is finding an effective and timely way to measure when the criteria are met. It was suggested that there is a need for a disinterested but authoritative agency on the ground, with the resources and capacity to monitor and assess a humanitarian situation and determine whether the criteria for military intervention have been met. In addition, having criteria and a measurement mechanism would hopefully create a certain automaticity of action, so that when a crisis arises that has been determined as meeting the criteria, intervention of some kind would take place. One participant argued that the international community is not ready to codify the principles and criteria that would trigger intervention. Another pointed out that even if institutional mechanisms for intervention are established, the main challenge would be enabling such mechanisms to work effectively.

With respect to measurement, it was noted that the media, in particular CNN and the BBC, play a powerful role in determining whether or not a crisis situation exists, and the ensuing media and public pressure then helps to decide whether an intervention would take place.

**Institutional Reform – Middle Powers**

One participant argued for a sustained commitment to the reform of the UN Charter (and of the Security Council) to make the human rights provisions operational, rather than aspirational. Another pointed out that it is important to remain broad-minded about the question of institutional reform. The development of new institutions may be the path of least resistance.

One suggestion, which was broadly discussed, was that middle-power states that have developed a level of expertise in humanitarian aid and protection should carry out the interventions, and that major powers should support the initiative from behind the scenes. It was noted, from a military perspective, that it is preferable to have the major-power support but not necessarily to have its presence in the field. One problem with middle-power intervention, however, is that these states did not always have the resources to carry out interventions. Canada, for example, often relies on US resources for such operations, thus constraining independent Canadian action.

The discussion of institutional reform included reform of the military. A military participant argued that the military requires a new set of skills to effectively carry out a humanitarian mandate and be effective in conflict resolution. This also means that the contract between the military and the nation needs to be revised. There must be a change in policy, so that troops are trained and prepared to die in missions aimed at restoring peace and stopping or preventing violations of fundamental rights in a state or region where the conflict may have nothing to do with the intervening nation's direct military security.
Civil Society

There was a brief discussion of the role of civil society. It was suggested that a case needs to be made within civil societies, especially those of the P-5, that it is in the national interest to undertake both military intervention and missions for long-term conflict prevention and resolution. The question was raised whether it would be possible to gain the support of US civil society for such interventions.

Preventive Measures - Conflict Resolution

The need to use forms of intervention other than Chapter VII was emphasized. There was broad support for intervention consisting of preventive measures, so human rights situations would not reach the critical point that, for example, the Rwandan crisis reached. At the same time, participants were challenged to think about International Monetary Fund-administered economic austerity packages as interventions in their own right. The West has to accept responsibility for the impact it has on social and economic structures.

The question of timing was deemed critical. It was argued that the earlier an intervention takes place, the greater chance it would have of being effective and the greater the possibility of rebuilding an inclusive society after the conflict. One participant stated that once people are being murdered and there is a need for military forces, the situation is already lost.

It was suggested that since the genocidal process usually begins within civil society, ICISS should look at some of the early symptoms of genocide and consider preventive measures, such as

- tracking the transfer of property and the traffic of conflict commodities;
- tracking the development of prejudice in the local language;
- taking steps to stop or prevent the dissemination of hate propaganda;
- educating the local population;
- promoting discussion of the protection of civilians and humanitarian workers in forums such as the Economic and Social Council;
- creating a stable environment within which civilians can live their lives and humanitarian workers can provide necessary assistance;
- promoting the humanitarian values of democratic principles, tolerance, and respect; and
- providing a security envelope for moderates from the perpetrators' side.

It was noted that there is a role for middle powers in conflict prevention and resolution, depending on their expertise. However, one NGO representative also made the point that the absence of a public perception of crisis is the primary impediment to effective preventive action. Another participant stated that it is necessary to employ small strategies, limited in scope, so that states would not shrink from undertaking legitimate interventions.

Use of Force

On the question of whether it is appropriate to use force for humanitarian purposes, an NGO participant stated that it would be necessary to measure the true consequences of a military intervention. On the ground, military force can be as damaging as nonintervention and have long-term consequences. However, another NGO participant argued that there would be utility in identifying a category of intervention using military force that could be
true to a humanitarian mandate. Such a use of force would be very heavily circumscribed and designed to address humanitarian issues and not to advance the interest of the intervenors. Moreover, building international support for constrained humanitarian action would be possible only if it is genuinely different from warfighting.

A member of the military made the point that use of force in this context needs to be multidisciplinary. Thus, a mission must incorporate political, humanitarian, economic, military, and nation-building elements in one plan, and it must be designed for the long term. It was also noted that the kinds of problems that intervention seeks to deal with require a long-term commitment, substantial commitment of financial and personnel resources, and highly intrusive participation in governmental processes, if the issues are to be addressed in a responsible way. On the other hand, some participants argued that it is easier to sell the idea of short-term intervention to politicians. Another participant noted that states often pledge large resources for post-conflict–post-disaster reconstruction but rarely pay what they have pledged.

The question was raised whether intervention should also include operations aimed at reinstating a democratically elected government – a type of mission that has support among some African nations. However, there were no comments made in favour of this. One participant argued in favour of keeping the goal posts on the issue narrow, because of the difficulty in achieving international consensus on intervention for humanitarian purposes. Widening the possible rationales would open the door further to the possibility of abusive intervention.

**Nonmilitary Measures**

Some participants raised the issue of nonmilitary measures to entice governments to change their behaviour or cease committing violations of fundamental human rights. Economic sanctions often adversely affect the civilian population, rather than the ruling elite. "Smart sanctions" should be examined that could effectively put a stranglehold on the resources of such ruling elites.

Another participant argued for enlarging the general view of what human suffering is, so as to include poverty, hunger, etc., and to be more creative in thinking about what measures would entice governments to change. Debt forgiveness may have more leverage than the use of force with governments that are perpetrating human rights abuses, and such measures may ultimately be more constructive than military intervention.

**UN Rapid-Reaction Force – Mercenary Forces**

Several participants mentioned the need for a UN rapid-reaction force, which would give the UN greater capacity to act. The problem of who would command such a force and who would decide when and where it would be deployed was raised. A member of the military noted that it is unlikely that the P-5 would allow such a force to be effective.

The use of mercenary forces was discussed and deemed an important issue to consider. A member of the military noted that, from a soldier's perspective, it was not clear who would pay the troops, what their credibility would be after their first failure, and what loyalty they would have. Another participant pointed out that some UN missions already used mercenary forces. While some states donated their forces, for others it was a form of revenue. It was the mandate and the conduct of the force that was important, rather than the motive.
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SUMMARY

To help frame discussion, a discussion paper was presented that highlighted the following four issues.

The problematic focus on military intervention if the issue is to strengthen international means of protecting human rights. It could undermine the hard-won legitimacy of less coercive and intrusive actions to address human rights abuses (for example, economic and diplomatic sanctions, international criminal prosecutions) by making these seem the “slippery slope” to military intervention, as well as feeding the scepticism of many countries about the human rights agenda. Intervention has also been reserved for exceptional cases of human rights abuses – genocide, war crimes, and crimes against humanity – wherein political will to act exists.

Countries’ resistance to new interventionary norms is historically grounded in the way that colonial conquests are justified by moral arguments about “doing good” for the “natives” and, more narrowly, the way that “humanitarian intervention” means selective and not universal protection (for example, intervention on behalf of coreligionists or ethnic kin).

New institutions for military intervention are as important as new rules of international law. Resistance to intervention on human rights grounds also arises because people rightly contest the legitimacy of the UN Security Council, an unrepresentative body that can include as members governments responsible for committing crimes against humanity, as well as those that have refused to ratify key international human rights treaties. Issues such as reform of the Security Council or creation of a UN standby military force to act as an impartial “police force” are very difficult ones, but they need to be part of the debate that ICISS is undertaking.

The roles and responsibilities of the various actors needed to be rethought. Along with the roles and responsibilities of intervening governments and leading NGOs, the role of affected populations (victims) is one that it would be crucial to rethink, not just when military intervention is being considered but also in the aftermath when a state is to be rebuilt. Only through actively involving an affected population in rebuilding institutions can legitimate and sustainable institutions emerge.

In the discussion that followed, participants broadly endorsed ICISS’s possible approach of thinking of intervention in terms of a “responsibility to protect,” as opposed to a “right to intervene.” But doubts were still raised about ICISS’s continued emphasis on military intervention. There was strong endorsement of the point made in the discussion paper about consulting the victims.

It was pointed out that the responsibility to protect extends to the Security Council and that in a case such as Rwanda, involving grave violations of international law, a failure of the Council to act represents a further violation of international law by the Council itself. Such violations need greater publicity.
The Case for Military Intervention

A further paper was presented, making the case for military intervention. The main points were as follows:

*Intervention, rather than nonintervention, has been the norm during the Cold War era, although the interventions have often been limited in scale, usually invited by the government of the target state, and rarely directed toward stopping violations of human rights or crimes against humanity.*

*Given this, the abstract case for intervention on grounds of massive violations of human rights or genocide is easy to make.* The case for intervention would rest on sovereignty being treated as a conditional right acquired by states, granted by the international community on the basis of an acceptance that all individuals possess at least some inalienable human rights.

**Circumstances that make intervention on human rights grounds appropriate:**

- massive violations of human rights, and the government of the state in question is unable or unwilling to act to ameliorate the situation;
- after all nonmilitary means have been tried and found wanting, or when the urgency of the situation is such that nonmilitary means will not have time to take effect;
- when the use of military force has a high chance of stopping the massive violations of rights that are occurring;
- when the military means used is proportionate to the situation it faces; and
- when the military means does not cause a harm greater than it is intended to stop.

*In these circumstances, intervention needs to be decided upon multilaterally.* However, this does not mean that only the Security Council can authorize military intervention on human rights grounds generally, nor can it be presented as an absolute obstacle to intervention.

*Military intervention is only justified if accompanied by a serious commitment to foster political, social, and economic arrangements that would reduce the risk of future massive violations of human rights.* Intervention rarely "solves" the underlying problems that give rise to a massive violation of rights. A commitment to post-conflict state-building is also required.

*The rule of nonintervention has never prevented the strong from violating the rights of the weak.* A generalized right of intervention would not somehow create chaos in international relations, and it might actually save some lives and do some good.

In the ensuing discussion, it was noted that the difficulty remains of ensuring that the multilateral authorization of intervention is not dominated by developed countries. From a Western viewpoint, NATO is a democratic security community, but to others, it appears to be an ex-colonial club. Similarly, most international NGOs are from developed countries. Given this and the history of military intervention, people in developing countries might well say that intervention is never worth it.

Constraints on Military Intervention

A further paper was presented on constraints on intervention that made the following points:

- Customary international law concerning military intervention has not changed just because there have been cases of humanitarian intervention in recent years. To make new legal rules, state agreement is required. This agreement clearly has been withheld, and opposition exists to changing existing law.
International law allows for cases of necessity based on moral reasons. But the intervention should not make the humanitarian situation worse. If Security Council authorization is not forthcoming, some other institutional means for debate is still required. The General Assembly would appear to be the most appropriate forum.

In cases such as Rwanda, the constraints on intervention appeared to have been more practical than legal. The UN should have a multilateral force for overcoming the practical constraints.

In considering operational constraints, people give too much attention to constituencies within an intervening state. Conversely, they give too little attention to affected populations within the target state.

The "humanitarian intervention" label is worrying from the standpoint of bodies working on human rights and makes it harder to talk to states about human rights abuses.

In the ensuing discussion, a participant emphasized that intervention is proscribed in international law, except for Article 42 of the Charter, and this could only be changed through Charter reform. The Non-Aligned Movement has three times since Kosovo stated that it does not recognize humanitarian intervention, so such change is unlikely to occur any time soon. Moreover, reform of the Security Council would still not guarantee authorization for future interventions. There is, however, a way around the Security Council blockage, which is the "Uniting for Peace" resolution.

When other possible grounds for intervention were discussed, such as intervention to protect or restore democracy, it was pointed out that the dilemmas of determining when intervention might be justifiable would only become greater. The essential constituency should be the victims, but while those in the outside world might have some clarity about their views if a democracy is overturned through a military coup, in other cases it is going to be much more difficult to determine.

A participant questioned whether the issue is really whether or not the UN could take on a full-fledged army. Humanitarian protection usually means helping people in immediate danger from quite lightly armed forces. However, as someone else pointed out, the size of the intervening force sometimes does matter, as has been clearly demonstrated in Rwanda.

It was noted that the international community has been doing little in the area of prevention. In this context, a participant drew attention to the Médecins sans Frontières (Doctors Without Borders) proposal to create a Humanitarian Commission in the UN — composed of independent experts appointed by the Secretary-General — to serve as an information-gathering site, a source of analysis of the vulnerability of civilian populations, and a body to create clear guidelines and recommendations for action.

To Act or Not to Act

Another paper was then presented that differentiated between prevention, nonmilitary intervention, and military intervention. It was based on the target population's perspective and dealt with the impact of intervention, especially from a long-term perspective. The main points were the following:

- Rebuilding must be part of intervention.
- Solutions cannot be imported from the outside. External actors may at first play a major role, but if they must support, empower, moderate, or exert pressure then they should do so in a capacity made secondary to that of local actors.
There are no quick fixes. It takes a generation or more after intervention to "fix" a society.

Prevention should be brought to the fore, and greater attention should be paid to post-conflict peace building.

Military intervention is the worst-case scenario: it means that all other solutions have failed, and it brings as many problems as it solves. In the long term, military intervention inevitably disempowers local actors.

In the discussion that followed, a participant agreed that consideration of an intervention should always take up issues of long-term state-rebuilding, particularly since a long-term intervention often amounts in practice to a neocolonial trusteeship. Others, however, noted that it would not be thus if local actors are made central. It was also noted that the issue of disempowerment is also emerging in humanitarian relief and development debates and that all solutions - short or long term, interventionary or less coercive – need to take this into account.

Another participant noted that the vast majority of Cold War interventions have been part of state-supporting practices and have included military aid and economic development assistance. Those state-supporting practices have failed, and the work of ICISS should be seen as part of the ongoing search for something to replace them. In this respect, it makes sense for ICISS to reflect on whether "state-rebuilding" is connected to intervention.

Continuing this theme, a participant observed that given the number of interventions that have occurred in recent years, ICISS should examine what has worked in order to draw a better picture of how interventions should be mounted. Another participant observed that there is increasing interest in regional interventionary forces (for example, the EU’s rapid-reaction force), but there has been no strategic concept to guide its use – perhaps ICISS’s work could help in this regard. Someone also suggested that when ICISS “has the solution,” it should circulate its draft and allow comments in order to better develop the international consensus that ICISS hopes to create. Moreover, prevention has not been given much of a chance, and one role of ICISS could be to emphasize this. Reflecting on how to translate ICISS’s work into lasting results, a participant suggested that it should focus on the victims and seek to change attitudes and build an awareness of what has been happening to victims and in this way start a dialogue.

---
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SUMMARY

A Right or Duty of Humanitarian Intervention

It was generally agreed that the "Charter is a mess," because both supporters and opponents of humanitarian intervention make appeals to its norms. The question is whether humanitarian intervention should be recognized as an exception to the *jus cogens* rules governing the use of force under the Charter. This led to a discussion of whether the Charter is a static or dynamic instrument. There was broad support for the latter interpretation, and it was pointed out that in the 1990s the Security Council was prepared to define humanitarian crises and human rights emergencies as constituting a threat to international peace and security under Article 39 of the Charter. This represents a major change when compared with the expansive interpretation given to the concept of "domestic jurisdiction" in Article 2 (7) during the Cold War.

Rather than working toward an explicit recognition of a right of humanitarian intervention, the participants gave some support for the view that ICISS's final report should reinforce the value of the nonintervention rule. This position criticizes the Secretary-General's attempt to counterpoise sovereignty and intervention, the argument being that it would be more productive to view humanitarian intervention as an extraordinary exception to the principle of nonintervention. It was suggested that there is merit in thinking of humanitarian intervention as a "tolerated practice," rather than explicitly recognizing a right under international law. Two examples cited by participants were the international response to India's intervention in East Pakistan and Tanzania's intervention in Uganda. In the case of the latter, it was argued that whatever President Nyerere's stated reasons had been, it was obvious that humanitarian considerations had motivated the action. It was pointed out by one participant that it is possible for the international community to simultaneously applaud and criticize an action.

There was agreement in the group that there is no chance of getting states to accept a general legal right of humanitarian intervention. Indeed, one participant argued that to think in terms of the language of a right is unhelpful. Discussion then turned to the question of what might be gained by shifting the language from one of rights to one of duties. In reflecting on whether there is a duty to act, it was agreed by some that there is advantage in limiting a duty...
to the requirement that actors give consideration to what ought to be done. However, a minority felt that a "duty to consider" does not leave enough substance and would create too many loopholes for states to slip through. Nevertheless, it was broadly agreed that there is no prospect of securing international agreement on a duty to intervene.

Instead of thinking in terms of a right or duty of intervention, it was suggested from the ICISS side that it might be helpful to think in terms of a "responsibility to protect." This is a more holistic concept than a right and has the merit of emphasizing that international intervention should encompass preventive aspects and the responsibility to participate in the mending of war-torn societies. There was some support for this idea, but one speaker felt that this reformulation still does not avoid the fundamental difficulties with the language of rights and duties.

Motives and Political Will

A central question debated throughout the day concerns the place of humanitarian motives in judging the legitimacy of particular interventions. There was no support for the view, held by many international lawyers, that intervening states should be motivated by primarily humanitarian reasons. The majority viewpoint was that mixed motives would be an inevitable feature of interventions, and what matters is the character of these interests: the international community should not worry too much about the purity of motives if an armed intervention rescues the victims of oppression and does not threaten wider order. A number of participants cited Vietnam's intervention in Cambodia in December 1978 as a good example of this. How to judge the reasonableness of another state's professed interests and decide whether its humanitarian justifications are bona fide were questions raised but not discussed.

It was suggested that motives should not be focused on to the exclusion of questions of political will. The obstacle to intervention in Rwanda had not been doctrinal concerns about sovereignty, but a question of the lack of political will on the part of UN member states. This led to an exchange about the willingness of Western societies to accept casualties in defence of strangers. It was agreed that the claim that the US has a "body-bag" culture is probably overstated and certainly does not apply to the United Kingdom (UK) and France. However, it was also agreed that there is a clear limit to the casualties that political authorities would be willing to incur in wars other than those fought for national survival. A few participants suggested that NATO's reluctance to risk casualties in Kosovo undermined the humanitarian claims of NATO's action. But it was pointed out by others that flying at 15,000 ft is not necessarily any less accurate than flying low where there is greater risk to the safety of pilots. In discussing the casualties issue, one proposal that met with some approval was to rely on private military force. A suggestion viewed as a political nonstarter was to resurrect the idea of a UN rapid-reaction force.

Hard versus Soft Codification

The idea of ICISS developing guidelines was raised, and this led to a lengthy discussion of the difference between hard and soft codification. The latter was defined by one participant as rules that serve as guidance devices – an "internal ethical checklist" – for policy makers. By contrast, hard codification involves drafting a convention or the highly controversial idea of amending the Charter to permit a right or duty of humanitarian intervention. There was general agreement that such a change of the Charter is not feasible in the foreseeable future and that any attempt to initiate such reform would meet with considerable opposition at the UN. Some participants were opposed to any form of codification – it is unwise to put
too much weight on criteria, because every case would have to be treated on its political and legal merits, and, at best, criteria would only be one consideration. Against this, others argued that criteria are important in reducing the risk that states would employ humanitarian justifications as a pretext for the use of force. One speaker suggested that the political costs of codification could be overcome by conducting any debate over criteria through private diplomatic channels. However, another speaker considered that to raise this issue at all would be "poisonous" and "divisive."

Those who were opposed to any form of codification argued for reliance on what one participant called the "common-law" approach to developing a new norm. It was suggested that this approach of building up precedents might be accelerated by greater recourse to the International Court of Justice (ICJ), and reference was made to the case before the ICJ concerning the legality of "Operation Allied Force" in Kosovo. However, this position received little support in the general discussion.

**Southern Perspectives on Intervention**

A key purpose of ICISS, stated several times during the day, is to create a new North–South consensus on intervention. It was noted that Southern states generally view the Northern agenda of humanitarian intervention with great suspicion, pointing to the selective character of Northern interventions. Consequently, they are mistrustful of the humanitarian claims made by the North, which they see as a smoke screen for the pursuit of selfish interests. The example of French intervention in Rwanda was cited in this context.

One participant pointed out that there is support among African states for a norm of collective intervention in cases where a democratically elected government has been overthrown. ECOWAS, for example, recognized that intervention was permissible to restore democratic government, an example being the favourable regional response that greeted Nigeria's intervention in Sierra Leone.

One participant argued that while the Security Council did not authorize the Nigerian intervention, it was possible to read into subsequent Council resolutions approval of this action. In legitimating future humanitarian interventions, the Security Council, it was suggested, might only authorize intervention with the consent of the relevant regional organization. This would address the concern among Southern states that intervention not take place without the consent of the affected parties. In discussing the prospects for regional intervention, one participant pointed to concerns about ulterior motives on the part of regional powers.

More broadly there was a consensus in the group that any progress on legitimating humanitarian intervention has to be located within the wider context of what one participant called a "duty of care" on the part of the North towards the South.
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SUMMARY

Definitions and Conditions

The first item to be discussed was the need for a coherent framework to capture the dynamics and complexity of intervention and state sovereignty. It was also suggested that a consensus was needed for some terminological reconceptualizations, such as a shift from a term like "humanitarian intervention." Many NGOs are sensitive to, and uncomfortable with, the association of "humanitarian" with military mandates. Furthermore, the application of the terminology restricts the debate on intervention in the sense that it creates the impression that if it is humanitarian, then it is automatically good. Similarly, a "right of
intervention” conjures a diversity of images, especially since it does not reflect the views of the needy.

There was general consensus that discussions of intervention and sovereignty should also include the role of the Bretton Woods institutions. Participants considered the criteria to be applied to determine when intervention should take place. Reference was made to the OAU’s conditions for intervention, which include 1) a breakdown of law and order; 2) circumstances where human suffering is intense; 3) preemptive involvement to control or contain complex political emergencies; 4) intervention to consolidate democracy and election monitoring; and 5) warlordism, or the criminalization of post-intervention states. In relation to point 5, participants seemed to agree on certain general factors that contribute to the rise of warlordism: mercenaries and the privatization of security, diverse agendas under the guise of humanitarianism, and the role of globalization and the undermining of state structures. All participants agreed that military interventions should only ever be made as a last resort.

Such guidelines, notwithstanding, participants discussed possible benchmarks for interventions. Some of the points agreed upon were 1) adequate and thorough discussions with involved parties; 2) interventions should have permanent and sustainable impact; 3) proactive prevention and early-warning and response mechanisms are needed; and 4) post facto interventions are normally not comprehensive, but usually a case of “too little, too late.”

As a result, participants considered the applicability of, or the need for, a terminological shift, such as that being considered by ICISS from a “right to intervene” to a “responsibility to protect.” The latter was seen to have broader implications. It implies a requirement to prevent crises a good deal in advance. It also implies notions of follow-through of issues dealing with reconciliation, rehabilitation, and post-conflict reconstruction of societies. Therefore, when one talks about the responsibility to protect, it does not imply only military entry and exit strategies but a consistent and sustainable responsibility. Furthermore, a responsibility to protect also connotes reciprocal responsibility between North and South. Questions were raised concerning whose responsibility it is to protect, since intervention by outsiders increasingly encompasses territorial, economic, and security interests of the intervenors.

**Interventions in the African Context**

Participants believed Africa has been marginalized by the Security Council, as indicated by an unwillingness to provide adequate resources for intervention in the continent. A frequent example given was the contrast between the UN response in the Balkans, where the international community expended billions of dollars, while in Liberia it had not been possible to obtain pledges totalling $150 million to support subregional efforts.

Part of the discussion centred on the need to tackle the root causes of conflict in Africa, where there is a strong nexus between poverty and conflict. There was general consensus that the seeds of both current and future conflicts are deeply embedded and that all of them have the characteristics of humanitarian tragedies. Nevertheless, the nature and scope of international responses have been inconsistent, and sometimes totally absent. While welcoming recent international rhetoric about trade and not aid, participants complained about the increasing deterioration of the terms of trade and the sharp reduction in the disbursement of bilateral aid, estimated to be as high as 20 percent.
The best response by the international community was proactive prevention through appropriate strategies. While preventive strategies should not be excessively intrusive, the discussion dealt with the circumstances under which intrusiveness is justified. There is a consensus that intervention should be internally generated and externally assisted and supported.

The discussion also centred on the reality of sovereignty to African states. There was some consensus on the view that sovereignty has been elusive for most African states and that therefore one can talk of a crisis of legitimacy. This arises from the tensions and polarization between state and society, as well as being a result of globalization. As such, the concept of sovereignty that deals with state-building processes has become increasingly alien and has increasingly been replaced by a notion of sovereignty arising from an international regime external to, and minimizing of, state borders. As a result, the sovereignty of most African states has become superficial, and not deeply rooted in society. It was also recognized that sovereign states can and do mishandle their responsibilities as governing authorities and are therefore not immune from intervention.

There is also a need to redefine the concept to involve issues of citizen participation in decision making processes that affect their lives, human security, economic justice, and governance. Most African states that lack empirical sovereignty are characterized by one or more of the following: 1) classical political tensions; 2) robber barons; 3) gun runners; 4) drug barons; 5) weak states; 6) warlords seeking political power; and 7) "Lords of Poverty" profiting from the misery of their compatriots. Debate about sovereignty of the people must, as a result, be seen more as a paradigm shift. Two concluding points came out of this discussion. First, state and popular sovereignty are not mutually exclusive. Second, weak states and weak societies are mutually reinforcing.

While the above debate gave the impression of a dichotomy between the rhetoric and reality of the African state, participants were of the view that Africa must begin to define solutions to her problems. There was a strong feeling that in Africa people have been erceived as objects, and not actors. There has to be an awareness that people matter, and foreign actors could assist in this by facilitating issues defined by local actors. They should also practice what they preach – that is, good governance, transparency, and accountability – and should avoid imposing only their views on the management of conflicts.

Participants were also of the view that Africa should not always be seen as a problem to be solved. Rather, there is a need to understand some of the new dynamics arising in Africa, namely, the recent decision to transform the OAU into the "African Union," the Millennium African Recovery Programme, the presentation of the Constitutive Act of the African Union (Article 4), and the African Union Protocol's "Principle G," all of which permit the right of the Union to intervene under grave circumstances. Despite these potentially positive sea changes in African perceptions about intervention and sovereignty, participants were concerned that these new developments are not rooted within society.

Modalities and Conditions for Intervention

Participants considered intervention to be a fact of life in the African context but sought to navigate between the politics surrounding the decision to intervene and its implementation. They also considered whether it should be undertaken at subregional or continental levels, or by a global body, that is, the UN. There was an awareness of, and consensus on, the nature of the international system that marginalizes African issues. There was also agreement that since the UN Charter permitted subregional organizations to intervene such institutions should be used as far as possible, but would need to be strengthened.
Participants then considered the post-intervention phase, which involves rehabilitation and reconstruction. There was concern that in cases where African states have shown a proactive willingness and initiative to resolve crises through a coalition of the willing, not of the weak, the responses from, and support of, the international community have been, at best, lukewarm. Citing the struggle between the Economic Community of West African States' Cease-fire Monitoring Group (ECOMOG) and the international community, the participants generally agreed that while the UN Mission in Sierra Leone has been a dismal failure, there was nevertheless an unwillingness to support ECOMOG, because Africa should not succeed where the international community has failed. Concern was also voiced about the role and motives of agencies that provide assistance to victims of conflict, and particularly about the necessity to negotiate with warring factions and thus cross lines of confrontation. While this may be necessary at times, the consequences of such actions should be understood within the context of the incentives and disincentives thus created for war-profiteering.

Despite the implicit acceptance that intervention has become a fixture of international relations, there were differing views on the rationales for intervention and the reasons why nonmilitary options tend not to be pursued. It was suggested that a decision to intervene militarily signifies an unwillingness to understand the structural causes of conflicts. As an alternative to intervention, suggestions were made about measures to prevent the outbreak of conflicts and thereby avoid the intervention option. These included an examination of development processes as a mechanism for peace building; the establishment of early-warning mechanisms; capacity building of social institutions; the implementation of proactive measures, such as giving sovereignty to citizens, building societies, and creating a healthy relationship between states and societies; the need for restorative justice processes; and the need to draw on traditional practices.

While accepting the fact that post-conflict reconstruction and rehabilitation are important, participants were of the view that if structural disparities within states are not addressed, then the causes of conflict would continue. The structural deficiencies in the UN system, participants argued, may result from the inability of existing UN mechanisms to deal with newer sorts of conflict. However, the responsibility deficit that currently characterizes the UN also arose from factors such as complicity, policy paralysis, and illegality. Unwillingness to deal with symptoms of deeper crisis was seen as a possible manifestation of the power dynamics in the UN system. These can only be addressed by implementing proposals for the democratization of the decision making processes of the UN system by widening and revisiting the veto mechanism within the Security Council and reviving the General Assembly.

There followed a discussion of operational and practical matters related to intervention. Some of the more pertinent issues raised dealt with the clarification of mandates, access and security for intervenors, acceptance of the complementarity of roles among diverse actors during conflicts, a need for the establishment of peacekeeping academies, a code of conduct for combatants (necessary, since most combatants are not conversant with the rules of warfare) and for identifying and punishing misconduct by peacekeepers, and the recognition that private security armies would defend their own economic agendas.

In addition to the political costs of intervention, participants were of the view that Africans must begin to consider the social and economic costs. Among the social costs noted were an increase in prostitution and HIV-AIDS, a negative impact on the socioeconomic status of women and children, and a destruction of the family structure. A major economic impact noted was the weakening of local economies resulting from an influx of unregulated foreign currency with intervening troops.
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SUMMARY

The Role of the United States

A central assertion was made that the debate in the US is not so much over whether there is a responsibility to intervene, but whether there is an obligation to do so. It was suggested that the US, as the world's preeminent power, should not be indifferent to genocide or major human rights abuses: there is a role, in other words, for good international citizenship as a
central national interest of the US. If it cannot develop or sustain a system to deal with major abuses, there is not much hope for the future. What is needed is more consistent application of values.

An opposite argument was made that for the US policy community, the rules of sovereignty are for others, not the US. In effect, the US reserves the right to do what it wants, including intervening in the affairs of others. That same community regards the mere discussion of this subject as dangerous because it can, on the one hand, serve to emphasize the central role of the Security Council and thus limit US action or, on the other hand, make others think that they too can reserve the right to intervene when they want.

It was argued that the US could not be expected to do everything, especially on the military front. It had been involved in multiple military operations internationally between 1990 and 1999, and there was a growing feeling internationally that US involvement is necessary to an intervention if it is to be successful. There was thus a growing feeling in official and defence circles in the US that the country should be much more selective about the interventions in which it becomes involved. More emphasis should now be put on nonmilitary prevention and as far as possible on supporting victims in ways that would have them defending themselves.

Another participant argued that the US should only become involved in interventions when its presence is needed, welcomed, or otherwise irresistible. However, the US should do more listening and less preaching and be more willing to share credit, so as to encourage other countries to join a coalition of the willing.

US public opinion was identified as a central factor in US decisions to intervene. However, it is also ambivalent about the value of interventions and can be easily swayed, positively or negatively, by the CNN effect. There is no ingrained or historical tendency for the US public to want to protect non-Americans. Sustaining public interest in any one situation for long is also difficult. However, while a decision to intervene is probably one of the most difficult a US President could make, once made it would be rare that it would not be supported by the public.

Role of the Security Council

One participant queried the methodology used by the Security Council in authorizing interventions. Essentially, the Council has had an unfettered power to declare any situation a threat to international peace and security, and after that can do what it likes. The lack of accountability is unacceptable. Somalia was cited as an example of where an internal situation was probably not in fact a real threat to international peace and security, yet the Security Council nevertheless declared it to be so, and an inappropriate and ultimately disastrous intervention followed.

It was argued that interpretation of the UN Charter has evolved over time and that this has affected not only the rights of the Security Council but also those of states, particularly in situations where the Council has been unable or unwilling to act. One participant argued that in fact the Security Council is not the sole source of authority for interventions. The Citizen's Guide to US Foreign Policy (produced by the US State Department) noted – albeit controversially – that Council authorization is preferable but not always necessary. The trick was to get the Council to fulfill its functions better and not allow it to abdicate responsibility. Another participant suggested that the goal of ICISS should be to establish guidelines for Security Council action, but make it clear that if the Council fails to act, despite the guidelines being met, then any subsequent intervention by others would have increased legitimacy. It was also suggested that if authorization by the Council is blocked by one veto while all or most other members favour action, this too would confer a large degree of legitimacy on the intervention.
There is a place for double standards in all this. There are clearly places where the international community cannot and should not intervene, as the costs would be too high (for example, Chechnya). But this does not mean that interventions that could achieve positive results should not be undertaken elsewhere.

**Conditions for Intervention**

While there was general agreement about interventions only being undertaken in response to the most serious abuses, it was noted that ICISS should not only be thinking in terms of such abuses being sudden and cataclysmic. In Indonesia, Sudan, and many other places the abuses are systematic and massive, but they are “slow burners.”

Once a military intervention becomes necessary, however, then a certain number of basic conditions should be met: 1) the objective must be achievable and should not be transformed drastically (as occurred in Somalia); 2) the intervenors should prevail rapidly, using the level of force necessary to achieve this; 3) the US should preferably be part of a coalition; 4) there should be prior agreement on command structures, goals, criteria for withdrawal – more than a withdrawal date is needed, since otherwise parties to a conflict or abusers would only try to sit out the intervention; and 5) the armed forces should not be used for essentially police duties or other functions that they are not well equipped to perform. In the latter regard, more effort should be made to build up a capacity in the local population to take over those duties. However, to date this had been done badly.

It was also suggested that there should be timely sharing of intelligence among interested states to ensure that any action is based on common understandings. Another participant noted that a related problem is that in the hasty preparation that precedes most interventions, there is usually insufficient analysis of the situation. The result of this often is that greater importance is assigned to superficial problems, while the deeper seated causes are underestimated or ignored.

**Responsibility to Protect**

Changing the terms of the debate to a “responsibility to protect,” as suggested by ICISS, was greeted positively. It widens the scope of discussion, since local actors, including the government of the country that is the subject of possible intervention, also have a responsibility to protect. In some cases, moreover, these actors also have greater authority than international ones. Defining the success of an action or intervention is also easier if protection is the central focus.

One participant said that ICISS should stress the point about local actors having primary responsibility to protect. Otherwise, there is the risk that people would automatically start looking outside their own borders for others to protect them.

**Prevention**

While there was agreement around the table that prevention is preferable to intervention, it was noted that prevention is not politically easy, because there is usually little happening on the ground that could grab international attention. Equally, from a political viewpoint, an intervention often only becomes practicable once a situation has deteriorated to the point that the chances of a successful intervention have become minimal (as occurred in Rwanda). The central question that people should thus be considering is how to generate positive public opinion well enough in advance of an atrocity to prevent it from occurring or worsening.
Another factor cited as undermining preventive strategies to an extent is the feeling in many Western capitals that more successful interventions are needed in order to build credibility and demonstrate a deterrent effect for future situations.

One participant argued that the material costs of intervention mean that countries would only intervene if there is strong public support for it. This, however, means that in effect there is a bias that favours interventions by countries with the strongest interest in the issues in dispute, thus undermining any notion of impartiality.

A note of caution was sounded about global interests – which is where the notion of protection fits – usually taking a back seat to national interests in any decision to act or not. This applies equally to prevention as to intervention.
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SUMMARY

In an opening address, Soledad Alvear, Chile's Minister of Foreign Affairs referred to intervention as a subject closely related "to life and death" and one that international organizations, despite all their technological progress, have been unable to address effectively. Indeed, massacres and other major aggressions against humankind continue to occur, to the dismay of the international community. All this urgently requires international organizations and UN state members to compromise on a common approach. On the other hand, the history of Latin American and the Caribbean countries gives them an important doctrinal framework that opposes unilateral interventions and favours respect for the sovereignty of states. When the issue is intervention, the region's policy makers trust the UN Charter. Yet, Security Council decisions can be blocked by the conflicting positions of its members, and it has sometimes been unable to respond quickly enough to situations demanding international intervention. The Minister concluded by suggesting that since saving lives should always be the superior interest, we should be able to find ways to create new and original mechanisms.

Intervention, Sovereignty, and Security in Latin America and the Caribbean

An introductory paper proposed the idea of "cooperative multilateralism" as a basis for building consensus and decision making on the international system's key issues, including humanitarian intervention. Unlike the current approach, this system would be positive and practical and based on ideals such as peace and prosperity. In addition, it is necessary to adopt a more holistic approach to the concept of security.
Several participants endorsed this viewpoint. Since the end of the Cold War demands have
frequently been made to revise the international-security concept that dominated Western
strategic thinking in earlier decades. This desire has a direct connection with the interven-
tion issues being discussed. Although there is consensus on the need for a new conceptual
paradigm, no consensus exists on the concept itself. Two main possibilities have been con-
sidered. Because of a lack of comprehensive theoretical tools to explain the most recent phe-
nomena within the international arena, new tag names, such as “environmental security,”
“citizen security,” and “human security,” have appeared. Others have preferred to broaden
the traditional concept of international security to include new threats, actors, and power
relationships.

Many suggested that globalization has made the concept of sovereignty obsolete. Others
thought that current threats – new or old – have a transnational nature that ignores territo-
rial borders. Consequently, transnational relations, including economic and cultural
aspects, are increasingly taking place well beyond state control. Although some thought that
sovereignty has become less important for nation-states, others thought that the opposite is
true: because of lessened control over what happens inside their borders, governments have
become more sensitive to, and interested in, preserving their sovereignty.

When External Military Intervention Should Be Considered and Why: Intervention
Priorities and Thresholds

A further discussion paper was presented on why and when military intervention is neces-
sary and justifiable. This paper also covered the priorities and thresholds for a decision on
intervention. It cited the case of violence in East Timor following the independence ballot.
The Secretary-General could only have exerted the intense pressure he did on the Indonesian
Government to end the violence or allow for international intervention because the interna-
tional community had achieved a notable consensus on the need to intervene with military
force to stop the violence. When such conditions are not present, a decision might still be
taken if, for instance, it is a situation that would motivate global concern and criticism, such
as a case of genocide. Even so, military intervention should still only be a last resort, and it
should do more good than harm. A basic criterion should also be that the victims are non-
fighting civilians. Other factors may militate against a decision to intervene, such as if the
aggressor is a nuclear power or there is a risk of partiality in the use of force – which may arise
particularly in cases of a decision of only one state to intervene. Similarly, hidden agendas, as
opposed to altruistic or humanitarian concerns, should be a further reason not to intervene.

During the ensuing debate, consensus was reached on the basic conditions that legitimate
the decision to intervene: the existence of multilateral support for the action, the use of inter-
vention as a last resort, and the assurance that intervention would not worsen the problem.
In addition, participants agreed that past situations that had been used to justify unilateral
interventions in Latin America and the Caribbean no longer exist.

It became clear that intervention had a particular connotation in the Latin America and
Caribbean region. An ever-present concern was the role of the US, either as an intervening
state or as the most influential actor in multilateral organizations. Military interventions were
thus seen as sharpening the contrast between the real power – but sometimes questionable
legality – of an effective military power (the US), and the smaller power – but legitimacy of
– multilateral organizations (the UN).

One participant noted the need to consider unarmed interventions. In addition, sugges-
tions were made for changing the general attitude toward intervention. It should not be seen
as a decision between the right to intervene or not, but as part of a duty or responsibility to
protect. Finally, it was clear that issues requiring intervention are largely interdependent. It would also be helpful to increase the monitoring and early-warning capacity of the UN and to emphasize actions that could prevent situations from escalating. In this regard, three possible levels of intervention should be considered for adoption in a gradually escalating sequence: diplomatic measures, sanctions and incentives, and military force.

The UN nevertheless can only do what its member states decide and is thus dependent on the political interests of those states. However, it is not organized in ways that facilitate making quick decisions. It clearly needs a system to allow for global oversight. Therefore, in order to speed up decisions in situations where a regime is committing atrocities, suggestions were made for modification of the UN Security Council and creation of a tribunal or other body within the General Assembly to make pronouncements upon the gravity of human rights abuses and the related necessity or otherwise of an intervention. It was also suggested that the UN should sponsor analysis of case studies to assess both the effectiveness and the influence of interventions on the political climate of the states in which they take place.

When Not to Intervene and Why: Alternatives to External Military Intervention

A further two papers were delivered and discussed together. The first related to when intervention is not advisable and alternatives to external military interventions. It noted that interventions involve many risks and perplexities. Because of the difficulty of distinguishing circumstances that require intervention and those that do not, the paper suggested the adoption of a new conceptual context, based on the “globalization” paradigm, rather than on the outdated one of the Cold War. It suggested that the protection of fundamental human rights should be the essential motivation for decisions to intervene. “Sustainability,” the assurance that intervention will solve or at least stop the problem, was argued to be the essential operational factor. “If there is doubt about the sustainability of an intervention, it is better not to intervene,” though “sovereignty cannot be a barrier when the protection of fundamental rights is at stake.” The paper also suggested that fear of intervention may help to prevent abuses of human rights. However, there are two main circumstances when intervention should not take place: 1) when the state concerned is exercising full and complete sovereignty; and 2) when a fundamental value is not at stake. The problem is that situations that may suggest the need for intervention are usually complex. For example, civil war is often a situation that creates objective circumstances requiring intervention, but it is also a complex situation in which right and wrong cannot be easily distinguished.

The Impact of External Military Intervention: Political, Economic, and Social

The second paper analyzed the political, economic, and social impacts of military intervention. The following variables are relevant: the situation of the country, the size of the intervention force, the necessity of rebuilding the country after intervention, and the level of economic deterioration following the intervention. To evaluate the local impact of military intervention within the context of the Americas, it is important to take into account the history and the role of the OAS, which is currently developing a wide range of instruments to cope with post-intervention situations and the necessity to use force. An example was Haiti. Although the intervention there had been successful in solving the immediate crisis, it was less successful afterward. Moreover, the situation was, at the time of the discussion, quickly deteriorating. From a purely economic standpoint, the intervention in Haiti is excessively expensive and not cost-effective. However, it is difficult to objectively assess the value of military intervention. Military interventions are designed to control a crisis, not address the roots of the problems. Preventive action is extremely important.
During the ensuing discussion, some of the most sensitive factors relating to the decision to intervene were identified as including the time when intervention is necessary and advisable, what is necessary to legitimize interventions, and who can make decisions to intervene. Participants agreed that the most accepted institution to take decisions on multilateral interventions is the UN Security Council. However, there was no consensus on what should happen when there is a widespread sentiment for intervention, but the Security Council chooses not to act.

Wider Impacts – Although participants agreed that decisions to intervene often give scant consideration to the intervention’s impacts on a wider regional system, they agreed that this variable should be considered during a decision to intervene. Positions were divided between those who considered that sovereignty should not be an obstacle to intervention when human rights are at stake and those who were concerned about negative regional impacts. Examples discussed included the intervention in Nicaragua and the prospects for the Colombian crisis.

Concerned with post-intervention impacts on the population, one participant suggested the assessment of the psychological impacts of intervention, in addition to economic, political, social, and military impacts.

Intervention “for Democracy”

A heated debate developed on this issue, with no real consensus emerging. There was a feeling that while international consensus might build rapidly in cases of intervention for humanitarian reasons, it does not do so when the intervention is politically motivated, as is the case with preservation of democracy. Although democracy has become a norm and almost a moral value in the region, the overthrow of democracy does not seem a valid motivation for military intervention. Nevertheless, agreement formed around the idea that measures short of military ones, such as diplomatic warnings and sanctions, would be useful tools for the protection of democracy. On the other hand, since democracy has become a cherished value, threats to democratic rule might be followed by major violations of humanitarian values and thus justify intervention. Nevertheless, it was clear that most of those present saw “intervention to protect or promote democracy” as a sensitive and potentially dangerous issue, since the concept of democracy itself is relative and subject to distinct interpretations. The region’s direct experience with past US military interventions that claimed to have been aimed at protecting democracy was also relevant here. In this region, therefore, the initial reaction to military intervention would always be cautious.

One participant concerned with the idea of protecting democracy suggested the creation of a supranational institution to oversee and evaluate democracies and their shortcomings in the region. This idea, however, was also criticized on the basis of the relativity of the concept of democracy.

The conclusion was thus reached that in this region, any decision to intervene militarily could only be legitimate if based on severe abuse of fundamental human rights. However, even if the Security Council could not decide to intervene, despite the existence of objective grounds, it would be very difficult to classify as legitimate a “unilateral” military intervention (that is, one taking place without Security Council mandate.) Despite its shortcomings, the UN Charter should be kept as the key paradigm for the analysis of cases eventually requiring military intervention.
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SUMMARY

During opening remarks and in other comments, a number of participants from all backgrounds expressed regret that no Palestinian participant was present, especially in light of the massive violations of human rights committed in the occupied territories and the passivity of the international community. It was stressed that the current situation in the occupied territories could not reasonably be divorced from the issues being discussed at the roundtable.

A discussion paper was presented that recalled past and contemporary experience of military intervention in the region and beyond, noting that it is a sensitive and complex issue. At the regional level, the sanctity of borders has been enshrined in the charters of both the Arab League and the OAU. All diplomatic means have to be exhausted before a military intervention could be contemplated; and, moreover, the intervention has to have a good chance of success. It should also be proportionate to the situation. The rules of international humanitarian law (IHL) should be respected.

Commissioners then referred to some of their current considerations, which included the need to develop working mechanisms for intervention; the responsibility to protect; the need for transparency; the need to avoid double standards; the need to strike a balance between action and inaction; the need for preventive strategies; and the responsibility to assist developing countries in order to tackle the root causes of humanitarian crises. They stressed that they were seeking innovative solutions.
Some participants argued that innovation should not be confined to the question of terminology. The post-war international order that produced the UN is suffering from increasing incoherence. In light of the ongoing changes in the international situation, conventional perceptions in the age of globalization can be viewed as obstacles. The UN does not any longer reflect the contemporary international situation. There is an urgent need to reform the UN system in order for it to be more responsive to the needs of the international community.

When External Intervention Should Be Considered

A participant made a presentation on the question of when and why external military intervention should be considered, and on intervention priorities and thresholds. It was pointed out that the issue of humanitarian intervention includes a number of normative and moral factors, though the decision making and the undertaking of intervention are to be carried out by politicians. The Middle East has witnessed a number of humanitarian crises that are, or could be, subject to international intervention. The flagrant examples are Palestine and Iraq, but other possibilities are Libya and Sudan. Despite the fact that the intervention that took place in Iraq was justifiable, this intervention has become a source of ongoing humanitarian suffering for innocent Iraqi civilians. The case of Palestine represents the opposite extreme. It involves a number of severe factors (disproportionate use of force, severe abuses of human rights, denial of the right to self-determination), yet no international intervention is envisaged, despite appeals to the international community.

Objectively, there are a number of problematic thresholds to intervention, including the extent of atrocities, war crimes, crimes against humanity, genocide, and threats to fundamental human rights. The problem lies in the definition and identification of these abuses, as this can be a subjective and politicized process. There is a real need to develop an impartial political mechanism for this purpose. At the same time, independent states should be more amenable to the idea of devolution of sovereignty to a supranational body for crisis prevention, monitoring, and management.

The majority of participants agreed that there are thresholds and limitations on intervention that must always be observed. Furthermore, the mechanisms and procedures of the intervention process must be subject to objective international regulation. In this context, it is mentioned that the UN Charter contains apparently contradictory provisions concerning noninterference in internal affairs and the prohibition on the use of force, on one hand, and the provision for collective intervention, on the other. Two important reservations were mentioned in this regard. First, a decision by a state to become party to any international treaty (including the UN Charter) means that it is relinquishing part of its sovereignty to a supranational entity (ideally the UN). Second, the action taken by the Security Council in exercising its responsibility for peacekeeping or peace making is referred to in the UN Charter as legal enforcement measures and not "intervention."

Reservations were expressed about use of the term "humanitarian intervention." One point of view was that "humanitarian" should not be associated with war. Another point of view stressed that the concept of "humanitarian intervention" itself is regarded sceptically in most Third World countries. It has brought back bad memories from the colonial era, when Western colonialism was portrayed as a sort of humanitarian effort to help civilize and free the peoples of the South.

Reasons for intervention include genocide, crimes against humanity, war crimes, major atrocities, self-determination, mass violations of human rights – including, importantly in the Third World, economic, social, and cultural rights. One participant mentioned the concept of human security. Emphasis was put on the urgent need to narrow these concepts, since the more diffuse they are, the more problematic they could become.
On the question of when to intervene, the need to determine the extent of atrocities was noted. This is of particular relevance, since there are cases when intervention is more advisable earlier rather than later. On the other hand, some Western countries argue that having an ongoing, political (peace) process constitutes an impediment to intervention.

On the issue of procedures and how to intervene, reference was made to a wide variety of existing UN mechanisms and tools, ranging from treaty-based mechanisms and bodies, to special rapporteurs, to the Security Council. The majority of participants agreed that any form of use of force should be conducted strictly in conformity with the UN Charter. However, this raises problems, since giving the Security Council exclusive responsibility would simply mean leaving it in the hands of a "not really democratic organ" to decide when and how to intervene. Furthermore, Arab public opinion does not give full credence to the Security Council, because of its double-standard approach to the issues in this region.

The issue of "legality versus legitimacy" was also raised. In some cases, legal governments that lack legitimacy would object to humanitarian intervention on the grounds that it infringes on their sovereignty. In other cases, there might be a legitimate need for intervention, but the Security Council fails to provide the legal framework in which an intervention could take place.

Finally, participants agreed that while there is no substitute for the existing framework on the use of force (that is, mandated by the Security Council under Chapter VII), this must be coupled with the Council's reform, if the object is to secure an intervention that is objective, nonselective, and free from double standards.

The Impact of Military Intervention and Alternatives

The second working session tackled the question of alternatives to external military intervention and the impacts of external military intervention: political, economic, and social. The paper presented on the first subject drew attention to the fact that in some cases authoritarian regimes in the South are fuelling civil wars in order to maintain their own power. Some Western powers back these regimes, though the regimes lack the support of their own people. In other cases, Western countries are sometimes invited to intervene in situations of internal chaos, but instead of helping ease tensions they add to them in pursuit of their own interests. This evoked the fear of many Third World countries that the West would misuse the concept of human rights to intervene in their internal affairs. A proposal was made for the creation of an international monitoring body to observe the situation in various areas of tension in the world in order to prevent the eruption of violence.

The presentation on the political, economic, and social impacts of external military intervention used Somalia as an example. The point was made that there existed three levels of problems in Somalia, namely the existence of various political entities, a deteriorating economic situation, and a social disaster consisting of a flood of refugees. International "humanitarian" intervention helped to solve none of them. Instead, one could say that as some of the problems worsened, international interest faded. In such circumstances, there is a graduated series of responses that should be considered concerning the phases of intervention. It should be initiated by neighbouring countries, then move up to regional organizations, then to the Security Council, and if the Council fails to take action, the General Assembly should act under the "Uniting for Peace" formula.

Reform of the UN was discussed at length. One participant claimed that what is needed is a totally new organization to reflect the ongoing changes in the international situation. Some participants responded that the lack of balanced representation of the international
community in the UN does not necessarily mean abandoning the system. Instead, the Security Council should be reformed, or the "Uniting for Peace" mechanism should be revived.

The role and scope of power in the Security Council were also discussed. It was stated that while the responsibility and authority to maintain peace and security are vested in the Security Council, it is not clear to whom the Security Council is accountable. It was suggested that there is a need to have judicial supervision of the Council and that the ICJ is – theoretically – the best placed body to do so.

The majority of the participants expressed frustration over the current performance and legitimacy of the Security Council when it comes to the Middle East. The Palestinian problem, Iraq, Sudan, and the Lockerbie case were mentioned as flagrant examples of unfairness and double standards. Moreover, the credibility, as well as the legitimacy, of the Security Council is being eroded because of its ineffectiveness in certain cases. It is also unrepresentative and undemocratic. Some participants suggested that as a result of these defects, the world cannot depend on the Security Council as the only vehicle to maintain international peace and security. If the Security Council remains the starting point when it comes to international military intervention, it should not necessarily be the finishing point. There is a serious need for institutional change and reform, including revision of the veto power. Some participants suggested that true reform of the Council would be lacking as long as the veto power remains.

There was general agreement that prevention should always be preferable to intervention but that international protection through military intervention might be needed in cases of flagrant humanitarian violations. However, the right system for its implementation does not as yet exist. Unequivocal and agreed criteria and safeguards have to be established. Intervention should be the responsibility of a collective body that reflects the will of the majority of the international community.

One Commissioner pointed out that the enlargement of the Security Council would not by itself help improve the situation. The problem lies more in the Council’s working methods, rather than its membership. Resorting to the General Assembly is no better and can even make the situation more chaotic. It was suggested that an international board of eminent persons be created to make recommendations to the president of the Security Council or to the Secretary-General as to when collective intervention might be required in specific cases. The recommendations, moreover, should be made public. Participants expressed reservations. They noted that for the majority of the Third World, the General Assembly, while flawed, is still the most democratic of the existing international bodies, and it is, at the very least, a better reflection of world public opinion. As for the proposed international board of eminent persons, it would inevitably become just one more bureaucratic body.

It was argued that regional organizations, authorized by the Security Council under Chapter VIII of the UN Charter, may well be in a better position to contribute to conflict resolution because of their proximity and their probably greater acceptability to parties in conflict in that region. Regional organizations could also monitor humanitarian crises, which could be particularly helpful for early warning and conflict prevention. A number of participants argued, to the contrary, that in some cases a regional organization could not play an effective role, because of sensitivities over the motives of major regional states.

The role of civil society and NGOs was raised. NGOs can play a very constructive role in forming international consensus as the basis for an intervention. This can be achieved through a coalition of the more important and influential human rights NGOs at the international level, as part of the global civil society initiative of the Secretary-General.
Conclusions

The ICISS side said that at least four threads were evident in the discussion. The first was that ICISS needs to seriously consider Arab experience in relation to double standards and selectivity, with Palestine a good example. Secondly, there was a feeling that the existing structures of the UN Charter are no longer helpful in all situations and that new structures and processes (pursuant to the Geneva Conventions, the International Criminal Court (ICC), or other treaty-based mechanisms) should have a role, as well as the Security Council. Thirdly, there was a strong need felt for an objective process and concrete safeguards: it is important to ensure both that intervention happens in the right cases and that it does not happen in the wrong ones. The Security Council, as presently constituted, lacks some credibility in making the decision. Fourthly, there is a need to focus on prevention as very important and integral to the notion of the responsibility to protect.

In his concluding remarks, the Chair of the roundtable said that the international community needs to work out norms, criteria, rules, and guidelines to authorize and regulate interventions. At the same time, the existing legal framework enshrined in the UN must not be undermined. The Charter allows for a liberal and flexible interpretation of Article 2 (7) in order to cope with the evolution and expansion of issues that are increasingly considered to be of international concern. So, many forms of intervention short of the use of force are envisaged in the Charter. The use of force, however, is strictly regulated in Article 2 (4). Moreover, the prohibition of the use of force is universally considered as the greatest achievement of the contemporary international legal order in the 20th century. It is a cardinal rule from which no derogation is permitted. He concluded by stressing the importance of prevention and the need to always work by evolution and not revolution, making sure that striving to attain a lofty objective does not occur at the expense of undermining the existing international legal order.
SUMMARY

This consultation was part of ICISS's efforts to engage the P-5. The session took place at the Canadian Cultural Centre in Paris on the morning of May 23 and was opened by Hubert Védrine, the French Minister for Foreign Affairs. Representatives from the French Department of Foreign Affairs, Department of Defence, think-tanks, and opposition parties in the National Assembly attended the session.

Minister Védrine detailed the French position on intervention and efforts to reform the UN Security Council. He said sovereignty is not an absolute. States, by actions such as negotiating treaties, recognize the inherent limits of their sovereignty, which have been further eroded by the increasing role of civil society. However, it is simply not possible, morally or politically, to establish a world order on a "right to interfere" (droit d'ingérence), regardless of how noble the goal might be.

In Kosovo, all political and diplomatic measures had failed; the Rambouillet conference had proved as much. Although he personally thought NATO's intervention had been justifiable juridically, others had argued it did not meet all the traditional legal requirements. The two preceding UN Security Council resolutions on the situation had, nevertheless, declared it to be a threat to international peace and security, even if they had not specifically authorized the use of force. In other words, there was three-quarters of a Chapter VII mandate, and the NATO action was at the very least legitimate.

However, interventions such as Kosovo must not become the norm or be considered the basis for a new system of international law, which would undoubtedly lead to rule by the strongest nations. It was an exception to the usual rules. The solution lies in a new system, which must answer the question: Who can intervene, where, and to do what? A new way of thinking must be brought about and that change must take place at the core of the UN Security Council.

Minister Védrine proposed a "Code of Conduct" for the use of the veto by the P-5. The hope was that this would allow the Security Council as a whole to react more quickly to crises, even when one of the P-5 is involved. This in turn would create greater reliability, predictability and credibility for the Security Council. The criteria need to be practical, rather than only "intellectual," and fairly specific, given the gravity and urgency of the situations necessitating action. He said that he did not think that more "radical" solutions are very realistic, especially since 120 or 130 of the UN's members still place overwhelming priority on their sovereignty.

Although participants could be said to have expressed a generally "Northern" view of these issues, more global concerns were voiced, such as the discrepancy between rhetoric and action and the usual lack of consideration for the sociopolitical repercussions of an intervention. Discussions generally centred on military intervention, with some references made to prevention and the importance of development issues.

Sovereignty

A number of participants made the point that sovereignty is no longer an absolute rampart, behind which perpetrators of atrocities can hide; most states have in any case voluntarily reduced their sovereignty by becoming party to all sorts of treaties. In other words, the protection of human rights is, today, seen as some justification for the violation of state sovereignty. This leads to the misconception that state sovereignty and human rights are incompatible concepts. Although sovereignty might no longer be seen as the sole basis on which international society is organized, it is nonetheless a prerequisite for the development of democracy and human rights, without which the international order would be seriously compromised.
Intervention

The debate on the means to intervene stemmed from the acknowledgement that not to act has become unacceptable. Situations of overwhelming humanitarian necessity challenge the traditional framework where the UN Security Council has to authorize the intervention.

Two participants noted that the French public traditionally supports intervention. This has led to France intervening more than 60 times since the end of the Cold War, a reorganization of its military forces toward peacekeeping-making operations, and the participation in development of a European rapid-reaction force. The ideas and values motivating these interventions were regarded as universal, and intervention was seen as contributing to the birth of an "international conscience." Nevertheless, participants recognized the potential for humanitarian fatigue and disinterest, as could be observed in the French public’s relative lack of interest in the Algerian crisis.

The Question of Legitimacy and Means

Three elements have substantially changed the debate on the issues of intervention and state sovereignty since the end of the Cold War:

- the increased number of intrastate armed conflicts have shifted the debate to the responsibility of states for their own nationals;
- the end of the Cold War paralysis of the Security Council has seen an increased capacity and will to act; and
- the international community’s inadequate, insufficient, or late action and its lack of consistency have directly affected the credibility of the UN and its Security Council.

These factors culminated in the Kosovo intervention, which shifted discourse to the protection of individuals and discussions about a new international political order, in which the notions of legitimacy of intervention and the means to intervene had to be reevaluated.

It was suggested by several participants that although the criteria for legality are clear, those for legitimacy are not, and the ICISS could make a mark in this regard. Opération Turquoise was an example cited. Although highly contested by the local population and the international community, it was regarded as a legitimate action by the French military and public opinion, since ultimately it saved lives. (Some participants were nevertheless critical of the operation.) One participant noted that even though an intervention may have been authorized by the Security Council (and its legality would thus not be in question), the intervention might itself still not take place, for example, because of lack of troop contributions, such as occurred in the Congo in 1996 despite severe crimes against humanity. In other words, we should also be taking account of interventions that do not occur, as well as those that do.

Some participants argued that a consensus on what is legitimate is impossible, since by nature each actor interprets the concept according to his or her own perspective. Similarly, legality alone does not make an intervention legitimate. This is especially true of a "rubber stamp" by the Security Council set in a climate of inconsistency and double standards. Law is nothing without the support and commitment of public opinion.

Another view put was that a true measure of the legitimacy of an intervention should lie in the perspective of the local population. An intervening force must be seen by the local population as a partner, especially in cases where reconstruction is needed. The principles guiding the mission must be explained and accepted by the population. In the case of a military intervention, great care must be taken as to the behaviour of the intervening
soldiers. An intervention might be legitimate at first, but quickly become illegitimate if the rights and freedoms of the local population are disregarded, as had happened in Somalia.

Several official participants noted that the French government believed the answer to these dilemmas lies within the UN Charter. The Charter establishes a clear link between human rights and international peace and security, but it is necessary to put more focus on the relevant provisions. The Security Council also needs to be restored to a central position in the intervention equation, but to do this it also needs to be fully reformed. Since this would be some time off, we have to go on expecting interventions that might occur outside the authority of the Security Council. One senior official noted that the search for new mechanisms, such as greater use the UN General Assembly’s “Uniting for Peace” procedures, is not part of French policy.

Criteria for Military Intervention

The official criteria for French military intervention were stated to include

- the presence of a clear mandate pursuant to Chapter VII of the UN Charter;
- strong rules of engagement;
- a clear chain of command;
- a predefined exit strategy; and
- an acceptable risk of casualties (the French threshold being higher than that of other countries, such as the US).

Nevertheless, in practice, future interventions would likely take place in three situations that do not necessarily respect these criteria:

- cases where public opinion dictates intervention;
- easy interventions, where operations would not be dangerous or onerous (for example, the Ethiopia–Eritrea mission, where the states in question consented to the intervention); and
- regional interventions, usually in Africa, where ground troops are supplied by African countries.

Within the P-5, France, England, and the US accept the idea of intervention, in general, but are very restrictive about becoming involved in specific cases. In contrast, China prefers a case-by-case approach. In reality, however, there could never be an intervention if the P-5 are either too interested or not interested enough in a crisis as a result of the influence of their own national politics in the international decision making process. Moreover, the threat of the P-5 veto is usually apparent well before any formal vote is taken, and this has led to the high number of inconsistencies in the application of UN policy, even within an intervention itself.

This led some participants to suggest that the pertinence of elaborating a set of criteria for when to intervene could be highly questionable. Even if criteria are clearly set up, their interpretation would be different from state to state (for example, how to define an international crisis). In some cases, the existence of criteria might even lead to a calculated escalation of hostilities to bring about an international intervention (for example, arguably, East Timor). Similarly, some regimes would feel confident they might never be the subject of intervention, because of, for instance, their low strategic importance.
Why Interventions Fail

The mentality guiding today's interventions is responsible for the dismal record of the UN in recent years. Proposed solutions, such as those contained in the Brahimi report, try to simplify a situation where “us and them” is a continuing, though evolving, concept. Not enough importance is given to the local impact of a foreign intervention, and this is exacerbated by the growing divide between those who decide on the intervention, those who pay for it, and those who provide the ground troops. This is particularly the case in Africa.

Efforts have been made to depoliticize peace building and make mandates technical. Trying to depoliticize an intervention is usually wrong and ineffective, because it inevitably results in the imposition of an outside political framework on the internal situation of a state. Intervening forces rarely have a clear idea about how to impose such new policies effectively, as has been illustrated in Haiti. Peace is a highly political endeavour; and peace, rule of law, and a stable environment are notions not only defined differently among states but within the intervened state itself. Rhetoric about the impartial nature of interventions is similarly deceptive and counterproductive. A military intervention can never be neutral and impartial, as it fundamentally affects and changes the sociopolitical structure of the country in which the intervention has taken place. The local population only relates in terms of “ally or enemy” and would interpret the actions of the intervening forces through that framework. The historical presence of certain wealthy countries, be it through arms sales, companies exploiting natural resources, or mercenaries in countries later intervened in similarly taints their actions.

The Brahimi report recommended that the mandate of an intervention should always be clear. This is unrealistic, as the mandate of a mission is the result of a political compromise that often includes contradicting positions. Long-term objectives end up contradicting short-term ones (for example, Kosovo, where the task now is to rebuild the infrastructure destroyed by the intervention). Interventions whose aim is to start a dynamic evolution of the society are usually organized to achieve their goal by stabilizing the situation or maintaining the status quo. Likewise, predefined exit strategies make it easy for local extremists to simply wait until the storm passes.

Although a political crisis cannot be solved by military means, there is an increased dependence on military personnel. The roles are becoming blurred, as politicians play at being generals, and soldiers are asked to play political roles or undertake tasks they are unsuited for. This in turn leads to fatigue by the military but also distrust of its political leaders. At the same time, the judiciary is seen as being highly ineffective and often as contributing to additional confusion and destabilization of the situation, as it never effectively attains its main goal, dissuasion. Its credibility is further diminished, as usually no provisions are made to engage the collective and individual responsibility of foreign intervenors, both military and NGO, for misdeeds.

Prevention

Most participants agreed that prevention is a preferred alternative to intervention, but again there is inconsistency between rhetoric and action. As one participant noted, although governments officially endorse prevention, there has been a sharp reduction in development assistance in recent years. Similarly, states are rarely unaware of emerging crises. The decision to ignore early warnings is motivated by calculations of profit for armament industries, for instance, and the conviction that war is more profitable than peace. For one participant, the real challenge was to drive home to people that peace is really more valuable than war and costs far less.
More effective preventive mechanisms are needed. Suggestions included:

- the revival of a proposal made in 1974 by President Valéry Giscard d'Estaing and later supported by President François Mitterand to establish a major new international prevention agency, which would include an early-warning mechanism;
- increase the role and competence of the ICC; and
- increase the regional capacity to respond to crises (for example, the European rapid-reaction force).
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SUMMARY

Defining Sovereignty

Sovereignty was defined by one participant as the power to govern territory, independence from other states, and respect for international law. It follows particularly from the latter that the exercise of sovereignty is not a tool to rule arbitrarily, for example by murdering one's own people. In absolute terms, sovereignty has always had strict limits.

Some participants rejected the notion that the proliferation of internal armed conflicts is associated with a new post-Cold War order that equates lessening of conflict with attacking state sovereignty. According to this view, conflicts have changed little throughout the last century; and although today's world is based on interdependence, Third World - and indeed some First World - countries are still very sensitive about their recently acquired independence. Internal conflicts are in a sense mechanisms to reinforce nationalism. Globalization is an important factor in state-building in modern times but could become negative when it
clashes with sovereignty. War in such circumstances is a means used, for example, by some sub-Saharan states to reassert their sovereignty over international forces that they see as trying to diminish the importance of their national borders through financial restructuring and foreign-aid programmes.

Defining Intervention and the Right of Interference

Intervention was defined as action by a state or an international organization in the affairs of another state. The intervention could, moreover, be civilian or military and could in general terms be aimed at saving or protecting human life.

Two types of interventions were identified:

- "interventions for humanity": unilateral, nonauthorized interventions motivated by the protection of national interests externally, such as rescue of nationals, self-defence; and
- multilateral, Chapter VII-authorized interventions aimed at protecting the citizens of another state.

The intervention in Bosnia was humanitarian, since its only aim was to separate the belligerents and protect the population impartially. The one in Kosovo was not. Its aim has been to protect human rights and therefore oblige intervening states to take sides against the perpetrators of the violations.

Countries such as the US do not distinguish between these two types. They, moreover, use the term "humanitarian" in a blanket way, which leads to confusion. Several participants opposed altogether the idea of using the term "humanitarian" for any type of intervention where force, military or otherwise, is used. They insisted the term should only apply to purely relief operations, since its use otherwise leads to a skewed perception by the local population of the true nature of an intervention.

Several French interventions in the past based their legitimacy on the doctrine of a "right to interfere" (droit d'ingérence). Confusion exists over this term. Some believe an intervention that respects international law is not interference, since all states have implicitly bound themselves to the precepts of the law. Similarly, "interventions" by bodies such as the ICC do not amount to judicial interference, as they apply the statutes agreed upon by states. The claimed legal basis for a "right to interfere" lies in international instruments, such as the Geneva Conventions (Article 3) and UN General Assembly resolutions. Even the strongest proponents of a right to intervene, such as Bernard Kouchner, have never argued that sovereignty should not be respected as far as possible. The Geneva Conventions also make it clear that nothing in them should challenge the basic rules of sovereignty.

The Responsibility to Act

There was some agreement that the international community is less and less accepting of violations of humanitarian principles. These days, states are not only regarded as responsible for their own territory or the actions of their nationals abroad, but also being asked to remedy abuses committed by other states against their own populations and within their own territories. The framework provided by the UN was not seen as the only means to achieve this goal. There are other instruments, such as the Geneva Conventions, that provide such extraterritorial jurisdiction. The criteria elaborated by Antonio Cassese for state intervention without UN mandate were mentioned by one participant:

- massive and systematic violations of human rights;
- absence of political will by the state to stop such violations;
paralysis of the UN Security Council pursuant to a veto;
all peaceful means of settling the situation have failed;
the intervention should best be conducted by a coalition of states; and
force should be used only to end the abuses – there should be no hidden agenda.

A number of participants indicated that the problem does not lie with the law but with its implementation. Resources allocated for responding to crises have been steadily reduced. The influence of multinational companies, sometimes more powerful than some states, has negatively impacted on foreign policy making. Although states that oppose interventions are usually seen as having something to hide, military intervention is seldom the best way to deal with humanitarian crises. Similarly, states that usually recommend intervention are frequently the largest providers of arms fuelling the conflict.

Most participants agreed that states cannot intervene everywhere but criticized the apparently arbitrary selectivity of where interventions actually do take place, and blatant double standards. There was also criticism of the method of implementing interventions, which often leads to a perpetuation of the conflict (with ECOMOG in Liberia and the British intervention in Sierra Leone as claimed examples). Other points made were that states often commit to intervention half-heartedly and inconsistently, with little will to engage in long-term operations. Moreover, the political component is often lacking, and no long-term strategy is put in place to consider the political and economic repercussions of the intervention.

This led to the question of the responsibility of nonstate actors: armed rebel groups, mercenaries–private security companies, multinational companies, international organizations, NGOs, think-tanks, and, above all, individuals. The last three UN Secretaries-General insisted that the Charter provides for the protection of human rights and that interventions for that purpose, especially military, signify the emergence of the individual as a distinct subject of international law. New bodies, such as the ICC, in fact give the power to individuals to not only influence the policy of their governments but also intervene at a judicial level, on such issues as the starvation of the population (considered a war crime by the ICC).

It was suggested that even in military interventions, nonmilitary actors should also be brought in as soon as possible. Relief operations and assistance to the victims of war should be left to organizations such as the ICRC, and states should only intervene in the politico-military process. During the Kosovo intervention, NATO was the coordinating body for humanitarian affairs, which led to a confusion between military and humanitarian goals.

Some participants nevertheless expressed concern lest the shift in focus to non-state actors becomes an excuse for states not to assume the responsibility that is properly theirs. For example, in Angola the criminalization of the Union for the Total Independence of Angola might not have been wholly positive, as it ignored the role of neighbouring countries in rekindling the hostilities; similarly in Sierra Leone, the demonization of the Revolutionary United Front might have facilitated a political solution, but it did not address the original problems that led the group to rebel in the first place. This is particularly counterproductive, since other actors are usually only subject to nonbinding codes of conduct. Moreover, some nonstate actors simply do not have the capacity for effective political action.

Prevention
The definition of peace has evolved from the old negative approach, namely, the absence of war, to a new positivistic view, viz. a permanent end to war attainable by affecting the root causes of conflict. A number of participants were pleased with ICISS’s focus on a "responsi-
bility to protect," as this emphasizes the victims and clearly encompasses prevention. Some other participants nevertheless warned that once you pass the wrapping, the essential questions remain the same and still have to be addressed.

Although participants diverged on the roles of the main actors during a crisis, all agreed on the importance of cooperation in elaborating effective, new preventive strategies through dialogue, fighting against racism and similar ideologies that lead to war, repressing international crimes, and instituting clear measures, such as the suspension of all international aid to countries taking part in a conflict. Most participants agreed that the use of military force should always be the last resort, but some considered that the targeted use of force early in a crisis could be construed as a preventive strategy, used to avoid the escalation of hostilities.

Reforming the United Nations

Recent events, such as the intervention in Kosovo, have highlighted an apparent gap between legality and legitimacy. This discrepancy is further complicated within the UN, where structures are often ill-adapted to the objectives of the organization. A number of participants proposed reforms aimed at changing the composition of the Security Council to include new permanent members. Others noted that this is not a realistic goal in the short term. Moreover, although such reform might increase the Council's legitimacy, it would not necessarily improve its effectiveness. Similarly, reforms aimed at eliminating the veto tend to see the veto as a block to needed and legitimate interventions, rather than as a regulatory mechanism that, if ignored, could lead to greater crisis.

One solution suggested was to put human rights more firmly at the centre of policy making in the UN. Human rights are a universal criterion for legitimacy, recognized both in the UN Charter and in instruments of customary international law, such as the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Concrete steps could include reinforcing human rights programmes and the Office of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights to give them the means to implement policy effectively. Institutionalizing civil society within the UN system would also contribute, although a distinction must be made between NGOs with a global and wide-ranging agenda and those whose aim is to lobby for a specific, narrow goal.

This view based on the UN Charter was criticized by some participants. The Charter is not seen as all-unifying, but rather as a conglomerate of contradictory and antiquated principles, such as the concept of just war. The UN claims to be a democracy on a world scale, but does not recognize the diverse ideals of its members. Not all regimes have accepted or implemented the human rights principles contained in the Charter. The sheer diversity of the cultural values of its members makes a consensus on fundamental values and legitimacy difficult, if not impossible. This consensus cannot be imposed, since the organization itself is not really an effective supranational state with the means to enforce the application of those principles. The proponents of this perspective believed the answer lies in working toward a greater autonomy of action for states, individually or in unison, but not necessarily within the framework of the UN.

One participant warned, moreover, that it also has to be borne in mind that the people who were most interested in obtaining greater individual rights these days also tend to be those who are also interested in the creation of more states (though states that behave in a better way, both internally and internationally). In other words, such people are also strong supporters of sovereignty in the traditional sense.
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SUMMARY

The extent to which humanitarian intervention can become a legitimate practice in international society was the central issue of discussion. The concept of sovereignty, lessons learned from past interventions in various regions, the context and circumstances in which intervention can take place, the principles and criteria for intervention, the role of the media, and the limits and challenges of humanitarian intervention were all discussed.

Intervention and state sovereignty were stated to be incompatible concepts. However, with globalization, interdependence, and the new international order, the normative principle of state sovereignty has been undermined. While states no longer enjoy absolute sovereignty, the legitimacy of intervention remains a controversial issue.

Article 2 (4) of the UN Charter restricts the right to use force unilaterally, except in cases of self-defence. It has been widely accepted, especially during the Cold War, that military intervention to save the victims of even gross human rights abuses is a violation of the Charter. As strong adherents to this provision and the principle of nonintervention, countries in Asia - such as China, India, and many ASEAN members - are key opponents of intervention. Nevertheless, there is room to manoeuvre. Chapter VII of the UN Charter allows the use of force to maintain “international peace and security.” The controversy lies in how international peace and security should be interpreted and how far this permits the Security Council to authorize interventions to stop intrastate humanitarian emergencies. Problems stemming from crises, such as the influx of refugees, must also be dealt with in the context of an intervention.
The gap between international commitments and the instruments for enforcing them allow some governments to abuse their citizens with impunity. Outside interventions to rescue these people provoke charges of interference in the internal affairs of another state. On the other hand, failing to act can lead to accusations of moral indifference and an abrogation of international responsibility.

Lessons Learned

The Indian experiences of intervention in Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, and the Maldives, the NATO intervention in Kosovo, and UN interventions in Cambodia, East Timor, and other cases were raised for discussion. While these cases are diverse in nature (unilateral in the case of the Indian interventions, multilateral but outside the framework of the UN in the case of Kosovo, and multilateral, under the aegis of the UN, in the remaining cases), there are similarities among them, particularly in the ad hoc nature of those operations.

Nevertheless, participants generally agreed that the nature of each conflict differs markedly, according to varying political contexts and cultural settings, among other factors. Conflicts are rampant across the globe, but international law does not provide satisfactory principles or guidelines for intervention, and armed forces are not trained or intended for humanitarian operations. Faced with these difficulties, interventions have at times resulted in failure.

Very often, the morality and claimed legitimacy of interventions have in reality only been those of dominant nations or groups of nations. Although in some cases the effect of military intervention has been to rescue the victims of mass murder or grave violations of human rights, the use of force has been strongly condemned by the international community. Too often, intervention for humanitarian purposes has been criticized for inconsistency, selectivity, and hypocrisy.

Past experience suggests the following as the sorts of conditions that have to be met in carrying out an intervention:

- an intervention and its mandate have to flow from a global conscience;
- strategies and available resources have to be assessed carefully;
- operations must be well-planned, with clear and accepted, impartial, transparent policies and must be implemented by trained (armed) forces;
- political and international-relations perspectives must be taken into consideration;
- territorial integrity must be respected;
- the objective must be to increase democratization, good governance, and economic development and strengthen the process of nation-building;
- discrimination in the ways or means of implementing an intervention must be avoided;
- safe areas and demilitarized zones must be redefined; and
- attempts must be made to predict and prevent undesirable consequences.

Participants noted that international society still lacks an international framework of laws and an authoritative, objective decision maker to adjudicate the applicability of intervention.
Principles and Guidelines for Military Intervention

Participants discussed ways to mitigate the perverse effects of intervention by focusing on principles and guidelines for intervention that might be acceptable to the international community. Broad consensus was reached on the following criteria:

- Humanitarian intervention must be restricted to the most heinous crimes, such as genocide, imminent or ongoing gross human rights violations and mass murder.
- Military intervention must be seen as a last resort and must have a high likelihood of success. The use of force must be considered in conjunction with Chapter VI, Article 33 of the UN Charter.
- Intervention should be premised and based on existing internationally recognized and accepted norms. It should also be consistent with international laws and principles, including IHL.
- A multilateral intervention by the UN, or authorized by the UN, is preferable to a direct intervention by a regional organization, but the latter is preferable to one undertaken by a group of states or an individual state.
- Intervention must be implemented in a timely way and must be swift and decisive.
- The use of force must be proportionate to the desired ends and must be impartial.
- Policies for intervention must be developed by means of a democratic process, and decision making must be transparent.
- Intervening powers would have to withdraw as soon as the mandate has been achieved, and the sovereignty of the state must be immediately reinstated.
- Humanitarian intervention is justified not only on moral grounds, but also on grounds relating to the maintenance of peace and security, as well as economic development and the protection of cultural heritage.
- Intervention must address the root causes of violations and must be well intended, and not in the pursuit of state self-interest.
- The primary goal of intervention must be to remedy humanitarian crises and restore the rule of law, and not the pursuit of self-interest by intervening states.
- If at all possible, intervention should occur on the basis of the invitation of the government of the state in which the intervention is to occur.

Intervention must be considered on a case-by-case basis. It was agreed that the proposed criteria are incomplete and leave much open to interpretation, such as the definition of what constitutes gross violations of human rights, mass murder, etc. The question of who should decide to enforce standards and how and what the process of scrutiny should be were also discussed. Although in general participants tended to favour entrusting the authority to intervene to the Security Council, many called for a review of its structure and composition, citing problems of coherence, effectiveness, representation, democratic practice, and legitimacy. For many participants, the Security Council is in crisis, and there is uncertainty as to whether it could properly fulfill its mandate. One participant suggested that an international independent body be established outside the UN system in order to make sure that standards and conditions are met by intervenors.
Impacts of External Military Intervention

It was argued that if military intervention is the only way to put an end to human crises and barbarism, it would be rather difficult to avoid their perverse effects. In this regard, one participant put forward a number of principles on the potential impacts of military intervention:

- Rather than addressing the deep-rooted problems of disrupted states, which requires a long-term strategy, intervention more readily and rapidly addresses the short-term symptoms of disorder.
- Intervention is likely to have significant impact on particular individuals or groups influenced by the access to, and distribution of, goods.
- Intervention brings a range of new actors to the local and international landscape.
- Intervention is merely the starting point in a complex process of political change. It is not designed to end conflict altogether but can at least be expected to “civilize” political conflict.
- Intervening forces will find it difficult to confront the problems of political culture, the elite structure, and institutional structure and design in the intervened country.
- Post-intervention peace processes might be hindered by the agendas of local authorities (“limited, greedy, or total spoilers”), whose principal targets are vulnerable populations;
- Intervention might have significant potential impacts on trust, social capital, and the character of a society (a lack of trust could spoil all good intentions);
- Intervention and (or) international assistance can produce negative effects on the reconstruction of a civilian economy if the presence of intervening powers causes distortions in local incentive structures, creates an unacceptably dependent state, or inadvertently provides space for criminal elements to flourish; and
- Any of the aforementioned issues can result in the fragmentation of a coalition of intervening powers.

Role of the Media

It was noted that the legitimacy of intervention is based on public support. Without the media, military intervention would not win public support. The problem lies in the fact that

- in general, the need for instantaneous information precludes the transmission of confirmed information;
- the media’s interest in comprehensive information can hinder operational, and, particularly, military strategies;
- the media is not adequately sensitized to the importance of political control over interventions; and
- information (and intelligence) is not adequately shared, but the media appears to be the main actor involved in gathering and disseminating information.

Participants concluded that it is important to win the support of the media in order to win public support over an intervention. From the perspective of the media, it is important that intervening parties understand international media norms; from the perspective of intervening parties, the media need to practice “preventive journalism.”
Conclusions

Seen from various dimensions, it was agreed that intervention is a complex question and needs to be addressed with caution. Cooperation is an essential element. International responsibility must be felt by all if intervention or cooperation is to succeed.

There are now too many conflicts crying out for an international response. The society of states has a duty to act. However, if principles and guidelines are necessary, there is also a need to consider the modalities for any particular action. Participants called for recharacterizing preventive responsibilities.

While military intervention might be the only means to enforce humanitarian norms, it should not be considered a right. Rather, it must be seen as a responsibility. As such, coercive intervention needs to be properly justified. While protective and preventive intervention is preferable to military intervention at all times, military intervention will, at times, be a “necessary evil,” and though it should only ever be attempted “with a trembling hand,” it should in some cases be attempted nonetheless.
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SUMMARY

At the request of the ICISS (which was established by Canadian Prime Minister Jean Chrétien’s announcement at the Millennium Assembly of the UN, in September 2000), a meeting with the China Institute of International Studies and ICISS was held on June 14, 2001, in Beijing. The purpose of the meeting was to discuss the following three questions, put forward by ICISS: 1) when should external military intervention be considered and why: intervention priorities and thresholds; 2) when not to intervene and why; and 3) alternatives to external military intervention and the impact of external military intervention: political, economic, and social.
The participants realized that the day was significant and that it would be useful for both sides to move this discussion forward. No doubt such productive discussion and frank exchanges would improve our understanding and friendship. At the same time, we had to deepen the study of these issues that the international community is facing today.

The views from the Chinese side were summarized as follows:

- Theoretically, the conceptualization of humanitarian intervention is a total fallacy.
- Practically, actions of humanitarian intervention posed grave problems for international laws and international relations.

The theorization of the doctrine of humanitarian intervention is flawed in several respects. First of all, it lacks a legal basis. Nowhere in the UN Charter can one find a clause that permits using force, except for national defence under Article 51 and for restoring international peace, as specified in Chapter VII. Using force for moral or conceptual reasons is questionable and dangerous, because such reasons are often controversial. In practice, legalization of humanitarian intervention is counterproductive to halting massive killings in targeted countries, for it can facilitate interventionists exploiting the legality for their own purposes and encourage warring parties inside a country to take an irresponsible stand in mediation processes.

Secondly, the assertion of "human rights transcending sovereignty" has serious fallacies in theory and lends no help to the legalization of humanitarian intervention. This assertion maintains that the rights of the people transcend the rights of states. It is allegedly based on Western human rights theory; however, it is misleading to see this claim as a logical derivative of Western values. Western human rights theory is based on the rights of individual persons who are born with some indefinable rights, and traditional Western philosophy tends to play down, if not deny, collective rights. Nonetheless, in the thesis of "human rights transcending sovereignty," rights of individuals are suddenly turned into rights of the people or collective rights. This deviation indicates that "human rights transcending sovereignty" is neither a coherent development of Western values nor a reflection of the views of most non-Western nations. It is highly politicized thinking with ulterior political motives.

Thirdly, the sporadic, unpredictable, and incoherent words and actions of the Western powers regarding humanitarian intervention suggest that they have not seriously pursued a policy of protecting human rights and safeguarding world peace. On the contrary, Western powers often approach international human rights issues with dual standards. Evidence of this can be found in the policy of the US toward racist rule in South Africa and Southern Rhodesia, Washington's grudging attitude in carrying out a solution by the Security Council of the UN to stop civil war in Rwanda in 1994, NATO's military intervention in Kosovo, NATO's double standards in averting ethnic cleansing in the Balkans, and so on. It is clear that certain Western powers have played with noble principles to serve their own hegemonic interests.

- A clear distinction must be drawn between humanitarian assistance and humanitarian intervention.

Humanitarian intervention is a fallacious concept, tantamount to marrying evil to good. Humanitarianism is an admirable virtue, but interventionism is a red herring and widely condemned by the world; grafting humanitarian considerations onto intervention adds no lustre to the idea of meddling but will, contrarily, smear the lofty cause with dirt.
To appreciate and support efforts undertaken both within and outside the UN to provide humanitarian assistance, international society should draw a clear distinction between humanitarian assistance and humanitarian intervention. Humanitarian assistance is not an alternative means of politics, nor should it be an instrument for the pursuit of political and military goals of individual states. It must be free of ulterior political motives.

In practice, one can differentiate humanitarian actions from humanitarian intervention according to some key principles, the core one being respect for sovereignty. Sovereignty is enshrined in the UN and remains the most important pillar in today's international order; humanitarian actions must conform to this basic principle. Derived directly from the principle of respecting sovereignty are several other guiding norms that are concerned with the legitimacy of humanitarian actions. Consent of conflicting parties concerned to a third party's involvement is a precondition for taking humanitarian actions. This principle is a logical reflection of respecting sovereignty. The third principle is concerned with mandate. Humanitarian actions involving military personnel should have the authorization of the UN Security Council in accordance with the UN Charter. Without the authorization of the UN, military coercion by any single state or a group of states, even with the target of protecting human rights, constitutes a breach of the UN Charter and is not legitimate. Impartiality is also essential for the legitimacy of the third party's involvement in an internal conflict. And the principle of nonuse of force except for self-defence is the trademark of a peacekeeping operation whose central objective is to ensure a cessation of violence.

Though the complex reality of the causes and backgrounds of regional conflicts will sometimes make it difficult to conform to the above principles, without the guidance of these principles humanitarian actions would lose their innocence.

Q Proposals for humanitarian assistance in regional conflicts.

Considering the misleading effects of humanitarian intervention and the complexity of protecting human rights, it is imperative to establish a framework for humanitarian assistance that reflects the interests of most countries in the world. Seven proposals are as follows:

First, international society should reaffirm Article 3 (4) of the UN Charter and the principles of nonencroachment upon state sovereignty and noninterference in internal affairs by any means specified in the Declaration of Principles of International Law and the Declaration of Non-Interference in Internal Affairs.

Secondly, if peace is threatened and undermined, the UN Security Council should take necessary air, sea, and land actions to maintain or restore peace and security. Before taking action, with the consent of relevant states, a fact-finding mission should be sent as quickly as possible to conduct an investigation. The investigation's report should be submitted immediately, and after the verification of the facts, the UN Security Council would send in a peacekeeping force according to Article 37 of the UN Charter.

Thirdly, if there is no agreement on the issue within the UN Security Council, the UN General Assembly should discuss it immediately according to Article 11 of Chapter IV of the UN Charter and put forward its proposals for peacekeeping actions.

Fourthly, in the course of conducting peacekeeping actions in a state, UN peacekeeping forces and personnel should remain strictly neutral. They should not support or oppose either side.

Fifthly, by the end of peacekeeping actions, personnel concerned should withdraw immediately. They should conduct no actions that may undermine the national sovereignty of the state concerned. They should submit an impartial and objective report on the peacekeeping actions.
Sixthly, peacekeeping actions can only be taken in the case of especially severe situations that endanger regional stability and world peace.

Finally, peacekeeping actions should always be authorized by the UN Security Council. Otherwise, the UN reserves the right to impose punishment according to Article 6 of Chapter 2 of the UN Charter.
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SUMMARY

Russian Perspectives

A discussion paper was presented that gave an objective analysis of Russia's generally negative position on interventions of all kinds. This was for reasons of historical baggage, which came with interventions into Russia at the time of the 1917 Revolution and subsequently from the Cold War Soviet opposition to Western interventions within the Soviet sphere of influence. More recently, concern has arisen over Western unilateralism, which has characterized some interventions in the past decade and has seen the Security Council sidelined and double standards involved. Moreover, most of these interventions have been poorly conceived and have not achieved their objectives. Nevertheless, in the past few years, there have been signs that the Russian Government might be more prepared to reconsider the
issues involved in the ultimate resort to force by the international community to resolve conflicts within states – a recent poll of 200 academic specialists in the subject showed that only 16 percent support the classical Russian position, with the rest taking a variety of more progressive views. There is also a slow realization that traditional rules of sovereignty are eroding and that increased intervention is inevitable. Moreover, Russia is coming to accept that the whole international community is responsible for conflict resolution. Globalization is important in this regard; and though its final effects are not yet clear, common human security is likely to emerge as a central theme.

One participant argued that the Russian public is not really interested in foreign conflicts, even those in neighbouring Slavic countries. The ethnocultural ties are too ephemeral, and people are too busy just surviving. It is thus meaningless to talk about public reaction to interventions as being an influence on governmental decision making in this regard.

Russian Military Operations

Another discussion paper was presented that proceeded from the position that NATO and the Western European Union tend to concentrate more on military operations, whereas Russia is more inclined to the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe focus on conflict prevention. Traditionally, Russia has not voted for UN military or peacekeeping operations and has provided no troops or finance. This has now changed, and around 13,000 Russian troops were involved in UN operations in Bosnia, Kosovo, and Sierra Leone, as well as in conflicts within the old Soviet borders in Moldova, Abkhazia, Ossetia, and Tadjikistan. In Moldova, Russia was trying the innovative idea of involving troops from the opposing sides in peacekeeping deployments. The UN might usefully follow this example. In operations within the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS), however, Russia has shown no preference for impartiality. In the Abkhazia operation, for example, Russia began by supporting one side; but as the situation evolved, it ended by supporting the other. It also tends to work only with the six CIS members who signed the military cooperation protocol. On the other hand, Russia is now tending to apply UN peacekeeping operation standards, including using some enforcement methods in what they continue to describe in classic peacekeeping operation terms.

It was noted that Russian field commanders often complain about being given inappropriate functions, more suited to police forces, and also about having to assume political functions because the decision making process in Moscow is too slow. A Commissioner argued in reply that police forces need a functioning judicial system in which to operate, and this often does not exist in intervened countries. It is thus probably better to start an intervention off as a full military operation and then gradually bring in police as judicial structures are built or resurrected.

Consent

One participant argued that Russian operations within the CIS could not be described as "humanitarian interventions" as the decision making process was quite different: there was no reference to the UN, or any international consensus as such. Moreover, CIS national parliaments were rarely if ever consulted. It was argued separately that Russia usually obtains a form of consent for an intervention from – often puppet – authorities in the territory concerned, whereas a "humanitarian intervention" is generally understood not to have such consent. East Timor was a similar case, where Indonesian consent for the International Force in East Timor had in effect been coerced. While some saw the subsequent military operation in East Timor as a model intervention, it could not properly be called a "humanitarian intervention" because consent existed, however coerced.
Sovereignty

A further discussion paper was presented that canvassed sovereignty issues. The central point was that while understandings of sovereignty might have changed, the basic rules are still there and are still the organizing principle for international relations. Talk about new developments relating to democracy and human rights also has to be seen against the background that in reality they occur in fits and starts. A new international system could not be based on something so sporadic and uncertain.

It was noted, however, that the Russian Constitution seems to give priority to human rights over sovereignty, as it stipulates that international law should prevail when there is a conflict with national law.

In answer to a question why Luxembourg, say, should have the right to sovereign status, but not Chechnya or Kosovo, it was noted that Luxembourg independence has been the result of a historical process. Kosovo and Chechnya are not regarded as having similar rights, because their independence would challenge borders established in that same historical process.

International Law

It was noted that attitudes toward intervention and sovereignty are conditioned according to the prevailing legal system in states: the common law tends to favour the rights of the individual, while the Napoleonic systems place more importance on the force of written law.

It was also argued that recent interventions are based largely on imaginative interpretations of vague and poorly defined provisions of the UN Charter. If new guidelines are being sought, attention should instead be paid to recent practice, regardless of whether specific cases are described at the time as not being precedents. Russia places too much importance on double standards, since these are inevitable, although in a sense the standards should at least be objective. A participant suggested that if a country or group of countries carrying out an intervention is clearly biased, then perhaps the intervention should be implemented by another, more objective group. Another participant suggested that double standards should not always be seen as black or white. The Soviet judge in the Nuremberg trials was notoriously biased, but the end result of those trials was to establish at least a more accountable form of international law.

A more legalistic view was presented that suggested that the rules of international law are binding and that the unilateral action of a group of countries outside its context risks undermining the whole international system. The Milosevic government probably would have collapsed of its own corruption without the NATO action in Kosovo, which actually strengthened internal support for Milosevic. Another participant argued that international law is really only the law of whoever the winners happen to be in specific circumstances.

Kosovo

One interesting suggestion made was that the threatened Russian veto in the lead-up to the NATO action in Kosovo was not undertaken for capricious reasons. Russia genuinely believed that other measures falling short of military intervention had not been fully explored over a sufficient period and that conditions within Kosovo at that time were not of sufficient gravity in any case to warrant immediate military intervention. Another view, however, was that the threat of veto was only an indication of Russian irritation over insufficient involvement in Western decision making circles in the post-Cold War world generally.
Guidelines

Apart from the thresholds identified by ICISS (massive loss of life, whether genocidal or not, or the threat thereof, and ethnic cleansing), one participant wondered whether intervention against major drug trafficking (as had happened in the case of Noriega) would be justifiable grounds.

The thresholds for involvement in conflicts within the CIS were identified as being 1) preventing the spread of conflict; 2) massive exodus of refugees; and 3) preventing major violations of human rights.

It was suggested that prudential considerations examined by ICISS should include "constructive abstentions," as practised by China, in lieu of imposing the veto. If more time and effort had been spent talking to Russia at the time, this might even have been the result over Kosovo.

If general guidelines were to be developed by ICISS, it was argued that it would be impossible to amend the UN Charter to incorporate them.

When Not to Intervene

Situations where intervention should not occur were identified as 1) when intervention is opposed by the local population – treating the population of an intervened country as "defeated" would quickly alienate these people; 2) where there are large numbers of warring factions (as in Somalia); and 3) when the intervening powers base their decisions on factors that are not reflective of human rights values. One participant noted that it is strange that Western concepts of human rights could see the use of force as being necessary to maintain them. Another participant noted that early termination of an intervention often causes more harm than good, although overly long interventions are also to be avoided. If they do not address the root causes of the conflict, they should not take place.

Interventions were identified as promoting corruption among local elites, although the same participant acknowledged that when the basic issue is crimes against humanity, inaction would make the international community complicit in the crimes.

Regional Bodies

It was noted that it has taken some time for the CIS to realize that it is a regional organization within the meaning of Chapter VIII of the Charter. In a sense, this explains why the CIS has never sought Security Council approval for any of its actions. One other view was that the actions carried out in the name of the CIS might not in fact be those of such a "regional organization," since only six members of the CIS are party to the CIS security arrangement. The operations are usually also carried out without status-of-forces agreements, although one participant asked rhetorically between whom such an agreement could be reached in those cases.

Humanitarian Descriptor

There was some endorsement of ICISS’s decision to drop the word "humanitarian" when talking about intervention. Some took the former Soviet position of characterizing all interventions as aggression and in no way humanitarian. Others took a more temperate position and argued that interventions are almost always against a certain class of states, hence they are discriminatory and thus cannot be called humanitarian. Yet others noted that regardless
of the outcomes, most interventions are conducted in the national interests of the intervening states and thus cannot properly be called humanitarian. The current international system is not based on morality - this might be a "nice goal," but it does not reflect current realities.

**Responsibility to Protect**

Despite promptings by Commissioners, there was no discussion of the "responsibility to protect" theme being considered by ICISS. One participant did, however, note that interventions have to empower the local population to rehabilitate itself. Otherwise, dependency would result, and the intervention would have to be judged a failure.

**Role of the Security Council**

Similarly, there was no substantive discussion of the role of the Security Council, apart from those references noted above - and, again, despite urgings by Commissioners. One participant did, however, note that the "Uniting for Peace" procedure might not be liked by the P-5, including Russia, but that it would certainly be preferred by most of the remaining 184 members of the UN.
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